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Zusammenfassung
Technologischer Fortschritt und Standardisierungsaktivitäten sind die treibenden
Kräfte einer stetigen Verbreitung sogenannter smarter Dinge. Das Spektrum smarter
Dinge reicht von Objekten mit RFID-Transpondern bis hin zu komplexen Objekten
mit integriertem Speicher sowie Rechen- und Kommunikationsfähigkeiten. Smarte
Dinge ermöglichen sowohl neue Funktionalitäten und Anwendungen als auch Verbesse-
rungen existierender Prozesse. Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit smarten Pro-
dukten, einer speziellen Klasse smarter Dinge die auf eine vereinfachte Produktnutzung
mittels multimodaler und personalisierter Interaktionsstrategien abzielt. Dieses Verhal-
ten wird durch modelliertes Wissen ermöglicht, welches mit smarten Produkten assozi-
iert ist und während des Produktlebenszyklus erlernt wird.
Smarte Produkte besitzen eingeschränkte Ressourcen und sehen sich typischer-
weise mit regelmässigen Verbindungsunterbrechungen konfrontiert. Folglich ist davon
auszugehen, dass sie weder in der Lage sind alle benötigen Informationen lokal zu
speichern, noch zu jeder Zeit eine Verbindung mit entfernten Systemen zwecks Erhalt
/ Ablage von Daten aufzubauen. Der Zugriff auf Informationen ist jedoch zentral für das
Erreichen der Zielsetzung smarter Produkte. Dies zeigt die Notwendigkeit intelligenter
Mechanismen, welche die Verfügbarkeit benötigter Informationen und einen effizienten
Zugriff bestmöglich sicherstellen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Fragestellung, auf welche Weise proze-
durales Wissen smarter Produkte für eine Optimierung der Datenorganisation in ver-
teilten Systemen genutzt werden kann. Gemäss der Ergebnisse des EU-geförderten
Forschungsprojekts SmartProducts3 nimmt die vorliegende Arbeit eine Modellierung
prozeduralen Wissens in Form von Workflows an. Workflows stellen potentiell komplex
verzweigte Sequenzen von Aktivitäten dar, welche mit den zur Prozessierung benötigen
Daten annotiert sind.
Auf dieser Grundlage trägt die Arbeit drei Workflow-basierte Replikationsstrategien
bei: Most Probable Path (MPP), Path Assessment (PA) und Cooperative Path Assessment
(CPA). Die Strategien nutzen Workflowstrukturen um den zukünftigen Datenbedarf
vorherzusagen und diese Daten pro-aktiv zu replizieren. Dies hat eine Verbesserung der
Verfügbarkeit und Zugriffsgeschwindigkeit jener Daten zur Folge und ermöglicht eine
effizientere Ausführung von Workflows. MPP, PA und CPA verfolgen identische Ziele, un-
terscheiden sich jedoch in der Balancierung der Verbesserung des Datenzugriffs und des
potentiellen Risikos fehlerhafter Bedarfsprognosen.
Um das Risiko der Replikation nicht-benötigter Daten zu reduzieren, wenden die
Workflow-basierten Replikationsstrategien das entwickelte Konzept transienter Replikate
an. Transiente Replikate zeichnen sich durch eine beschränkte, mit jedem Zugriff
3 http://www.smartproducts-project.eu/
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steigende Lebenszeit aus. Bei einer ausreichenden Anzahl von Zugriffen werden tran-
siente Replikate in persistente (dauerhaft gespeicherte) Replikate überführt. Das Aus-
bleiben eines Zugriffs innerhalb der geltenden Lebenszeit hat hingegen das Löschen des
transienten Replikats zur Folge. Dies reduziert die Anzahl zu verwaltender Replikate und
adressiert die Unsicherheit der pro-aktiven Replikation.
Des Weiteren ist die Replikationsstrategie Content Class (CC) vorgeschlagen. Im
Gegensatz zu den Workflow-basierten Replikationsstrategien basiert CC nicht auf
beobachteten und vorhergesagten Zugriffsmustern, sondern ermöglicht eine Klassifika-
tion der geplanten Datennutzung durch Applikationen smarter Produkte. CC nutzt diese
Klassifikation und stellt dedizierte Strategien zur Verfügung, welche die Organisation
der Daten entsprechend der Datenklassifizierung bestmöglichst anpassen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit folgt der in der Forschungsgemeinde gängigen Auffassung,
dass es gewinnbringend ist, Datenreplikations- und Datenaustauschstrategien inte-
griert zu betrachten. Dementsprechend trägt die Arbeit zwei Datenaustauschstrate-
gien bei: MFR for Transient Replicas (MFRTR) und Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR).
MFRTR komplementiert die Workflow-basierten Replikationsstrategien. Der Ansatz er-
weitert die bekannte Strategie MFR [KRT06, KRT07] um die Behandlung transienter
Replikate. Beim Ausbleiben von Zugriffen auf transiente Replikate werden diese durch
MFRTR nicht sofort gelöscht, sondern erst bei Auftreten von Anfragen deren Bedienung
der Freisetzung zusätzlicher Speicherkapazität bedarf. Dies resultiert in einer effizienten
Nutzung verfügbarer Speicherressourcen ohne die Aufwände des Datenaustauschs zu er-
höhen. ECR erweitert MFRTR um die Nutzung von Datenklassifizierungen im Rahmen
der Identifikation auszutauschender Daten. Auf diese Weise zielt ECR auf den Erhalt der
Datenpositionierung entsprechend der Datenklassifizierung ab und vervollständigt die
Strategie CC.
Der Mehrwert der genannten Strategien wurde anhand eines Simulationsmodells
des Szenarios Smart Aircraft Manufacturing, welches gemeinsam mit EADS Innovation
Works entwickelt wurde, evaluiert. Verglichen mit existierenden Replikationsstrate-
gien zeigt die Studie eine Verbesserung der Datenzugriffsgeschwindigkeit um bis zu
28%. Reduziert auf Workflow-basierte Datenzugriffe steigt die Verbesserung auf bis zu
62%. Nach dem Wissen des Autors der vorliegenden Arbeit sind die vorgeschlagenen
Strategien der erste Ansatz prozedurales Wissen smarter Produkte sowie Applikations-
getriebene Datenklassifizierungen für eine Optimierung der Datenorganisation in ver-
teilten Systemen smarter Produkte einzusetzen.
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Abstract
Driven by advances in technology as well as standardisation efforts, the adoption of
smart things gathers pace in various industries. Smart things range from simple objects
being equipped with smart labels to comprehensive objects with embedded storage, com-
puting, and networking capabilities. They aim at improving product operation and usage
as well as at enabling functionality beyond their original purpose of use. Think of con-
nected cars that seek for enhancing traffic safety and efficiency as well as for enabling
telematic services, or industrial assets that sense and monitor their condition in order to
improve maintenance operations. This thesis addresses smart products, a specific class of
smart things that targets simplicity of product use by means of multi-modal and person-
alised product-to-user interaction. For this purpose, smart products are equipped with
knowledge and knowledge-related functionality. Amongst others, this includes domain
and problem-solving knowledge that is used to enable active user guidance.
Given their resource limitation and potential intermittent connectivity, smart products
are typically not able to locally store all content required and created across their life
cycle neither can they connect to remote systems at all times for storing and / or retriev-
ing information. Yet, in order to achieve simplicity of product use, it is essential that
product-to-user interaction is not distorted by long user-perceived delays for retrieving
required information or by falling back to simple interaction means, because of con-
tent being not accessible. Hence, there is a need for intelligent mechanisms that make
content available when required and accessible with low latency.
This thesis studies how procedural problem-solving knowledge associated with smart
products can be utilised by content placement strategies, i.e., content replication and
replacement strategies, to enhance content access. According to the results of the
EU-funded research project SmartProducts4, the thesis assumes procedural problem-
solving knowledge to be modelled in the form of workflows that reflect sequences
of activities and feature annotation of activity-related content needs. Also, it assumes
complex-structured workflows that consist of multiple alternative branches with the ac-
tual branch(es) to be followed being determined dynamically.
On this basis, the thesis contributes three workflow-based replication strategies,
namely Most Probable Path (MPP), Path Assessment (PA), and Cooperative Path Assess-
ment (CPA). These strategies utilise workflow structures to predict and pre-replicate
(i.e., replicate in advance) workflow-related content needs in order to enhance query
efficiency of content requests during workflow execution. While MPP, PA, and CPA
pursue the same objective, they vary in the way of balancing enhancement of query
efficiency with the potential risk of false pre-replication as well as in their incorporated
sphere of knowledge.
4 http://www.smartproducts-project.eu/
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In order to address uncertainty in execution of branched workflows and the result-
ing risk of falsely pre-replicated content, the workflow-based replication strategies apply
the proposed concept of transient replicas. Transient replicas are assigned gradually in-
creasing Time To Live (TTL) intervals. While they may be persisted in case the number of
requests exceeds a pre-defined threshold, they are removed in case they are not accessed
within their active TTL. This avoids pre-replication wastage in the long term and limits
the number of replicas to be maintained.
Moreover, the replication strategy Content Class (CC) is proposed. Instead of relying
on observed or predicted access patterns, this approach enables smart product applica-
tions to classify their intended content use and provides content-class-specific best effort
policies to improve content organisation.
Given the typical benefits of integrated content replication and replacement strategies,
this thesis proposes the two replacement strategies MFR for Transient Replicas (MFRTR)
and Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR) that complement the workflow-based replica-
tion strategies and CC, respectively. MFRTR extends the well-known replacement policy
MFR [KRT06, KRT07] by taking into account transient replicas with lazy removal prop-
erties. Thus, transient replicas are only removed if additional storage capacity is needed
for serving pending storage operations. This results in efficient utilisation of avail-
able storage capacity without increasing replacement overhead. ECR extends MFRTR
by leveraging content classification for determining replacement candidates. Instead of
purely relying on access frequency and recency, this approach aims at preserving location
properties of content according to its classification.
The value of the proposed content placement strategies is assessed with a simulation-
based evaluation study that adopts the application scenario smart aircraft manufacturing
developed jointly with EADS Innovation Works. This study reveals that the proposed
strategies improve overall and workflow-related query efficiency by up to 28% and 62%,
respectively, compared to related work. As to the knowledge of the author, the pro-
posed content placement strategies are the first that leverage procedural problem-solving
knowledge associated with smart products and enable application-affected content or-
ganisation while taking into account the challenges of smart products.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Driven by speedy technological progress, more and more products are equipped with
computing and networking resources in order to improve product operation and usage
as well as to enable functionality beyond their original purpose of use. Think of televi-
sion sets with embedded application platforms, connected cars that seek for enhancing
traffic safety and efficiency as well as for enabling telematic services, or industrial as-
sets that sense and monitor their condition in order to improve maintenance operations.
Despite the potential of this trend, it entails growth of complexity and diversity of tech-
nical products that is fostered by configuration options and shortened product life cycles.
Users tend to be challenged and overwhelmed by the increasing functions and features
of technical products as well as the amount of associated information [Res09].
This thesis targets smart products. Informal speaking, smart products are tangible
objects with embedded computing and networking resources that aim at simplifying
product use by means of personalised product-to-user interaction and active user guid-
ance (a detailed definition of smart products is presented in Section 2.2). Instead of
having the user understand and execute product functionality, it is the smart product
that infers situational knowledge and user objectives in order to approach and assist
the latter in a proactive way. For this purpose, smart products are associated with
knowledge and knowledge-related functionality that allow for autonomous and cooper-
ative task accomplishment. Knowledge associated with smart products can be classified
into (i) procedural knowledge and (ii) reasoning-based knowledge that consists of tools
and methods for dynamic process composition, task assignment, and problem solving.
While procedural knowledge is often used for well-defined processes such as assembly
or product maintenance procedures, the inherent flexibility of reasoning-based knowl-
edge copes for cooperative problem solving in dynamically orchestrated smart product
systems [NdGV11].
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In addition to collaboration for improved simplicity and “smartness”, smart products
share resources and capabilities to address the typical limitation of their embedded re-
sources. Amongst others, this encompasses usage of interaction devices that are avail-
able in the environment to enable different interaction modalities as well as collaborative
storage mechanisms in order to make available information required for user guidance
and to improve access efficiency.
1.2 Motivation
The realisation of smart products poses challenges in various research domains.
Amongst others, these challenges include mechanisms for embedding smart products
in different, dynamically orchestrated environments across their life cycle, ontologies
for describing domain and problem-solving knowledge, as well as means for enabling
natural product-to-user interaction. Also, organisation and management of product-
and user-related content have to be addressed. Think of a smart product being shared
by multiple users who operate the product in different environments. Such a product
must either store or dynamically retrieve user interface options and related media de-
pending on the user, the intended use of the product, and the interaction resources of
the environment.
Given the typically limited resources of smart products, it cannot be assumed that
smart products are capable of storing all content required in the course of their life
cycle on-board. On-demand retrieval of content provided by remote storage resources
– however – results in increased access latency in almost all cases. Moreover, due to
heterogeneous communication technologies and their potential mobility, smart products
may face regular disconnections. Indeed, connectivity to remote storage resources cannot
be assumed in all environments smart products may be operating in. While connectivity
is generally available in well-equipped manufacturing scenarios, domains such as mobile
field services or logistics are characterised by occasional connectivity. In conclusion,
smart products are typically not able to locally store all content required and created
across their life cycle neither can they connect to remote systems at all times for storing
and / or retrieving information.
In order to achieve simplicity of product use, it is essential that product-to-user inter-
action is not distorted by long user-perceived delays for retrieving required information
or by falling back to simple interaction means, because of content being not accessible.
Hence, there is a need for intelligent mechanisms that make content available when
required and accessible with low latency taking into consideration the challenges of
smart products.
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1.3 Research Question
This thesis studies means for improving availability and query efficiency of content re-
quired by smart products given the above-stated challenges. In particular, it analysis how
knowledge associated with smart products can be utilised by content placement strate-
gies for enhancing content access. This objective is subsumed in the research question
presented below, which applies the 3 step formula proposed by [BCW08].
1. Topic. I am working on content placement strategies for smart products,
2. Conceptual Question. because I want to find out how knowledge associ-
ated with smart products can be utilised for improving query efficiency and
content availability in distributed smart product systems,
3. Significance. so that readers can build distributed storage systems for smart
products that improve content access taking into account that smart products
may neither be able to store all content required and created across their life
cycle on-board nor to connect to remote storage resources at all times.
1.4 Contributions
The thesis contributes a set of content placement strategies for smart products, which
consists of content replication as well as complementary content replacement poli-
cies. The novel strategies make use of procedural knowledge associated with smart
products in order to enhance availability and query efficiency of content needed by
smart products.
The strategies were developed by the author in the EU-funded research project Smart-
Products5 and build upon the project’s results. The SmartProducts project models pro-
cedural knowledge associated with smart products as workflows that reflect sequences
of activities. Workflows are assumed to be annotated with activity-related content needs
such as user interface options and are used to model product operations as well as to
enable active user guidance. Moreover, research activities in the SmartProducts project
revealed that workflows in the domain of smart products often feature multiple alterna-
tive branches with the actual branch(es) to be followed being determined dynamically
during runtime. A detailed description of workflows and workflow-based operations is
presented in Section 2.1.5.
5 http://www.smartproducts-project.eu/
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The potential of workflow-aware distributed storage mechanisms for enhancing con-
tent access and – as a result – workflow execution performance is stated by [VAKC+12].
Given the typical content access patterns resulting from workflow execution, distributed
storage mechanisms are capable of enhancing content placement by making use of
either (i) explicit hints on activity-related content needs provided by a workflow en-
gine, or (ii) knowledge inferred by the distributed storage mechanism based on past
workflow executions.
The thesis proposes three workflow-based replication strategies, namelyMost Probable
Path (MPP), Path Assessment (PA), and Cooperative Path Assessment (CPA) that combine
the two above-stated concepts. They utilise workflow structures to predict and pre-
replicate (i.e., replicate in advance) upcoming workflow-related content needs in order
to enhance query efficiency of content requests during workflow execution. Given the
structural complexity of workflows, the strategies address the questions of (i) when to
process pre-replication, (ii) for how many activities to pre-replicate in advance, (iii) how
to handle uncertainties in branched workflows, and (iv) how to deal with falsely pre-
replicated content. While MPP, PA, and CPA pursue the same objective, they vary in
the way of balancing enhancement of query efficiency with the potential risk of false
pre-replication.
Moreover, the replication strategy Content Class (CC) is proposed that targets opti-
misation of content access independent of workflow operations. CC enables content
classification and provides content-class-specific policies to adjust number and place-
ment of replicas.
Finally, the thesis proposes two content replacement strategies Most Frequently Re-
quested for Transient Replicas (MFRTR) and Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR) that
complement the workflow-based and content-class-driven strategies, respectively.6
Note that the proposed content placement strategies are based on two main sim-
plifications. First, the strategies aim at enhancing availability and query efficiency of
immutable content. Even though there is a strong interrelation between content place-
ment and consistency maintenance strategies, the latter are out of scope of this thesis.
Second, the strategies focus on procedural knowledge of smart products modelled in
the form of workflows, only. In order to realise a complete distributed storage system
for the domain of smart products, future work should complement the proposed con-
tent placement strategies by (i) tailored consistency maintenance concepts that balance
the trade-off between content availability / query efficiency and content consistency as
well as (ii) concepts for enhancing content availability and query efficiency based on
reasoning-based knowledge associated with smart products.
6 The ordering in which the proposed strategies are presented reflects their weighting. Hence, the
workflow-based replication strategies are the main contribution of this thesis. The replacement con-
cepts represent additions to these strategies in order to reflect the complete replication life cycle.
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1.5 Thesis Organisation
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents background information and in-
troduces the terminology used in the scope of this thesis. Amongst others, this includes
content placement strategies, the content properties content availability and query ef-
ficiency used in the research question, as well as workflows and workflow-based op-
erations. In addition, the domain of smart products is introduced and the concepts
developed in the course of the SmartProducts project are summarised. To exemplify the
use of smart products, the application scenario “Smart Aircraft Manufacturing” is pre-
sented. The scenario was jointly developed with EADS Innovation Works and is used as
reference scenario both for pointing out the application of the proposed mechanisms as
well as for evaluating the latter. Furthermore, the roles smart products may play in a
distributed storage system in general as well as during the exchange of related messages
are defined. Finally, this chapter derives the requirements to be addressed by content
placement strategies to enhance content access in smart product systems.
Chapter 3 presents the results of a study on state-of-the-art content placement strate-
gies. Also, a novel classification scheme is proposed and used for categorising related
work. Each strategy is summarised and the extent to which it supports the investigated
requirements is analysed and discussed.
In Chapter 4, the major novel contributions of the thesis are presented. Moreover,
the chapter discusses different operating models of the proposed strategies taking into
account the resource limitation of smart products. The strategies are classified using the
above-stated scheme and mapped with the requirements investigated in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 5, the impact of the proposed content placement strategies on content
availability and query efficiency is assessed by means of a simulation-based evaluation
study. The chapter adopts the iterative modelling and simulation process proposed by
[Kö01] and presents the conceptual simulation model in Section 5.2, the implemented
simulation model in Section 5.3, and the actual simulation data and evaluation results in
Section 5.4. The latter details the configuration of the proposed strategies, presents an
analysis of the simulation data, and gives recommendations of when to use which of the
proposed strategies.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 6 with a summary of the results and an outlook on
potential future work.
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Chapter 2
Background, Definitions, and
Requirements
This chapter provides background information and introduces the terminology used in
the scope of this thesis to ensure an unambiguous understanding of the proposed content
placement strategies. Moreover, the requirements to be addressed by content placement
strategies targeting the goals presented in Section 1.2 in the domain of smart products
are presented and discussed.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 presents and discusses concepts the
novel content placement strategies are based upon. Also, different terms and definitions
used in literature are discussed and the variant used in the scope of this thesis is high-
lighted. Section 2.1.1 provides a high-level description of distributed storage systems
along a set of design decisions that are relevant for framing the proposed strategies.
Content placement strategies covering both replication and replacement functionality
are discussed in Section 2.1.2. Also, the content properties availability, persistence,
and query efficiency used for assessing the proposed strategies within the evaluation
study are explained (see Section 2.1.3). Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay networks are used in
many of the prototyped smart product application scenarios [AKM07] and are moreover
incorporated in the evaluation study of the thesis. For this reason, Section 2.1.4 pro-
vides an overview of P2P overlay networks. Finally, given the three proposed workflow-
based replication strategies, workflows and workflow-based operations are discussed in
Section 2.1.5.
Section 2.2 introduces the domain of smart products. This covers a definition of smart
products as well as their challenges in Section 2.2.1. Section 2.2.2 presents the concep-
tual basis for realising smart products. According to the proposed content placement
strategies, a special focus is set on workflow-based operations (i.e., procedural knowl-
edge) as well as distributed storage concepts used in smart product systems. Section
2.2.3 presents the application scenario smart aircraft manufacturing, which is used as
reference scenario to exemplify the use of smart products. Additional scenarios in the
consumer electronics and automotive industry are presented in [KMS+12, MEA+11].
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Thereafter, Section 2.3 introduces the terminology used in the description of the pro-
posed content placement strategies. This includes the roles smart products may play in a
distributed storage system in general as well as during the exchange of related messages.
Finally, the requirements for content placement strategies aiming at achieving the
goals presented in Section 1.2 given the challenges of smart products are discussed in
Section 2.4. These requirements are derived from the concepts of smart products as well
as the exemplary application scenario presented in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, respectively.
The requirements are addressed by the proposed content placement strategies and are
moreover used to compare the latter with related work. Section 2.5 closes the chapter
with a short summary.
This chapter is based upon and partly reuses descriptions out of the following pub-
lications of the author of this thesis: [MEA+11, MSH09, MKH11, MSB11, MBGB11].
Note that paragraphs reused from these publications are not marked as direct quotes
if they were written exclusively by the author of this thesis. Quotations within reused
paragraphs are taken over and marked accordingly.
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Distributed Storage Systems
Distributed storage systems can be characterised and classified on the basis of a set of
design decisions such as the number of writers, the applied replication and consistency
maintenance strategy, or the network architecture they are operating upon. The actual
design of a distributed storage system is highly affected by the primary goals it has to
address. Examples include strong consistency, i.e., users perceive the system as a single
database, and distributed storage systems supporting high levels of query efficiency or
content availability. A simplified overview of a subset of design decisions of distributed
storage systems is presented in Figure 2.1 [MPV06, SS05, GHOS96].
Number of Writers. One central design decision of distributed storage systems is the
supported number of writers. Thus, one can distinguish systems supporting multiple
nodes to perform write operations (multi-master system with update anywhere prop-
erties, also known as group ownership) from systems that limit write operations to a
single primary node per content while other nodes are only capable of performing read
operations (single-master system, also known as master / slave ownership). While single-
master systems avoid conflicting versions of content objects, they generally limit content
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Figure 2.1: Design Decisions of Distributed Storage Systems
availability in case of failures of the primary node. Yet, multi-master systems imply the
need for complex consistency maintenance strategies [MPV06, GHOS96].
Operation Maintenance. The way of documenting write operations in order to main-
tain consistency of distributed content objects is another central design decision. On the
one hand, operation-transfer systems document semantic descriptions of operations (per-
sistent operations). State-transfer systems, on the other hand, do not persist operations
and solely maintain version information by means of – for example – timestamps (tran-
sient operations, operations are discarded after having been applied) [MPV06]. Means
of documenting content updates that maintain happens-before relationship and causal-
ity between operations are, amongst others, vector clocks [Mat89], logical (Lamport)
clocks, and real-time clocks [SS05]. While the state-transfer approach is typically less
complex, it has the drawback of supporting only restricted conflict detection and resolu-
tion functionality. In contrast, the operation-transfer approach enables efficient conflict
management functionality that utilises knowledge about operation semantics.
Operation Propagation. The actual propagation of either entire content objects (state
transfer) or the corresponding set of operations (operation transfer) represents a design
decision that strongly affects quality and performance of distributed storage systems.
The Consistency, Availability, Partition tolerance (CAP) theorem invented by [Bre00]
states that distributed storage systems are only capable of fulfilling two of the three
CAP properties – consistency, availability, and partition tolerance. To support varying
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network conditions, the trade-off typically remains between content consistency and
content availability. The two known extremes of this trade-off are Atomicity, Consis-
tency, Isolation, and Durability (ACID) systems on the one hand, which focus on strong
consistency and synchronous propagation of content updates (also known as eager prop-
agation [GHOS96]), and Basically Available, Soft-state, Eventual consistency (BASE)
systems on the other hand, which relax consistency by allowing for asynchronous propa-
gation policies (also known as lazy propagation [GHOS96]). By weakening consistency
requirements, optimistic BASE systems achieve not only enhanced availability but fur-
ther lead to significant scalability improvements [Pri08]. Moreover, BASE properties
support disconnected write operations and can be configured to control the actual level
of object divergence [Vog08]. Of course, this implies the risk of stale content versions
and requires sophisticated consistency maintenance functionality. An overview of design
decisions of consistency maintenance strategies with different consistency guarantees as
well as a study on related work is presented in [MEA+11].
Network Architecture. Furthermore, distributed storage systems have to be designed
according to the network architecture they are operating upon. Amongst others, this
includes traditional client / server architectures (e.g., GFS [GGL03]), logical P2P overlay
network structures (e.g., OceanStore [KWZ+00], PAST [RD01b]), hierarchical structures
typically used in data grids (e.g., survey provided by [ASD12]), and opportunistic net-
works [Hei07].
Finally, content placement strategies are employed by distributed storage systems to
enable content distribution as well as to maintain content locality given system dynam-
ics. Due to the scope of this thesis, content placement strategies are detailed separately
in the following section.
2.1.2 Content Placement Strategies
This thesis uses the term content placement strategy to cover both replication and re-
placement functionality. Content placement strategies utilise experienced and / or es-
timated access patterns (i.e., the distribution of content requests) in order to improve
query efficiency, content availability, and / or content persistence (an explanation of
these terms is presented in Section 2.1.3). This section presents informal definitions of
the terms content replication and content replacement used in the scope of this thesis, and
discusses usage of the two terms in related work.
Content Replication. Content replication strategies deal with the creation and dis-
tribution of copies of content – so called replicas – in order to enhance content access.7
7 Note that in this thesis, the term content is used as an umbrella term covering content as well as
replicas. If content is used in its exclusive definition (i.e., content 6= replica), then this is explicitly
stated to avoid ambiguity.
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In general, query efficiency, content availability, as well as content persistence could be
optimised by placing replicas of all content on all nodes of a distributed storage system.
However, because of system constraints such as storage capacity of nodes or consistency
maintenance overhead implied by high replication degrees, this approach is typically not
applicable and there is a need for more intelligent replication strategies. Simply stated,
content replication strategies have to address the question of when to place how many
replicas where, i.e., on which nodes of the distributed storage system, as well as how to
maintain number and placement of replicas given system dynamics [ASD12].8
Reactive Content Replication. Replication decisions are typically made based on
observations of past requests and assume access patterns with temporal locality [RF01]
properties. Temporal locality properties are present if content being requested is likely
to be accessed again in the nearby future. Hence, content replication strategies typically
operate in a reactive way and aim at improving expected upcoming content access.
In order to reduce the number of replicas in distributed storage systems, replication
decisions are often made by means of threshold-based policies. Hence, a replica is not
made directly after the first access but when the request rate exceeds a pre-defined
threshold in a given period of time. This typically results in more informed replication
decisions, because of the increased probability of access patterns following temporal
locality properties.
Moreover, replication decisions can be made by assuming geographic locality proper-
ties [RF01], which take into consideration content interest of nodes within a certain
geographic region. Simply speaking, these approaches assume that content being re-
quested in a certain geographic region is likely to be accessed again in the nearby future
by nodes that reside within the same region.9
Content Caching. Often, in related work, the term content replication is mixed with
the term content caching. In fact, these terms are not mutually exclusive and show over-
lapping – especially if caching is combined with threshold-based policies. The dictionary
Merriam Webster defines the term cache as “a computer memory with very short access
time used for storage of frequently or recently used instructions or data”10. According to
this definition, caching also relies on access patterns with temporal locality properties to
decide on which content to be cached.
8 In related work, replication strategies and consistency maintenance strategies are often mixed and
subsumed as replication strategies [MPV06, BF11]. This thesis strictly separates replication from
consistency maintenance in order to scope the proposed content placement strategies.
9 [RF01] moreover defines access patterns with spatial locality properties. This means, content “nearby”
recently accessed content is likely to be requested in the nearby future. [JIR+09] specifies “nearby”
with geographic closeness in the domain of location-based services. Semantic relationship between
content represents another potential specification of spatial locality and is often utilised by strategies
that apply data mining algorithms [KIS11].
10 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cache
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To clearly distinguish caching and replication, this thesis understands caching as the
creation of a replica on-board of the requester after a successful retrieval of the requested
content. Hence, caching strategies equal reactive replication strategies that do not apply
threshold-based policies.
Active Content Replication. In addition to traditional reactive replication strategies,
there are active strategies that base their decisions on explicit predictions of upcoming
content demand and system state. Examples for such content access predictors include
statistical demand forecasting based on access histories or location-based strategies that
predict future content requests based on the location at which nodes are expected to be
used in upcoming periods.11 While these strategies are known to greatly improve content
availability and query efficiency, they bear the risk of false replication, i.e., replicated
content not being requested as expected [PK08].
In literature, different synonymous terms are used to describe active content repli-
cation. Most often, the terms “pre-fetching” [BWYH06, SGAM11], “pre-staging”
[Fra01, CDL+07], and “pre-allocation” [PJFY04] are used for denoting active repli-
cation and content placement. This thesis adopts the term pre-replication used by
[KIS11, ASD12] to describe replication strategies that actively create and place repli-
cas based on predicted upcoming demand. Details about prediction algorithms, the
risk of pre-replication wastage, and an analysis of the trade-off between the latter and
enhancements of content access are provided in the subsequent sections.
Content Replacement. Content replacement strategies target management of the lim-
ited storage resources of nodes in distributed storage systems.12 Replacement strategies
are typically applied in case of pending storage requests that can be served only after
removing other content from the node’s storage. In related work, replacement strategies
are also referred to as “cache algorithms” such as Most Recently Used (MRU) or Least
Recently Used (LRU) [Smi82].
In general, two types of replacement strategies can be distinguished. On the one hand,
especially in traditional caching scenarios, content replacement strategies delete content
for serving pending storage requests. On the other hand, there are approaches that select
content for beingmoved to other nodes.13 While moving content to other nodes is indeed
11 In fact, reactive strategies assuming access patterns with temporal or geographic locality properties
also make predictions of upcoming demand. Yet, this form of implicit prediction is distinguished from
active replication strategies that apply prediction algorithms to explicitly forecast future requests.
12 Typically, the storage capacity of a node is logically partitioned into a private and a shared storage
area. While private storage is in general application-managed, shared storage is made available for
the distributed storage system and is managed by the latter in a (semi-) transparent way. Yet, for
reasons of simplicity, this differentiation is not made in this thesis. Certainly, this does not affect the
applicability of the proposed content placement strategies by any means.
13 Note that replacement strategies typically focus on the determination of replacement candidates,
only. The actual placement of these candidates is taken care of by other components of the related
distributed storage system.
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more complex, it has lower impact on content availability and query efficiency compared
to replacement strategies deleting content out of the storage of nodes.
Hence, content placement strategies subsuming content replication and content re-
placement addresses all phases of the replication life cycle defined by [ASD12]: “replica
creation, placement, relocation [i.e., replacement] and retirement [i.e., removal]”
[ASD12, p. 8]. A detailed discussion and analysis of design decisions of content
placement strategies as well as the outcome of a study on related work are presented
in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Content Properties in Distributed Storage Systems
This section shortly explains content properties relevant with respect to the overall
goals presented in Section 1.2. This includes content availability, query efficiency, as well
as content persistence. A definition of the properties used for evaluating the proposed
content placement strategies is presented in Section 5.2.4.
Note that there are many more content-related properties in distributed storage
systems such as security and privacy as well as content consistency. Yet, these are
out of scope of this thesis. A detailed description of security and privacy as well
as content consistency in distributed storage systems is presented in [Bec11] and
[MEA+11], respectively.
Content availability. This thesis uses the term content available to denote the proba-
bility that at least one node holding a requested content is accessible by the requesting
node given potential restrictions such as timeout properties associated with the request.
Hence, content availability is affected by the storage location of the requested content
(is the storage location accessible by the requesting node) and the replication degree of
the requested content (the higher the replication degree, the higher the probability of
at least one storage location being accessible by the requesting node). This understand-
ing strictly differentiates content availability from query efficiency (see below), which is
often mixed and assessed jointly [KIS11].
Query efficiency. In this thesis the term query efficiency is understood as the time
needed for serving a content request in a distributed storage system. This relates to the
time interval between a content request and the retrieval of the associated response,
and is often referred to as the Round Trip Time (RTT) of content requests (see Section
5.2.4.3). Access latency is an indicator for query efficiency. Note that given the objectives
of the proposed content placement strategies and the applied evaluation metric, this
thesis uses both terms interchangeably (see also [HA04]).
Content persistence. This thesis understands content persistence from the perspec-
tive of content storage operations. Persistence denotes that content is never lost given
system dynamics even though it might not be availability at all times. Hence, availability
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implies persistence whereas the opposite does not need to be always given [DBEN07].
While transient failures or transient disconnections of nodes in distributed storage sys-
tems may affect content availability, permanently failing or leaving nodes may affect
content persistence.
2.1.4 P2P Overlay Networks
P2P overlay networks are used in many of the prototyped smart product application
scenarios [AKM07] and are moreover incorporated in the evaluation study of the thesis.
To ensure a common understanding of the related terminology, which is in particular
used in Chapter 5, this section presents a simplified classification of P2P overlay networks
as well as an overview of related work.
In recent years, P2P technologies have become a very popular alternative to the tra-
ditional client / server approach. Especially in large-scale and dynamic systems, the
distributed nature and self-organisation capabilities of P2P systems constitute promising
means for approaching scalability challenges. P2P systems are based on overlay net-
works, which organise nodes in a logical network topology on top of the underlying
network (e.g., IP network). Overlay networks can be classified into structured over-
lay networks (often also referred to as Distributed Hash Table (DHT)), in which topology
and content placement follows specific rules, and unstructured overlay networks, in which
nodes build an arbitrary structure and content can be placed anywhere. This also affects
content lookup. While unstructured overlay networks require P2P systems to search
for content (e.g., using constrained flooding or random walk techniques), content can
be addressed in structured overlay networks according to the rules used to manage the
overlay network topology [Bro10, LCP+05].
Structured Overlay Networks. The main challenge for structured overlay networks is
the maintenance of a structure that enables efficient routing. This includes mechanisms
that capture node churn (i.e., nodes joining and leaving the network) as well as the ac-
tual routing procedure such as the well-known prefix matching approach proposed by
Plaxton [PRR99]. Typically, both nodes and content objects are assigned unique identi-
fiers that can be calculated for example as a hash function of node properties (e.g., IP
address) or content metadata. Based on their identifier, nodes are organised in a logical
space (e.g., hash space) and are responsible for content with identifiers being numer-
ically close to their node identifier, i.e., objects that are mapped near to them in the
logical space. Well-known content location and routing substrates for managing struc-
tured overlay networks include Pastry [RD01a] and Tapestry [ZKJ01, ZHS+04], which
both apply Plaxton’s method. Further approaches are Chord proposed by [SMK+01] as
well as CAN [RFH+01], which uses a virtual d-dimensional coordinate space for content
placement and routing purposes.
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Unstructured Overlay Networks. Unstructured overlay networks can be further clas-
sified as centralised, fully distributed, and hybrid approaches depending on the process-
ing of search requests. Centralised unstructured overlay networks include a single central
node that maintains a searchable index of all content shared by the nodes of the P2P
system. While this enables very efficient searching, the central node is a single point of
failure and might limit system scalability.
In fully distributed unstructured overlay networks, all nodes play the same role. This
results in a very robust network structure. However, searching is rather inefficient as
only basic mechanisms such as flooding can be applied.
Finally, hybrid unstructured overlay networks combine properties of centralised and
distributed architectures. Nodes are divided into a set of clusters with each cluster
being organised by a so-called super-node that plays the role of a local central entity
and manages a number of assigned non-super-nodes, which are typically referred to as
ordinary-nodes. Similar to the central entity in centralised unstructured overlay net-
works, super-nodes maintain a searchable index of content available within their cluster
(i.e., content stored on-board of their children). Moreover, super-nodes may facilitate
consistency maintenance processes and may be used by ordinary-nodes as proxies for
enhanced content lookup and retrieval. Hybrid overlay networks take into account the
inherent heterogeneity of nodes given in most P2P systems, enable efficient searching,
and achieve high levels of scalability.
Heterogeneity in Structured Overlay Networks. While traditional hybrid ap-
proaches such as Gnutella v0.6 [KM02] organise super-nodes in arbitrary structures (i.e.,
unstructured overlay networks), recent work also proposes to use structured overlay
networks to interconnect super-nodes. Examples include SuperPastry [CMR05], which
adapts Pastry to support the hybrid structure of Gnutella v0.6, and the approach pro-
posed by [LXL08] that defines a hybrid overlay network based on Chord. While this
results in additional overhead for maintaining the structured overlay of super-nodes, it
facilitates very efficient content location and routing. Hence, structured hybrid overlay
networks are in particular suited for systems that include stable and reliable nodes that
can play the role of super-nodes [Kan07].
Also, heterogeneity can be reflected in fully distributed overlay networks. The P2P
file sharing system Gia [CRBS03] employs a capacity-aware topology so that nodes with
higher capacity receive and handle more traffic. For this purpose, Gia considers band-
width contributed by nodes as well as node uptime (i.e., the time they participate in
the overlay network). Similar to SuperPastry referred to above, HeteroPastry [CMR05]
is an extension of Pastry that applies the topology adaptation of Gia. According to the
evaluation results presented in [CMR05], this results in improved scalability and a high
level of query efficiency.
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2.1.5 Workflow-based Operations
Business Processes & Workflows. Business processes are commonly defined as a set of
logically interrelated activities that are structured with the intention of serving a particu-
lar organisational or commercial objective. Business processes reflect the business-level
of a certain operation and are mainly used for communication and illustration purposes.
Hence, they represent the high-level structure and flow of an operation and are typi-
cally non-exhaustive with respect to the execution on or configuration of process-aware
information systems [Coa99, MSMP11, DVDA04].
The technical level of a business processes details execution semantics needed for
process enactment. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) defines workflows
as “the automation of a business process, in whole or part, [..] according to a set of
procedural rules” [Coa99, p. 8]. Hence, workflows represent Information Technology
(IT)-supported implementations of business processes [Rig09]. A well-known example
of workflows are SAP Business Workflows, which enable realisation of business processes
in SAP enterprise systems including association of process steps with participating roles
and persons. This reaches from simple approval processes to complex sales or marketing
processes [Gat09]. Moreover, workflows are typically used to enable large-scale scientific
operations in grid computing environments [DC08, BC09].
Note that in some related work there is no terminological differentiation between the
business and the technical level of business processes. Yet, in order to ensure clear
separation of business processes (business level) and their detailed modelling enabling
IT-supported execution (technical level), this thesis sticks to the term workflow.
Workflow Model. Workflows – or being more precise workflow models – consists of
activities that are interconnected by means of transitions. The WfMC defines the term
activity as “a description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process”
[Coa99, p. 13]. Activities are typically assigned the executing resource, dependencies
on other activities, as well as resources needed for activity execution. This may in-
clude executable code, user interface options and media required for user interaction, or
additional information consumed by the user during activity processing [SSZA+11].
Transitions interconnecting activities may reflect clear predecessor / successor re-
lations resulting in purely sequential structures. In addition, [Coa99] defines AND-
split as well as AND-join transitions, which enable modelling of parallel structures as
well as of join points for converging parallel activity sequences, respectively. Further-
more, OR-split and OR-join transitions support modelling of workflows with alternative
structures. In order to enable workflow engines deciding on which branch to follow
during runtime, OR-splits are typically conditioned by means of annotations capturing
logical expressions.
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Moreover, this thesis takes into consideration the notion of XOR-split and XOR-join
transitions. In fact, OR transitions may lead to multiple of the resulting workflow
branches being followed in parallel, while XOR-splits allow only a single of the work-
flow branches to be processed. A motivation of this differentiation with respect to the
proposed workflow-based replication strategies is presented in Section 4.1.1.
Workflow Execution. According to [MSMP11], this thesis distinguishes two flows
related to workflow execution. First, the control flow captures processing of the activ-
ity logic in the sequence defined by the workflow structure. In related work, this flow
is sometimes also referred to as process flow. Second, the data flow covers content re-
trieval and placement operations needed for staging-in activity-related content needs
and staging-out results of the actual activity processing [DC08].14 A discussion of differ-
ent degrees of coupling and synchronisation between the control flow and the data flow
of workflows is presented in Section 4.1.1.
Summarising the above paragraphs, workflow management includes (i) the specifi-
cation and design of business processes, (ii) the modelling of workflows as basis for
IT-supported process execution, as well as (iii) the actual workflow execution that is typ-
ically driven by process-aware information systems or dedicated workflow management
systems [Rig09].
The terms being most relevant to the content placement strategies defined in Section
4 are summarised in the following paragraph.
• Activity-related Content Needs: Resources needed for processing an activity
are referred to as activity-related content needs.
• AND / OR / XOR Transitions: For reasons of simplicity, AND- / OR- / XOR-
splits are referred to as AND / OR / XOR transitions. The corresponding
join points are not taken into consideration. This is reasoned by the scope of
the proposed workflow-based replication strategies, which do not deal with
potential synchronisation issues resulting from parallel activity sequences.
• Alternative Paths. Workflow branches resulting from OR / XOR transitions
are referred to as alternative paths of a workflow.
• Control Flow. The control flow of a workflow captures processing of the
activity logic in the sequence defined by the workflow structure.
• Data Flow. Given the objectives of the proposed workflow-based replication
strategies, the data flow of a workflow covers the staging-in of activity-related
content needs, only.
14 The complete workflow-related content life cycle covering the phases workflow creation, planning,
and execution is presented in [DC08].
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2.2 Smart Products
2.2.1 Definition and Challenges
The era of ubiquitous computing envisages zillions of smart things (also known as
smart items and smart objects) that interact with each other as well as various users
across their life cycle. Such smart things range from things being equipped with smart
labels (e.g., RFID or NFC tags) to resource-rich smart things with embedded storage,
computing, and extended networking capabilities [MF10, Fle10]. Driven by advances in
technology as well as research and standardisation efforts, the daily use of smart things
is on the verge of becoming a commodity.
In general, smart things are referred to as physical entities with associated software
components that are either deployed and operated on-board of these entities or by the
environment surrounding the latter. Depending on the research community, smart things
are characterised – amongst others – by being capable of adapting to situations and users
[MV08] or by enabling real-world-aware business processes [Noc07]. This thesis fol-
lows the definition of smart products developed in the course of the EU-funded research
project SmartProducts.15
As early as 2007, [Mü07b] stated two central properties to be addressed by smart
products, simplicity and openness. In our today’s world, everyday users tend to be chal-
lenged by the increasing complexity and diversity of technical products as well as the
amount of associated information [MSH09]. Simplicity subsumes the need for enhance-
ments in product-to-user interaction and aims at addressing the afore-stated issue by
means of personalisation, multi-modality, and active user guidance. Openness captures
the need for smart products to embed and operate in varying environments taking into
consideration the entire product life cycle. These potential environments can neither
be fixed nor anticipated at the design time of smart products. For this reason, smart
products have to be able to self-organise as well as to cooperatively create their own
“infrastructures” in a bottom-up approach (i.e., enhanced product-to-product communi-
cation). These requirements are addressed by the definition of smart products developed
in the course of the SmartProducts project.
“A smart product is a hybrid entity, consisting of a physical object and a software
object. It is capable of self-organised embedding into different environments over the
15 Note that the terms environment, context, and life cycle are also used in their definitions developed in
the course of the SmartProducts project [SMVU11]. The definitions are summarised in the document’s
glossary presented in Annex B.
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course of its life-cycle. It uses resources, such as storage, input or output capabilities
and knowledge, which are built-in or provided by the environment, with the goal of
natural and purposeful product-to-human interaction. At the same time, it provides
built-in resources and knowledge in the environment for other smart products to use
(product-to-product interaction).” [SMVU11, p.11]
According to the definition, smart products are tangible objects that possess enough
resources for locally operating a minimal software component. Moreover, depending on
their capabilities, smart products pursue or serve a well-defined purpose at a given point
in time by means of associated knowledge and knowledge-related functionality. Yet,
smart products are typically resource-constrained with respect to their communication
and interaction, as well as their processing capabilities.
Due to their heterogeneous communication technologies and their potential mobility,
smart products are subject to regular disconnections. Indeed, connectivity cannot be
assumed in all environments smart products may be operating in across their life cycle.
While connectivity is generally available in well-equipped manufacturing scenarios such
as the smart aircraft manufacturing scenario presented in Section 2.2.3, domains such
as mobile field services or logistics are typically characterised by occasional connectivity.
Hence, the core functionality of smart products must not rely on continuous connectivity
to remote systems providing additional services and data [MEA+11]. Furthermore, smart
products typically possess limited storage capacity, only. Hence, given the connectiv-
ity restrictions described afore, smart products can be assumed to not being able to store
all content required and created during their life cycle on-board. The resource limita-
tion of smart products is further detailed by the hardware-based classification proposed
by [Had12].
2.2.2 Concepts
In order to achieve simplicity and openness, a conceptual basis for realising smart
products was developed in the SmartProducts project [SMVU11, NUD11]. Figure 2.2
illustrates an extract of these concepts. The two concepts problem-solving knowledge
and distributed and secure storage highlighted in bold cover the key features of smart
products in the scope of this thesis and are further detailed in Sections 2.2.2.1 and
2.2.2.2, respectively. A high-level architectural overview of the components reflecting
the concepts depicted in Figure 2.2 is presented in [MSH09].
Embedding in Environments. To address resource limitations of individual smart
products, smart products have to be able to self-organise and cooperate in arbitrary en-
vironments across their life cycle. This means, smart products need to utilise resources
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the Concepts of Smart Products (extract); dependencies are illus-
trated by directed relations between concepts (e.g., distributed and secure
storage bases upon embedding in environments)
in the environment (e.g., sensor data, actuators for task automation, interaction devices)
and make available their own resources (e.g., shared storage capacity) to facilitate op-
eration of other smart products belonging to the same environment. This capability,
subsumed by the concept embedding in environments, is central for achieving openness
and provides the foundation for all other concepts of smart products.
Context-adapted and Personalised Interaction. Simplicity is addressed by the con-
cept context-adapted and personalised interaction. This concept encompasses adaptation
of user interaction according to user preferences and context, as well as user guidance
that is enabled by smart products having information about pending tasks as well as
knowledge required for task accomplishment. Hence, context-adapted and personalised
interaction capabilities of smart products require (i) cooperative context processing, (ii)
distributed and secure storage in order to retrieve user interface options given user pref-
erences and context, (iii) multi-device and multi-modal interaction for rendering user
interface options either locally or on suitable interaction devices in the environment, as
well as (iv) problem-solving knowledge for (automated) task accomplishment.
Problem-solving Knowledge. Problem-solving knowledge linked with smart prod-
ucts consists of two types of knowledge. On the one hand, procedural knowledge is used
to model well-structured procedures, which are often associated with today’s industrial
products and processes. Examples include work orders in the aircraft manufacturing do-
main and vehicle service and maintenance operations. The SmartProducts project rec-
ommends procedural knowledge to be modelled by means of workflows [SMVU11]. On
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the other hand, reasoning-based knowledge provides the flexibility needed for cooperative
problem solving in dynamically orchestrated smart product systems that do not allow for
upfront process definition. Reasoning-based knowledge consists of tools and methods for
dynamic process composition, task assignment, and task accomplishment [NdGV11]. To-
gether, procedural knowledge and reasoning-based knowledge enable smart products to
autonomously and cooperatively accomplish their tasks.
Distributed and Secure Storage. Finally, given the limited storage capacity of indi-
vidual smart products as well as their potential intermittent connectivity, the concept
distributed and secure storage enables distributed content storage and retrieval in vary-
ing environments while ensuring content-related security and privacy. Examples for the
content handled by this concept include user models shared and maintained by multiple
smart products as well as domain knowledge covering information about both the smart
products domain and specific application domains. Moreover, problem-solving knowl-
edge as well as user interface options and related media that might be – for example –
used during workflow execution are maintained by the distributed and secure storage
concept of smart products.
2.2.2.1 Workflow-based Operations
Workflows have been widely studied and proven as efficient means for enabling co-
operative and automated task execution in mobile and smart environments, as well
as for supporting active user guidance via instructional product-to-user interaction
[KZL07, WNL08, Mey13]. This in particular applies to smart products, which pursue
inherent and well-defined purposes. As of today, problem solving knowledge for well-
structured procedures is typically described in the form of imperative workflow models
[HUV10, HSU11, Sch11, SHS12] using workflow modelling languages such as XPDL for
Ubiquitous Semantic Environments (XPDL4USE) that enable incorporation of semantic
annotations [SSZA+11, WUS10].16 Assuming the availability of suitable ontologies, the
actual set of smart products participating in the execution of distributed workflows can
be determined dynamically at runtime. This enables adaptation of workflows according
to the composition of smart product systems [HSU11, Sch11].
The amount of workflow-based operations of smart products typically depends on the
application domain. Workflow-dominated smart product applications can for example
be found in the manufacturing domain. In the scenario smart aircraft manufacturing
presented in Section 2.2.3, all assembly operations are workflow-guided and most of the
participating smart products have a clear, singular purpose. This also leads to workflows
being executed repeatedly. A smart torque wrench being shared by multiple workers can
be taken as an example.
16 An exemplary realisation of a workflow engine enabling distributed XPDL4USE workflow operations
for smart products is presented in [DMG+11, MSB11].
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Figure 2.3: Exemplary Workflow of a Smart Coffee Maker
An exemplary workflow developed in the course of the SmartProducts project is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.3 [SSZA+11].17 This workflow is associated with a smart coffee
maker and consists of two XOR transitions. The first XOR transition checks whether the
machine is required to be descaled and – if so – starts a corresponding sub-workflow.
Depending on the capabilities of the machine, this workflow could also consist of alter-
native paths, which would result in nested XOR transitions.18 The second XOR transition
of the workflow is conditioned by the cup placed by the user. Depending on the cup, the
workflow branches into three alternative paths. In case of a cappuccino cup being placed
by the user, there is a sub-workflow for frothing milk. Again, this workflow could consist
of alternative paths resulting in nested XOR transitions.
Obviously, the structural complexity of workflows results from – potentially nested –
OR / XOR transitions as well as synchronisation issues in case of parallel work streams.
Workflow branches are typically context-dependent or affected by the outcome of the
activity preceding the OR / XOR transition (e.g., measurements or explicit user selection
[SSV+12]). While the above-shown workflow is used for initial demonstration purposes,
one can expect much more branched workflow models in future scenarios, in particular
in complex manufacturing and maintenance scenarios.19
17 For reasons of simplicity, semantic annotations and activity-related content needs are not shown.
Examples for the latter are presented in Section 2.1.5.
18 An exemplary workflow for descaling the smart coffee maker presented in [TKL11] is proposed
by [SSZA+11].
19 Additional workflows associated with the use cases developed in the SmartProducts project are pre-
sented in [SSV+12]. Also, the cocktail companion demonstrator proposed by [TKL10] fully relies on
workflow-based operations.
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2.2.2.2 Distributed Storage System
Content management in the ubiquitous computing domain has been studied inten-
sively in the last decade. As stated by [CFZ01], “pervasive computing brings challenges
in all aspects of data management” [CFZ01, p. 139], which “plays a crucial role” [CFZ01,
p. 139] for achieving the vision and objectives of the former.
As stated in Section 2.2.1, smart products are typically not able to locally store all
content required and created across their life cycle neither can they connect to remote
systems at all times for storing and / or retrieving information. Moreover, content needs
of smart products may vary depending on the location and context of the products, as
well as the actual users working with the latter [CFZ01]. Also, the potential operation
of smart products in disconnected environments and the resulting network partitioning
may require content to be available locally either on-board of the smart product or on
resources of the environment the product is / will be used in [PJFY04].
Because of the dynamic composition of smart environments with smart products play-
ing the role of both producers and consumers of information as well as the overall scal-
ability challenges of ubiquitous computing, there is a “need for intelligent data stag-
ing and pre-staging, so that data can be placed close to where the users will be when
they need it” [Fra01, p. 4]. Additional information on challenges of and requirements
for content management strategies in the ubiquitous computing domain is presented in
[CFZ01, Fra01, PJFY04, Bot09, Com09].
In the last years, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Object Memory Modeling
incubator group worked on a specification of an object memory format that enables
modelling and storage of life cycle data of smart things.20 Also, the group proposed a
terminology and a classification scheme for storage frameworks targeting Digital Object
Memories (DOM) associated with smart things [MKH11]. An analysis of envisaged and
partially prototyped DOM application scenarios revealed a broad set of applied content
management solutions and resulted in the four classes of storage frameworks presented
in Figure 2.4.
First, in the approach depicted in Figure 2.4(a), each smart thing possesses an identi-
fier only and all content of its DOM is centrally stored in a remote system [BLMHS+13].
Second, the class illustrated in Figure 2.4(b) represents distributed storage systems such
as the Object Memory Service [Sch07] that rely on a central index store linking con-
tent of the DOM that is stored in multiple remote systems [SMK+10]. Third, the class
depicted in Figure 2.4(c) extends the former by supporting distribution of the DOM be-
tween remote systems and the smart thing the DOM is associated with [KGB+11] Last,
Figure 2.4(d) shows a fully distributed solution that makes use of local resources in the
environment the smart thing is operating in.
20 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/omm/
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Figure 2.4: Storage Frameworks for Digital Object Memories associated with
Smart Things
Given the challenges of the smart products domain – in particular the non-guaranteed
connectivity to remote systems – a fully distributed storage system is the only applicable
approach for a generic content management solution (see Figure 2.4(d)). A detailed
description of a distributed and secure storage concept of smart products (see Figure 2.2)
that aims at enhancing content availability, persistence, and query efficiency properties
while preserving security and privacy of distributed content is presented in [MEA+11,
Bec11].21 The author of this thesis contributed to the definition and description of this
functionality, which presents the basis for the proposed content placement strategies.
This distributed and secure storage concept of smart products includes on- and off-
board storage functionality that transparently places content either locally or remotely
on resources in the environment or remote system. Moreover, optimistic replication
strategies combined with replacement mechanisms as well as configurable quorum-like
consistency maintenance policies are proposed. Finally, the search functionality of the
distributed and secure storage concept enables location and retrieval of content dis-
tributed within and across environments or provided by remote systems (if connectivity
can be established) by means of exact-match queries, keyword search based on a con-
trolled vocabulary of content metadata, as well as complex queries.
21 Note that even though security and privacy features of the distributed storage system are of high
importance in the envisaged application scenarios, they are out of scope of this thesis.
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Content Demand Behaviour of Smart Products. The content demand behaviour of
smart products adopts the locality properties temporal locality and geographical locality
explained in Section 2.1.2. The purpose-driven nature of smart products is a clear in-
dicator of temporal locality. This in particular applies to smart products that repeatedly
process a small set of associated workflows. A smart coffee maker or a smart torque
wrench used by service technicians represent examples. Note that even though such
smart products typically access a certain content set regularly, there might be content
requests that vary depending on the environment the products belong to as well as the
users operating the latter (think of varying user interface options and media depending
on the available interaction devices).
Geographic locality properties can be assumed in environments consisting of cooperat-
ing smart products. Manufacturing scenarios in which multiple workers jointly process
complex workflows can be taken as an example. Even though each worker might focus
on different activities within the workflow they typically all require central information
about the component they are working on (see Section 2.2.3 for an exemplary scenario).
2.2.3 Use Case: Smart Aircraft Manufacturing
Today’s aircraft manufacturing processes are characterised by paper-based process de-
scriptions that have to be carried by blue-collar workers as well as manual tracking of
assembly results. Obviously, the integration of smart products such as smart torque
wrenches has great potential for enhancing efficiency of aircraft manufacturing pro-
cesses. This includes automation of process steps such as tool configuration, mainte-
nance of results of single process steps, as well as accumulation and aggregation of
assembly results in order to obtain (real-time) information about the manufacturing
state of aircrafts.
Figure 2.5 provides an overview of a future smart aircraft manufacturing scenario
as envisaged by EADS Innovation Works that was developed jointly in the course of
the SmartProducts project [HG10]. The illustration shows the different kinds of smart
products used in the scenario as well as their organisational interrelation.
In this scenario, instance-level aircraft manufacturing process descriptions are dis-
tributed from the aircraft manufacturer to the different plants, in which they are further
dispatched to the corresponding smart aircraft components and / or workstations at
which manufacturing is accomplished. Plants consist of several workstations with mul-
tiple blue-collar workers per workstation. Each blue-collar worker carries a nomadic
device, which is used to display instructions of manufacturing processes as well as to
annotate corresponding results. In addition, each blue-collar worker makes use of smart
tools (e.g., smart torque wrench, smart drill) that are automatically configured based
on extended manufacturing process descriptions, i.e., workflow models, and capable of
delivering results (e.g., torque and angle) to nomadic devices. Even further, while most
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Figure 2.5: Smart Aircraft Manufacturing
components such as bolts are merely identifiable via smart labels, certain (compound)
aircraft components also play the role of smart products. This way, they are able to
maintain digital representations of their manufacturing state as well as manufacturing
processes that are to be accomplished (see [KHB+11]). Eventually, the component-level
information maintained by smart aircraft components and workstations is delivered to
and aggregated by the aircraft manufacturer in order to realise digital representations of
entire aircrafts as being manufactured [HG10].
The smart products of the smart aircraft manufacturing scenario all face the challenge
of limited storage capacity and incomplete network coverage in plants [MEA+11]. This
points out the need of a distributed storage service with dedicated content placement
strategies. This service needs to maintain a high-level of user-perceived performance
when accessing required information (i.e., query efficiency). Moreover, the service needs
to aim at enhancing content availability and persistence in order to ensure complete dig-
ital representations of aircrafts as manufactured that can be used in subsequent phases
of the product life cycle.
The relevance of the scenario can be illustrated by SAP’s solution offering in the do-
main of mobile enterprise asset management [AG12]. In fact, this solution can be
classified as intermediate step towards smart enterprise asset management scenarios,
in which mobile devices directly interact with the assets as well as the tools they are
operating with.
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2.3 Roles of Smart Products
In order to ease the description of the proposed content placement strategies, this
section defines the roles smart products may play in a distributed storage system as well
as during the exchange of related messages. The explanation of these roles is exemplified
by the smart product system depicted in Figure 2.6.
Smart Product System. A smart product system encompasses all smart products
that occasionally or continuously participate in a smart product application scenario.
A smart product system does not have to be limited to a single environment but may
cover multiple environments independent of their interconnection. Non-smart products
used within a smart product application scenario as well as the infrastructure enabling
communication among smart products are classified as indirect elements of a smart
product systems.
Furthermore, a smart product system may include remote systems, which are assumed
to provide persistent and virtually infinite storage resources as well as broadband com-
munication access. In order to capture not only enterprise systems in the traditional
sense (e.g., SAP ERP), but moreover cloud services (e.g., Amazon S3) that feature the
above-stated characteristics, such remote systems are subsumed under the umbrella term
cloud.22 For example, the computational infrastructure of the aircraft manufacturer’s
back office depicted in Figure 2.5 is used to persistently store digital representations of
aircrafts as being manufactured. Consequently, it plays the role of a cloud entity given
the above explanation. In related work, this class of entities is typically denoted as
“back-end system” [Noc07, SMVU11].23
Figure 2.6 shows an exemplary smart product system consisting of seven smart prod-
ucts {SP1, .., SP7} of which products {SP5, SP6} and {SP4} store content Ci and re-
lated replicas Ri, respectively. The relation between content and replicas is denoted by
the numbering i. Thus, the object R1 is a replica of content C1, while there are no
replicas associated with content C2. Moreover, the illustration covers storage – PUT –
and retrieval – GET – requests for content Ci labelled as PCi and GCi, respectively. Note
that in both cases the smart product associated with a request is the one triggering the
latter. Hence, the content retrieval request GC1 is dispatched by the smart product SP1
and can be served by either of the products {SP4, SP6}. The content storage request
PC2 is triggered by the smart product SP2. For reasons of simplicity, it is assumed that
the storage request PC2 is served by the smart product SP5.
22 A definition of the term cloud computing in its general sense including the related service models is
provided by [MG12, fSidI13].
23 This abstraction does not limit remote systems to a single component. Remote systems could be
organised in structures that enhance content distribution in large-scale smart product systems (e.g.,
following organisational or geographic structures). Yet, structuring of remote systems is not detailed
in the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: This figure illustrates an exemplary smart product system with seven smart
products {SP1, .., SP7} and a cloud component. The elements Ci and Ri
represent content and related replicas, respectively. Moreover, the elements
GCi and PCi illustrate retrieval (GET ) and storage (PUT ) requests for content
Ci. The smart product associated with such a request is the one triggering
the latter.
The solid edges interconnecting smart products as well as the dashed edges between
smart products {SP2, SP5, SP6} and the cloud represent arbitrary, logical communica-
tion links and are not meant to reflect realistic topologies by any means. This logical
topology shows a non-fully-meshed structure, which might imply multi-hop communi-
cation. This is reasonable, because it cannot be assumed for all use cases that smart
products maintain direct communication links to all other smart products of the specific
system. For example, such an organisation might occur in case of smart products being
equipped with different communication technologies or in case of smart products being
organised in overlay network structures.
2.3.1 Distributed Storage Roles
From the perspective of distributed storage systems, this thesis distinguishes four
main roles smart products may play. Since any of these roles can be taken on either
by smart products or by an entity of the class cloud, the generic term node is used in the
following definitions.
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Initiator. A node that dispatches a PUT request in order to initially inject content into
the distributed storage system is referred to as initiator. In the example presented in
Figure 2.6, the node SP2 plays the role of an initiator for the content object C2.
Provider. A node storing content of any type on-board is called a provider of this
content. A provider contributes a set of content objects to the distributed storage system
and is capable of serving corresponding GET requests. In the example presented in Figure
2.6, this role is taken on by the nodes {SP4, SP5, SP6}.
Primary provider. The role primary provider is a special case of the provider role.
While the latter captures all nodes that store content of any type, the primary provider
is only played by nodes that initially store a content object after it was injected into
the distributed storage system by an initiator. Hence, the role primary provider covers
content objects only; replicas always result from subsequent operations. Based on the
assumption that the two content objects C1 and C2 were not replaced, the role of a
primary provider is exemplified by the two nodes SP6 and SP5, respectively, in the
smart product system presented in Figure 2.6.
Requester. A requester is a node that queries content by means of a GET request. It
can also play the role of a provider in case it stores the requested content on-board, i.e.,
in case its GET request is served locally. In the example presented in Figure 2.6, the node
SP1 plays the role of a requester for the content object C1.
Moreover, the thesis defines two classes of nodes from the perspective of a smart
product that can be used by content placement strategies to enhance content access.
Neighbour. Nodes that reside in the spatial proximity of a given node are referred to
as the node’s neighbours. Neighbours are assumed to enable low-latency access to the
content they provide. Nodes maintain neighbours in neighbour sets that are sorted in
descending order of their proximity given dedicated proximity metrics.
Content repository. Nodes that enable reliable content location and retrieval in the
distributed storage system are referred to as content repositories. Again, nodes maintain
content repositories in content repository sets that are sorted in descending order of
specific metrics.
In the example presented in Figure 2.6, the nodes {SP2, SP3, SP4} could represent
neighbours of the node SP1, while nodes {SP5, SP6} could play the role of content
repositories of the latter. The implementation presented in Section 5.3 includes a dis-
tributed storage service that operates on top of the structured P2P overlay network Pas-
try [RD01a]. Pastry supports both content repositories and neighbours by means of
its state tables leaf set and neighbour set, respectively. These state tables are used to
enable proximity-aware routing and support the distributed storage service to enhance
content locality.
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2.3.2 Message Delivery Roles
Direct & Indirect Requests. In distributed storage systems, nodes communicate by
exchanging messages in order to organise content placement as well as to cooperatively
serve PUT and GET requests. In general, one can distinguish two types of requests. Re-
quests that originate from applications and / or services that are deployed on a node
that operates an instance of the distributed storage service for request handling are re-
ferred to as direct requests from the perspective of this node. If direct requests cannot
be served locally, then the instance of the distributed storage service takes care of dis-
seminating them in the distributed storage system following specific, pre-define rules
for message delivery. Such forwarded requests are named indirect requests regardless of
whether they can be served by the receiving node. Indirect requests are always based on
direct requests.
For example, the GET request GC1 is classified as a direct request from the perspective
of the requester SP1. Depending on the strategy applied by the distributed storage
service, the request could be served by either of the nodes {SP4, SP6}, which are both
providers of the requested content C1. Both providers would classify GC1 as an indirect
request. This also applies to the PUT request PC2, which is classified as a direct request
by the initiator SP2 and as an indirect request by the node SP5 serving the request.
Moreover, the thesis defines the following message delivery roles that might be taken
on by any of the nodes participating in the distributed storage system. While these
roles are not limited to any specific request, a consistent example is used for illustration
purposes based on the smart product systems presented in Figure 2.6. The node SP1
requests content C1. Since SP1 is not a provider of the requested content, it sends a
GET request message for content C1. It is assumed that this message is delivered to
node SP7, which forwards the message to node SP6. SP6 is a provider of the requested
content and sends a GET response message back to the requester SP1. This example is
illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Source. A node that initially creates and dispatches a message is referred to as the
source of the message. In the above example, the nodes SP1 and SP6 play the role of
the source of the GET request and GET response message, respectively.
Destination. A node targeted by a message is referred to as destination. This node
can be specified either explicitly (e.g., by means of the node’s IP address) or implicitly.
For example, structured P2P overlay networks typically use node identifiers for implicit
specification of the message destination (see Section 2.1.4). Note that if the destination
cannot serve the request encapsulated in the message, it may forward the message and
– in retrospect – take over the role of an intermediate as described below. In the above
example, the nodes SP6 and SP1 play the role of the destination of the GET request and
GET response message, respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Simplified Process Flow of a GET Request
Intermediate. A node on the delivery path from source to destination is referred
to as intermediate. An intermediate receives messages either from source or other in-
termediates and forwards messages to the destination or other intermediates. In the
above example, node SP7 plays the role of an intermediate with respect to the GET
request message.
Message Delivery Types. Depending on the capabilities of the distributed storage
service as well as of the underlying communication middleware, three kinds of message
delivery are defined. Message delivery from source to destination by means of direct
addressing (e.g., based on a node’s IP address) is referred to as message sending. Mes-
sage forwarding is a special case of message sending. It is used if a destination has to
forward a message to another node, in case it cannot serve the request locally. In short,
message forwarding denotes sending of a message from a node other than the message
source. Also, messages might be routed to an indirectly specified destination. Plaxton’s
prefix matching approach [PRR99] for structured P2P overlay networks can be taken as
an example.
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2.4 Requirements for Content Placement Strate-
gies in Smart Product Systems
In the course of the SmartProducts project, requirements for a distributed storage
system for smart products with the features summarised in Section 2.2.2.2 were investi-
gated based on a set of envisaged application scenarios [GKM+11, MEA+11]. Based in
this analysis, this section lists and discusses the main requirements to be addressed by
content placement strategies in order to achieve the goals stated in Section 1.2 given
the challenges of smart products (see Section 2.2.1). The requirements for content
placement strategies are clustered into four groups: locality properties, knowledge of
smart products, configuration and application control, as well as resource limitations
and scalability.
Locality Properties. The content demand behaviour of smart products is discussed
in Section 2.2.2.2 following the locality properties of access patterns defined by [RF01].
The section concludes that the purpose-driven nature of smart products as well as their
cooperative behaviour in dynamically-composed environments typically results in access
patterns with temporal locality properties and geographic locality properties, respec-
tively. On the one hand, knowledge of temporal locality properties can be inferred from
past content requests by individual smart products. This knowledge is referred to as local
knowledge. Geographic locality properties, on the other hand, can only be learned and
leveraged by smart products exchanging knowledge about content interest on a regular
basis. Consequently, this knowledge is named cooperative knowledge.
The combined knowledge of content demand behaviour should be leveraged by con-
tent placement strategies to implicitly predict and gain insights into upcoming demand
(see Section 2.1.2), and adapt content organisation, accordingly. This need is reflected
by the requirements R1 and R2 formulated below.
Requirement R1: Utilise Temporal Locality Properties
The content placement strategy shall utilise local knowledge about temporal locality
properties of content access patterns of smart products.
Requirement R2: Utilise Geographic Locality Properties
The content placement strategy shall utilise cooperative knowledge about geographic
locality properties of content access patterns of smart products belonging to the
same environment.
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Knowledge of Smart Products. As stated in Section 2.2.2, smart products leverage
associated knowledge and knowledge-related functionality in order to achieve simplicity
and openness. Amongst others, this may encompass context information, knowledge of
learned mobility behaviour of smart products combined with location-dependent content
interests, as well as problem-solving knowledge. This knowledge could be made use of
for predicting upcoming content needs and enhancing number and placement of replicas.
While all knowledge could be utilised by content placement strategies, this thesis fo-
cuses on procedural problem-solving knowledge (see Section 2.2.2), which is one of
the key features of smart products. For example, the application scenario presented
in Section 2.2.3 fully relies on workflows that represent procedural problem-solving
knowledge. Moreover, as stated by [BWYH06], “a process model based prediction of
information retrieval / dissemination can be acquired and used for better efficiency and
effectiveness.” [BWYH06, p. 6].
The use of procedural problem-solving knowledge for optimising placement of con-
tent needed for task accomplishment can directly affect user-perceived performance of
instructional product-to-user interaction. The pre-replication of user interface options
and related media taking into account activities of a workflow as well as interaction de-
vices and context of the environment in which the workflow is executed can be taken as
an example. Hence, the utilisation of procedural problem-solving knowledge by content
placement strategies contributes to the achievement of simplicity.
The requirements R3 and R4 summarise the concept of utilising problem-solving
knowledge associated with smart products and enhancing user-perceived performance
of guided product-to-user interaction, respectively.
Requirement R3: Utilise Knowledge of Smart Products
The content placement strategy shall utilise procedural problem-solving knowledge of
smart products to actively place content where it is expected to be accessed.
Requirement R4: Enhance Performance of Guided User Interaction
The content placement strategy shall foster simplicity properties of smart products use
by enhancing performance of guided product-to-user interaction.
Configuration and Application Control. Content placement strategies for smart
products should not be tailored to the specifics of individual application scenarios.
Instead, they should provide generic means for enhancing number and placement of
replicas. For this reason, the strategies have to be configurable to enable system ad-
ministrators to adapt them with respect to potentially varying characteristics of different
smart product systems (see requirement R5).
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This configuration should be complemented by simple means that allow application
developers to (permanently) affect replica organisation. For example, similar to a ser-
vice contract, applications should be able to specify that a particular content should be
highly available or should be accessible with low latency. As opposed to an application-
controlled content placement strategy, this results in a semi-transparent content organ-
isation that goes beyond the traditional access-pattern-based concepts captured by re-
quirements R1 and R2 (see requirement R6).
Requirement R5: Support Configuration
The content placement strategy shall be configurable with respect to the varying char-
acteristics of different smart product systems.
Requirement R6: Support Application-affected Placement
The content placement strategy shall provide smart product applications with simple
means for affecting number and placement of replicas.
Resource Limitations and Scalability. Finally, the limited storage capacity of smart
products stated in Section 2.2.1 as well as the overall scalability challenges (in terms
of message and computation complexity [Mü07a]) of the ubiquitous computing domain
should be taken into account by content placement strategies (see Section 2.2.2.2). As
stated by [CFZ01], there is a need for an “intelligent use of scarce resources to en-
hance data access” [CFZ01, p. 8]. For example, abstracting from correlated consistency
issues, high replication degrees typically improve content availability, persistence, and
query efficiency. Yet, this approach does not appear to be feasible given the resource
limitations of smart products. This need is reflected by the requirements R7 and R8
formulated below.
Requirement R7: Consider Resource Limitations
The content placement strategy shall take into account resource limitations of
smart products.
Requirement R8: Support Scalability
The content placement strategy shall be scalable given the scalability challenges of the
ubiquitous computing domain.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of concepts the novel content placement strategies
are based upon. This includes distributed storage systems with a focus on content place-
ment strategies covering both content replication and content replacement. Moreover,
the content properties availability, persistence, and query efficiency were explained. The
view on distributed storage systems was complemented by an overview of P2P overlay
networks often used in smart product systems as well as an explanation of workflows
and workflow-based operations leveraged by the proposed content placement strategies.
Thereafter, the domain of smart products was introduced covering a definition of smart
products, an overview of their challenges and concepts, as well as the presentation of an
application scenario. Again, special attention was given to workflow-based operations
of smart products as well as related distributed storage concepts, which were described
by adapting the afore-summarised concepts to the smart products domain.
The chapter moreover defined a terminology covering the roles smart products may
play in a distributed storage system as well as during the exchange of related messages.
Finally, the chapter listed and explained requirements to be addressed by content
placement strategies to achieve the goals stated in Section 1.2 given the challenges of
smart products. An overview of these requirements is presented in Table 2.1.
Requirement Description
R1
utilise local knowledge about temporal locality properties of
content access patterns
R2
utilise cooperative knowledge about geographic locality
properties of content access patterns
R3
utilise procedural problem-solving knowledge of smart
products for active content placement
R4 enhance performance of guided product-to-user interaction
R5 provide means for configuration
R6
provide smart product applications with simple means for
affecting number and placement of replicas
R7 take into account resource limitations of smart products
R8
be scalable given the scalability challenges of ubiquitous
computing
Table 2.1: Overview of the Requirements that shall be addressed by Content Placement
Strategies for Smart Products
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Chapter 3
State of the Art
This chapter describes state-of-the-art content placement strategies and assesses the
degree to which they address the requirements defined in Section 2.4. According to the
weighting of the contributions of this thesis, the chapter presents the results of a detailed
study on content replication strategies as well as an overview of content replacement
strategies. The study focuses on four domains: P2P storage systems [MPV06, ATS04],
Content Distribution Networks (CDN) [KKM02], Grid computing [ASD12], and client /
server-based storage systems.24
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1.1 gives an overview
of replacement strategies and points out the benefit of integrated content placement so-
lutions. Thereafter, Section 3.1.2 presents a novel, overarching classification scheme for
replication strategies. This scheme is used for categorising and comparing state-of-the-
art replication strategies of the four aforementioned domains. Each replication strategy
is summarised and assessed against the defined requirements as well as its applicability
in the domain of smart products (see Sections 3.1.3 to 3.1.6). Moreover, given the active
characteristic of the content placement strategies developed in this thesis, an overview
of existing content access predictors is given in Section 3.1.7. Finally, Section 3.2 sum-
marises the extent to which the presented strategies achieve the defined requirements
and identifies and evaluates the closest work. The chapter closes with a short summary
in Section 3.3.
This chapter is based upon and partly reuses descriptions out of the following pub-
lications of the author of this thesis: [MEA+11, MSB11]. Note that paragraphs reused
from these publications are not marked as direct quotes if they were written exclusively
by the author of this thesis. Quotations within reused paragraphs are taken over and
marked accordingly.
24 While the above-cited works link to surveys in the respective domains, [CBPS10] presents a general
view on replication strategies.
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3.1 Replication Strategies
3.1.1 Notes on Replacement Strategies
According to the definition of content placement strategies presented in Section 2.1.2
as well as the replication life cycle proposed by [ASD12], replacement strategies com-
plement replication concepts by means of replica removal and relocation processes. In
general, replacement strategies assess each content stored on-board with pre-defined
cost and benefit metrics and remove or relocate content objects featuring the lowest
benefit / cost ratios. On the one hand, benefit metrics typically assume access patterns
with temporal locality properties. Thus, they take into consideration recency (i.e., when
was the content last accessed) and frequency (i.e., how many requests occurred) that
are often weighted by the period in which content requests took place. On the other
hand, content size as well as the “effort” of content retrieval are commonly employed as
part of cost metrics. A classification scheme and a comprehensive survey on replacement
strategies is presented in [Smi82, PB03].
While many of the below-described replication strategies apply common replacement
strategies such as LRU or Least Frequently Used (LFU), integrated concepts that tailor
replica removal / relocation to the creation and distribution of replicas typically lead
to enhanced replica organisation. Examples for integrated concepts include Predictive
Hierarchical Fast Spread (PHFS) presented in Section 3.1.5.4 as well as the strategy
Most Frequently Requested (MFR), which is proven to be highly effective (see Section
3.1.3.7). Moreover, OceanStore (see Section 3.1.3.1), PAST (see Section 3.1.3.3), and
the pre-replication strategy described in Section 3.1.6.4 define multiple replica classes
and provide class-specific replacement policies.
While the common replacement strategies such as LRU or LFU are assumed to be
known to the reader, the integrated replacement strategies are presented as part of the
associated replication mechanisms to point out their interrelation.
3.1.2 Classification Scheme
Past work extensively analysed challenges to be addressed by replication strategies
of different application domains and proposed diverse means for categorising and com-
paring the latter [KKM02, KK04, On04, ATS04, ASD12]. This section presents a compre-
hensive classification scheme that consolidates these approaches and captures the central
design decisions of replication strategies. The design decisions (level 2, level 2+3 for
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replication knowledge) as well as alternative realisations (level 3, level 4 for replication
knowledge) are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and explained in the following.
WHAT. The first design decision addresses the question of the candidate entity of repli-
cation, i.e., what to replicate. The proposed scheme differentiates three alternative
replica granularities. Replication strategies with full replication maintain copies of the
entire content set on different nodes (e.g., full database replication, also known as mir-
roring). Partial replication is more fine-grained and allows for content sets of different
size to be used as candidate entity for replication. This reaches from multiple correlated
content objects being replicated jointly to single content replication typically applied in
P2P storage systems. Furthermore, block-level replication splits individual content ob-
jects into chunks, which are used as entity of replication. This approach is applied by
erasure-code replication strategies.
HOW MANY. The design decision replication degree captures the number of replicas
to create per entity of replication. The proposed scheme distinguishes between uniform
replication degrees, i.e., the same number of replicas is created for all entities, and
entity-specific degrees that support variation of the number of replicas for each entity of
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replication. The latter supports more flexibility and facilitates, for example, replication
strategies that adapt to changing access patterns.
WHEN. Another question to be approached is when the replication strategy is to be
executed (replication schedule). Static approaches determine number and placement of
replicas once (e.g., pre-configured or defined when content is stored initially). While the
actual placement may change with system dynamics (think of structured P2P overlay net-
works that maintain the invariant of placing content on (surrogate) root nodes), static
approaches do not actively adapt number and placement of replicas during runtime. For
this reason, static replication scheduling is also referred to as one-time replication. In
contrast, dynamic replication scheduling allows for re-assessment of number and place-
ment of replicas during runtime. The classification scheme divides dynamic scheduling
into periodic and on-demand approaches that enable execution of replication strategies
in regular intervals and request-driven, respectively.
WHO. A further differentiator of replication strategies is captured by the node or role
initiating a replication process. Note that even though multiple nodes may be involved
in a single replication process, this design decision targets the one starting the process,
only. According to the roles smart products may play in distributed storage systems
(see Section 2.3), the scheme covers initiator-, requester-, provider-, and intermediate-
initiated replication. Furthermore, replication processes can be triggered by all nodes
(e.g., by means of a periodic assessment of number and placement of replicas made by
all nodes) or by a central entity that manages the overall replication process.
WHERE. The question of where to place replicas is one of the main design decisions and
may directly affect the extent to which the content properties defined in Section 2.1.3
are addressed by a replication strategy. Most often, strategies place replicas on-board or
nearby the provider (i.e., provider-side placement) or requester (i.e., requester-side place-
ment). While the former typically improves content availability given system dynamics,
the latter targets improvement of query efficiency assuming access patterns with a cer-
tain level of temporal locality. Moreover, replicas may be placed on intermediates on
the path from provider to requester or from initiator to provider. Finally, the selection of
replica providers may follow specific metrics (e.g., selection of nodes with long uptime)
or can be made randomly (e.g., for placing erasure-coded blocks on distinct nodes in
order to improve content persistence).
HOW. Finally, the design decision replication knowledge encompasses the information
taken into consideration for making replication decisions. The classification scheme di-
vides this design decision further into the sphere of knowledge and the activity history
utilised by the replication strategy. On the one hand, the sphere of knowledge can
be limited to local knowledge of the node making a replication decision. On the other
hand, such a node may exchange knowledge with other nodes in order to make replica-
tion decisions cooperatively. The difference between local and cooperative knowledge
can be clarified with a simple example. Imagine a P2P storage system with nodes
maintaining information about the surroundings as part of the applied routing mech-
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anism. If this information is leveraged for content placement, it is referred to as local
knowledge, because it is not gathered actively by the replication strategy. In contrast, if
nodes in this system exchange information (e.g., about their content interests) as part
of the replication procedure and this knowledge is utilised for making informed replica-
tion decisions, then this knowledge is classified as cooperative knowledge. In addition,
note that depending on the overall system design both local and cooperative knowledge
may represent global knowledge in case of a centralised system and a node exchanging
knowledge with all other nodes for making replication decision, respectively. Hence, the
sphere of knowledge denotes the number of nodes that actively exchange information
required for making replication decisions.
The second sub-decision, activity history, distinguishes between reactive and active
replication strategies. On the one hand, reactive strategies base their decisions on past
observations, only. Active replication strategies, on the other hand, include mechanisms
for estimating upcoming demand and system state for optimising content access.25 Even
though active strategies are known to greatly improve content availability and query
efficiency, they may have to balance the risk of false replication.
Means for estimating future demand, i.e., recognising access patterns, include statis-
tic demand forecasting [AMAM04], sequence prediction algorithms (see Section 3.1.7),
explicit application hints [VAK+98, PGS93, YFLS11], implicit application hints by means
of annotated workflow models [BWYH06, CDL+07] or user profiles [CGFZ03], and
data mining concepts to infer semantic relationship between content [KWZ+00, JIR+09,
KIS11]. A replication strategy that takes into consideration correlated content access pat-
terns instead of purely relying on access frequency and recency is proposed by [TY14].
The presented simulation results point out the value of replica placement decisions being
made based on content correlation, which can – for example – be inferred by means of
data mining concepts or annotated workflow models.
Mechanisms for predicting upcoming system state encompass, amongst others, predic-
tion of node failure behaviour to prevent content loss [MN05, DBEN07], prediction of
node movement combined with known / learned location-dependent content interests
[KKREM04], as well as mechanisms that leverage social relationship between nodes to
organise content placement [BCP08].
In the subsequent sections, the proposed classification scheme is used to categorise
related work. Moreover, in Section 4.5, the scheme is adapted to the novel content
placement strategies in order to ease comparing the latter with related work.
25 Note that for reasons of simplicity replication strategies that create replicas when content is initially
stored are also classified as “reactive”, because they do not use any prediction of upcoming demand.
Indeed, these strategies could be classified with activity history “none”. Yet, it is assumed that the
proper selection of the number of replicas to create during initial storage is based on knowledge
gained in past periods. Similarly, strategies that assume global knowledge (e.g., static approaches)
are classified as active strategies.
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3.1.3 Peer-to-Peer Storage Systems
This section summarises replication strategies used in P2P storage systems. A survey of
P2P replication strategies is presented in [MPV06, ATS04]. Moreover, an overview of P2P
overlay networks that provide the basis for P2P storage systems and related replication
strategies is presented in Section 2.1.4.
3.1.3.1 OceanStore
OceanStore [KWZ+00, Gee02] is advocated by the authors as a highly scalable and
available distributed storage system built on top of the structured P2P overlay network
Tapestry [ZKJ01, ZHS+04]. To achieve high levels of content availability, persistence,
and query efficiency, OceanStore applies a set of replication strategies.
Oceanstore Put. Content availability is addressed by the primary provider distributing
replicas to a pre-defined number of nodes. Given the use of Tapestry, these nodes are
determined by hashing the content identifier with known salt values.
OceanStore Deep Archival Storage. Moreover, in order to optimise content persis-
tence given node churn, OceanStore applies an erasure-code replication strategy called
Deep Archival Storage, which creates and distributes erasure-coded blocks for each com-
mitted content version. The strategy employs object-specific stretch factors and selects
nodes to place erasure-coded blocks based on their reliability.
OceanStore Caching. OceanStore optimises query efficiency by placing so called sec-
ondary replicas on the requester side. Secondary replicas are soft-state objects that can
be created and deleted as needed and complement primary replicas used to ensure con-
sistency. Secondary replicas are placed on-board of the requester after receiving the
requested content.
OceanStore TTL-based Replication. OceanStore enables requesters to assign Time
To Live (TTL) properties to their requests. If this TTL expires prior to locating a provider
of the requested content, the node that last processes the request tries to create a local
replica to improve future access.
Oceanstore Introspective Replica Management. OceanStore employs a collabora-
tive introspection approach to identify access patterns and dynamically optimise num-
ber and placement of replicas. This enables replica management, which includes the
creation of additional replicas on the provider side in case of a provider tending to be-
come overloaded as well as the removal of unused replicas in order to maintain high
levels of replica utilisation.
With regard to the requirements for content placement strategies in smart product
systems investigated in Section 2.4, the two first-explained strategies, i.e., OceanStore
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Put and OceanStore Deep Archival Storage, address none of the requirements R1 to R6.
The other three replication strategies employed by OceanStore all utilise temporal lo-
cality properties of access patterns (R1). While the introspective replica management
approach does not use any type of problem solving knowledge, it is still classified as an
active replication strategy. Hence, requirement R3 is rated as partly addressed. Simi-
larly, although neither of the two request-oriented strategies, i.e., OceanStore Caching
and OceanStore TTL-based Replication, improve product-to-user interaction, they both
enhance access performance (R4 partly addressed). Finally, OceanStore is presented
as a highly scalable distributed storage system that takes into account heterogeneity of
storage node. Hence, both requirements R7 and R8 can be assumed to be met for all
replication strategies of OceanStore.26
3.1.3.2 Freenet
Freenet is a distributed storage system that operates on a purely decentralised and
loosely structured content location and routing substrate [CSWH01, ATS04]. Freenet
makes use of two replication strategies and aims at improving content availability
and query efficiency. Moreover, Freenet applies a LRU-based replacement (removal)
strategy in order to account for the limited storage capacity of nodes and to enhance
replica utilisation.
Freenet Insert. Freenet applies a two-phase store procedure with phase 1 capturing
the determination and validation of a path from initiator to provider with an initiator-
defined path length. In phase 2, the content to be stored in the network is sent along the
path established in phase 1 and all nodes on the path try to create a local replica.
Freenet Request. Similar to the store procedure, content retrieval lets all nodes on the
path from provider to requester create a local replica. Note that in contrast to other P2P-
based distributed storage systems, Freenet does not apply direct delivery of responses
from provider to requester but follows the route of the request message in reverse order.
The two replication strategies of Freenet can be classified as addressing requirement
R1. Similarly, although Freenet does not directly target optimisation of product-to-user
interaction performance, it improves query efficiency (R4 partly addressed by both repli-
cation strategies). Because of the low computation and message complexity of the ap-
proach as well as the incorporation of a replacement policy, the requirements R7 and R8
can be assumed to be supported by both replication strategies. However, neither of the
two replication strategies addresses the requirements R2, R3, R5, and R6.
26 Note that the question of whether any of the proposed strategies is able to cope with the scalability
challenges of smart product systems is hardly answerable. For example, the scalability of a strategy
is typically strongly affected by the underlying network architecture. Hence, this analysis can only
provide an estimation of the scalability of related work that is to be detailed in future work.
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3.1.3.3 PAST
PAST is a P2P-based distributed storage system presented in [DR02, RD01b] that op-
erates on the structured P2P overlay network Pastry [RD01a] and aims at providing high
levels of content availability, query efficiency, and scalability.
Past Replication. PAST consists of a replication strategy that improves content avail-
ability and persistence. When storing a content object in the network, the initiator de-
fines the replication factor k ≤ l
2
+ 1 with l denoting the maximum number of nodes in
the leaf set as defined by Pastry. This way, the primary provider tries to creates k − 1
replicas on the most suitable nodes of its leaf set. In order to balance available storage
capacity among the nodes in the leaf set, PAST applies replica diversion. If any node i of
the k−1 candidates mentioned above (i.e., primary replica stores) is not able to create a
local replica given a pre-defined metric, it selects an alternative node j of its leaf set that
is not one of the remaining k− 2 candidates and that possesses the maximum available
storage capacity. Then, i asks j to create a local replica and maintains a pointer to j
(i.e., diverted replica store). To account for potential leave and fail events of i, another
node h with the i + 1 closest identifier also maintains a pointer to j. With regard to its
impact on query efficiency, replica diversion is not applied recursively and the overall
storage operation fails if any of the potential diverted replica stores declines to create a
local replica.
PAST Caching. PAST provides a cache-based replication strategy to optimise query
efficiency. PAST creates local replicas on intermediates that route content as part of
storage and retrieval operations and possess enough available storage capacity. These
cached replicas have lower persistence priority than replicas created by the strategy PAST
Replication and can be removed at any time. For example, cached replicas are evicted
if additional storage capacity is required to serve storage requests of content or replicas
created by the strategy PAST Replication. The selection of cached replicas to be removed
is managed by the GreedyDual-Size replacement strategy, which was originally designed
for Web proxy caching [CI97].
Overall, PAST aims at optimising all content properties defined in Section 2.1.3 by
two complementary replication strategies that are both claimed to achieve high levels of
scalability (R8). The strategy PAST Replication enables configuration of the number of
replicas per content (R5). However, it does not address any of the other requirements.
For example, storage operations are aborted if the defined number of replicas cannot
be placed. Even though this clearly improves content availability and persistence, it
may not be applicable in resource-constrained smart product systems. In contrast, the
cache-based replication strategy meets R7 by the applied replacement (i.e., removal)
strategy and utilises temporal locality properties of access patterns. Moreover, although
this approach does not optimise content access in the course product-to-user interaction
directly, it aims at improving query efficiency (R4 partly addressed). All other require-
ments are out of scope of PAST’s cache-based replication strategy.
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3.1.3.4 Dynamo
Amazon’s distributed key / value store Dynamo is a distributed database system that
sacrifices consistency to cope with the enormous availability, scalability, and reliability re-
quirements of Amazon’s services. Dynamo is based on the structure P2P overlay network
Chord that is extended by the concept of virtual nodes to account for node heterogene-
ity with regard to storage capacity [DHJ+07]. Similar to OceanStore, Dynamo applies
a replication strategy in order to enhance content availability and persistence. When a
primary provider initially stores a content object, it distributes k − 1 replicas to nodes
maintained in a content-specific preference list. Since replicas should be stored on k−1
distinct physical nodes (remember that Dynamo operates on Chord with virtual nodes),
the preference list contains more than the k−1 successors of the primary provider in the
hash space and skips positions in the latter. Moreover, the parameter k is not defined by
the initiator but per Dynamo instance, which results in a uniform replication degree.
With regard to the requirements, Dynamo addresses the heterogeneity and scalability
challenges of smart product systems (R7, R8), and enables minimal configuration per
instance (R5 partly met). However, no other requirements are captured by Dynamo’s
replication strategy.
3.1.3.5 Replication Strategies proposed by [On04]
[On04] proposes a set of ranking-based dynamic replica placement heuristics for fully
distributed, unstructured P2P systems that target fulfilment of requester-assigned avail-
ability requirements.
Local. The strategy Local lets requesters create local replicas after receiving requested
content objects. However, as opposed to caching or similar threshold-based concepts,
Local only creates a new replica in case the supplied availability is below the requester-
specified target availability.27 If requesters do not possess enough available storage ca-
pacity, LRU or LFU is used as replacement strategy.
Highly Up First. The replication strategy Highly Up First extends Local. Instead of
having requesters creating local replicas, the latter rank themselves as well as their
neighbours according to their uptime and place replicas on the highest-ranked node.
This is based on the assumption that replicas placed on nodes that are longer connected
to the network can potentially be reached by more requesters.
Highly Available First. The strategy Highly Available First is similar to Highly Up First.
However, instead of ranking nodes according to their uptime, this strategy compares the
supplied availability of nodes and places a replica on the highest-ranked node.
27 A definition of demand availability and supply availability is presented in [On04].
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Combined. Finally, the strategy Combined integrates the strategies Highly Up First
and Highly Available First. Thus, Combine calculates the average values for both prop-
erties uptime and availability and places a replica on a node for which both properties
exceed the calculated average. If multiple nodes feature uptime and availability above
the calculated average, then Combine selects the “best” node using uptime as first and
availability as second parameter.
The three replication strategies Highly Up First, Highly Available First, and Combined
all required nodes to exchange knowledge required for making replication decisions.
Yet, this additional effort is compensated by an increase of content availability compared
to the strategy Local. While all strategies result in similar replication and replacement
costs, an evaluation study revealed that the strategy Combined yields the highest level
of content availability.
With regard to the investigated requirements, all four strategies address R1 and are
assumed to approach R7 by means of the applied replacement strategy. Moreover, be-
cause of the low expected effort for exchanging node status information, requirements
R8 can be assumed to be supported. Moreover, although knowledge of access patterns
with geographic locality properties is not utilised, the three cooperative strategies Highly
Up First, Highly Available First, and Combined tend to improve content availability for
nodes belonging to a certain region by placing replicas on the region’s most suitable
node. Also, requester-side replication always implies enhanced query efficiency in case
of access patterns with temporal and / or geographic locality properties. Yet, none of the
requirements R3, R5, and R6 is approached.
3.1.3.6 Replication Strategies proposed by [MN05]
[MN05] proposes three mechanisms for estimating availability of individual nodes
as well as groups of nodes with configurable look-ahead periods. These mechanisms
are employed by three replication strategies that use availability prediction to optimise
replica placement in terms of content availability.
MAS-x. MAS-x places replicas on k out of the first x of the primary provider’s succes-
sors with the highest predicted availability.
sticky-rep. Sticky-rep places replicas on the first k of the primary provider’s succes-
sors. However, as opposed to most structured P2P systems that maintain the invari-
ant of storing content on nodes with identifiers being close to the content’s identifier,
sticky-rep does not perform any replacement in case of node churn affecting a provider’s
successor lists.
sticky-ap. Sticky-ap combines sticky-rep and MAS-x by placing replicas on k out of
the first x of the primary provider’s successors with the highest predicted availability
without performing any re-organisation that might be caused by system dynamics.
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Based on a simulation study, [MN05] demonstrates that replica placement on nodes
with high expected availability leads to enhanced content availability as well as reduced
re-organisation overhead. Consequently, sticky-ap achieves the highest level of content
availability. However, in particular in resource-constrained systems, this approach may
foster overloading of highly available nodes.
None of the requirements R1, R2, R4, and R6 are addressed by the proposed strate-
gies. With regard to R3, the strategies MAS-x and sticky-ap could be attributed partial
realisation. Even though they do not utilise any type of problem-solving knowledge,
they apply an active concept that estimates future system state. Also, all three strategies
provide some minimal configuration by means of the replication factor k (R5). Resource
limitation and heterogeneity of smart products can be assumed to be addressed based
on the reasonable supposition of a relation between node availability and node’s re-
sources (R7). Finally, despite the computation complexity of the availability predictors,
the reduced re-organisation overhead positively affects overall system scalability (R8).
3.1.3.7 Replication Strategies proposed by [KRT06, KRT07]
Top-K. Top-K is an approach for enhancing content availability in structured P2P com-
munities [KRT06]. Top-K considers the limited storage capacity of nodes by integrating
LRU as replacement policy. If a node i receives a request from a requester r for a content
object c that i is not a provider of even though it is (surrogate) root node, i leverages
the overlay structure to determine the top K − 1 candidates that might store a replica of
the requested content c (i.e., the K − 1 nodes whose node identifiers are closest to the
requested content identifier). Node i queries all determined candidates for c. If any of
these nodes stores the requested object c, i retrieves the latter, creates a local replica, and
sends the result back to the original requester r. Otherwise, i retrieves c from outside
the community, stores a local replica and sends the result to r. This leads to replica-
tion degrees following content popularity and enhances content availability within the
P2P community.
Top-K Most Frequently Requested. The replacement policy LRU tends to store un-
popular content on nodes even though this storage capacity could be better used by
content with higher request rates. [KRT06, KRT07] approach this issue by the replica-
tion and replacement policy MFR. MFR lets each node maintain the access rate for all
content objects it has been requested for within a configurable period of time and stores
content with the highest ratios between access rate and object size, storing as many con-
tent as possible. This policy is combined with Top-K, resulting in the strategy Top-K MFR.
Using this strategy, a requester r sequentially queries the top K candidates and stops as
soon as it receives the requested content c. In case a candidate i is not a provider but
should store c according to MFR, it retrieves the latter, creates a local replica, a sends
the results to r. This yields a high level of availability as well as a nearly optimal number
and placement of replicas by fostering higher replication degrees for popular content.
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Both approaches utilise temporal locality properties of access patterns (R1) and pro-
vide means for configuration in terms of the parameter K (R5). Also, even though both
strategies might lead to high replication degrees, they make use of replacement (i.e., re-
moval) strategies to account for storage limitations of nodes (R7). Because of the purely
local concept and the avoidance of maintenance overhead, it can be assumed that both
approaches are highly scalable (R8). However, the strategies only address content avail-
ability and provide no means for enhancing query efficiency. They are purely reactive,
do not make use of geographic locality properties, and have no possibility for applica-
tions to affect number and placement of replicas. Consequently, requirements R2 to R4
as well as R6 are not addressed.
3.1.3.8 Replication Strategies proposed by [She10]
The approach Integrated file Replication and consistency Maintenance (IRM) proposed
by [She10] is a combined replication strategy for structured P2P overlay networks that
takes into consideration consistency maintenance needs. IRM relies on query initiating
rates, i.e., the number of queries per content object sent by a requester during a certain
period, and query passing rates, i.e., the number of queries per content object received
and passed on by an intermediate during a certain period, which are autonomously
measures and analyses by each node. IRM consists of two replication strategies that
make use of the afore-summarised parameters.
IRM Query Initiating Rates. If a requester r receives a requested content c and its
query initiating rate for c exceeds a pre-defined threshold, then a local replica is created
by the strategy IRM Query Initiating Rates.
IRM Query Passing Rates. The cooperative replication strategy IRM Query Passing
Rates works as follows. If an intermediate i receives a request for content c for which (i)
its query passing rate exceeds another pre-defined threshold and (ii) it possesses enough
storage capacity for maintaining a local replica, then i extends the request with a repli-
cation request. If the actual provider receiving the request tends to become overloaded,
it checks the request for additional replication requests and pushes replicas to the corre-
sponding nodes. If there are no replication requests, then the provider pushes a replica
to the node from which it received the most requests for c.
Moreover, in order to address the trade-off between query efficiency and consistency
described in Section 2.1.1, IRM lets each node periodically re-assess its query initiating
and passing rates, and remove replicas if any of the rates are below their thresholds.
This way, IRM achieves high replica utilisation and optimises number and placement
of replicas. This leads to a high level of query efficiency, fosters load distribution, and
reduces the required consistency maintenance overhead.
With regard the to defined requirements, IRM relies on temporal locality properties
of access patterns (R1) and enables configuration of the two threshold parameters (R5).
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By means of periodic re-assessment and invalidation of replicas (removal policy), as
well as its low complexity, IRM can moreover be assumed to address requirements R7
and R8. Requirement R4 can be rated as partly addressed. Even though IRM does not
optimise content access related to product-to-user interaction, it aims at improving query
efficiency. However, none of the requirements R2, R3, and R6 is supported.
3.1.3.9 Replication Strategies proposed by [LYC07]
[LYC07] proposes three erasure code replication strategies for improving content avail-
ability in unstructured, fully distributed P2P systems. The strategies vary in the amount
of information used as well as their computation complexity. Moreover, all three strate-
gies assume a static system (i.e., nodes and content to be stored per node are known)
and do not consider diversity of communication delays or link bandwidth.
Random. The erasure code replication strategy Random consists of two phases. First,
in the storage allocation phase, a provider determines the stretch factor based on the
storage capacity available within its writable node set (i.e., nodes on which the provider
can place erasure-coded blocks) as well as all content objects that are to be replicated
within the latter (remember assumption of a static system). For this purpose, Random
applies a locking-phase strategy to enable accurate, non-overlapping stretch factor esti-
mation. Second, in the replica placement phase, for each content object to be stored, the
provider places erasure-coded blocks on randomly selected nodes of its writable node set
that possess enough available storage capacity. Hence, overall, the Random algorithm
utilises the entire available storage capacity to place erasure-coded blocks. However,
the random selection of nodes may lead to considerable variance of content availability
subject to node availability.
Group Partition. The replication strategy Group Partition extends Random and ap-
proaches the above-stated variance by having nodes exchange availability information
and by an adapted placement of erasure-coded block. Hence, instead of randomly se-
lecting nodes out of the provider’s writable node set, the latter is divided into k groups
consisting of nodes with similar availability (k represents the number of erasure-coded
blocks). Thereafter, the provider randomly selects one node from each group to perform
block placement. This way, the difference in content availability is clearly reduced.
Highest Available First. The erasure code replication strategy Highest Available First
aims at fulfilling a target level of content availability. The strategy consists of four phases.
First, in the initialisation phase, a provider determines the stretch factor and calculates
the average availability of nodes belonging to its writable node set as well as the average
number of erasure-coded blocks per content in order to specify the target availability
level. In the second phase, the nodes of the provider’s writable node set are sorted in
descending order of their availability. The content to be stored is split into b blocks
(without erasure coding, i.e., the stretch factor is assigned a value of 1). These blocks
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are virtually assigned to the b highest available nodes of the writable node set and the
resulting content availability is calculated. Thereafter, in phase three, the calculated con-
tent availability is compared with the target availability and the erasure code redundancy
is increased incrementally until the target availability is met. Finally, the erasure-coded
blocks are created and placed on the nodes determined afore (phase 4). This way, the
content-specific erasure code redundancy is proportional to the availability of the target
nodes. Especially if the overall shared storage capacity is very limited and if there are
only few nodes with high availability, the Highest Available First strategy outperforms
both Random and Group Partition in terms of content availability.
Interestingly, although the proposed strategies generate high levels of content avail-
ability and persistence, they support none of the defined requirements but storage ca-
pacity (R7) and scalability (R8). Storage capacity is implicitly captured in the replica
placement phase of the proposed algorithms, while their scalability can be assumed be-
cause of the low amount of exchanged information.
3.1.3.10 Summary
The classification of the analysed P2P replication strategies based on the scheme de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2 is presented in Table 3.2. The strategies are discussed again in
Section 3.2, which – for each strategy – summarises the fulfilment of the requirements
presented in Section 2.4 in order to identify and assess the work closest to the content
placement strategies proposed in this thesis.
3.1.4 Content Distribution Networks
This section summarises replication strategies used in CDNs. A survey of CDN replica-
tion strategies is presented in [KKM02].
3.1.4.1 Mobile Dynamic Content Distribution Network
The Mobile Dynamic Content Distribution Network (MDCDN) proposed by [AMAM04]
solves the dynamic content placement problem for mobile CDNs. In order to minimise
total communication costs (i.e., replication creation costs, replica maintenance costs,
request forwarding costs), MDCDN nodes monitor and forecast varying user demand
to determine whether to create new replicas or remove existing ones. For this pur-
pose, MDCDN nodes apply the statistical demand forecasting method double exponential
smoothing as part of the two active replication strategiesMDCDN Direct Demand andMD-
CDN Indirect Demand. This prediction enables nodes in MDCDN to dynamically replicate
content that features high probability of being requested in upcoming periods, thereby
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Replication Strategy
Replica
Granularity
Replication
Degree
Replication
Schedule
Replication
Initiation
Replica
Placement
Sphere of
Knowledge
Activity
History
OS Deep Archival Storage [KWZ
+
00] Block-Level Entity-Specific On-Demand Provider Metric Local Reactive
OS Put [KWZ+00] Partial Uniform One-Time Provider Metric Local Reactive
OS Introspective Replica Mgmt [KWZ+00] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Provider Provider-Side Cooperative Active
OS Caching [KWZ+00] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Reactive
OS TTL-based Replication [Gee02] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Intermediate Metric Local Reactive
Freenet Insert [CSWH01, ATS04] Partial Entity-Specific One-Time Initiator Path Initiator-Provider Local Reactive
Freenet Request [CSWH01, ATS04] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Path Provider-Requester Local Reactive
PAST Replication [DR02, RD01b] Partial Entity-Specific One-Time Initiator Provider-Side Local Reactive
PAST Caching [DR02, RD01b] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand
Initiator,
Requester
Path Initiator-Provider,
Path Provider-Requester
Local Reactive
DRP Local [On04] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Reactive
DRP Highly Up First [On04] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side, Metric Cooperative Reactive
DRP Highly Available First [On04] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side, Metric Cooperative Reactive
DRP Combined [On04] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side, Metric Cooperative Reactive
MAS-x [MN05] Partial Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side, Metric Cooperative Active
sticky-rep [MN05] Partial Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side Local Reactive
sticky-ap [MN05] Partial Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side, Metric Cooperative Active
Top-K [KRT06] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Intermediate Provider-Side Local Reactive
Top-K Most Freq. Requested [KRT06, KRT07] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Intermediate Provider-Side Local Reactive
ECR Random [LYC07] Block-Level Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side Local Reactive
ECR Group Partition [LYC07] Block-Level Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side, Metric Cooperative Reactive
ECR Highest Available First [LYC07] Block-Level Entity-Specific One-Time Provider Provider-Side, Metric Cooperative Reactive
Dynamo [DHJ
+
07] Partial Uniform One-Time Provider Provider-Side Local Reactive
IRM Query Initiating Rate [She10] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Reactive
IRM Query Passing Rate [She10] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Provider Path Provider-Requester Cooperative Reactive
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reducing latency of future requests (direct demand). In addition to replicating content on
the requester-side for addressing direct demand, MDCDN pushes replicas to nodes that
cause high predicated indirect request rates in order to avoid overloading. A detailed de-
scription of the algorithms used by MDCDN is presented as part of the evaluation study
in Section 5.3.6.1.
Both replication strategies apply a prediction method that incorporates temporal lo-
cality properties of access patterns (R1 partly addressed). In contrast, access patterns
with geographic locality properties, are not taken into account (R2). Also, even though
MDCDN does not use problem-solving knowledge of smart products, the active approach
partly meets requirement R3. Content pre-replication according to estimated direct de-
mand can be assessed as an indirect addressing of requirement R4. As presented in
Section 5.3.6.1, MDCDN provide various means for configuration (R5). While the re-
cursive calculation of MDCDN’s prediction method lead to high computation complexity,
the purely local nature of the strategy does not require any information exchange (R8
partly addressed). Finally, although MDCDN does not take into consideration resource
limitations of nodes, the authors reasonably state that this could be integrated easily (R7
partly addressed). Means for enabling applications to affect number and placement of
replicas are not captured (R6). Overall, MDCDN appears to be applicable to the domain
of smart products. Also, if the computation complexity represented an issues, one could
think of an operating model that lets MDCDN runs on dedicated nodes, only.
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3.1.4.2 Replication Strategies proposed by [On04]
In addition to the dynamic replication strategies for P2P systems presented in Section
3.1.3.5, [On04] proposes as set of ranking-based heuristics for the static replica place-
ment problem in CDNs (i.e., system state and access patterns are assumed to be known).
These heuristics apply full replication and aim at determining number and placement of
replicas to achieve a defined target level of content availability.
Highly Available First. The strategy Highly Available First distributes a pre-defined
number of k replicas on the nodes with the highest availability. Given the assumption
of a known system state, node availability can be determined easily. Compared to a
random placement, this yields increased average and minimum content availability but
slightly reduces query efficiency, which [On04] measures in terms of the number of hops
a request passes until it gets served.
Transit Nodes. Based on the assumption that the higher the number of communica-
tion links of a node the more nodes it can reach with low latency, the strategy Transit
Node places a number of k replicas on nodes with most connections. While Transit
Node fails to reach the level of content availability achieved by Highly Available First, it
improves the latter in terms of query efficiency.
COM. The strategy COM combines Highly Available First and Transit Nodes. It builds
an ordered candidate set of nodes with availability values and number of communica-
tion links above average and selects the k highest ranked nodes with node availabil-
ity being used as primary criterion. Due to the focus on node availability, COM only
yields slight improvement over Highly Available First in terms of content availability and
query efficiency.
Admission Control. While the above-described strategies try to achieve a given tar-
get level of content availability, the strategy Admission Control aims at guaranteeing
request-assigned availability needs as well as at improving query efficiency. The strategy
applies admission control to determine whether to maintain or revoke replicas. More-
over, admission control is used to assign requests to providers in a way that requester-
assigned availability requirements are fulfilled without overloading providers taking into
account bandwidth and storage capacity constraints. Admission Control is made up of
three procedures.
First, the procedure highest available path is used to determine a replica placement
plus an assignment of requests to providers that meets content availability requirements
of all requests. For this purpose, given that failure probabilities are known, the proce-
dure identifies the path with the highest availability (i.e., minimum failure probability)
given a configurable maximum number of overlay hops for each request. Thereafter, the
procedure assesses whether the highest available paths fulfil the target availability of the
requests. For each path that does not meet this requirement, a replica is placed on a
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node close to the provider that possesses enough resources and is able to guarantee the
defined availability objective.
Second, after a replica placement with content availability guarantees is identified,
the procedure delete and merge is used to reduce the overall number of replicas. For
each provider, the procedure checks whether the assigned requests could be served by
another provider without violating content availability. If so, the replica is deleted from
the provider.
Finally, the procedure move and update aims at enhancing query efficiency. For each
provider, the procedure examines whether any of the provider’s neighbours could en-
hance query efficiency while preserving content availability of all assigned requests. If
so, the replica is moved from the provider to the identified neighbour. Overall, this
results in an optimised number and placement of replicas that guarantees content avail-
ability of all requests.
The proposed strategies – in particular because of their assumption of system state
and access patterns to be known – address only few of the defined requirements. All
strategies take into consideration node storage capacity (R7). Also, Transit Node, COM,
and Admission Control tend to improve content availability and query efficiency in case
of access patterns with geographic locality properties (R2 partly addressed). However,
even though global knowledge could be predicted periodically based on collaborative
observations, centralised approaches do in general not cope with the challenges of
smart products.
3.1.4.3 Replication Strategy proposed by [HA04]
[HA04] proposes a replication strategy that aims at determining minimum number
and placement of replicas for achieving target access delay guarantees. As opposed to
the strategies presented in [On04], this work defines the term guarantee in a “loose
sense, to mean trying to achieve latency bounds with a ‘high probability’ ”[HA04, p.
1]. The approach enables users to negotiate access latency bounds with CDN service
providers by means of Quality of Service (QoS) contracts. Latency is defined as the time
needed for serving requests within the CDN that cannot be served directly by the node
receiving the request. Latency bounds are formulated as a step function subject to the
content size. This enables content classification and eases replication decisions, which
can be made per content class instead of on the level of individual content objects.
[HA04] formulates the replication problem as a graph domination problem and pro-
poses an algorithm for periodically solving this problem in fully distributed systems. The
algorithm assumes that each node n is aware of all nodes that can query n for content of
a certain class within the class-specific latency bound (i.e., the span of node n including
all requesters it can cover). Moreover, the algorithm supposes that each node n knows
all nodes it can request content from without violating the class-specific bound. On this
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basis, the strategy lets all nodes send their span information to all nodes covered by
them. Thereafter, for each class, the nodes cooperatively determine the dominating set.
In case a node cannot be covered by any other node, it needs to be part of the dominat-
ing set and announces its participation to all nodes it covers. Else, the node analyses the
span information it received, determines the node with the highest span, and notifies
this node to become member of the dominating set. A notified node enters the domi-
nating set, announces its participation to all nodes it covers, and stops nomination of
other nodes. For each content-class, the resulting content-class-specific dominating set
contains the nodes on which to place replicas of content belonging to the class in order
to achieve the class-related latency bounds.
Since the algorithm does not employ any means of voting or synchronisation, it is very
effective for approaching the graph domination problem in a decentralised way. More-
over, due to the low amount of information consumed by the strategy, both requirements
R7 and R8 can be assumed to be met. The negotiation of target latency bounds provides
applications with means for affecting number and placement of replicas (R6). Further-
more, although the approach does not aim at improving performance of product-to-user
interaction, simulation results reveal that it is capable of achieving different pre-defined
levels of query efficiency with high confidence (R4 partly addressed). Yet, the require-
ments R1, R2, R3, and R5 are not met by the proposed strategy. Also, the dynamics of
smart product systems may pose the additional challenge of how to configure the pe-
riod in which replica organisation is to be re-assessed in order to achieve given access
latency bounds.
3.1.4.4 Replication Strategy proposed by [BB04]
[BB04] proposes the strategy Cost-Quality Optimised Replica Placement (CQORP) for
adaptive CDNs, which targets adaptation and replication of content representations de-
pending on device capabilities and bandwidth restrictions in ubiquitous computing envi-
ronments. For this purpose, CQORP targets profit maximisation taking into consideration
adaptation and transmission costs as well as the quality of a content representation from
the perspective of the requester measured in terms of revenue. CQORP takes into ac-
count storage limitations and assumes knowledge about system load and state.
Given the above objective, [BB04] defines an algorithm for determining the adaptation
path with the highest profit for each given request. For this purpose, the authors pro-
pose an adaptation path graph that is modelled as a weighted graph with the weighting
representing adaptation operation costs. The most suitable path is determined by apply-
ing traditional shortest path search algorithms (shortest path yields maximum profit).
Second, two ranking heuristics (plain and greedy) for the capacity-constrained replica
placement problem are proposed. Both heuristics use the profit gained by a replica given
a certain reference placement weighted by the size of the replica as benefit function.
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MDCDN Direct Demand [AMAM04] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Requester Requester-Side Local Active
MDCDN Indirect Demand [AMAM04] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Provider Path Provider-Requester Local Active
SRP Highly Available First [On04] Full Uniform One-Time Central Entity Metric Local Active
SRP Transit Node [On04] Full Uniform One-Time Central Entity Metric Local Active
SRP COM [On04] Full Uniform One-Time Central Entity Metric Local Active
SRP Admission Control [On04] Full Entity-Specific One-Time Central Entity Metric Local Active
Latency Guranatees [HA04] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic All Nodes Metric Cooperative Reative
CQORP [BB04] Partial Entity-Specific One-Time Central Entity Metric Local Active
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While the greedy ranking provides better results (the benefit of a replica depends on the
placement of other replicas), it comes with the cost of higher computation complexity.
The strategy takes into consideration resource limitation (R7) and could be classified
to partly meet R4 by providing nodes with content in its most suitable representation.
The requirements R1, R2, R3, R5, R6, and R8 are not addressed by CQORP. In con-
clusion, even though the idea of combining content adaptation and content replication
appears to be an important topic in the area of the ubiquitous computing, it does not
approach the specific needs formulated in this thesis (see Sections 2.2 and 2.4). Most
important, the proposed solution is designed to be executed by a central entity hav-
ing global knowledge about system state and load. Even though the authors present
some initial thoughts on how the strategy could be extended to be applicable in dynamic
systems, centralised approaches do typically not achieve high levels of scalability.
3.1.4.5 Summary
The classification of the analysed CDN replication strategies based on the scheme de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2 is presented in Table 3.3. However, only MDCDN and the la-
tency guarantee approach presented by [HA04] appear to be applicable in the domain of
smart products (see discussion of closest related work presented in Section 3.2).
3.1.5 Grid Computing
This section summarises replication strategies used in Grid computing environments.
A survey of replication strategies in this domain is presented in [ASD12].
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3.1.5.1 Replication Strategies proposed by [RF01]
Best Client Replication. [RF01] proposes the replication strategy Best Client, which
targets optimisation of content locality in order to improve query efficiency and band-
width consumption in the domain of high-performance data grids. Best Client lets each
provider periodically analyse indirect request rates for all content stored on-board. If an
indirect request rate exceeds a pre-defined threshold, then the provider places a replica
on the node that requested the content most often. Moreover, the indirect request rate
for the replicated content is cleared to enable unbiased assessment in upcoming periods
taking into account potential dynamics of access patterns. The replication strategy is
complemented by a replacement (i.e., removal) strategy that combines content popu-
larity with the time for which content is stored on-board. Thus, if there are multiple
candidates with the same degree of popularity, the one that is longest stored on-board
is removed.
By placing replicas on the nodes with the highest observed requests in a given period,
Best Client indeed assumes and utilises temporal locality properties of access patterns
(R1). Also, the approach is very lightweight and can be assumed to achieve high levels
of scalability (R8). The incorporation of a replacement strategy moreover addresses the
storage limitation captured by requirement R7. Finally, requester-side replica placement
positively affects query efficiency (partial realisation of R4). All other requirements are
not met by the proposed strategy Best Client.
Cascading Replication. In addition to Best Client, [RF01] proposes the replication
strategy Cascading, which is tailored towards the hierarchical structure of multi-tier data
grids. Cascading assumes all content to be initially stored at the root node of the hier-
archy. Similar to Best Client, the root node uses a threshold-based concept to replicate
popular content. Yet, in contrast to Best Client, a replica is not placed on the leaf node
(i.e., the requester) but on the child of the root node that belongs to the path to the
client with the highest request rate. This concept is applied by all providers (initially the
root node is the only provider), which may result in a popular content being eventually
replicated to leaf nodes.
The main advantage of this approach is the incorporation of geographic locality prop-
erties in addition to temporal locality properties (R1 and R2). Moreover, Cascading
employs the replacement policy used by Best Client to account for resource limitations
of nodes (R7) and can be assumed to be highly scalable (R8). Also, similar to Best Client,
query efficiency is improved in the long term (R4 partly addressed). [RF01] moreover
proposes a combination of Cascading with requester-side caching to further improve
query efficiency. However, none of the requirements R3, R5, R6 is addressed and the
general applicability of the strategy is reduced by the reliance on hierarchical structures.
Fast Spread. [RF01] defines the replication strategy Fast Spread. Fast Spread repli-
cates content along the path from provider to requester and employs the replacement
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policy used by Best Client and Cascading. Hence, Fast Spread addresses the same re-
quirements as Cascading but leads to a strong increase in the overall number of replicas.
Also, the concept could be applied to non-hierarchic structures. This would lead to
an approach similar to the request-based replication strategy of the P2P storage system
Freenet (see Section 3.1.3.2).
3.1.5.2 Replication Strategy proposed by [CDL+07]
In order to improve workflow execution performance in Grid computing environ-
ments, [CDL+07] proposes a decoupling of the control flow and the data flow of work-
flows as well as an asynchronous pre-replication of content required during workflow
execution. The authors assume non-branched worflows (i.e., neither OR nor XOR transi-
tions) as well as a workflow management system being aware of activity-related content
needs (e.g., by means of annotations). The proposed workflow-based replication strategy
utilises knowledge of upcoming workflow-related content demand explicitly provided
by the workflow management system. This leads to a reduced need for on-demand con-
tent retrieval as well as an enhancement of workflow execution performance. Moreover,
based on an experimental setup, [CDL+07] demonstrates that the value of asynchronous
data staging increases with the amount of workflow-related content needs.
While the proposed strategy does not utilise temporal or geographic locality proper-
ties of access patterns in makes use of and fully relies on knowledge about upcoming
workflow-related demand (R3). Also, the applied pre-replication significantly improves
query efficiency and – consequently – workflow execution performance. However, since
the workflows in focus do typically not include product-to-user interaction, requirement
R4 is only partly addressed. Moreover, the strategy appears to be highly scalable because
of its purely local concept (R8). Requirements R5, R6, and R7 are not addressed.
3.1.5.3 Replication Strategy proposed by [YWD10]
Best Reply proposed by [YWD10] is a Nash-equilibrium-based replication strategy for
data grids and is integrated with a decentralised task scheduling algorithm.28 The strat-
egy aims at improving task execution performance by optimising number and placement
of replicas. It is operated by all nodes and maintains request rates retrieved within a spe-
cific period of time.29 The replication procedure is triggered in case the request rate of a
content not stored on-board exceeds a pre-defined threshold within a period. If so, each
node for which the condition applies individually compares the benefit of the current
set of content stored on-board with the set after creating a local replica of the content
28 This term task used in this work corresponds to the term workflow described in Section 2.1.5 (note
that a workflow could also consist of a single activity, only).
29 Note that the system model used by Best Reply assumes requests to be broadcasted to all nodes.
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under consideration. Also, potential removal of content stored on-board is taken into
account by means of an LRU replacement strategy. The actual benefit calculation applies
game theory concepts as a function of access latency between requester and (potential)
provider. The authors prove that the Best Reply algorithm leads to the Nash equilibrium
for the system as a whole.
The threshold-based replication strategy assumes access patterns with temporal local-
ity properties (R1) and targets improvement of query efficiency (R4 partly addressed).
It takes into account resource limitation by an LRU-based replacement strategy and can
be assumed to achieve high levels of scalability given its decentralised and local concept
(R7, R8). However, even though the strategy is built upon tasks, it does not utilise task-
related content needs to actively enhance replica organisation (R3). Also, none of the
requirements R2, R5, and R6 is addressed.
3.1.5.4 Replication Strategy proposed by [KIS11]
PHFS proposed by [KIS11] is an active replication strategy for multi-tier data grids
that aims at enhancing query efficiency. PHFS extends Fast Spread presented in Sec-
tion 3.1.5.1 with a pre-replication strategy that makes use of data mining techniques
to predict future demand. Based on the design of multi-tier grids (the higher a node
is positioned in the hierarchy, the more resources it possesses), PHFS applies hierarchic
replication. This means, the number of replicas decreases with the depth of the path
from root to client in order to achieve optimal resource utilisation as well as to enhance
content locality.
PHFS consists of two stages. In stage 1, the prediction is performed centrally by the
root node when it receives the first request for a certain content object. The root node
inquires access information from all other nodes and applies data mining techniques to
infer knowledge such as content clusters or sequential access patterns. The inferred re-
lationship between the requested content and other objects is weighted. Objects with
a relationship exceeding a pre-defined threshold are organised in a so-called Predictive
Working Set (PWS), in which they are sorted in descending order of their quantified
relationship. The resulting PWS is assigned an initial priority by the root node and is at-
tached to the requested content. Hence, content objects being organised in a PWS share
spatial locality and it is assumed that each PWS captures a certain degree of geographic
and temporal locality.
In stage 2, for each PWS, the replication configuration is adapted by all nodes in a dis-
tributed way based on local knowledge. This adaptation consists of three modules. First,
the PWS recording module enriches each PWS with local knowledge. Second, the priority
change module makes use of the added knowledge to periodically adapt the priority of
each PWS subject to request rates expected in the upcoming period. Third, the replica-
tion configuration change modulemakes use of the updated PWS priorities to periodically
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Best Client Replication [RF01] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Provider Requester-Side Local Reactive
Cascading Replication [RF01] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Provider Metric Local Reactive
Fast Spread [RF01] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic Provider Path Provider-Requester Local Reactive
Workflow-based Replication [CDL
+
07] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Active
Best Reply [YWD10] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic All Nodes Metric Local Reactive
PHFS [KIS11] Partial Entity-Specific Periodic All Nodes Path Provider-Requester Cooperative Active
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adapt number and placement of replicas given pre-defined upper and lower thresholds.
If a PWS priority falls below the lower threshold, the least used PWS-related content
objects are flagged as replacement candidates. Similarly, if a PWS priority exceeds the
upper threshold, then the content objects of the PWS with the highest requests rates
are replicated and placed on lower-layer nodes. If required, replacement candidates or
least recently accessed content objects of the PWS with the lowest priority are replaced
to free the necessary storage capacity. Moreover, if content objects of a certain PWS
have higher access rates than objects of the same PWS in lower layers, then these ob-
jects are exchanged in order to place the most popular content as close to the requesters
as possible.
This leads to increased locality of content and enhanced query efficiency (R4 partly ad-
dressed). With regard to the remaining requirements, PHFS addresses R1 and R2 as well
as R7 by means of an integrated replacement policy. Also, requirement R3 can be clas-
sified as partly met because of the active replication approach. The application of data
mining algorithms as well as the amount of information exchanged between nodes may
reduce the overall scalability of the strategy, in particular given the resource limitation
of smart products (R8 party addressed). Requirements R5 and R6 are not approached.
However, most important, PHFS is tailored towards hierarchic system structures and re-
quires access patterns with some degree of spatial locality in order to achieve its full
potential. This clearly reduces its general applicability in the domain of smart products.
3.1.5.5 Summary
The classification of the analysed replication strategies in the domain of Grid com-
puting based on the scheme described in Section 3.1.2 is presented in Table 3.4. Note
that Cascading replication (see Section 3.1.5.1) and PHFS (see Section 3.1.5.4) do not
appear to be generically applicable in the domain of smart products, because of their
reliance on hierarchic system structures. The strategies are discussed again in Section
3.2, in order to identify and assess the work closest to the content placement strategies
proposed in this thesis.
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3.1.6 Client / Server Storage Systems
3.1.6.1 Replication Strategy proposed by [BWYH06]
[BWYH06] proposes an architecture for enhancing mobile information access in oc-
casionally connected computing environments. The proposed worklet-based replication
strategy makes use of workflows, user profiles, as well as environmental information
in order to predict and proactively collect and aggregate content that is most likely re-
quired by mobile devices in the upcoming period. To enable modelling of content needs,
the strategy utilises so-called “worklets”, which represent self-contained workflows com-
bined with execution rules. Due to the limited processing capability of mobile devices,
the actual prediction and pre-replication is processed by a central data staging server.
By “charging” mobile devices in periods of strong connection with content that is likely
needed in the nearby future, the proposed strategy aims at enhancing query efficiency
and content availability.
The proposed replication strategy utilises “worklets” for actively optimising number
and placement of replicas and improving both availability and query efficiency of infor-
mation accessed by the user.30 Hence, requirements R3 and R4 are clearly met. Also,
the approach takes into account resource limitations (R7). However, none of the re-
quirements R1, R2, R5, and R6 is addressed and the centralised architecture cannot be
assumed to cope with the scalability challenges in the domain of smart products (R8).
3.1.6.2 Replication Strategy proposed by [DBEN07]
[DBEN07] proposes an erasure-code replication strategy that aims at smoothing the
rate at which new erasure-coded blocks are to be created, i.e., the repair rate, while en-
suring high levels of content availability and persistence given node churn. The proposed
active strategy applies erasure-code replication, which is combined with a periodic esti-
mation of node failure behaviour to anticipate the number of repair blocks to be created.
The estimation is realised based on a mathematical model that captures node behaviour
as a Continuous-Time Semi-Markov chain and the overall system as a network of two
G/G/∞ queues.
The approach is based on the assumption that (i) the number of available erasure-
coded blocks is known and (ii) erasure-coded blocks can be stored on distinct nodes,
i.e., node availability implies block availability. On this basis, the predictor estimates the
number of nodes that permanently leave the network in the upcoming period in order
30 In the mobile scenarios presented in the following sections, content being pre-replicated is expected
to be accessed by the user. Hence, optimisation of query efficiency directly affects product-to-user
interaction as stated in requirement R4.
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to infer the number of erasure-coded blocks to be created. Moreover, to account for
system dynamics, the inter-estimation time depends on the number of disconnections
instead of using a fixed period length. This means, the estimation procedure is executed
after a certain number of permanent disconnections are observed. Finally, the proposed
active strategy is complemented by a reactive strategy that is automatically applied in
case the number of available erasure-coded block meets a configurable lower threshold.
This hybrid strategy may result in peeks in system load, which are stated by the authors
as indispensable for ensuring availability and persistence.
The authors assume the existence of an entity that is able to monitor block availability
and make replication decisions without tailoring the proposed strategy to any specific
system architecture.31 However, in either case, the scalability of the strategy can be
assumed to be limited. On the one hand, centralised structures typically face scalability
issues. On the other hand, if the strategy was realised in a distributed way, its scalability
would likely be affected by the high amount of information to be exchanged in order
to obtain an overall knowledge about the number of available erasure-coded blocks.
Hence, requirement R8 is denoted as partly addressed. Also, R3 and R5 are partly met
because of the active component of the replication strategy and its configuration options,
respectively. All other requirements are not supported.
3.1.6.3 Replication Strategy proposed by [SGAM11]
[SGAM11] proposes a mechanism to enhance user-perceived efficiency of mobile ac-
cess to business data maintained in enterprise information systems. The mechanism
applies pre-replication by combining sequence prediction with a response piggybacking
approach. Triggered by a request from a mobile device, the Sequence Prediction Algo-
rithm (SPA) FxL presented in Section 3.1.7.3 is applied at the level of a proxy server
interconnecting mobile devices and enterprise information systems in order to estimate
future demand (in the given setup: the next demand / request). The predicted content
is piggybacked with the actual response and pre-replicated to the device. In order to
reduce pre-replication wastage, content piggybacking is only applied if (i) the demand
prediction achieves a pre-defined confidence level and (ii) the predicted content is un-
critical (e.g., in terms of consistency). Moreover, to continuously enhance prediction
accuracy, the SPA is informed about the actual utilisation of pre-replicated content.
Evaluation results reveal that the proposed strategy has a positive effect if prediction
accuracy exceeds 15%, which can be assumed for FxL. The actual performance gain
depends on network latency (higher latency increases performance gain) and network
bandwidth (higher bandwidth increases performance gain).
31 Note that because of this assumption, the strategy is presented in the section on client / server
storage systems.
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The proposed replication strategy does not explicitly utilise temporal and geographic
locality of access patterns. Instead, it applies an SPA to predict future demand (R3
partly addressed). Moreover, requirements R4 and R5 are met by the piggybacking
approach and the configuration options of FxL, respectively. Resource limitation is taken
into account by limiting pre-replication to a single object (R7). However, neither of the
requirements R6 and R8 (because of the centralised architecture) are approached.
3.1.6.4 Replication Strategy proposed by [JIR+09]
[JIR+09] proposes a combined replication and replacement strategy the targets improve-
ment of query efficiency of content associated with location-based services in mobile
environments. The strategy supposes that requests follow a certain sequence and that
successively accessed location-based services are geographically close. Based on this as-
sumption, an association rule mining mechanism is applied on a central node to predict
the next location-based service; the content related to this service is pre-replicated to the
mobile device.
This pre-replication concept is complemented by an invalidation mechanism named
dual valid scopes. Given the application domain, a valid scope is defined as a “geographic
region in which a data item value is valid” [JIR+09, p. 2]. Valid scopes are modelled by
means of Voronoi diagrams [OBS+08] in the form of exact polygon endpoint schemes
and approximated circle schemes. Moreover, node storage is divided into three parts: the
primary part to store explicitly requested content, the secondary part for pre-replicated
content, and the tertiary part for “aged” pre-replicated content. Pre-replicated content is
moved from secondary to primary storage after being requested as well as from sec-
ondary to tertiary storage if it has not been accessed within a configurable period
of time. This partitioning enables differentiated replacement strategies that take into
consideration content status (e.g., explicitly requested content is not replaced for pre-
replicated content).
[JIR+09] propose a tripartite replacement (i.e., removal) strategy that takes into ac-
count content distance (i.e., “the distance between the current location of a mobile client
and the reference point of a valid scope for a data value” [JIR+09, p. 4]), content age
(i.e., time passed since content was last accessed), and access probability calculated
by means of an exponential aging method. First, for the primary storage, the replace-
ment strategy applies all of the above criteria plus the invalidation mechanism dual
valid scopes modelled in the form of an exact polygon endpoint scheme. Second, for
the secondary storage, the replacement strategy employs content age, only. Finally, the
replacement strategy of the tertiary storage utilises content age, content distance, and
dual valid scopes modelled in the form of a less accurate circle scheme.
The proposed strategy addresses requirements R4 and R7 by means of requester-side
pre-replication and the integrated replacement strategy, respectively. Also, due to its ac-
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Worklet-Based Replication [BWYH06] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Central Entity Requester-Side Local Active
Hybrid Replication [DBEN07] Block-Level Uniform Periodic Central Entity Metric Cooperative Active
Piggybacking in Mobile Scenarios [SGAM11] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Central Entity Requester-Side Local Active
Cache Prefetch and Replacement [JIR
+
09] Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Central Entity Requester-Side Local Active
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tive concept, the strategy partly meets requirement R3. Yet, none of the requirements R1
and R2 as well as R5, R6, and R8 (because of the centralised architecture) is addressed.
3.1.6.5 Summary
The classification of the analysed replication strategies in the domain of client / server
storage systems based on the scheme described in Section 3.1.2 is presented in Table
3.5. Note that the strategy proposed by [JIR+09] does not appear to fit the domain of
smart products, because of its centralised prediction concept. All other concepts might
be applicable with some adaptation and are further discussed in Section 3.2.
3.1.7 Content Access Predictors
As stated in Section 3.1.2, active replication strategies employ different kinds of pre-
dictors to estimate upcoming demand and pre-replicate content, accordingly. While the
strategies presented in the previous sections already cover several prediction mecha-
nisms, this section focuses on SPAs. In general, SPAs aim at predicting the next symbol
given an input sequence of already observed symbols of varying length. They typically
result in a set of probabilities for each potential symbol to appear next. According to
the classification presented in [PSMS10], this section presents an overview of static and
dynamic SPAs. In addition, the two user action predictors FxL and AFxL used by the
active replication strategy presented in Section 3.1.6.3) are described.
3.1.7.1 Static Content Access Predictors
Static content access predictors represent the most basic approach for estimating up-
coming demand. Even though these predictors employ static heuristics only and do not
adapt their strategy to changes in the access pattern, some of them are known to be
very effective.
First Successor (FS) uses the first-observed successor as the general, constant prediction
[AL01]. FS is extended by First Stable Successor (FSS), which requires a successor to be
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observed N times in a row, before it is used as constant prediction [SPAL04]. In contrast
to the fixed prediction of FS and FSS, Last Successor (LS) maintains the last-observed
successor and is – consequently – sensitive towards variation in content access [LD97].
Stable Successor (SS) proposed by [AL01] approaches this sensitivity. It extends LS by
using the last successor as prediction if it was observed for at least N times consecutively.
If there is no such content, then no prediction is made. This enables balancing of the
trade-off between prediction rate and reliability.
SS is further extended by Recent Popularity (RP), which predicts the content as succes-
sor that occurred in at least j out of the last k requests. If there are multiple candidates,
RP builds upon temporal locality properties and selects the candidate that was accessed
most recently. If no such content exists, then no prediction is made [ALPB02]. Fi-
nally, Predecessor Position (PP) and Pre-Predecessor Position (PPP) base their prediction
on successors of sequences of two and three requests, respectively [WPA+03].
3.1.7.2 Dynamic Content Access Predictors
Dynamic content access predictors are able to adapt their prediction strategy to
changes in the access pattern. In fact, the suitability of any predictor depends on the
given access pattern and strategies combining multiple predictors most often outper-
form single predictors in systems with changing workload.
The Composite Predictor proposed by [WPA+03] employs the four static predictors SS,
PP, PPP, and RP. Based on simulation studies with various access patterns, each predictor
is assign a weighting factor denoting its accuracy and the strategy dynamically selects
the predictor with the highest probability of being correct. Multiple Expert maintains
each successor occurred in past periods as expert, which is weighted according to its
accuracy over time. This way, the highest weighted expert (i.e., successor) is used as
prediction [Bra04].
[RP05] proposes a perceptron-based approach that does not limit prediction to a sin-
gle successor but predicts several upcoming requests at once. Finally, [PSMS10] pro-
posed a prediction strategy that combines the three static predictors LS, SS, and RP,
and utilises a neural network to determine the most suitable strategy. For maintaining
a high level of prediction accuracy, the strategy makes no prediction if the probability
of correctness provided by the neural network is below a pre-defined threshold for all
static predictors.
3.1.7.3 User Action Predictors
[HS07] proposes the two SPAs FxL and AFxL that target estimation of upcoming user
actions in order to facilitate proactive user interfaces. An adaptation towards prediction
of future content access is presented in [SGAM11].
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FxL and AFxL are based on the KO algorithm defined by [KOS04] and combine results
from different order Markov models. The algorithms utilise n-gram tries of frequencies
of varying input sub-sequences in order to infer scores for each symbol representing the
probability of its occurrence. The actual score calculation combines frequencies with a
weighting factor, which differs for the two proposed SPAs. First, FxL applies a weighting
factor equal to the length of the matching suffix of the input sequence (longer suffix
yields more reliability). Second, AFxL takes into account the prediction quality of the
applied order models by means of the rate at which they provided accurate predictions.
Both SPAs support configuration of the maximum sequence length, the minimum con-
fidence level, and the prediction reach [SGAM11]. Evaluation results reveal that the
simple strategy FxL outperforms AFxL in terms of accuracy as well as the size of the
data structure.
3.2 Discussion
This section summarises the extent to which the requirements defined in Section 2.4
are addressed by the presented replication strategies. An overview of the mapping of
requirements and related work is presented in the Tables 3.6 and 3.7. These tables
use the following symbols. First, black-filled circles are used in case a requirement is
fully supported by a replication strategy. Second, grey-filled circles denote requirements
that are partly addressed. For example, strategies that target improvement of query
efficiency without focussing on user interaction are symbolised with a grey-filled circle.
Last, white-filled circles are used if a requirement is not addressed.
As expected, there is no single strategy that addresses all of the defined requirements.
In order to identify the approaches that are closest to the proposed strategies, the strate-
gies presented in Section 3.1 are filtered and divided into two groups. Group 1, consists
of replication strategies that target active optimisation of query efficiency (covered by
requirements R3 and R4, see Section 3.2.1). Group 2, captures semi-transparent strate-
gies that provide applications with means for affecting replica organisation (covered by
requirement R6, see Section 3.2.2). All approaches assigned to these groups are further
analysed with respect to the remaining requirements (R1, R2, R5, R7, R8) as well as the
challenges of smart products presented in Section 2.2.
3.2.1 Active Optimisation of Query Efficiency
While there are several strategies that (i) aim at improving query efficiency and (ii)
base replication decisions on estimations of upcoming demand, only few strategies com-
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Replication Strategy R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
OS Deep Archival Storage [KWZ+00] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
OS Put [KWZ+00] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
OS Introspective Replica Mgmt [KWZ+00] ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
OS Caching [KWZ+00] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
OS TTL-based Replication [Gee02] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Freenet Insert [CSWH01, ATS04] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Freenet Request [CSWH01, ATS04] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
PAST Replication [DR02, RD01b] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ
PAST Caching [DR02, RD01b] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
DRP Local [On04] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ
DRP Highly Up First [On04] ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ
DRP Highly Available First [On04] ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ
DRP Combined [On04] ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ
MAS-x [MN05] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
sticky-rep [MN05] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
sticky-ap [MN05] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
Top-K [KRT06] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
Top-K Most Frequently Used [KRT06, KRT07] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
ECR Random [LYC07] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
ECR Group Partition [LYC07] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
ECR Highest Available First [LYC07] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Dynamo [DHJ+07] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
IRM Query Initiating Rate [She10] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
IRM Query Passing Rate [She10] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
MDCDN Direct Demand [AMAM04] ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
MDCDN Indirect Demand [AMAM04] ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
SRP Highly Available First [On04] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ
SRP Transit Node [On04] ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ
SRP COM [On04] ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ
SRP Admission Control [On04] ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ
Latency Guranatees [HA04] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ
CQORP [BB04] ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ
Content Distribution Networks and Web Caching
Peer-to-Peer Storage Systems
Table 3.6: Mapping of Requirements and Related Work (1/2)
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Replication Strategy R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
Best Client Replication [RF01] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Cascading Replication [RF01] ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Fast Spread [RF01] ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Workflow-based Replication [CDL+07] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ﾖ ズ
Best Reply [YWD10] ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
PHFS [KIS11] ズ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ
Worklet-Based Replication [BWYH06] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ
Hybrid Replication [DBEN07] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ
Piggybacking in Mobile Scenarios [SGAM11] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ﾖ
Cache Prefetch and Replacement [JIR+09] ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ﾖ
Grid Computing
Client / Server Storage Systems
Table 3.7: Mapping of Requirements and Related Work (2/2)
bine these two approaches. Thus, group 1 consists of the two workflow-based replication
strategies Workflow-based Replication (see Section 3.1.5.2) and Worklet-based Repli-
cation (see Section 3.1.6.1), the piggybacking approach proposed by [SGAM11] (see
Section 3.1.6.3), as well as the direct-demand-driven strategy employed by MDCDN
(MDCDN Direct Demand, see Section 3.1.4.1). Moreover, even though the strategies
PHFS (see Section 3.1.5.4) and Cache Prefetch and Replacement (see Section 3.1.6.4)
support both requirements R3 and R4, they do not seem to be applicable in the domain
of smart products. On the one hand, PHFS is tailored to hierarchical system structures
that cannot be generally assumed for smart product systems. On the other hand, Cache
Prefetch and Replacement relies on a central deployment, which is not in line with the
distributed storage concept of smart products presented in Section 2.2.2.2.
Workflow-based Replication [CDL+07]. The strategy Workflow-based Replication
utilises knowledge of upcoming workflow-related content needs and pre-replicates the
latter for improving query efficiency. However, the approach assumes non-branched
workflow structures, i.e., explicit knowledge of content that will be used during work-
flow execution. Consequently, the strategy does not cope with uncertainty in the control
flow of workflows and the risk of false pre-replication described in Section 2.2.2.1.
Worklet-based Replication [BWYH06]. Worklet-based Replication also makes use of
workflows, user profiles, and environmental information to predict future demand and
pre-replicate content, accordingly. Even though the authors describe a central operation
of the strategy, the concept appears to be realisable in a distributed architecture as well.
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However, there is no formal description of the strategy. This strongly limits its assessment
with regard to the challenges of smart products.
Piggybacking in Mobile Scenarios [SGAM11]. The combined SPA and piggyback-
ing concept nicely supports the resource limitation of smart products by reducing pre-
replication to the next predicted request. The approach is used in a central infrastruc-
ture; yet the operation in a distributed mode appears to be feasible. However, the
strategy limits its prediction on access patterns, only, and does not take into account
problem-solving knowledge of smart products. Also, the limitation to the next expected
request may not take advantage of the full potential of pre-replication, even though it
clearly limits pre-replication wastage. This is also phrased by the authors, who state
that “integrating task and context knowledge can improve these results [prediction ac-
curacy]” [HS07, p. 6].
MDCDN Direct Demand [AMAM04]. MDCDN Direct Demand employs a statistic
demand forecasting method to enable content pre-replication. Even though this is
comparable with the afore-described SPA and piggybacking concept, it stronger re-
lies on temporal locality properties of access patterns, which is stated to be observ-
able in smart product systems (see Section 2.2.2.2). Also, the approach has a longer
pre-replication reach and can be assumed to better balance pre-replication wastage
with improvement of query efficiency. Hence, even though MDCDN Direct Demand
does not utilise problem-solving knowledge of smart products, it appears to be a
promising approach for optimising query efficiency and content availability in smart
product systems.
3.2.2 Application-Affected Replica Placement
The second group of replication strategies consists of the strategy Latency Guarantees
proposed by [HA04] (see Section 3.1.4.3) as well as the concepts of [On04] presented in
Sections 3.1.3.5 and 3.1.4.2. Note that active strategies that employ implicit or explicit
application hints are not captured by this group, because they typically focus on upcom-
ing requests, only, and do not provide any means for classifying content and affecting
replica organisation.
Latency Guarantees and the P2P replication strategies presented in Section 3.1.3.5
are demonstrated to optimise query efficiency and content availability, respectively.
However, they are both limited to a single quality attribute and do not support a
generic content classification and a corresponding adaptation of number and placement
of replicas.
The static replication strategies for CDNs presented in Section 3.1.4.2 are not appli-
cable in the domain of smart products, because of their assumption of global knowl-
edge about system state and access patterns. Hence, none of the replication strategies
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enabling applications to affect replica organisation fully supports the requirements pre-
sented in Section 2.4.
3.2.3 Conclusion
Overall, while the workflow-based strategies do not support control flow uncertainty
that is stated as a major challenge in smart product systems (see Section 2.2.2.1), the
combined SPA and piggybacking concept as well as MDCDN do not leverage procedu-
ral knowledge to enhance content organisation. The application-affected replication
strategies summarised in Section 3.2.2 are limited to a single objective to adapt replica
organisation for and do not enable generic content classification. Hence, in conclusion,
none of the approaches fully meets the requirements and challenges of smart products
stated in Sections 2.4 and 2.2.1, respectively.
3.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented state-of-the-art content placement strategies of the following
areas: P2P storage systems, CDNs, Grid computing, and client / server-based storage
systems. Each strategy was described and categorised using a novel, overarching clas-
sification scheme. Also, the extent to which the strategies support the requirements
investigated in Section 2.4 was analysed.
Since none of the replication strategies addresses all of the defined requirements, they
were grouped into approaches that (i) target active optimisation of query efficiency and
(ii) provide applications with simple means to enable semi-transparent replica organisa-
tion. The strategies belonging to these groups were assessed according to the require-
ments as well as the challenges of smart products.
The analysis revealed that even after grouping the replication strategies, none of the
them fits the specifics of smart products. On the one hand, the active replication strate-
gies that leverage procedural knowledge assume simple workflow structures and abstract
from uncertainty in the control flow of workflow. Yet, as described in Section 2.2.2.1,
this is a common challenge seen in existing smart product application scenarios and
is expected to gain importance in the future, in particular in complex manufactur-
ing and maintenance scenarios. On the other hand, there is no replication strategy
that provides applications with a generic content classification concept used to enhance
content organisation.
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The novel content placement strategies developed in this thesis try to fill the aforemen-
tioned gaps. They are explained in detail in the following chapter and are categorised
using the proposed classification scheme.
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Chapter 4
Content Placement Strategies for
Smart Products
This chapter presents six novel content placement strategies for smart products that
address the overall goals presented in Section 1.2 as well as the requirements for content
placement strategies for smart products explained in Section 2.4. Given that many oper-
ations of smart products are based on well-defined workflow models, this thesis proposes
three active replication strategies: Most Probable Path (MPP), Path Assessment (PA), and
Cooperative Path Assessment (CPA). These replication strategies utilise workflow struc-
tures to predict and pre-replicate upcoming workflow-related content needs in order to
enhance query efficiency of associated content requests as well as overall workflow exe-
cution performance. Given the structural complexity of workflows explained in Section
2.2.2.1, the strategies address the questions of (i) when to process pre-replication, (ii)
for how many activities to pre-replicate in advance, (iii) how to handle uncertainties in
the control flow of workflows, and (iv) how to deal with falsely pre-replicated content.
While MPP, PA, and CPA pursue the same objective, they vary in the way of balancing en-
hancement of query efficiency with the potential risk of false pre-replication as well as in
their incorporated sphere of knowledge. Note that the proposed workflow-based replica-
tion strategies address local workflow execution, only. A proposal on how the strategies
could be used / adapted to support distributed workflows is presented in [MSB11].
The workflow-based replication strategies primarily target query efficiency of
workflow-related content requests. In order to optimise content availability and query
efficiency independent of workflow-related access patterns, the workflow-based replica-
tion strategies are complemented by the replication strategy Content Class (CC) devel-
oped in this thesis. CC applies the concept of content classes assigned by applications
to express the purpose of the content they are operating with. This way, CC provides
case-by-case strategies to adjust number and placement of replicas depending on the
application-driven content classification.
Finally, the two content replacement strategies MFR for Transient Replicas (MFRTR)
and Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR) are proposed. Both approaches are aligned
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with the defined replication strategies and complete the set of content placement strate-
gies for smart products. While MFRTR addresses replicas pre-replicated by the workflow-
based replication strategies, ECR is content-class-driven and complements the replication
strategy CC.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 4.1 presents the three workflow-
based replication strategies MPP (see Section 4.1.2), PA (see Section 4.1.3), and CPA (see
Section 4.1.4). Second, Section 4.2 describes both the concept of content classes and its
application by the proposed replication strategy CC. Thereafter, the novel replacement
strategies MFRTR and ECR as well as a discussion of deployment and operation op-
tions of the proposed content placement strategies in the domain of smart products
are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The extent to which the proposed
approaches support the defined requirements is analysed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6
concludes the chapter with a short summary.
This chapter is based upon and partly reuses descriptions out of the following pub-
lications of the author of this thesis: [MSH09, MSB11]. Note that paragraphs reused
from these publications are not marked as direct quotes if they were written exclusively
by the author of this thesis. Quotations within reused paragraphs are taken over and
marked accordingly.
4.1 Workflow-based Replication Strategies for
Smart Products
4.1.1 Motivation
Traditional workflow engines typically couple and synchronously process the control
flow and the data flow of a workflow. This results in on-demand location and retrieval of
activity-related content needs as depicted in Figure 4.9(a). Depending on the amount of
content required during activity processing, the location of this content, and the network
condition, this might result in significant delays in the control flow, impacting overall
workflow execution performance.
This thesis proposes the three workflow-based replication strategies MPP (see Section
4.1.2), PA (see Section 4.1.3), and CPA (see Section 4.1.4) that decouple the control
flow and the data flow of a workflow as proposed by [CDL+07, DC08]. They as-
sume activities to be annotated with content needs and utilise workflow structures to
predict and pre-replicate future activity-related content needs. This enhances query
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efficiency of content requested in the control flow and – hence – overall workflow
execution performance.32
Yet, conditioned XOR transitions and resulting branches in the control flow may lead
to uncertainty in workflow execution and implies the risk of pre-replication wastage
(see Section 2.2.2.1). Each of the proposed replication strategies balances this inherent
trade-off between enhancement of query efficiency of activity-related content demand
and the risk of false pre-replication to a different extent. Especially in scenarios with
resource-limited smart products, proper balancing of this trade-off as well as the message
and computation complexity of replication strategies are both of high importance and
may affect the suitability of the latter. In general, it can be stated that the lower the
resources possessed by smart products, the more restrictive a replication strategy should
be in terms of pre-replication wastage and complexity. This aspect is addressed by the
three proposed workflow-based replication strategies and is analysed in detail in the
evaluation study presented in Chapter 5.
Common Phases. The strategies MPP, PA, and CPA all consists of three consecutive
phases. An overview of these phases including the resulting interrelation between the
control flow and the data flow of a workflow is presented in Figure 4.9(b).
1. Workflow Analysis Phase: In this phase, all alternative paths of a given workflow
are determined and assessed based on a dedicated metric. The phase is processed
by a smart product starting the execution of a workflow as well as after processing
related XOR transitions.
2. Replication Scheduling Phase: All paths with assessment results meeting strategy-
specific selection criteria are further processed in the second phase, in which con-
tent retrieval is scheduled. This schedule is regularly adjusted according to the
progress in the control flow in order to reduce the risk of false pre-replication.
3. Content Replication Phase: In this phase, the schedule is processed and – so called
– transient replicas (see Section 4.1.2.3) are created to decrease access latency and
increase workflow execution performance.
MPP. MPP is the most restrictive of the proposed replication strategies. It assesses
paths according to their execution probability and pre-replicates activity-related content
needs of the path with the highest execution probability, only. While this reduces the risk
32 Note that there is no consistent use of the term “coupling” in literature related to workflow operations.
For example, [BC09] makes use of the term “coupling” to describe the interaction degree between the
workflow engine and the distributed storage service covering the control flow and the data flow,
respectively. This way, [BC09] distinguishes three coupling degrees. First, decoupled strategies receive
content needs of all activities prior to workflow execution. Second, loosely-coupled strategies apply on-
demand retrieval of activity-related content needs, i.e., for each activity content needs are retrieved
when the activity is being processed. This equals the interrelation depicted in Figure 4.9(a). Finally,
tightly-coupled strategies enable enhanced retrieval of activity-related content needs based on regular
exchange between the workflow engine and the distributed storage service. This case matches the
concept of the proposed replication strategies depicted in Figure 4.9(b).
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Figure 4.9: Overview of the Interrelation of the Control Flow and the Data Flow of
a Workflow: (a) Coupled Control Flow and Data Flow with On-Demand
Content Retrieval, (b) Decoupled Control Flow and Data Flow with Proac-
tive Content Retrieval Using the Proposed Replication Strategies MPP, PA,
and CPA
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Figure 4.10: Workflow Example
of false pre-replication, it may temporarily fall back to on-demand content retrieval in
case another but the most probable path is being followed.
PA. Compared to MPP, PA consists of a more sophisticated path assessment metric
that combines path execution probabilities with measurements of replication cost and
benefit for each content needed by potentially upcoming activities. This approach
may lead to more than one path being processed in the replication scheduling phase
if the corresponding path assessment value exceeds a pre-defined threshold. For this
reason, PA incorporates an adapted scheduling mechanism that addresses the increased
pre-replication wastage. The content replication phase is equal to the approach used
by MPP.
CPA. While both MPP and PA represent local replication strategies, CPA adapts PA
by incorporating an extended sphere of knowledge in the workflow analysis phase. In
addition to the content interest of the smart product executing the workflow, the mech-
anism further takes into consideration content interests of surrounding smart products.
This is based on the assumption that smart products nearby the one executing the work-
flow might query the latter for workflow-related content and benefit from improved
query efficiency. CPA infers knowledge about geographic locality properties of con-
tent access patterns of smart products belonging to the same environment, which is
utilised to enable a more accurate replication cost / benefit calculation. The replication
scheduling phase and the content replication phase equal the approach used by PA and
MPP, respectively.
Workflow Example. In the following sections, the workflow depicted in Figure 4.10
is used to exemplify the functionality of the proposed strategies. This workflow con-
sists of 3 sequential activities (S, 1, 2) followed by an XOR transition. This transition
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splits the workflow in 3 alternative paths that all consist of the common sub path (S,
1, 2) but differ from activity 2 onward. Moreover, the third path (S, 1, 2, 3C) is again
split in 2 alternative paths after activity 3C by means of another XOR transition. Hence,
the workflow consists of a total number of 4 alternative paths that are structured as
follows: p1 = (S, 1, 2, 3A, 3A1,3A2,4), p2 = (S, 1, 2, 3B, 4), p3 = (S, 1, 2, 3C , 3CA, 4),
p4 = (S, 1, 2, 3C , 3CB, 4). The number of content objects needed by an activity is de-
noted below the activity name in curly brackets. Moreover, the path p3 highlighted
with bold arrows is assumed to have the highest execution probability. Finally, for
reasons of simplicity, all activity-related content needs are assumed to be of the same
size (this applies to the example, only, and is not an assumption made by the proposed
replication strategies).
Workflow Transitions. Note that neither the above-presented workflow nor the three
strategies presented in the following sections address transitions of type AND or OR
directly. AND transitions do not result in alternative but parallel paths. Given the
assumption that synchronisation issues are covered in the control flow, the proposed
replication strategies can handle parallel paths as a single path that combines content
needs of parallel activities.
As opposed to XOR transitions, OR transitions may lead to multiple of the alternative
paths being followed in parallel. For example, using the workflow depicted in Figure
4.10, the paths p1 and p2 could both be processed if the transition was an OR transition.
While this scenario is out of scope of MPP, which solely pre-replicates activity-related
content needs of the most probable path, it is covered by PA and CPA that may both
pre-replicate content needs of activities belonging to different paths. Yet, after passing
an OR transition in the control flow, the parallel paths can again be handled as if they
were based on an AND transition.
4.1.2 Replication Strategy: Most Probable Path (MPP)
4.1.2.1 Workflow Analysis Phase
Path Determination. In the first step of the workflow analysis phase, all alternative
paths of the workflow are determined, starting from the activity being processed at this
time. As stated above, this activity can either be the start activity of the workflow or
one of the activities following the last processed XOR transition. Since the determined
paths provide the basis for the following phases, their length is limited in order to re-
duce uncertainty and the risk of pre-replication wastage. Thus, path length is limited in
case of XOR transitions, after which a maximum number of α activities are considered.
Moreover, in case of successive XOR transitions, α is reduced to only include activities
up to the second XOR transition (i.e., only a single XOR transition is covered). Given the
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f M PP(p, T ) =
T∑
t=1
1
T − t + 1 ×
h
p
t
ht
(1)
p : path to be evaluated, p ∈ P
T : current period
h
p
t : number of complete executions of path p in period t
ht : number of complete path executions in period t
example presented in Fig. 4.10 and α being configured with a value of 2, this results in
the set P = {p1 = {S, 1, 2, 3A, 3A1}, p2 = {S, 1, 2, 3B, 4}, p3 = {S, 1, 2, 3C}}.
Path Assessment. Thereafter, all paths p ∈ P are assessed based on the execution
probability metric f M PP(p, T ) presented in Eq. 1. This metric calculates the path ex-
ecution probability by the ratio between the number of completed executions h
p
t of a
path p in period t and the overall number of path executions ht of the given workflow
in period t. Moreover, the metric applies the concept of temporal locality and weights
path execution by the period t in which it took place with recent executions having a
stronger impact. Thus, path executions that occurred in the current period T are as-
signed a weighting factor of 1. Path executions that occurred in previous periods t∗ are
weighted by the multiplicative inverse of the number of periods that passed since the
path executions took place (t∗ and T included).
The effect of the weighting factor can be controlled by the configuration of the period
length. Configurations with a short period length intensify the impact of recent path
executions. In contrast, the effect of path execution recency can be weakened in case of
a sufficiently long period length setting. An exemplary configuration of the period length
is presented in the evaluation study in Table 5.20 (see parameter tWORKF LOW ).
As an example, imagine path p1 of the above workflow being processed once in period
t = 1, two times in period t = 3, and the current period being configured as T = 4.
Moreover, imagine the workflow being processed two times per period. In this example,
the execution probability of path p1 is calculated as f
M PP(p1, T ) =
1
4
× 1
2
+ 1
3
× 0
2
+ 1
2
×
2
2
+ 1
1
× 0
2
= 5
8
.
Result Set. MPP selects the path p∗ with the highest execution probability
f M PP(p∗, T ) for further processing in the subsequent phases. Note that in case of mul-
tiple paths with identical execution probabilities, the strategy selects the path that was
processed most recently.
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4.1.2.2 Replication Scheduling Phase
In the replication scheduling phase, a schedule is defined for retrieving content that is
needed by the upcoming activities of p∗ and not stored on-board of the smart product
executing the workflow.
Schedule Reach. Given the limited storage capacity of smart products, misconfigura-
tion of the schedule reach could lead to the risk of “overwriting” pre-replicated content.
This means, content being pre-replicated for one of the upcoming activities could be
replaced / removed by content being pre-replicated for activities succeeding the latter.
Imagine a smart product that executes the workflow depicted in Figure 4.10 and that is
only capable of storing an additional set of 5 content objects (for simplicity, all content
objects are assumed to be of the same size in this example). Moreover, imagine that
MPP starts pre-replication of content C6 related to activity 3C while activity S is being
processed in the control flow of the workflow. Depending on the applied replacement
strategy, this could result in the content object C2 being replaced for C6. This would
strongly affect query efficiency, because of the “wrong” content being made available
given the state of the control flow.
Misconfiguration of the schedule reach moreover increases the risk of false pre-
replication. For example, the impact of an aborted workflow execution (e.g., because
of a product failure or a user-triggered abortion of workflow execution) on the amount
of falsely pre-replicated content can be reduced by limiting the length of the schedule.
Iterative Scheduling. To reduce conflicting pre-replication given the resources of
smart products as well as to limit the risk of false pre-replication, the schedule of the
replication strategy MPP is linked with control flow progress. In a first step, all activities
of the path p∗ are organised in a queue in the order of their expected execution in the
control flow of the workflow. This queue is processed iteratively by the scheduler, which
– consequently – only covers a subset of the queue at any time. The actual number of
activities within this subset, i.e., the actual schedule reach, is managed by a configurable
parameter τ. Being initialised with a number of τ activities, the schedule is extended by
another ⌈τ
2
⌉ activities after a progress of a number of ⌈τ
2
⌉ activities in the control flow.
This results in a schedule consisting of content needs related to a maximum number of
τ activities in all iterations.
As an example, image a path p consisting of 6 activities p = {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6}
and τ being set to a value of 3. This leads to the following schedules Si with i referring
to the progress in the control flow of the workflow, i.e., the activity being processed:
SA1 = {A1, A2, A3}, SA2 = {A2, A3}, SA3 = {A3, A4, A5}, SA4 = {A4, A5}, SA5 = {A5, A6},
SA6 = {A6}. Note that this example does not cover activity removal from the schedule
because of all related content needs having been retrieved, which might further shorten
the schedule from head to tail.
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Scheduling & XOR Transitions. In addition to the progress of the control flow, re-
scheduling is managed based on the workflow structure. Thus, the schedule is only
extended by a number of ⌈τ
2
⌉ activities, if the activity being processed (i.e., the one
triggering the extension as described afore) is not followed by an XOR transition. This
is reasonable, because the schedule is cleared and built from scratch after processing
XOR transitions (see Figure 4.9(b)). For example, given the workflow presented in Fig-
ure 4.10 with the most probable path p∗ = p3, τ being set to a value of 4, and the
assumption of p3 being the actual path processed in the control flow, this leads to the
following schedule: SS = {S, 1, 2, 3C}, S1 = {1, 2,3C}, S2 = {2,3C}, S3C = {3CA, 4},
etc. Note that there is no schedule extension made at activity 2 because it is followed
by an XOR transition. Instead, the schedule is cleared and built from scratch when
processing activity 3C.
While this approach further reduces the risk of false pre-replication, it might tempo-
rary fall back to on-demand retrieval of activity-related content needs depending on the
configuration of τ. If τ is set to a value of 3 in the above example, then the activity 3C
is not covered in the schedule SS = {S, 1, 2}. Consequently, content needs of activity
3C have to be retrieved – similar to activity S – on-demand when processing activity 3C
(i.e., synchronous with the control flow). This again illustrates the need of balancing the
trade-off between query efficiency and pre-replication wastage.
4.1.2.3 Content Replication Phase
In the content replication phase, the schedule is processed and content retrieval is
performed. Moreover, in order to limit load in terms of network traffic effected by the
replication strategy, content retrieval is controlled by a configurable maximum number
of parallel requests ζ . An exemplary calculation of the number of parallel requests as a
function of τ is presented in Section 5.4.1.
Transient Replicas. Since, in contrast to reactive replication strategies, MPP does
not rely on high access rates occurred in past periods, it merely creates transient replicas.
Transient replicas are temporary available only and are assigned a configurable gradually
increasing TTL with pre-defined TTL intervals. For example, these TTL intervals could
be configured in terms of time units as T T L1 = 100, T T L2 = 200, T T L3 = 400.
Following the concept of temporal locality, the TTL of a transient replica is increased per
access in order to extend its availability in the network. For example, if a transient replica
with the active TTL interval T T L2 is requested, its TTL is increased to the next interval
T T L3. If the access rate of a transient replica exceeds a configurable threshold, then it is
transformed into a (persistent) replica. In the above example, this transformation would
be performed, if a transient replica with an active TTL interval T T L3 was accessed again.
Lazy Removal. If a transient replica is not accessed during its active TTL interval, it
might be either removed or flagged as candidate to be removed depending on the capa-
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Figure 4.11: Replica Life Cycle
bilities of the applied replacement strategy. As opposed to direct removal, this kind of
lazy removal enables such candidates to be "re-initiated" in case they are accessed prior
to being eventually removed by the replacement strategy. In this case, the remove flag
is revoked and the TTL is set to its initial value. Consequently, the concept of transient
replicas avoids flooding the network with replicas solely required during workflow exe-
cution and reduces related content replacement operations. An overview of the proposed
replica life cycle is presented in Figure 4.11. An example of a replacement strategy that
incorporates the lazy removal concept of transient replicas is presented in Section 4.3.
Finally, according to the schedule adjustment described afore, transient replicas are
created only if the associated activity has not been removed from the schedule in
the time between pre-replication request and object retrieval. Otherwise, no tran-
sient replica is created and the content is dropped. While this has no impact on net-
work traffic, it reduces the overall replication degree and avoids potentially unnecessary
transient replicas.
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4.1.2.4 Approximation of Pre-Replication Failure
This section presents an analysis of the potential pre-replication failure of the proposed
replication strategy MPP exemplified by the workflow presented in Figure 4.10. The
analysis approximates the theoretical pre-replication failure both for the average and the
worst case, and facilitates comparison of different configurations. This approach is also
applied as part of the evaluation study in order to frame the measured pre-replication
failure. Note that there is no separate analysis for the replication strategies PA and CPA,
since their multi-path pre-replication concept requires many assumptions or distinction
of cases. For this reason, the below-presented approach is used to approximate a lower
bound for the pre-replication failure of the two more optimistic strategies PA and CPA.
Assumptions. The analysis assumes execution of alternative paths to be distributed
uniformly. Hence, given the workflow presented in Figure 4.10, the alternative activities
3A, 3B, and 3C following the first XOR transition are all processed with the identical
probability of 33.33%. Moreover, content size is not taken into account by the analysis,
which covers the absolute number of falsely pre-replicated content, only.
Procedure. For each alternative path, the approach calculates the number of poten-
tially falsely pre-replicated content subject to the configuration of τ and α. Remember
that these parameters affect schedule length and – consequently – the number of activ-
ities for that associated content is replicated in advance. Moreover, the probability for
processing certain paths (especially in case of consecutive XOR transitions) as well as the
probability that the path for which pre-replication has been conducted is not processed
are taken into account. Finally, in order to determine the pre-replication failure rate, the
number of falsely pre-replicated content in the average and worst case is set in relation
to the average number of content needed by the alternative paths.
Exemplary Application. Figure 4.12 illustrates an example of this analysis for the
workflow presented in Figure 4.10. This example assumes three different configura-
tions for τ and α to analyse the effect of schedule reach on pre-replication failure. The
number of content needed during workflow execution averages out at a value of 9.5
(content needs per path: p1 = 11, p2 = p3 = p4 = 9). First, as mentioned in Section
4.1.2.2, the configuration (τ,α) = (3, 1) leads to content needs of activity 3C being re-
trieved on-demand. Hence, while this worsens query efficiency, there is no risk of false
pre-replication for the XOR transition following activity 2. The second XOR transition
following activity 3C results in two alternative paths that are both assigned an execution
probability of 50% given the above assumption. Moreover, only content needed by the
activities 3CA and 3CB may be subject to false pre-replication (one content object each);
content needed by activity 4 is required in either case. To take into account dependent
probabilities, the calculation multiplies the average pre-replication failure at the sec-
ond XOR transition by the execution probability of the corresponding path (S, 1, 2, 3C),
which equals a value of 33.33%. This leads to an average pre-replication failure of
1
3
× 1
2
× 1
2
× (1 + 1) = 0.17 content objects. Note that the two factors 1
2
are required
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Figure 4.12: Approximation of Pre-Replication Error: Workflow Example
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to take into account (i) the probability that a certain path is subject to pre-replication
and (ii) the probability that another path is actually followed. Looking at configura-
tion (τ,α) = (4, 2), these factors are set to a value of (i) 1
3
and (ii) 2
3
for the first
XOR transition.
From the results depicted in Figure 4.12 it can be derived that the longer the reach of
the schedule, the higher the pre-replication failure. Yet, longer schedule reach most likely
results in enhanced query efficiency. The configuration with (τ,α) = (3, 1) that leads
to on-demand retrieval of content needs of activities following the first XOR transition
can be taken as an example. This again illustrates the trade-off between enhancement
of query efficiency and pre-replication failure, which is analysed in detailed in the eval-
uation study presented in Section 5.4.2.
4.1.3 Replication Strategy: Path Assessment (PA)
The replication strategy PA bases upon MPP. It extends the functionality of the work-
flow analysis phase and of the replication scheduling phase defined by MPP. The func-
tionality of the content replication phase defined by MPP is reused by PA.
4.1.3.1 Workflow Analysis Phase
Adapted Path Assessment. The replication strategy PA extends the workflow analysis
phase of MPP to enable multi-path pre-replication. After determining the set of alter-
native paths P as described in Section 4.1.2.1, PA applies the extended path assessment
metric f PA(p, T ) presented in Eq. 2. This metric adopts the concept of weighted path
execution probabilities used by MPP. However, PA makes use of the parameters h
pz
t and
hz
t
that extend the parameters h
p
t and ht , respectively, used by MPP. The parameter h
pz
t
equals h
p
t if the path p was processed in period t at least once (i.e., if h
p
t > 0). Else, if
the path p was not executed in period t, then h
pz
t is set to a value of
1
|Zt |
with the set
Zt consisting of all paths p ∈ P that were not processed in period t. Consequently, each
path that was not processed in a given period is assigned an equally distributed execu-
tion probability. To reflect this “virtual” execution probability in the parameter hz
t
and to
ensure an overall probability of 100%, the latter is set to a value of ht + 1 in case there
is at least one path p ∈ P that was not processed in period t. Otherwise, hz
t
is equal to
the parameter ht used by MPP.
As an example, imagine the set of paths P
′
= {p1, p2, p3} of the workflow shown in
Fig. 4.10 with the following executions in a given period t, {hp1t = 3, hp2t = 0, hp3t = 0}.
According to the extended ratio, the paths would be assigned execution probabilities
{p1 = 34 , p2 = p3 =
1
8
}. Unlike MPP, which solely relies on path execution history,
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this avoids path execution from being a criterion of exclusion and enables an extended
assessment of all paths even if they were not executed so far.
The weighted path execution probability is multiplied with the arithmetic mean of
pre-replication benefit / cost ratios of activity-related content needs summed up over all
activities of the given path. Calculating the arithmetic mean is required, because other-
wise activities with a high number of content needs could be assigned higher assessment
values than activities with few content needs, even in case of the latter having higher
individual content-related pre-replication benefit / cost ratios.
Benefit Calculation. The metric bPA(d, T ) for assessing the pre-replication benefit
of an activity-related content d given the current period T is presented in Eq. 3. It
incorporates the number of requests rd
t
for content d in a period t and weights rd
t
by the period t to account for temporal locality properties. This request-rate-based
calculation is frequently applied by reactive replication strategies (see Section 2.1.2).
The weighting factor adopts the approach used for the calculation of weighted path
execution probabilities.
The resulting weighted request rate is added up to the total number of times the
content d is needed in the different paths p ∈ P. This is based on the assumption that
the benefit of having a local replica increases with the number of times the content is
needed in alternative paths. For example, given the set P
′
= {p1, p2, p3} of the workflow
shown in Figure 4.10 with all activities 3A, 3B, and 3C following the first XOR transition
needing content C6, the creation of a transient replica of C6 would be of high benefit
regardless of the actual path being processed. Looking at the benefit calculation of path
p1, the value of creating a transient replica of C6 further increases because it is also
needed for processing activity 3A1. Note that this approach is the reason for Dp
a
in Eq. 2
only covering the initial occurrence of a content object d for each path.
Finally, the resulting sum is multiplied with a location factor ld , which assigns higher
benefit to content stored on-board compared to content being stored off-board. This is
reasonable taking into consideration that the assessment covers the overall path. Paths
are more attractive candidates for pre-replication if a subset of their content needs is
already stored on-board of the smart product executing the workflow.
Cost Calculation. The cost of creating a local replica cPA(d) is calculated based on the
ratio between content size sd and the position w
d
pa
of the first activity in the path p that
requires content d (see Eq. 4). Given the limited storage capacity of smart products, the
cost value increases with increasing content size. Moreover, according to the iterative
scheduling presented afore, weighting content size with regard to the position of the
request is based on the assumption that the risk of false pre-replication decreases the
later the content is needed in the control flow.
Note that content size is taken into consideration by the cost metric, only. This is
because of both the benefit and the cost metric covering the same content d. More-
over, content size is assumed to be constant over time (remember the assumption of
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f PA(p, T ) =
T∑
t=1
(
1
T − t + 1 ×
h
pz
t
hz
t
)×
∑
a∈Ap
(
1
|Dpa |
×
∑
d∈Dpa
b(d, T )
c(d)
) (2)
bPA(d, T ) = ld × (
T∑
t=1
rd
t
T − t + 1 +
∑
p∈P
∑
a∈Ap
d p
a
) (3)
cPA(d) =
sd
wd
pa
(4)
hz
t
:

ht if |Zt |= 0, with Zt := {p ∈ P | hpt = 0}
ht + 1 if |Zt |> 0, with Zt := {p ∈ P | hpt = 0}
h
pz
t :

h
p
t if h
p
t > 0
1
|Zt |
if h
p
t = 0, with Zt := {p ∈ P | hpt = 0}
Ap : set of activities a in path p
Dp
a
: set of content objects needed by activity a that are not needed by
previous activities of path p
d p
a
:
§
0 if d /∈ Da
1 if d ∈ Da
ld :
§
λ weighting factor if d is stored off-board
σ weighting factor if d is stored on-board, with σ > λ
rd
t
: number of requests for content object d in period t
sd : size of content d
wd
pa
: position of activity a in path p with first GET request for content d
immutable content; of course, different content may be of different size). For this rea-
son, including the parameter in the benefit calculation would be equal to adapting the
weighting of the content size in the cost metric (e.g., using s2
d
or
p
sd).
Result Set. The set of paths to be further processed RPA includes the path p∗ with
the highest execution probability as well as all paths with assessment values above a
configurable threshold γPA (see Eq. 5). An exemplary configuration of the threshold γPA
is presented in Section 5.4.1.2.
RPA := {p ∈ P | ( f PA(p, T )≥ γPA)} ∪ {p∗} (5)
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4.1.3.2 Replication Scheduling Phase
Based on the set RPA, an enhanced multi-path queueing mechanism is defined. First,
similar to the queueing approach used by MPP, the content needs of activities that belong
to the sub-path common for all alternative paths p ∈ RPA, i.e., all activities up to the first
XOR transition, are put into a queue. Thereafter, activities of the alternative paths are
queued in breadth-first order with the path p∗ having the highest execution probability
being added first and all other paths being added in descending order of their path
assessment value. This ensures that the more valuable the content the earlier it is queued
for pre-replication.
This way, the queue is iteratively extended with content needs of an overall number
of α activities of path p∗. For all other paths p ∈ RPA \ {p∗}, content needs of an overall
number of β activities are queued. The parameter β is configured to a value of β ≤
|RPA \ {p∗}| × α to ensure that for each path p ∈ RPA the number of activities for which
content needs are queued does not exceed the limit of α. The resulting queue of activities
is processed by the iterative scheduling concept of MPP described in Section 4.1.2.2.
Since α is used in the workflow analysis phase for path length limitation (see Section
4.1.2.1), this approach does not put any restrictions on the number of activities that can
be queued for the paths p ∈ RPA. While all activities of the path p∗ can be queued, the
number of activities that can be queued for each of the remaining paths p ∈ RPA \ {p∗}
depends on the configuration of the parameter β . If β is set to its maximum value,
all activities of the paths p ∈ RPA \ {p∗} can be added to the queue (an exemplary
configuration is discussed in see Section 5.4.1.2).
As an example, imagine the set of path RPA = {p1, p2, p3} of the workflow depicted in
Figure 4.10 with p1 = p
∗ (as opposed to the illustration), f PA(p2, T ) > f
PA(p3, T ), and
α= β = 2. This would result in the queue Q = {S, 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C , 3A1}.
4.1.4 Replication Strategy: Cooperative Path Assessment
(CPA)
The replication strategy CPA bases upon PA and extends the functionality of the work-
flow analysis phase defined by the latter. CPA makes use of the functionality of the
replication scheduling phase and of the content replication phase defined by PA and
MPP, respectively.
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f C PA(p, T ) =
T∑
t=1
(
1
T − t + 1 ×
h
pz
t
hz
t
)×
∑
a∈Ap
(
1
|Dpa |
×
∑
d∈Dpa
bC PA(d, T )
cPA(d)
) (6)
bC PA(d, T ) = ld × (
T∑
t=1
rd
t
T − t + 1 +
∑
p∈P
∑
a∈Ap
d p
a
) + lN
d
× (
∑
n∈N
T∑
t=1
rdn
t
T − t + 1) (7)
N : set of nodes that send index to workflow-processing node
lN
d
: weighting factor for potential content requests from nodes n ∈ N
rdn
t
: number of requests from node n for content object d in period t
for which n is not a provider
4.1.4.1 Workflow Analysis Phase
While both MPP and PA are classified as local replication strategies, CPA makes use
of an extended sphere of knowledge. It incorporates content interest of surrounding
smart products in order to infer knowledge about geographic locality properties of ac-
cess patterns and to enable an enhanced path assessment. This assessment takes into
account pre-replication benefit and cost not only from the perspective of the local smart
product but moreover from the perspective of its surroundings. While being more com-
plex in terms of knowledge gathering, this approach facilitates making more informed
and accurate pre-replication decisions as well as higher utilisation of transient replicas
generated during the content replication phase.
Prerequisites. CPA assumes a distributed storage service that routes content requests
that cannot be served locally to smart products in the close environment (i.e., neigh-
bours). Moreover, to capture content interest of surrounding smart products, CPA
requires each smart product to periodically send an index consisting of direct and in-
direct access rates (see definition in Section 2.3.2) for all content that the product is
not a provider of to its best k neighbours. This way, each smart product receives 0..N
indices with content interests of its surroundings in regular intervals.33 Based on the
assumption of temporal locality, this enables the receiving smart product to infer / pre-
dict content requests it will likely receive in the upcoming period (i.e., the higher the
request rate aggregated over all 0..N indices, the higher the probability of receiving
another request).
33 Note that it would not be sufficient to let each node individually maintain indirect requests rates,
because this would not reveal whether any of the requesting nodes have become a provider of the
requested content.
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Adapted Benefit Calculation. While CPA adopts the metrics f PA(p, T ) and cPA(d) of
PA for the overall path assessment metric and cost metric, respectively, it includes the
enhanced benefit metric bC PA(d, T ) presented in Eq. 7. This metric extends bPA(d, T )
with a second summand to assess the value of the content d for other smart products
n ∈ N given the indices described afore. For each of these smart products, the request
rate maintained in the related index is weighted by the period in which requests took
place. The resulting values are summed up over all nodes n ∈ N and multiplied with the
configurable location factor lN
d
.
Result Set. Finally, equal to PA, all paths with assessment values above the threshold
γC PA plus the most probable path p∗ are further processed (see Eq. 8).
RC PA := {p ∈ P | ( f C PA(p, T )≥ γC PA)} ∪ {p∗} (8)
4.2 Content-Class-based Replication Strategies for
Smart Products
4.2.1 Content Classes
As described in Section 2.2.1, smart products pursue or serve a well-defined purpose
at a given point in time and can be assumed to “know” the use of the content they
are operating with. This purpose-driven behaviour provides the basis for the proposed
concept of content classes. Content classes enable categorisation of content and are as-
signed by applications of smart products during runtime. This categorisation may affect
replica management in terms of number, placement, and type of replicas (see Section
4.2.2). Moreover, locality properties inferred from content classes may be used to en-
hance replacement operations (see Section 4.3.2). Hence, applications directly affect
content organisation by means of explicit content class assignment.
Prerequisites. While content placement strategies may leverage content class in-
formation, the organisation and maintenance of content class assignments has to be
supported and handled by the distributed storage service. Thus, distributed storage ser-
vices should allow both initiators and requesters for specifying operation-related content
classes in order to enable content placement strategies to handle both storage and re-
trieval activities. Moreover, content may be shared by multiple applications in smart
product systems and used for different purposes. Consequently, different applications
may associate content with different content classes. This multi assignment of content
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classes should be supported by distributed storage services. For example, content class
assignments could be maintained as tuples (application identifier, content class) as part
of content-related metadata.
In order to facilitate utilisation of content classes also in the case of non-application-
triggered operations (e.g., periodic maintenance of replica placement), distributed stor-
age services should be able to determine the primary content class of a given content.
If there are content class assignments of applications associated with the smart product
triggering the operation, then the class most often assigned by these applications is used
as primary content class. Else, the primary content class equals the class most often as-
signed taking into consideration all assignments related to the given content. In the rare
case of no content class being assigned to the content under consideration, the primary
content class equals a default class (see below).
Content Classes. Given the overall goals presented in Section 1.2, the following
content classes are proposed. First, the content class CC_AVAILABILITY is assigned by
applications that require content to be accessible given system dynamics. Second, the
content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY is used if content is required to be accessible with
low latency. Third, the content class CC_PERSISTENCE is assigned if content must not
be lost given transient and permanent failures of smart products. Finally, the content
class CC_DEFAULT is assumed to be used internally by the distributed storage service
if no content class is specified during storage and retrieval operations of initiators and
requesters, respectively.
Note that the proposed content classes express qualitative properties only. Applications
can only specify a single primary goal per operation and it is up to the applied content
placement strategy to adapt number and placement of content-related replicas in a way
that achieves the set of content associated goals to the best extent possible. Applications
are not able to define quantitative properties such as maximum access latency or specific
availability levels known from Service Level Agreements (SLA). Moreover, while the pro-
posed classes show interdependencies, they all address a specific primary objective, only,
according to the description of content properties presented in Section 2.1.3. Persistence
does not imply availability, which in turn does not imply efficient access. Hence, defining
distinct classes for the three content properties is in fact reasonable.
The novel replication strategy CC as well as the novel replacement strategy ECR pre-
sented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2, respectively, both utilise content classes in order
to enhance replica organisation. They assume a distributed storage service that sup-
ports the above-stated functionality and operate with the content classes summarised in
Table 4.8.
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Content Class Purpose
CC_AVAILABILITY
content is accessible when needed, but does not
need to be accessible with low latency
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY
content is assessible with low latency, but does not
need to be availabe all the time
CC_PERSISTENCE
content is not lost, but does not need to be available
all the time
CC_DEFAULT no optimisation
Table 4.8: Overview of the Proposed Content Classes
4.2.2 Replication Strategy: Content Class (CC)
The replication strategy CC makes use of the content classes described before to make
informed replication decisions. For this purpose, the replication strategy assumes smart
products to maintain both neighbours and content repositories that can be used as po-
tential destinations for placing replicas (see Section 2.3.1). CC handles both initiator-
and requester-assigned content classes and provides case-specific functionality depend-
ing on the role played by the smart product triggering and the one serving the operation
as well as the operation-assigned content class.
CC_AVAILABILITY. In case an initiator classifies its storage operation with content
class CC_AVAILABILITY, the primary provider tries to distribute replicas to a number of
Ω distinct content repositories. The parameter Ω can be configured according to the
properties of smart product application scenarios and enables balancing of replication
degree and overall supplied availability. According to the definition of content repository
nodes, i.e., nodes enabling reliable content location and retrieval (see Section 2.3.1), this
approach can be assumed to increase content availability. Furthermore, especially in P2P
storage systems, placement of replicas in the content repository set of primary providers
is a common procedure for increasing content availability in the presence of node churn.
The replication strategies Past Replication and OceanStore Put presented in Sections
3.1.3.3 and 3.1.3.1, respectively, can be taken as examples.
Primary providers apply a replica maintenance mechanism to address system dynam-
ics that may affect content availability. When receiving content requests classified as
CC_AVAILABILITY, primary providers exchange messages with the first Ω content repos-
itories of their content repository set, which report whether they provide a replica of
the given content. If the number of content repositories providing replicas of the given
content falls below a number of ⌈Ω
2
⌉, then the primary provider tries to place replicas on
another set of ⌈Ω
4
⌉ content repositories. This request-driven approach is favoured over
a periodic maintenance, because it takes into account content popularity. Hence, the
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actual level of availability of a content object depends on the number of requests the
primary provider of the latter receives.
Note that the reduced creation of new replicas (⌈Ω
4
⌉ instead of the missing ⌈Ω
2
⌉) is rea-
soned in terms of system dynamics. For example, the primary provider might not receive
the aforementioned reporting from all of the addressed content repositories because of
message timeout properties or temporary unavailability of content repositories. Conse-
quently, while the reduced creation of new replicas during replica maintenance might
result in reduced content availability in some cases, it prevents increasing replication
degrees, which is important in resource-constrained smart product systems.
When a requester receives content of a request classified as CC_AVAILABILITY, it
tries to create a local transient replica if the content-related access rate exceeds a
pre-defined threshold Γ . Based on the assumption of temporal locality, this enhances
availability independent from connectivity and state of the primary provider and its
content repositories.
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. Storage requests of initiators classified as CC_QUERY_EF-
FICIENCY are handled as storage requests of class CC_AVAILABILITY but with the con-
figurable parameter Ψ < Ω. In addition, if the initiator does not also play the role of
primary provider for the given content, it attempts to (i) create a local transient replica
and (ii) place a number of Φ transient replicas on the best neighbours of its neighbour
set. While the number of replicas placed on-board of the content repositories of the
primary provider preserves a minimum level of availability, the transient replica stored
on-board of the initiator targets low-latency access. Moreover, the transient replicas
distributed in the neighbour set of the initiator further address this objective given the
potential storage limitation of smart products playing the role of initiator as well as the
applied replacement strategy.34 According to the life cycle of transient replicas depicted
in Figure 4.11, there is no need for functionality that maintains number and location
of transient replicas (remember that transient replicas are only maintained if they are
accessed within their TTL).
Primary providers receiving content requests of class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY adopt
the procedure applied for requests of class CC_AVAILABILITY but with the parameter
Ψ < Ω. If the requester receives the requested content and the number of requests
exceeds a pre-defined threshold, it not only tries to place a transient replica on-board
(see handling of content class CC_AVAILABILITY), but moreover on the best Φ nodes of
its neighbour set.
34 Similar to the workflow-based replication strategy CPA, this approach requires a distributed storage
service that routes requests classified as CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY to products in the environment of
the requester, i.e., to the neighbours of the requester. Else, the placement of transient replicas in the
neighbour set of a requester would not add any value. A potential implementation of this request
routing is described in Section 5.3.4.4.
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Content Class Assigned by Initiator Assigned by Requester
CC_AVAILABILITY
content repositories of the primary provider
- Request-driven replica maintenance by primary
provider
- Placement of a transient replica on-board of the
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY
content repositories of the primary provider
- Placement of a transient replica on-board of the
provider)
- Request-driven replica maintenance by primary
provider
- Placement of a transient replica on-board of the
distinct neighbours of the requester if request rate
CC_PERSISTENCE - Erasure code replication --
CC_DEFAULT -- --
Table 4.9: Overview of the Replication Strategy Content Classes
CC_PERSISTENCE If storage requests of class CC_PERSISTENCE are served by a pri-
mary provider, then the latter applies erasure code replication. Given a sufficient level of
erasure code redundancy, this approach is known to serve high levels of persistence (see
replication strategy OceanStore Deep Archival Storage described in Section 3.1.3.1).
CC_DEFAULT Content requests of class CC_PERSISTENCE as well as storage and
retrieval operations classified as CC_DEFAULT do not result in any replication opera-
tion. While persistence is covered solely when content is stored initially, content class
CC_DEFAULT is used only in case applications are not aware of the purpose of the con-
tent they are requesting. An overview summarising the functionality of the replication
strategy CC is presented in Table 4.9.
4.3 Replacement Strategies for Smart Products
This section presents the two novel replacement strategies MFRTR and ECR that utilise
the concept of transient replicas with lazy removal properties and content classes, respec-
tively. Note that both strategies cover the determination of replacement candidates, i.e.,
content to be replaced in order to serve a pending storage request, only. They do not rep-
resent self-contained replacement frameworks that deal with the actual process of mov-
ing replacement candidates to new providers. A replacement framework that enables
plugging-in different strategies for determining replacement candidates is presented in
Section 5.3.4.6.
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4.3.1 Replacement Strategy: MFR for Transient Replicas
(MFRTR)
The strategy MFR proposed by [KRT06, KRT07] maintains access rates for all content
that was (directly or indirectly) requested within a configurable period of time. The
strategy tries to keep content with high ratios between access rate and content size
stored on-board, while using content with low ratios as potential replacement candidates
(see Section 3.1.3.7). [KRT06, KRT07] claim MFR to achieve nearly optimal number
and placement of replicas. The proposed replacement strategy MFRTR extends MFR by
taking into account the life cycle of transient replicas depicted in Figure 4.11.
Concepts reused fromMFR. According to MFR, MFRTR sorts content stored on-board
in ascending order of the ratio between access rate and content size. Content objects with
identical ratios are sorted in ascending order of the point in time of their last access.
Consequently, content at the tail of the sorted queue is assessed most valuable driven
by high access rates and / or small content size taking into account the limited storage
capacity of smart products. Following MFR, MFRTR tries to keep content at the tail of the
sorted queue stored on-board, while objects at the head of the sorted queue are taken as
potential replacement candidates.
Novel Concepts of MFRTR. While MFR processes the sorted queue directly for de-
termining replacement candidates, MFRTR leverages lazy removal properties of transient
replicas. Prior to determining the actual set of replacement candidates Dr given the stor-
age capacity required to serve a pending storage request (i.e., the difference of the size
of the content to be stored and the available storage capacity of the to-be provider),
MFRTR calculates the storage capacity sa that could be made available by removing
transient replicas flagged to be removed.
If the calculated storage capacity sa is greater than or equal to the storage capacity
required to serve the pending storage request, then the minimum number of transient
replicas flagged to be removed needed to serve the request is deleted according to the
above ordering. Consequently, in this case, the pending storage request is served without
any replacement of content stored on-board.
Else, if the calculated storage capacity sa is less than the storage capacity required to
serve the pending storage request, then all transient replicas flagged to be removed are
taken off the sorted queue. This shortened queue is processed head to tail in order to
determine the set of replacement candidates Dr . If these replacement candidates are
replaced successfully by the replacement framework, then the transient replicas identi-
fied before are removed eventually. Hence, this case covers both deletion of transient
replicas flagged to be removed and content replacement in order to serve a pending
storage request.
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Consequently, by making use of the lazy removal properties of transient replicas,
MFRTR reduces the number of content to be replaced for serving pending storage re-
quests. Compared to MFR, this leads to lower replacement and communication overhead
unless there are no transient replicas flagged to be removed available on the node oper-
ating the strategy. In this case, MFRTR falls back to MFR. The strategy is summarised in
the form of pseudo code in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Replacement Strategy: MFR for Transient Replicas (MFRTR)
1: procedure MFRTR(q, d) ⊲ free storage capacity q for storing new content d
2: sort content stored on-board using MFR
3: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by removing tran-
sient replicas flagged to be removed
4: if q ≤ a then
5: remove required transient replicas flagged to be removed ⊲ MFR ordering
6: return
7: else
8: q = q− a
9: determine replacement candidates Dr ⊲ MFR ordering
10: relocate replacement candidates Dr
11: if replacement candidates are replaced successfully then
12: remove transient replicas flagged to be removed
13: return
14: else
15: return ⊲ d cannot be stored on-board
16: end if
17: end if
18: end procedure
4.3.2 Replacement Strategy: Enhanced Content
Replacement (ECR)
MFRTR relies on MFR to determine the set of replacement candidates Dr if a pending
storage request cannot be served by deleting transient replicas flagged to be removed,
only (see Algorithm 4.1, line 9). This functionality is adapted by the replacement strat-
egy ECR. ECR provides a content-class-aware concept for determining replacement can-
didates taking into account the content class associated with the pending storage request
as well as the primary content classes of the content stored on-board. This way, ECR
complements the proposed replication strategy CC and fosters maintenance of content
properties as described in Section 4.2.1.
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Location Quality Ordering. ECR makes use of the location properties of the de-
fined content classes. It is based on the transitive location quality ordering CC_DEFAULT
< CC_PERSISTENCE < CC_AVAILABILITY < CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY from the perspec-
tive of the smart product executing the replacement strategy. Thus, content of class
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY is tried to be bound to the product as long as possible to ensure
low-latency access. Content of class CC_AVAILABILITY is less location-dependent and is
rather replaced than content of class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. Even further, content of
class CC_PERSISTENCE is not location-dependent and is favoured over content of class
CC_AVAILABILITY when determining replacement candidates. As described in Section
4.2.2, content of class CC_PERSISTENCE is replicated by means of erasure code replica-
tion. Hence, the level of persistence is affected by the degree of erasure code redundancy
rather than the location of the resulting erasure-coded blocks. Finally, content of class
CC_DEFAULT is best suited for replacement because of its indifferent classification (re-
member that this class is used internally by the distributed storage service, only, and
cannot be assigned by applications).
Replacement of Content with Lower Location Quality. Based on this location quality
ordering, ECR applies a case-by-case strategy for determining replacement candidates.
In order to preserve location properties to the best extent possible, ECR tries to replace
content with a location quality lower than the content class associated with the pending
storage request. Thus, ECR searches for content of class CC_DEFAULT in a first step and
incrementally increases location quality, if needed. For example, if a storage request is
assigned content class CC_AVAILABILITY, ECR initially tries to make available the storage
capacity required to serve the pending storage request by candidates of primary content
class CC_DEFAULT. If this does not free the required storage capacity, then ECR searches
for content of primary content class CC_PERSISTENCE in a next step and extends the
set of replacement candidates, accordingly. Note that the basic ordering in which re-
placement candidates are searched for still complies with the MFR ordering MFRTR is
based upon.
Replacement of Content with Equal Location Quality. If not enough storage capac-
ity can be made available by replacement candidates with lower location quality, then
ECR searches for content with primary content class equal to the class associated with
the pending storage request. In this case, ECR uses the metric f ECR(d, Dr , T ) presented
in Eq. 9 to compare the benefit of storing the new content d on-board with the cost
of replacing the subset Dr of the replacement candidates that includes candidates with
primary content class matching the classification of d, only. Again, similar to the metrics
used by the proposed workflow-based replication strategies, the parameter T refers to
the current period and is used to enable modelling of temporal locality properties.
Benefit Calculation. The metric bECR(d, T ) for assessing the value of storing the new
content d given the current period T is presented in Eq. 10. It incorporates the request
rate rd
t
of content d in period t, which is weighted by the period in which requests
took place. The weighting factor equals the approach used by the proposed workflow-
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f ECR(d, Dr , T ) =
bECR(d, T )
cECR(Dr , T )
) (9)
bECR(d, T ) =


Θ if ∀t ∈ {1..T} : rd
t
= 0
T∑
t=1
rdt
T−t+1 ×
1
sd
else
(10)
cECR(Dr , T ) =
∑
d′∈Dr
T∑
t=1
rd
′
t
T − t + 1 ×
1
sd′
× 1
ed′
(11)
d : new content to be stored
Dr : set of replacement candidates
T : current period
rd
t
, rd
′
t
: number of requests for content d, d ′ in period t
sd , sd′ : size of content d, d
′
ed′ : time elaspsed since last access of content d
′
based replication strategies (see Section 4.1.2.1). The resulting weighted request rate
is divided by the size sd of the content d. Consequently, the benefit of storing the new
content increases with the number of requests occurred in past periods and decreases
with the size of the new content.
Note that the proposed replication strategies PA and CPA incorporate content size in
the cost metric, only (see Section 4.1.3.1). Yet, unlike PA and CPA, the benefit and cost
calculation of ECR cover different content (the new content and potential replacement
candidates). Moreover, the content size used in the benefit metric bECR(d, T ) may be
significantly greater than the sum of the content sizes of the replacement candidates Dr
covered in the cost metric explained below. This is due to the set Dr consisting of content
of the same class as the new content d, only; replacement candidates of lower location
quality are not covered by the metric f ECR(d, Dr , T ).
If the new content was not accessed in any period, i.e., ∀t ∈ {1..T} : rd
t
= 0 , the
benefit metric is set to a configurable default value Θ. This is in particular needed for
content being pre-replicated by the proposed workflow-based replication strategies.
Cost Calculation. Similar to the benefit metric, the cost metric cECR(Dr , T ) calculates
the weighted request rate divided by the content size for each replacement candidate
d ′ ∈ Dr given the current period T (see Eq. 11). Moreover, the weighted requested rate
is divided by the time ed′ elapsed since the last access of content d
′ to further strengthen
impact of temporal locality properties of access patterns. The resulting value is summed
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up over all replacement candidates d ′ ∈ Dr in order to determine the overall replacement
cost. Note that for limiting the affect of the parameter ed′ , it might make sense to use
pre-defined intervals instead of the actual time delta. An exemplary configuration of ed′
is presented in Section 5.4.1.2.
Result. The new content d is only stored on-board if the benefit bECR(d, T ) of stor-
ing d outweighs the cost cECR(Dr , T ) of replacing the replacement candidates d
′ ∈ Dr ,
i.e., f ECR(d, Dr , T ) ≥ 1, and – certainly – if enough storage capacity can be made avail-
able. The replacement strategy ECR is summarised in the form of pseudo code in the
Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3. Note that for reasons of readability, the pseudo code is limited
to the content classes CC_DEFAULT, CC_AVAILABILITY, and CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. Yet,
the pseudo code can be easily extended by content class CC_PERSISTENCE, which is
processed in a way equivalent to the other classes.
Algorithm 4.2: Replacement Strategy: Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR) (1/2)
1: procedure DETERMINEREPLACEMENTCANDIDATES(q, d) ⊲ determine replacement
candidates to free storage capacity q for storing new content d
2: switch content class of d do
3: case DEFAU LT
4: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by replacing
content DDEF
r
of class DEFAU LT
5: if q ≤ a AND f ECR(d, DDEF
r
, T )≥ 1 then
6: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
7: else
8: return ⊲ d cannot be stored on-board
9: end if
10: case AVAI LABI LI T Y
11: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by replacing
content DDEF
r
of class DEFAU LT
12: if q ≤ a then
13: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
14: else
15: q = q− a
16: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by replac-
ing content DAVA
r
of class AVAI LABI LI T Y
17: if q ≤ a AND f ECR(d, DAVA
r
, T )≥ 1 then
18: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
∪ DAVA
r
19: else
20: return ⊲ d cannot be stored on-board
21: end if
22: end if
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Algorithm 4.3: Replacement Strategy: Enhanced Content Replacement (ECR) (2/2)
23: case QU ERY EF F IC I ENCY
24: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by replacing
content DDEF
r
of class DEFAU LT
25: if q ≤ a then
26: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
27: else
28: q = q− a
29: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by replac-
ing content DAVA
r
of class AVAI LABI LI T Y
30: if q ≤ a then
31: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
∪ DAVA
r
32: else
33: q = q− a
34: a ← calculate storage capacity that could be made available by
replacing content DQU E
r
of class QU ERY EF F IC I ENCY
35: if q ≤ a AND f ECR(d, DQU E
r
, T )≥ 1 then
36: return replacement candidates DDEF
r
∪ DAVA
r
∪ DQU E
r
37: else
38: return ⊲ d cannot be stored on-board
39: end if
40: end if
41: end if
42: end procedure
4.4 Deployment Options
As described in Section 2.2.1, smart products may considerably vary in terms of their
on-board storage resources as well as their computation and communication capabili-
ties. Given a specific scenario, this might affect applicability of the proposed content
placement strategies.
Complexity of CC and MFRTR. While both the replication strategy CC and the re-
placement strategy MFRTR require rather basic computation complexity, they may lead
to a high number of replicas and – consequently – an increased usage of the overall stor-
age capacity of smart product systems. Yet, the number of replicas and transient replicas
distributed and maintained by CC can be controlled by the configuration parameters Ω
and Ψ explained in Section 4.2.2, which have to be set according to the resources of the
smart products participating in the target scenario. The evaluation study presented in
Section 5.4 covers multiple parameter settings and exemplifies the impact of different
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replication degrees effected by CC on the achieved level of availability and query effi-
ciency. Also, while the lazy removal properties of transient replicas yield a higher average
replica population, this does not cause storage issues or increased network load caused
by replacement operations given an application of either MFRTR or ECR. In fact, lazy
removal of transient replicas fully exploits available storage capacity of smart products
to enhance content availability and query efficiency.
Complexity of MPP, PA, CPA, and ECR. In contrast, the workflow-based replication
strategies MPP, PA, and CPA as well as the content-class-aware replacement strategy ECR
include calculations with nested summations and require more computation capabilities
than CC and MFRTR. For example, this applies to ECR in case content with primary con-
tent class equal to the class associated with the pending storage request is to be replaced.
The corresponding algorithm of the metric f ECR(d, Dr , T ) presented in Eq. 9, which is
referred to in lines 5, 17 and line 35 of the Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, is of
polynomial time with an exponent of 2 (i.e., O(n2)). Similarly, while all three workflow-
based replication strategies may require multiple iterations depending on the workflow
structure, the path assessment metrics of PA and CPA (see f PA(p, T ) and f C PA(p, T )
presented in Eq. 2 and Eq. 6, respectively) include nested summations and are both al-
gorithms of polynomial time. Moreover, driven by potential pre-replication wastage, the
three workflow-based replication strategies consume additional storage capacity. Finally,
CPA generates extra network traffic resulting from the regular index exchange between
smart products and their surroundings. Given the increased computation complexity,
storage use, and network load, it may be required to analyse different deployment op-
tions of the above strategies.
Heterogeneity in Smart Product Systems. In the scenarios analysed in the course
of the EU-funded research project SmartProducts, workflow-based operations are typi-
cally controlled by primary smart products. Regardless of the proposed workflow-based
replication strategies, primary smart products execute workflows by means of a work-
flow engine in order to process activities and retrieve activity-related content needs (see
Figure 4.9(a)). In case of distributed workflows, the primary smart product moreover
takes care of the orchestration of sub workflows processed by surrounding nodes.
For example, in the smart aircraft manufacturing scenario described in Section 2.2.3,
workflows are processed only by nomadic devices, which can be assumed to possess
enough resources to execute the proposed strategies. Other smart products involved
in workflow execution such as smart wrenches or smart drills merely process single
tasks. While they make use of a locally deployed – potentially lightweight version of
a – distributed storage service to retrieve and store information such as configuration
settings or work results, they do not carry on an instance of the proposed workflow-
based replication strategies.
Deployment Options. In case the primary smart product processing the workflow
is not capable of operating the proposed workflow-based replication strategies (e.g.,
because it runs out of energy or is occupied with other tasks), alternative deployment
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options are to be taken into consideration. The workflow-based replication strategies
could be operated in the local infrastructure such as the workstations participating in
the smart aircraft manufacturing scenario. The primary smart product would merely
operate a proxy / client in order to invoke processing of the replication strategy operated
by the local infrastructure. Similarly, one could imagine smart products being organised
in clustered, hierarchical overlay network structures as proposed by [MEA+11]. In this
case, local cluster heads could take over operation of the proposed replication strategies.
Finally, depending on the communication capabilities of the smart product targeting
workflow execution, it could also be conceivable to fully outsource operation of the
proposed replication strategies into the cloud (see Section 2.3).
Each of these three cases reduces computation complexity for primary smart products
targeting workflow processing. Even further, the deployment options could increase effi-
ciency of the proposed replication strategies in scenarios with access patterns following
geographic locality. Thus, the entity operating the replication strategies (i.e., the local
infrastructure, a cluster head, cloud infrastructure) could aggregate knowledge of con-
nected smart products. This information could be leveraged to enable more accurate
cost / benefit calculation taking into account content interests of connected smart prod-
ucts. This enhancement could compensate the potential loss in query efficiency in case
of pre-replicated content being stored on-board of the aforementioned entities instead
of primary smart products.
Finally, in the worst case of a smart product targeting workflow processing not being
capable of operating the proposed replication strategies and no option being available
for outsourcing the latter, workflow execution would merely fall back to traditional on-
demand content retrieval as presented in Figure 4.9(a).
4.5 Requirements Mapping
Classification. Given the classification scheme defined in Section 3.1.2, both MPP
and PA are categorised as requester-initiated, active strategies that use local knowledge
to place an entity-specific number of replicas on the requester side during workflow exe-
cution (i.e., on-demand). CPA adapts PA by incorporating content interest of surrounding
smart products. Hence, CPA employs a cooperative sphere of knowledge. Finally, CC is a
requester- and initiator-triggered reactive strategy that uses local knowledge to create a
content-class-specific number of replicas (uniform per content class). Depending on the
content class, replicas are either placed on the provider side, or on the provider as well
as the requester side. This one-time replication is complemented by a request-driven
replica maintenance concept (on-demand). The resulting classification is presented in
Table 4.10.
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Replication Strategy
Replica
Granularity
Replication
Degree
Replication
Schedule
Replication
Initiation
Replica
Placement
Sphere of
Knowledge
Activity
History
MPP Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Active
PA Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Local Active
CPA Partial Entity-Specific On-Demand Requester Requester-Side Cooperative Active
CC Partial Uniform
One-Time,
On-Demand
Initiator,
Requester
Requester-Side,
Provider- Side
Local Reactive
Table 4.10: Classification of the Proposed Replication Strategies
Replication Strategy R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
MPP ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
PA ズ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
CPA ズ ズ ズ ズ ズ ﾖ ズ ズ
CC ズ ﾖ ﾖ ズ ズ ズ ズ ズ
Table 4.11: Mapping of Requirements and the Proposed Replication Strategies
Requirements Mapping. With regard to the requirements defined in Section 2.4, all
four proposed replication strategies address both the resource limitation (R7) and the
scalability challenges (R8) of smart product systems. A separate analysis of the message
and computation complexity of the approaches as well as different deployment variants
for supporting scenarios with resource-constrained smart products are presented in Sec-
tion 4.4. Also, all strategies provide considerable configuration options (R5). An analysis
of different parameter settings is described as part of the evaluation study in Section
5.4.1. Hence, the requirements R5, R7, and R8 are clearly supported by the proposed
replication strategies.
Workflow-based Replication. The three workflow-based replication strategies incor-
porate temporal locality properties for determining path execution probability as well
as for calculating benefit and cost of content pre-replication. Moreover, they base upon
workflow models that represent a subset of problem-solving knowledge associated with
smart products (see Section 2.2.2) and target improvement of guided product-to-user
interaction by means of optimised content access. For this reason, all three workflow-
based replication strategies address the requirements R1, R3, and R4. Also, compared
to related work assessed in Section 3.2, the three proposed strategies cope with control
flow uncertainty and provide means for balancing improvement of query efficiency with
pre-replication wastage. Even further, the cooperative strategy CPA utilises content inter-
est of surrounding smart products in order to leverage the geographic locality properties
of access patterns in the domain of smart products described in Section 2.2.2.2. Hence,
CPA supports requirement R2 as well.
Content-Class-based Replication. In contrast, CC does not support any of the re-
quirements R2, and R3. Yet, the threshold-based replica placement on the requester side
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makes use of temporal locality properties (R1). Most important, with the introduction of
content classes, CC provides applications with simple means for classifying content and
adapting content organisation, accordingly. Moreover, as opposed to related work pre-
sented in Section 3.2, CC is not limited to a single objective but supports all content prop-
erties defined in Section 2.1.3. Finally, in case of content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY,
CC also targets enhancement of query efficiency and can be rated as partly supporting
requirement R4.
Conclusion. In conclusion, as to the knowledge of the author, the four proposed
replication strategies are the first that address the defined requirements while taking
into account the challenges of the domain of smart products. While none of the pro-
posed strategies addresses all requirements on its own, it is the combination of CPA
and CC that fully meets the defined requirements. This is further supported by the two
replacement strategies MFRTR and ECR, which cover the lazy removal properties of
transient replicas and the concept of content classes, respectively, and complement the
proposed replication strategies. This way, the novel integrated content placement strate-
gies address the entire replication life cycle (see Section 2.1.2) in the domain of smart
products. An overview of the mapping of requirements and the proposed strategies is
presented in Table 4.11.
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the contribution of this thesis. This includes the three
workflow-based replication strategies MPP, PA, and CPA, as well as the related concept of
transient replicas. By leveraging the procedural knowledge associated with smart prod-
ucts in the form of workflows, the three strategies predict and pre-replicate upcoming
activity-related content needs. While all pursue the same objective and apply concepts
commonly applied by replication strategies, they differ (i) in the way of balancing im-
provement of content organisation with the risk of false pre-replication as well as (ii)
the incorporated sphere of knowledge. The concept of transient replicas addresses the
active procedure of the proposed strategies and limits the overall number of replicas to
be maintained.
Moreover, the concept of content classes is presented and applied by the replication
strategy CC. This way, CC provides smart product applications with an explicit means
for specifying content use, which is utilised for improving replica organisation. The four
replication strategies are complemented by the two replacement strategies MFRTR and
ECR, which cover the life cycle of transient replicas and the concept of content classes.
Given the limited resources of smart products, this chapter analysed the complexity
of the proposed strategies and discussed different deployment options to point out the
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applicability of the strategies in the domain of smart products. Also, the novel replication
strategies were classified based on the schema presented in Section 3.1.2 and a mapping
to the requirements presented in Section 2.4 was conducted. This analysis revealed that
the proposed strategies are the first that address the defined requirements while taking
into account the challenges of smart products. They cover the entire replication life
cycle and enable optimisation of content availability, persistence, and query efficiency.
The actual improvement of the content placement strategies is analysed in the following
chapter by means of a simulation-based evaluation study.
In future work, the proposed content placement strategies could be enhanced in the
following directions. First, the general assumption of immutable content could be ad-
dressed by a consistency maintenance strategy. Also, the effect of integrating content
update rates in the metrics used by the proposed strategies could be analysed. Second,
the inherent heterogeneity of smart products could be taken into account for enabling
dynamic parameter configuration based on available storage capacity and upcoming con-
tent needs. Third, the strategy CC could be extended to enable the definition of quanti-
tative content properties (e.g., maximum access latency) instead of the current approach
of using qualitative categorisation and best effort strategies. Finally, while the proposed
strategies are not tailored to any (overlay) network architecture to ensure their generic
applicability, adaptations towards specific network architectures could be analysed in
future work. A detailed description of these topics is presented in Section 6.2.
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Chapter 5
Implementation and Evaluation
While functionality of smart products such as context awareness and processing or
integration with back-end systems can typically be analysed and assessed by means of
small-scale experiments, the evaluation of complex distributed services requires exten-
sive test environments. Especially in early research and development phases, the instal-
lation of large test beds is not appropriate. Therefore, simulation environments appear
to be the approach of choice.
For this reason, a simulation-based evaluation study is contributed in this chapter to
assess the proposed content placement strategies. This assessment includes the extent to
which the different strategies address the overall objectives stated in Section 1.2 as well
as the trade-off between this enhancement and their complexity and cost. Moreover, the
simulation-based evaluation study covers comparison of the proposed content placement
strategies with representatives of related work.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the methodology un-
derlying the simulation-based evaluation study with its four phases system analysis,
simulation modelling, simulation execution, and result analysis. Thereafter, Section
5.2 presents the result of the system analysis phase, the conceptual simulation model.
This includes the description of the system layers captured by the simulation model (see
Section 5.2.1), simulation events (see Section 5.2.2) and parameters (see Section 5.2.3),
as well as quality attributes used to evaluate the proposed strategies (see Section 5.2.4).
Moreover, Section 5.2.5 presents the modelling of the industry scenario smart aircraft
manufacturing described in Section 2.2.3, which is used as reference scenario for the
evaluation study. Next, Section 5.3 describes the outcome of the simulation modelling
phase, the implemented simulation model. This includes high-level design descriptions
covering both the compositional and the dynamic structure of the implemented sim-
ulation model, as well as detailed design descriptions of the main components. The
implementation of related work is presented in Section 5.3.6. Finally, the results of the
phases simulation execution and result analysis of the applied methodology are described
in Section 5.4. The section covers the configuration of the simulation framework and the
proposed strategies (see Section 5.4.1), as well as the analysis of simulation data given
the quality attributes defined in the conceptual simulation model (see Sections 5.4.2 and
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Figure 5.13: Modelling and Simulation Process (based on [Kö01])
5.4.3). The chapter concludes in Section 5.5 with a summary of the main results of the
evaluation study.
This chapter is based upon and partly reuses descriptions out of the following pub-
lications of the author of this thesis: [MBGB11]. Note that paragraphs reused from
these publications are not marked as direct quotes if they were written exclusively
by the author of this thesis. Quotations within reused paragraphs are taken over and
marked accordingly.
5.1 Methodology
The methodology applied to conduct the simulation-based evaluation adopts the iter-
ative modelling and simulation process proposed by [Kö01]. As depicted in Figure 5.13,
this process consists of four phases, which are described in the following paragraphs and
reflected in the structure of this chapter.
System Analysis. In phase 1, System Analysis, the system to be simulated is analysed
with respect to the defined system goals. This encompasses the definition of system
boundaries and the determination of relevant system components including their rela-
tionship and dependencies. Even further, simulation parameters, quality attributes, as
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well as evaluation scenarios and data are defined. Phase 1 results in the conceptual
simulation model.
Simulation Modelling. In phase 2, Simulation Modelling, the conceptual simulation
model is formalised and transformed into the implemented simulation model, also re-
ferred to as computer model. This phase includes the selection and potential extension
of a suitable simulation framework as well as the implementation of both the strategies
to be evaluated and the components they depend upon as defined in the conceptual
simulation model.
Simulation Execution. In phase 3, Simulation Execution, the implemented simula-
tion model is instantiated and executed with different data sets and / or configurations
(e.g., network size, random seed values). This enables detailed evaluation including
determination of average values for the quality attributes defined in the conceptual
simulation model.
Result Analysis. Finally, the results of the simulation runs are analysed with respect to
the overall simulation goals using the quality attributes defined afore (e.g., to which ex-
tent do the proposed content placement strategies enhance query efficiency and content
availability in smart product systems) in phase 4, Result Analysis.
The continuous verification of simulation model transformations as well as the valida-
tion of the simulation model with respect to the (assumptions of the) real-world system
and the system goals stresses the non-linearity of the modelling and simulation process.
5.2 Conceptual Simulation Model
In the ubiquitous computing domain as well as related research areas, simulation
frameworks are typically classified into network simulators and overlay simulators. On
the one hand, network simulators such as NS-335 or OMNeT++36 facilitate packet-level
simulation of network protocols and can be utilised for analysing wireless sensor net-
works or RFID systems. On the other hand, overlay simulators such as OverSim37 or
PlanetSim38 abstract from network details and focus on overlay network routing pro-
tocols and services [ALA+08]. However, while both kinds of simulators could be used
as basis for simulating and evaluating content placement strategies for smart products,
there is no simulation framework and model that fully reflects the characteristics of smart
product systems.
35 http://www.nsnam.org/
36 http://www.omnetpp.org/
37 http://www.oversim.org/
38 http://projects-deim.urv.cat/trac/planetsim/
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Figure 5.14: Simulation Control Flow of Discrete Event Simulations (based on [Law06])
Extended Overlay Simulation Model. In order to facilitate simulation of content
placement strategies for smart products, an extended overlay simulation model is pro-
posed. This model assumes smart products to be organised in P2P overlay networks and
reflects many of their characteristics such as their heterogeneity, resource limitation, and
workflow-based operations. As opposed to common overlay simulators that use simpli-
fied topologies, the extended overlay simulation model enables integration of underlay
networks with realistic topologies in order to enhance simulation accuracy.
Discrete Event Simulation. The extended overlay simulation model is designed for
discrete event simulation and follows the phases and the control flow defined by [Law06].
As depicted in Figure 5.14, discrete event simulation consist of three phases. First, in
the initialisation phase, the simulation configuration is read and the initialisation routine
is invoked to set up the initial system state, i.e., an initial amount of nodes randomly
placed in the network as well as content being randomly assigned to these nodes.39
Moreover, an initial set of events such as nodes joining or leaving the network as well as
the simulation end event are scheduled. Second, in the execution phase, the scheduled
events are processed. This includes (i) processing of the event logic (e.g., creation of
a new node and adding of this node to the network by means of the join functionality
of the overlay network implementation) and (ii) scheduling of associated events. This
event processing approach is iterated upon until the simulation end event scheduled in
39 Both placement and assignment follow the distribution rules of the applied evaluation scenario.
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the initialisation phase is reached. This event closes the execution phase and starts the
third phase of a discrete event simulation, the reporting phase. This phase computes the
simulation results based on the data maintained during simulation execution and creates
simulation reports according to a pre-defined set of quality attributes.
5.2.1 Simulation Layers
The proposed extended overlay simulation model represents smart product systems
in an idealised and abstracted way. Due to its clear purpose, the simulation model
is focused on components and functionality relevant for evaluating the novel content
placement strategies [BFS87]. The characteristics of smart product systems reflected in
the simulation model include the heterogeneous storage capacity and communication
capability of smart products, system dynamics, and content specifics such as content size
and content availability requirements.
Underlay Network Layer. The layered structure of the simulation model is presented
in Figure 5.15. The underlay network layer is used to model basic underlay networks
with realistic topologies. This includes node distribution and clustering, bandwidth al-
location, as well as communication delays. Due to the purpose of the simulation model,
additional underlay network properties such as packet delay variation or packet loss
rates are not considered. This way, quality attributes of content placement strategies
such as average content access latency or hit rate given that messages are assigned pre-
defined timeout properties can be evaluated with much higher accuracy compared to
simulation models that purely rely on virtual random topologies.
Overlay Network Layer. The second layer, overlay network, encapsulates the overlay
network built upon the underlay network topology as well as the functionality of the
actual P2P content location and routing substrate.
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Overlay Service & Application Layer. While most simulation models solely consider
a single application layer, the proposed model distinguishes between overlay services,
i.e., distributed services that directly operate on the P2P overlay network, and the ac-
tual application logic that utilises functionality of the overlay service or overlay network
layer. According to the purpose of the simulation model, the overlay service layer cov-
ers both a distributed storage service encapsulating the proposed content placement
strategies and a workflow engine that is needed to simulate the novel workflow-based
replication concepts.
Common API. The simulation model applies the de-facto standard interface for struc-
tured overlay networks, the Common API (CAPI) as defined by [DZD+03]. This ensures
clear separation of concerns and eases simulation of different overlay networks and ser-
vices. While events scheduled and processed by the simulation engine affect all layers of
the simulation model, only the two lower layers are actually controlled by the simulation
engine and require simulator-specific implementations. In contrast, overlay services that
comply with the Common API as well as the actual applications can directly be deployed
in the simulation environment. This simplifies simulation of distributed services of smart
products and is especially valuable if simulation is used in early development phases and
complemented by test-bed experiments.
5.2.2 Simulation Events
Overlay Network Events. The dynamics of smart product systems are modelled by
events that are scheduled and processed by the simulation engine. On the underlay and
overlay network layer, the simulation model supports the typical events for simulating
node churn: node JOIN, node FAIL, as well as node LEAVE events. For example, joining
nodes are integrated into the underlay network, in which they are associated with unas-
signed underlay nodes that reflect their capabilities, and self-organise into the overlay
network structure according to the means of the concrete overlay network implementa-
tion. Node FAIL events are used to model ungraceful leaves of nodes, i.e., nodes that
suddenly disappear (e.g., because they run out of energy or loose connectivity). This be-
haviour is complemented by node LEAVE events, which are used to model graceful leaves
of nodes that explicitly announce their leave to enable other nodes to react accordingly
(e.g., by triggering content handover).40
Overlay Service Events. In addition, the simulation model covers overlay service
events for simulating distributed storage services. This includes content GET and PUT
events, which reflect requests for content retrieval and content storage, respectively.
40 Move events capturing the potential mobility of smart products are not covered by the proposed
simulation model. While simple approaches such as random node movement can be assumed to not
provide additional insights, the incorporation of a mobility model considerably increases complexity
of the simulation model.
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Replication strategies are indirectly covered by these events and must be estimated sep-
arately in order to get an idea of the expected overall load generated during simulation
execution. Since the proposed content placement strategies assume immutable content,
the simulation model does not include events for simulating content update operations.
To enable simulation and evaluation of the proposed workflow-based replication
strategies, the simulation model moreover includesWORKFLOW execution events. These
events trigger workflow operations including related GET and PUT requests for collecting
activity-related content needs and persisting workflow execution results, respectively.
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Figure 5.16: Node-Centric Simulation Event Graph
Node-Centric Event Scheduling. Both overlay network and overlay service events
are scheduled according to a node-centric event scheduling approach. Hence, instead of
having the simulation engine randomly assigning events to nodes, nodes are themselves
responsible for scheduling their events. Figure 5.16 shows the applied simulation event
graph based on the notation defined by [Bus96]. According to this graph, node JOIN
events are scheduled during the simulation initialisation phase in order to prepare a
basic network structure. JOIN events schedule node-specific PUT, GET, and WORKFLOW
execution events as well as themselves to enable new nodes joining the network. Each
of these events reschedules itself in order to simulate node-specific activities according
to the distribution functions presented in Section 5.2.3.
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Moreover, joining nodes have an initialisation delay of a fixed number of δ simulation
steps in order to facilitate node stabilisation. Indeed, they can receive requests playing
the role of intermediates / providers during the initialisation delay, but they don’t play
the role of requesters or initiators.
Finally, since LEAVE and FAIL events are exclusive, i.e., nodes may either fail or leave
the network, the two events are assigned execution probabilities that are evaluated dur-
ing the scheduling phase of the node JOIN event routine.
5.2.3 Simulation Parameters
5.2.3.1 Simulation Parameters of Simulation Events
The distribution functions of node JOIN events as well as content GET and PUT events
comply with the distribution functions described in [KRT07, SW05]. Node LEAVE and
FAIL events adopt the lifetime churn model defined by the simulation framework Over-
Sim.41 The exclusive scheduling of the two events is taken into account by the probability
factor ρ. Finally, WORKFLOW execution events are scheduled based on a Gaussian dis-
tribution with absolute values being used to avoid negative scheduling times (see Table
5.12). Note that the actual configuration of these distribution functions may vary in
order to reflect different node classes of smart product systems.
Simulation Parameter Distribution Function Comment
Node JOIN tJOIN  := Poisson(そ) Node interarrival time
Node FAIL
tFAIL  := Weibull(g.く)
P(FAIL ) = と Based on LifetimeChurn model
Node LEAVE
tLEAVE  := Weibull(g.く)
P(LEAVE ) = 1 - P(FAIL) = 1- と Based on LifetimeChurn model
GET  request tGET  := Poisson(そ)
PUT  request tPUT  := Poisson(そ)
WORKFLOW execution tWORKFLOW  := |Normal(た.j2)| Absolute value to avoid negativesamples
Table 5.12: Simulation Parameter: Events
41 http://www.oversim.org/wiki/OverSimChurn
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5.2.3.2 Node and Content Parameters
In addition to simulation events, the proposed extended overlay simulation model
includes node- and content-related simulation parameters. This enables modelling of
heterogeneous node classes, which differ in the configuration of their on-board storage
capacity. Heterogeneous communication capabilities are modelled by associating node
classes with matching underlay nodes. For example, nodes with few resources are as-
signed to underlay nodes with low-bandwidth communication links. Moreover, multiple
content types (not to be confused with content classes defined in Section 4.2.1) can
be modelled and assigned to node classes, with each content type consisting of con-
tent of different sizes. This is required, because smart products with limited resources
typically generate and request content of relatively smaller size compared to powerful
smart products.
Node Storage Capacity and Content Size. In order to facilitate simulations with high
numbers of nodes and content objects, both storage capacity and content size are defined
in virtual storage units (i.e., Integer values). For both parameters, a finite-range discrete
distribution function is applied to (i) randomly set storage capacity of nodes subject to
the class they belong to as well as (ii) randomly select content of different size out of the
content type associated with the chosen node class.
Content Access Popularity. Content popularity is configured using a Zipf-like dis-
tribution function [SW05]. In combination with the workflow-related content needs
(see Sections 5.3.5 and 5.4.1.4), this configuration can be assumed to yield access pat-
terns with temporal locality properties. Access patterns with geographic locality proper-
ties are not captured directly by the simulation model. They can be assumed to result
from the content popularity configuration and the spatial clustering of smart products
described below.
Activity Duration. Finally, for all workflows, a consistent minimum activity execution
time is defined (i.e., minimum number of simulation steps required to process an activ-
ity). Certainly, this duration may be increased according to the time required to retrieve
the set of activity-related content needs. An overview of these attributes is presented in
Table 5.13.
5.2.3.3 Underlay Network Parameters
Clustering and Topology. The underlay network used within the proposed simulation
model organises nodes in clusters. This reflects the typical spatial clustering of smart
products known from most envisaged application scenarios. Each cluster consists of
one router that enables intra- as well as inter-cluster communication and is assigned
a configurable upper bound on the number of participating nodes. To enable inter-
cluster communication given node churn, inter-cluster topology is realised as a scale-
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Simulation Parameter Distribution Function Comment
Node storage capacity Finite-range discrete distribution
Simplified modeling of storage unit
as Integer values
Content size Finite-range discrete distribution
Simplified modeling of storage unit
as Integer values
Content access popularity Zipf-like distribution
Zipf exponent set to a value
0.5 < exponent < 1
Activity duration Fix minimum activity duration
Minimum number of simulation steps
required to process workflow-related
activities; duration can be increased
it it takes longer to retrieve activity-
related content needs
Table 5.13: Simulation Parameter: Node, Content, Workflow
free network using the topology generation model introduced by Barabási and Albert
[BA99]. Underlay nodes within a cluster are arranged in a star topology, with the router
representing the central node. While clusters are randomly placed on a virtual map,
intra-cluster distribution of underlay nodes follows a heavy-tailed distribution.
Communication. Inter-cluster communication passes at least two routers, namely the
router of the cluster the source belongs to and the one of the cluster the destination
is associated with. Communication between two underlay nodes of the same cluster is
always routed via the local router.
Indeed, communication in smart product systems may also be based on ad-hoc con-
nections. For example, this way of communication can be assumed for smart products
being equipped with short-range communication technologies, only. With regard to the
distributed storage and retrieval of content in smart product systems, the proposed sim-
ulation model assumes nodes to be organised in P2P overlay networks. Smart products
being able to establish ad-hoc connections, only, are assumed to make use of nodes in
the overlay network to proxy their content storage and retrieval requests. These addi-
tional requests are incorporated in the modelling of evaluation scenarios by increasing
the request rates of nodes in the P2P overlay network. An example for this simplified
modelling approach is presented in Section 5.2.5.
Delay and Bandwidth Modelling. According to the main purpose of the underlay net-
work layer, it only makes use of static delay and bandwidth metrics, which are created
prior to simulation execution. This way, the delay and the minimal available bandwidth
of a path between any two nodes are statically available. While this reduces simulation
accuracy, it clearly enhances simulation execution performance. Delivery time of mes-
sages sent in the underlay network is affected by link delays and the smallest bandwidth
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of the path between sender and receiver. While the former mainly affects delivery time
of small messages (e.g., GET request message), the latter has an impact on messages
with large content objects (e.g., GET response message).
Communication Failure Handling. The underlay network requires at least as much
underlay nodes as the maximum amount of nodes that may join the network during
simulation. Note that instead of keeping idle underlay nodes to enable proper commu-
nication failure handling in case of node FAIL and LEAVE events, the simulation model
maintains a mapping between overlay nodes and underlay nodes, and includes explicit
failure handling for expected mappings not being available. This reduces the overall
number of underlay nodes required to model a given evaluation scenario.
5.2.4 Quality Attributes
This section classifies and describes the quality attributes used to assess the proposed
content placement strategies. This includes network properties covering basic infor-
mation about nodes and content in the network as well as replication properties that
comprise – amongst others – (transient) replica ratios and the utilisation of transient
replicas. Moreover, the impact of the proposed content placement strategies on query
efficiency and content availability is addressed in detail on different levels of granu-
larity. The scalability of the proposed content placement strategies measured in terms
of computation and message complexity is assessed individually without any common
quality metric.42
Altogether, the defined quality attributes enable comparison of the proposed content
placement strategies with related work as well as detailed analyses of the performance
of the proposed strategies using quality attributes that are applicable to the latter, only.
An overview of the defined quality attributes is presented in Table 5.14 and explained in
the following sections.
5.2.4.1 Network Properties
QA1 and QA2. The quality attribute QA1 measures the average number of nodes in
the network as well as the evolution of the number of nodes in the network over time
given node churn caused by the overlay network events described in Section 5.2.2. This
measurement is further applied to the content stored in the network for which content,
replicas, and transient replicas are distinguished (QA2). Both QA1 and QA2 are illus-
trated by means of line charts with simulation steps and accumulated number of nodes
/ content being used as values for the x-axis and the y-axis, respectively.
42 Note that – unless specified differently – all average values used in the evaluation study are calculated
as arithmetic mean values.
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Quality Attribute Description
QA1 Nodes in network
QA2 Content / replica / transient replica in network
QA3 Content popularity (aggregated)
QA4 Replica ratio
QA5 Transient replica ratio
QA6 Transient replica utilisation
QA7 Query efficiency (overall)
QA8 Query efficiency (workflow)
QA9 Query efficiency (content class)
QA10 Relative query efficiency (overall)
QA11 Relative query efficiency (workflow)
QA12 Relative query efficiency (content class)
QA13 Content availability (overall)
QA14 Content availability (content class)
QA15 Relative content availability (overall)
QA16 Relative content availability (content class)
Table 5.14: Overview of Quality Attributes
QA3. QA3 covers the overall content popularity measured by the number of requests
per content regardless of its type (i.e., aggregated view on content, replicas, and tran-
sient replicas). This data is plotted using a line chart with the y-axis showing the num-
ber of requests and the x-axis showing content objects sorted in descending order of the
number of requests. According to the parameter specification presented in Section 5.2.3,
content popularity should reflect a Zipf-like power-law distribution.
5.2.4.2 Replication Properties
QA4 and QA5. In general, query efficiency and content availability can be enhanced
up to a certain level by distributing a high number of replicas in the network, i.e., by
high replication degrees. However, given the limited resources of smart products, con-
tent replication strategies for smart product systems have to address the trade-off be-
tween enhancement of query efficiency and content availability on the one hand, and
the replication degree required for achieving these objectives, on the other hand. This is
covered by the quality attributes QA4 and QA5, which capture the ratio of replicas and
transient replicas, respectively. Both are formulated as the ratio of the average number
of (transient) replicas in the network and the average number of content in the network.
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QA6. In order to assess the proactive nature of the proposed replication strategies and
the related risk of false pre-replication, the utilisation of transient replicas is assessed by
quality attribute QA6 in terms of the number of accesses. Hence, QA6 covers values in
the interval [0, n−1] with n representing the maximum number of accesses required for
transforming a replica from transient to persistent state. A value of 0, on the other hand,
indicates either false pre-replication if the transient replica was created by one of the
workflow-based replication strategies or inefficient placement if the transient replica was
created by the content-class-based replication strategy. Note that the quality attribute
measures the maximum number of requests, i.e., the highest TTL interval achieved,
only. QA6 is illustrated based on pie charts showing the portion of transient replicas
with 0,1, ..., n− 1 accesses.
5.2.4.3 Query Efficiency Properties
QA7, QA8, and QA9. The impact of the proposed replication strategies on query
efficiency is measured by multiple quality attributes. First, QA7 is used to analyse the
overall query efficiency measured in terms of the RTT of GET requests. Second, QA8
focuses on the effect of the proposed workflow-based replication strategies by measuring
query efficiency of GET requests associated with activity-related content needs in the
control flow of workflows, only. Third, QA9 enables assessment of the impact of the
proposed content-class-based replication strategy on query efficiency by solely taking
into account GET requests for content with class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY being assigned
by the requester.
QA10. In order to analyse the impact of replication degree on query efficiency, the
quality attribute QA10 weights the overall query efficiency (QA7) by the number of
(transient) replicas of a requested content. The assessment of this relative query effi-
ciency is done based on the formula presented in Eq. 12. The overall query efficiency
referred to as RTT(GET request) is multiplied with a weighting factor ω(id) with id rep-
resenting the identifier of the requested content (see Eq. 13). This factor captures the
number of replicas and transient replicas of the requested content. Replicas and tran-
sient replicas are assessed separately and weighted by the penalisation factor α, which
is set to a value in the interval [0, 0.5). This leads to transient replicas being assigned
stronger weighting, which is reasonable since they are typically created to enhance query
efficiency. Note that in the analysis of the simulation results presented in Section 5.4.2,
the penalisation factor is set to a value of α= 0.4.
To weaken the actual impact of replicas and transient replicas, their replication degree
is measured in terms of the natural logarithm. Moreover, replication degree is increased
by a value of 1. This way, a (transient) replication degree of 0 results in a value of
log(1) = 0 and does not affect the relative query efficiency property. Finally, the two
weighted replication degrees are summed up and increased by a value of 1 to ensure that
ω has no impact on query efficiency in case of no (transient) replicas being associated
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QA10= RTT(GET request)×ω(id) (12)
ω(id) = 1+α× log(1+ |Rid |) + (1−α)× log(1+ |Tid |) (13)
Rid : set of replicas of content with identifier id
Tid : set of transient replicas of content with identifier id
α : penalisation factor, 0 ≤ α < 0.5
with the requested content. Hence, the weighting factorω presented in Eq. 13 increases,
i.e., worsens, query efficiency with the number of (transient) replicas, with transient
replicas having a stronger impact than replicas.
QA11 and QA12. This concept of relative query efficiency is further applied to the
quality attributes QA8 and QA9 to enable detailed evaluation of the proposed content
placement strategies. The results are captured by the quality attributes QA11 and QA12
that relate to QA8 and QA9, respectively.
All (relative) query efficiency attributes (QA7 - QA12) are illustrated by means of
line charts with the x-axis showing simulation steps and the y-axis showing the average
(relative) query efficiency of GET requests made at a certain simulation step.
Note that for all query efficiency quality attributes, GET requests triggered within the
content replication phase of the workflow-based replication strategies are not taken into
consideration. These requests are classified as “passive” requests, because they are meant
for enhancing query efficiency of the actual GET requests. Including them into the anal-
ysis would distort the actual impact of the strategies on query efficiency.
5.2.4.4 Content Availability Properties
QA13 and QA14. Content availability is measured in terms of the hit rate, i.e., the por-
tion of GET requests for which a GET response is received. The related quality attribute
QA13 is illustrated based on a line chart with simulation steps on the x-axis and the hit
rate of all GET requests dispatched at a certain simulation step on the y-axis. Moreover,
similar to the query efficiency quality attribute QA9, the quality attribute QA14 enables
detailed analysis of the impact of the replication strategy CC by only taking into account
GET requests for content with class CC_AVAILABILITY being assigned by the requester.
QA15 and QA16. Moreover, QA15 assesses content availability by taking into account
the replication degree of (transient) replicas related to the requested content (as opposed
to the simple available / unavailable metric applied by QA13 and QA14). As presented
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QA15(t)=
1
|{GET requests dispatched at t}| ×
∑
∀GET requests dispatched at t
f (id) (14)
f (id) =


1
ω(id)
if content is available
β ×ω(id) if content is not available and Rid ∪ Tid 6= ;
0 if content is not available and Rid ∪ Tid = ;
(15)
Rid : set of replicas of content with identifier id
Tid : set of transient replicas of content with identifier id
α : penalisation factor, 0.5< α≤ 1
β : weighting factor, β < 0
in Eq. 14, each GET request is assessed by the metric f (id) depicted in Eq. 15 with
id representing the identifier of the requested content. This metric differentiates three
cases depending on the actual content availability and the (transient) replication degree
related to the requested content.
• Content is available. If the requested content is available, then the multiplica-
tive inverse of the weighting factor ω(id) is applied (see Eq. 13). Note that the
application of the multiplicative inverse is required, because relative content avail-
ability worsens with decreasing values whereas relative query efficiency worsens
with increasing values.
• Content is not available and Rid ∪ Tid 6= ;. If content is not available in the
presence of (transient) replicas related to the requested content, then the non-
availability is penalised by the factor β×ω(id) with β < 0. Note that this requires
again multiplication with the compound natural logarithm expression, because the
negative impact of unserved requests should increase with an increasing number
of (transient) replicas. This enables penalisation of non-optimised content place-
ment, because – obviously – content placement strategies do not perform properly
if content is unavailable even though there are (transient) replicas distributed in
the network. Note that for both cases the penalisation factor α (see Eq. 13) is
adapted compared to the relative query efficiency quality attributes in order to ac-
count for the stronger impact of replicas on content availability. In the analysis of
the simulation results presented in Section 5.4.2, the parameters α and β are set
to values of 0.6 and -0.5, respectively.
• Content is not available and Rid ∪ Tid = ;. Finally, if content is not available
and there are no (transient) replicas distributed in the network, then there is no
penalisation and the non-availability is simply assessed with a value of 0.
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Consequently, the applied metric weakens content availability and penalises its non-
availability with the number of related (transient) replicas. This enables detailed analysis
of the extent to which the proposed strategies optimise content placement. The metric
is applied to the two quality attributes QA13 and QA14 resulting in the relative content
availability attributes QA15 and QA16, respectively.
5.2.5 Evaluation Scenario
Basic Assumptions. In order to enable evaluation of different content placement
strategies, the smart aircraft manufacturing scenario described in Section 2.2.3 was
modelled in cooperation with EADS Innovation Works in the course of the SmartProducts
project.43 The model simulates half a shift, i.e., 4 hours, in a single plant.44 This plant is
assumed to consist of 10 workstations with a maximum number of 100 blue-collar work-
ers per workstation. Each worker is assumed to carry 1 nomadic device as well as up to
3 smart tools. To simplify simulation modelling, workstations are assumed to be used to
assemble one smart aircraft component at the same time (sequential production). Non-
smart aircraft components are not explicitly modelled as they are assumed to not being
capable of participating in the overlay network. Instead, they use other smart products
as proxies for PUT / GET requests. These requests are indirectly considered by adapt-
ing the request rate of the associated smart aircraft components. Finally, it is assumed
that the assembly of smart aircraft components lasts 2 hours on average; the storage
unit used to model storage capacity of smart products as well as content size represents
0.1 MB.
In order to determine the scale of one simulation step, multiple simulation runs with
an average content size of 10 storage units (1 MB) and different configurations were
performed and analysed. This analysis resulted in an average delivery time of 10 sim-
ulation steps for a GET RESPONSE message. Based on the assumption of an average
delivery time of 5 seconds for a message with a payload of 1 MB, a simulation step
is scaled to reflect 0.5 seconds. Consequently, the simulation of 4 hours lasts 28,800
simulation steps.
5.2.5.1 Modelling of Node Classes
Workstations. Workstations are modelled as stable nodes that join during the sim-
ulation initialisation phase; they neither fail nor leave the network. Workstations are
assumed to possess an average storage capacity of 255 GB.
43 Since there is no prototype of the presented scenario available, the configuration of most parameters
is based on assumptions that reflect the state of work when writing this thesis.
44 Limiting the scope to a single plant is valid, because the focus of the simulation is on the extent to
which smart products enhance performance of aircraft manufacturing processes.
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Nomadic Devices. Based on the assumption of an average number of 90 blue-collar
workers per workstation with each worker carrying 1 nomadic device, the simulation
model consists of 900 nomadic devices on average. Nomadic devices are assumed to
possess on-board storage with an average storage capacity of 5,400 MB and to have an
average lifetime (in terms of network participation) of 4 hours, which reflects a single
break per shift.
Aircraft Components. Due to the assumption of sequential production, the simulation
model includes 10 aircraft components on average (one per workstation). As described
above, aircraft components participate in the network for an average period of 2 hours.
They are assumed to have an average storage capacity of 32.5 MB.
Smart Tools. Based on the assumption of each blue-collar worker carrying 2 smart
tools on average, there is an average number of 1,800 smart tools with an assumed aver-
age storage capacity of 1.6 MB. Due to their limited resources, smart tools are assumed
to have an average lifetime of 30 minutes. This reflects the fact that smart tools tend
to deactivate communication in order to save energy in case they are not actively used
(e.g., after completion of a process they have been used for).
5.2.5.2 Modelling of Workflows
Since all activities in the evaluation scenario are based on well-defined workflows, the
determination of PUT / GET request rates per node class is derived from the workflow
execution configuration. It is assumed that workflows consist of 6 activities of which
each requires the usage of 2 smart tools (average values). The average number of con-
tent objects needed per activity is assumed to approximate a value of 2.37. Moreover,
workflows are assumed to be executed every 30 minutes on average. To take into con-
sideration idle time between processing of activities and workflows (e.g., for changing
equipment required for task accomplishment), activity execution is assumed to last half
a minute on average. Workflows are solely started by nomadic devices and each nomadic
device is only capable of starting a single workflow at the same time. It is assumed that
each blue-collar worker performs 3 workflows during the assembly of an aircraft compo-
nent. While smart tools store results of each activity, nomadic devices, workstations, as
well as aircraft components only store aggregated results of completed workflows.
To simplify the scenario, the 4 different workflow types presented in Figure 5.17 are
defined. Details about the assignment of workflows to nomadic devices on the one hand
as well as of content needs to activities on the other hand are presented in Sections 5.4.1
and 5.3.5, respectively.
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Figure 5.17: Evaluation Scenario: Modelling of Workflows
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5.2.5.3 Modelling of PUT / GET Request Rates
Smart Tools. Smart tools have an average lifetime of roughly one workflow duration.
Moreover, since each blue-collar worker is carrying 2 smart tools and 2 smart tools are
required for each activity on average, each smart tool is used in 6 activities on average
during its lifetime. Consequently, smart tools submit 6 GET requests (request of activity-
related configuration) and 6 PUT requests (storage of activity result) on average.
Nomadic Devices. Nomadic devices are alive for approximately the assembly of 2 air-
craft components and are used to execute 3 workflows per aircraft component. Hence,
since they store results of executed workflows they have an average PUT request rate of
6 (2×3 workflows). The composition of the GET request rate of nomadic devices is more
complex. First, in order to aggregate overall workflow execution results, they request op-
eration results from smart tools, which deliver data in aggregated form. Consequently,
since 2 smart tools are used on average per workflow, this results in a number of 12 GET
request (2×3 workflows×2 smart tools). In addition, workflows to be performed are re-
quested from aircraft components / workstations. According to their lifetime, this leads
to 6 GET requests (2 × 3 workflows). Finally, based on the assumption of each activity
requiring 2.37 different content objects on average, an additional number of 85 GET re-
quests is dispatched (2×3 workflows×6 activities×2.37 content objects). Hence, within
their lifetime, nomadic devices have an average GET request rate of 103 (6 + 12 + 85
GET requests).
Aircraft Components. Aircraft components store an aggregated view on the results
of all executed workflows. Due to an average number of 90 blue-collar workers per
workstation with each worker performing 3 workflows to assemble an aircraft compo-
nent, this leads to 270 GET requests (3×90 workflow results)) and a single PUT request.
Moreover, in order to account for multiple versions of the aggregated view, the PUT re-
quest rate is increased to the value of the GET request rate. As a side effect, this also
increases dynamics during simulation execution by additional content being injected in
the simulated network.
Workstations. Finally, workstations request the aggregated view of the associated air-
craft components and store a compound view in order to obtain digital representations
of aircrafts as being manufactured. This leads to 2 GET requests given that 2 aircraft
components are being assembled in the given timeframe of 4 hours and 1 PUT requests.
Again, following the argumentation of the increased PUT request rate of aircraft compo-
nents as well as to cover PUT requests for storing workflows to be accomplished, the GET
/ PUT request rates are increased to a value of 540.
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Simulation Parameter
Number of nodes (avg.)
Storage capacity [portion] 1,500,000 [0.3] 250 [0.7] 20,000 [0.2] 10 [0.7]
3,000,000 [0.7] 500 [0.3] 50,000 [0.6] 20 [0.2]
100,000 [0.2] 50 [0.1]
Node JOIN
Node FAIL
Node LEAVE
PUT  request
GET  request
WORKFLOW  execution
Activity duration 60
Content type B
-- -- |Normal(3,600, 300)| --
AB
Smart Tool
1,800
Poisson(3,600)
Weibull(6, 3,600)
P(FAIL ) = 0.1
Weibull(6, 3,600)
P(LEAVE ) = 0.9
Poisson(500)
Poisson(500)
--
Poisson(52.6)
--
Poisson(4,500)
Poisson(1,550)
Poisson(52.6)
Nomadic Device
900
Poisson(28,800)
Weibull(15, 28,800)
P(FAIL ) = 0.02
Weibull(15, 28,800)
P(LEAVE ) = 0.98
Poisson(53.3)
Poisson(53.3)
A
--
Aircraft Component
10
Poisson(14,400)
Weibull(10, 14,400)
P(FAIL ) = 0.05
Weibull(10, 14,400)
P(LEAVE ) = 0.95
Workstation
10
Join in simulation
initialisation phase only
Stable
Stable
Table 5.15: Evaluation Scenario: Modelling of Simulation Events and Node Classes
Simulation Parameter
Content size [portion] 10 [0.4] 2 [0.8]
20 [0.3] 5 [0.2]
50 [0.2]
100 [0.1]
Content access popularity Zipf-exponent 0.8 Zipf-exponent 0.8
Content class [portion] CC_DEFAULT [0.2] CC_DEFAULT [0.2]
CC_AVAILABILITY [0.5] CC_AVAILABILITY [0.5]
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY [0.3] CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY [0.3]
Content Type A Content Type B
Table 5.16: Evaluation Scenario: Modelling of Content Parameters
The detailed modelling of node classes and simulation events, as well as content types
is presented in Tables 5.15 and 5.16, respectively. This configuration results in a the-
oretical ratio of activity-related GET requests to non-activity-related GET requests of
approximately 45%.45
45 Given the event configuration presented in Table 5.15, the ratio is calculated as follows. The work-
flows used in the evaluation scenario have an average path length of 6 activities that each require
2.37 content objects on average. With an average number of 900 nomadic devices being able to
execute workflows and an average number of 8 workflow executions per nomadic device during the
defined simulation time, this yields a value of 102,384 (exact value given the assumed workflows
equals 102,418) activity-related content requests. The expected number of non-activity-related con-
tent requests is calculated for each node class by multiplying the average number of nodes with their
above-explained GET request rate. Summed up over all node classes and taking into account the life-
time per node class, this leads to a total number of 125,327 non-activity-related content requests and
reveals the above-stated ratio of 45%.
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5.3 Implemented Simulation Model
The extended overlay simulation model is implemented based on the open-source
overlay simulation engine PlanetSim46. This simulation engine is written in the object-
oriented programming language Java and complies with the Common API to clearly
divide overlay network and overlay service functionality. PlanetSim requires an imple-
mentation of the functionality of the overlay network layer according to the Application
Programming Interface (API) and concepts of the simulation engine. Yet, all functionality
layered above the Common API can be simulated without any need for adaptation.
While PlanetSim is known to enable efficient simulation of P2P content location and
routing substrates, it relies on virtual random topologies, only [ALA+08]. For the
purpose of enabling accurate simulation of the proposed content placement strate-
gies, the simulation engine has been extended by an underlay network layer that en-
ables integration of realistic topologies generated by the network topology generator
BRITE [MLMB01].
This section presents the implementation of the extended overlay simulation model.
This includes high-level design descriptions covering both the compositional and dy-
namic structure of the implemented simulation model, and detailed design descriptions
of the main components of the underlay network, overlay network, and overlay service
layer. Whenever beneficial, these descriptions are complemented by design diagrams
such as Fundamental Modelling Concepts (FMC) block diagrams, Unified Modelling
Language (UML) state charts, and UML class diagrams.
5.3.1 High-Level Design Description
5.3.1.1 Compositional Structure of the Implemented Simulation Model
Simulation Engine and Reporting Engine. The implemented simulation model pre-
sented in Figure 5.18 reflects the logical layers of the conceptual simulation model (see
Section 5.2.1). The core component is the Simulation Engine, which orchestrates the
components of the aforementioned layers and controls the simulation process. The
simulation engine reads in both the evaluation scenario configuration and the overall
simulation configuration, which covers – amongst others – message-related data such
as maximum number of hops and timeout properties as well as the configuration of the
proposed content placement strategies. Also, the simulation engine is responsible for
drawing samples of the distribution functions used by the simulation model as well as
46 http://projects-deim.urv.cat/trac/planetsim/
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Figure 5.18: Compositional Structure of the Implemented Simulation Model
for the collection of raw simulation data. At the end of the simulation execution, this
data is processed by the Reporting Engine to derive and compute the simulation results
and generate simulation reports given the quality attributes of the simulation model.
As depicted in Figure 5.18, the simulation engine has distinct interfaces to the compo-
nents of the following three layers to control the simulation process.
Overlay Service Layer. The overlay service layer consists of the Distributed Stor-
age Service that provides P2P-typical content placement and retrieval functionality. This
service enables plugging-in the proposed content placement strategies and provides the
functional basis for the latter. Also, the overlay service layer covers a P2P Workflow En-
gine, which is required to simulate the proposed workflow-based replication strategies.
The simulation engine controls both components by means of PUT / GET events and
WORKFLOW events via the interfaces E1 and E2, respectively.
Overlay Network Layer. The overlay network layer includes an implementation of
a P2P content location and routing substrate. According to [Mü07b], hybrid structured
overlay networks are most suitable for smart products systems as they reflect their inher-
ent heterogeneity. Yet, in order to reduce complexity, the simulation model incorporates
a plain structured overlay network implementation. This enables operation and evalua-
tion of the proposed content placement strategies and demonstrates their applicability in
diverse setups. Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.4, the impact of the proposed strate-
gies is assumed to be even stronger in hybrid structured overlay network configurations.
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Due to the location-characteristics of the proposed content placement strategies, the
implemented simulation model provides an implementation of the overlay network Pas-
try [RD01a] that makes use of the Common API to facilitate data exchange with compo-
nents of the overlay service layer. This component is managed via interface E3 by means
of the overlay network events presented in Figure 5.16.
Underlay Network Layer. The underlay network layer enables simulation with re-
alistic topologies. Since both overlay and underlay network layer are implemented
according to the API of the simulation engine, there is no direct data / message ex-
change between them. Instead, it is the simulation engine that controls behaviour and
exchange of the two layers via the interface S.
5.3.1.2 Dynamic Structure of the Implemented Simulation Model
The dynamic structure of the simulation model is best illustrated by means of the
interaction between the main components of the simulation model during simulation
execution. The following description bases on the node-centric view of the simulation
model depicted in Figure 5.19.
The simulation engine maintains a set of nodes that belong to the overlay net-
work. In the implemented simulation model, these nodes are realised as Pastry
nodes, i.e., nodes that are capable of building up a structured overlay network ac-
cording to the P2P content location and routing substrate Pastry. Each of these
nodes is assigned an appropriate node in the underlay network layer – a so called
BRITE node – that reflects the node class of the former. Moreover, each Pastry
node has its own instance of the two overlay services distributed storage service and
workflow engine.
The communication between the overlay network and overlay service layers is facil-
itated by the Common API provided by the simulation engine. Message transmission
is fully simulated by the simulation engine. Hence, message are not transmitted but
handed over from one node (source) to another (intermediate / destination) by means
of delayed message re-assignment given the delivery times derived from the BRITE topol-
ogy of the underlay network layer.
The core simulation process consist of 4 main phases: simulation task processing,
simulation event processing, message delivery, message processing. These phases are
processed for each simulation step until the simulation end event scheduled in the sim-
ulation initialisation phase is reached.
Phase 1: Simulation Task Processing. This phase covers processing of all simulation
tasks scheduled for the given simulation step. Simulation tasks enable realisation of
timer tasks known from Java development in the course of simulation execution. Hence,
object-related tasks can be planned for certain simulation steps and can be re-scheduled
periodically, if needed. For example, the timeout handling of GET requests or the control
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Figure 5.19: Implemented Simulation Model: Node-centric View
of the gradually increasing TTL property of transient replicas are both controlled by
simulation tasks. This way, simulation tasks complement the use of simulation events,
which may be classified as external triggers.
Phase 2. Simulation Event Processing. After processing of pending simulation tasks,
all events scheduled for the given simulation step are handled according to the overall
simulation control flow and the simulation event graph presented in Figures 5.14 and
5.16, respectively. For example, the processing phase of the JOIN event creates a new
Pastry node including the related overlay service stack. This node is assigned a node class
as well as a storage capacity given the range configured for the node class. The actual
determination of node classes is done dynamically during the simulation initialisation
phase taking into consideration scenario-specific distribution of node classes. Thereafter,
in the simulation execution phase, node class assignment is pre-defined according to
the node-centric event scheduling approach. The new node is then (i) added to the
network maintained by the simulation engine and (ii) associated with a BRITE node in
the underlay network that fits its node class. Finally, the new node joins the overlay
network via a random bootstrap node.
In the scheduling phase of the event, new events are scheduled according to the simu-
lation event graph (node class is also used for new join events). Note that overlay service
events are scheduled with a pre-defined delay to account for overlay stabilisation. An
overview of the two phases of the join event is presented in Figure 5.20. The process of
the remaining overlay network and service events is outlined in Annex A.1.
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Phase 3: Message Delivery. The next phase covers message delivery within the un-
derlay network. For this purpose, the underlay network layer maintains the mapMessage
Delivery that associates all messages to be delivered with their delivery times represented
as the simulation step at which the message is handed over to its recipient (intermedi-
ate or destination). Message delivery is realised by the underlay network invoking the
receive method of the recipient – a Pastry node – which stores the message within its
Message Receipt collection for further processing.
Phase 4: Message Processing. After delivery of all messages with delivery time
matching the given simulation step, messages are processed by Pastry nodes (i.e., the
recipients). Certainly, processing of messages can lead to the creation of new messages
that are to be sent / routed to their destination. For example, a GET request processed
by the distributed storage service may lead to a GET RESPONSE message to be sent
back to the requester. Pastry nodes maintain these message in the Message Sending
collection. After having processed all messages, the Message Sending collections of all
nodes are being handled. This includes determination of the message delivery time given
the recipient and the delivery path defined by the BRITE topology. Eventually, this results
in putting these messages in the Message Delivery map of the underlay network layer
according to their calculated delivery times.
5.3.2 Underlay Network
5.3.2.1 Compositional Structure
The compositional structure of the underlay network layer is presented in Fig-
ure 5.21. The two core components of the layer are (i) the Underlay Network,
which enables scheduling and delivery of messages including failure handling, and
(ii) the BRITE Network, which establishes the association between Pastry nodes and
BRITE nodes, and which provides the operational basis of the former. Moreover,
the BRITE Network encapsulates specifics of the BRITE topology and enables calcula-
tion of delay and bandwidth between any two BRITE nodes based on static metrics.
While the BRITE Network is tailored to the usage of BRITE topologies, the Under-
lay Network decorates the former and provides a generic interface to be used in the
simulation environment.
The functionality of the BRITE Toolset presented in Figure 5.21 is used to prepare
the static metrics (BRITE Nodes, Routes, Bandwidth Matrix, Delay Matrix) used in the
underlay network layer during simulation execution. The toolset includes the BRITE GUI
of the BRITE topology generator, which enables configuration and generation of BRITE
topologies. Moreover, the BRITE Adapter has been implemented to parse and adapt
BRITE topologies according to the specifics of smart product systems described in Section
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Underlay Network
5.2.3, as well as to persist the metrics of the adapted topologies for enhancing simulation
execution performance. These static metrics are used during simulation execution by
the BRITE Network in order to avoid recurring calculation as well as time-consuming
on-demand determination of shortest paths between BRITE nodes.
The following sections detail the two steps applied within the simulation preparation
phase to create and persist the above-mentioned static metrics, namely the network
topology generation step (Section 5.3.2.2) and the network topology adaptation step
(Section 5.3.2.3). Moreover, the integration of the BRITE topology in the simulation
framework is detailed in Section 5.3.2.4.
5.3.2.2 Network Topology Generation
According to the specifics of the underlay network layer modelling presented in Sec-
tion 5.2.3, the BRITE topology is set up as a 2-level topology with multiple Autonomous
Systems (AS). Even though the presented evaluation scenario covers a single AS only,
this approach is applied to reflect node clustering that is typical for smart product sys-
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tems.47 By definition, each AS consists of several routers and at least one border-router
that enables inter-AS communication. In the resulting topology, each router is connected
with other routers and / or border-routers; border-routers are interconnected across ASs.
To ensure a sufficient number of nodes in the topology for the simulation of the eval-
uation scenario described in Section 5.2.5, the topology consists of 10 ASs with 1000
nodes each. The link bandwidth within ASs is distributed uniformly within the interval
[11, 54] Mbits/s; link bandwidth across ASs (i.e., bandwidth of links between border-
routers) is set to a constant value of 1 Gbit/s. The assignment of link delays is fully
covered by the BRITE topology generator.
The actual configuration set in the BRITE GUI as well as the resulting BRITE topology
are illustrated in Annexes A.2.1 and A.2.2, respectively.
5.3.2.3 Network Topology Adaptation
Obviously, the topology generated by BRITE does not fully match the underlay network
model defined in the conceptual simulation model. For example, there is no star topology
within clusters and each cluster may consist of multiple border-routers. The network
topology adaptation approaches this issue and provides the static metrics used during
simulation execution.
Step 1. Shortest Paths Determination. In a first step, the “shortest” path between
any two routers is determined based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [Dij59]. The
metric used by the algorithm takes into account both the delay of a path from source to
destination calculated as the sum of the delays of the links between any two nodes of
the path, and the bandwidth of a path, which is set to the minimum bandwidth of the
nodes along the path. The shortest paths are persisted in two two-dimensional nilpotent
upper triangular metrics for path delay and bandwidth between any two routers.
Figure 5.22 presents an example for this approach. A message sent from source S to
destination D passes several intermediates along the links 1a – 2d. The associated path
has a delay of 7.9 seconds and a bandwidth of 11 Mbits/s.
Step 2: Topology Adaptation. This step addresses the mismatch between the topol-
ogy defined in the conceptual simulation model and the one generated by BRITE. This
mismatch covers the following three invariants: (i) there is a single border-router per
AS, (ii) each router is connected to one border-router, only, and (iii) there is an indirect
path between any two routers.
Thus, in each cluster, all border-routers but the one with the highest in- / out-degree
are removed. Moreover, for all routers without direct connection to the border-router of
47 Note that even though other options such as node placement following a heavy-tailed distribution
does result in node grouping up to a certain degree [YSL+06], it does not reflect the “clear” clustering
of the modelled evaluation scenario.
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their cluster, a new direct connection is added to the topology with the properties of the
shortest path between the router and its border-router. Next, all links between routers
are removed. This results in a star topologies for all clusters with the border-router
playing the role of the central node.
Step 3: Terminology Adaptation. The terminology is adapted to meet the conceptual
simulation model. Thus, ASs become clusters, routers become nodes (i.e., BRITE nodes),
and border-routers become routers. This results in the multi-cluster topology seen in
most smart product scenarios and ensures topologies with realistic properties given that
all smart products in the evaluation scenario are organised in a P2P overlay network.
Step 4. Metric Adaptation and Persistence. In the last step, the delay and bandwidth
metrics of the shortest paths determined in step 1 are adapted to cover the paths of the
adapted topology, only. The adapted metrics as well as collections of nodes and routes
are persisted for being used in follow-up simulation executions, and provide the basis
for the scheduling of message retrieval described in Section 5.3.1.2.
As an alternative to the proposed approach, a BRITE topology with a single AS could
be generated and extended with smart products being linked with routers of the BRITE
topology. However, these links would have fictional / random properties. Instead, the
proposed adaptation preserves the link properties created with the BRITE topology gen-
erator and – hence – can be assumed to enable more accurate simulations. An overview
of the adaptation procedure is illustrated by Figure 5.23.
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5.3.2.4 Network Topology Integration
Mapping of BRITE Nodes and Pastry Nodes. The heterogeneity of smart products
as well as the corresponding modelling of node classes is taken care of in the underlay
network layer by means of an appropriate mapping of BRITE nodes and Pastry nodes.
The metric used for this mapping covers the bandwidth of BRITE nodes. Hence, all “free”
BRITE nodes, i.e., BRITE nodes that are not associated with Pastry nodes, are sorted in
descending order of their bandwidth. This sorted list is divided into subsets according
to the actual distribution of node classes defined in the evaluation scenario. This way,
a joining node of the node class with the highest resources is assigned a BRITE node of
the first subset. The actual selection of BRITE nodes within the defined subsets is done
randomly. Similarly, nodes leaving the network caused by either FAIL or LEAVE events
result in the mapping being revoked.
Failure Handling. Taking into consideration that the BRITE network does not main-
tain idle nodes, a specific failure handling is defined that distinguishes the following
cases.48 Note that failure handling is done during message delivery as described in
Section 5.3.1.2.
• Case 1. When the recipient of a sent or forwarded message left / failed prior
to message delivery, a special FAIL message encapsulating the original message
is created and returned to the last hop. The delivery time of this message is set
according to the delay between sender and recipient.
• Case 2. When the recipient of a routed message left / failed prior to message deliv-
ery, the last hop is notified to enable the overlay network to re-route the message.
• Case 3. Whenever a sender left / failed prior to message delivery, the message
is discarded regardless of whether the message was sent, forwarded, or routed.
Given the purpose of the proposed simulation model, this approach is feasible. If a
requester does not receive a response message, it can be inferred that the request
failed also if no explicit error message was received.
5.3.3 Overlay Network
5.3.3.1 Pastry Selection
The implemented simulation model incorporates an implementation of the overlay
network Pastry (see Sections 5.3.1.1 and 2.1.4). Pastry applies Plaxton’s prefix matching
approach and enables proximity-aware routing by means of specific proximity metrics.
48 The complementary failure handling by the overlay network implementation and the distributed stor-
age service are described in Sections 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.4.8, respectively.
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Content is commonly placed either on the root node, i.e., the node whose identifier
equals the content identifier, or on the next-best assignable node with an identifier suc-
ceeding the content identifier in the logical identifier space of the overlay network, i.e.,
the surrogate root node.
Most important, Pastry maintains a state table – the neighbour set – that includes
the nodes “closest” to the local node given the above-mentioned proximity metric. This
enables content placement strategies to make use of resources in the environment of the
local node for enhancing query efficiency. Moreover, lookup mechanisms can be defined
that query neighbour nodes in parallel to the common routing of GET requests in order
to reduce RTT of the latter. In fact, the neighbour set provided by Pastry as well as
the possibility of parallel GET requests are both mandatory for the proposed cooperative
replication strategy CPA, which takes into consideration interest of neighbour nodes.
Also, the content-class-based replication strategy makes use of the neighbour set to place
transient replicas in order to enhance query efficiency.
5.3.3.2 Pastry Implementation
The implementation of the overlay network Pastry is based on the description pre-
sented in [RD01a] and is tailored to the API of the simulation engine. The implemen-
tation covers Pastry’s state tables (routing table, leaf set, neighbour set) and provides
dedicated periodic simulation tasks to maintain the overlay network topology. Moreover,
multiple dispatcher components dedicated to the different message types processed by
the overlay network are defined. The actual core components of the implementation are
(i) Pastry Node, which orchestrates the other components and interfaces with the simu-
lation engine, and (ii) Pastry Id, which is not only used by the Pastry node but also by the
simulation engine for the generation of content identifiers. The compositional structure
of the overlay network including its relation to the simulation engine and the Common
API provided by the latter is depicted in Figure 5.24.
The implementation of the proximity metric approximates the “distance” between any
two nodes by means of the delivery time of a virtual message. This means, the delivery
time of a virtual message with a fix, pre-defined size is determined by the BRITE Network
given the static matrices described before. Moreover, the application interface of the
Common API is extended in order to enable the distributed storage service to access
both the leaf set and the neighbour set (the standard interface covers access to the leaf
set, only).
Finally, the implementation of Pastry is extended to comply with the failure handling
of the underlay network layer described in Section 5.3.2.4. FAIL messages are deliv-
ered to the distributed storage service registered with the Pastry node, to have the latter
processing the failure. Notifications received in case of routing failures are directly pro-
cessed by Pastry nodes. This includes re-routing of the messages to the next best node.
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Moreover, the inconsistency in the state table is addressed. This involves replacement of
the failed node within the local state table as well as propagation of the failure in the
overlay network to maintain the quality of the overlay network topology.
5.3.4 Distributed Storage Service
5.3.4.1 Compositional Structure
The distributed storage service provides the typical functionality of P2P storage ser-
vices. Based on the dependency injection framework Google Guice49, the distributed
storage service enables plugging-in the proposed content placement strategies and can
be seen as the core platform for simulating the latter. Towards the simulation engine,
the service provides two main interfaces.
49 https://code.google.com/p/google-guice/
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The PUT / GET / REMOVE interface enables external access to the storage and retrieval
functionality. While this interface allows other components in the simulation framework
for assigning content classes to PUT / GET requests, the actual request processing is
fully transparent to the former. For example, the requester can neither control nor infer
whether the request is served locally or remotely, or whether the request triggers content
replication or replacement operations.
In addition, the service includes the component Common API Handler that – as the
name suggests – enables communication by implementing the application interface of
the Common API as well as by dispatching messages to be processed by the distributed
storage service to the corresponding component.
The compositional structure of the distributed storage service is depicted in Figure
5.25 and described in the following paragraphs. All components for which multiple
strategies exist as well as the failure handling of the distributed storage service are fur-
ther detailed in the following sections.
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Get Strategy. The Get Strategy provides functionality to lookup and retrieve content
stored either on-board or off-board. In addition to the content identifier, the requester
has to specify the content class to enable the proposed content placement strategies to
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adapt content organisation, accordingly. Content stored off-board can be retrieved by
using either a pointer to the provider maintained in the index of the node or the content
location and routing functionality of the overlay network implementation.
Put Strategy. The Put Strategy facilitates storage of content in the network accord-
ing to the placement functionality of the overlay network implementation (see Section
5.3.3.1). In addition, the strategy enables forced on-board storage. This functionality is
only applicable internally and cannot be used by external requesters. Due to the limited
resources of smart products, the strategy may invoke replacement operations if content
can only be stored after replacement of other objects.
Index Strategy. To enhance query efficiency and enable replication and replacement
strategies (e.g., creation of local replicas after exceeding a pre-defined number of re-
quests), the distributed storage service consists of an Index Strategy. This component
is used to maintain PUT / GET request rates (both direct and indirect), the simulation
step of the most recent content access, as well as pointers to providers if known by the
local node.
Replication and Replacement Strategy. The proposed workflow-based and content-
class-based replication strategies are covered by the component Replication Strategy.
Similarly, the proposed replacement strategies are covered by the component Replace-
ment Strategy. The latter is invoked by the Put Strategy if storage requests cannot
be served due to other content being stored on-board. On a high level, it con-
sists of two phases: (i) the determination of replacement candidates based on spe-
cific metrics50 and (ii) the acknowledged replacement of these candidates to surrogate
providers (i.e., next best nodes according to the placement metric applied by the overlay
network implementation).
Storage Strategy. The Storage Strategy of the distributed storage service provides the
interface to a virtual content store, which organises content stored on-board within a
simple map.51
Init Storage Strategy. The actual content placement is regularly optimised by the
Init Storage Strategy. It builds upon the Common API, which notifies registered overlay
services of nodes joining or leaving the leaf set of the local node. In a nutshell, the
strategy aims at maintaining the invariant of placing content on (surrogate) root nodes
given system dynamics such as node churn. For this purpose, both nodes (i.e., the local
node and the one joining its leaf set) determine content to be exchanged. The actual
replacement process is acknowledged to avoid content loss. Note that neither content
of class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY nor transient replicas are addressed by this strategy,
50 LRU represents a simple metric that sorts content stored on-board in descending order of the point in
time of its last access and – bottom up – chooses a set of content as replacement candidates in a way
that enough storage capacity can be made available for the new content.
51 Remember that the simulation model does only take into consideration a single persistent storage
per node.
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Strategy Get
Strategy
Put
Strategy
Index
Strategy
Storage
Strategy
Replacement
Strategy
Replication
Strategy
1 Basic Basic Basic Basic Basic MPP
2 Parallel Lookup
1
Transient Replica
1
Periodic
1
Transient Replica
1
MFR
1 PA
3 Content Class
2
Content Class
2
Neighbour
2
Remove Flag
2
MFRTR
2 CPA
4 MDCDN
2
MDCDN
1
MDCDN
1
ECR
3 CC
5 Caching
2
MDCDN
1 MDCDN
Table 5.17: Implemented Simulation Model: Strategies of the Distributed Storage Ser-
vice (superscript numbers denote relationships between strategies in terms
of inheritance, italicised strategies represent abstract strategies)
because they are typically stored on purpose on-board of certain nodes independent of
the identifier of the nodes.
Leave Network Strategy. Likewise, the Leave Network Strategy is invoked by nodes
gracefully leaving the network. It aims at replacing all content stored on-board of the
leaving node to the next-best provider (content specific) to avoid content loss. Again,
neither content of class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY nor transient replicas are handled by
this strategy. Yet, in contrast to the Init Storage Strategy, this process is optimistic to
account for the likely small time frame between announcement and the actual leave of
the node under consideration.
Distribution Strategy. Finally, the Distribution Strategy decorates the Common API
Handler and provides additional utility functionality. This ranges from simple extensions
of overlay service messages to the determination of the destination of a message given
a Pastry identifier. For example, this functionality is used by a (surrogate) root node
that is not a provider of a requested content in order to identify the most suitable node
maintained in its state tables to which to forward the message.
Table 5.17 presents an overview of the different strategies of the above-outlined com-
ponents that can be plugged into the distributed storage service. For all components
that are not covered in this table, only a single implementation exists. Note that the
superscript numbers stated after most strategies indicate the related base strategy. For
example, the get strategy Content Class bases upon Parallel Lookup, which itself inher-
its from the get strategy Basic. All strategies listed in this table are presented in the
subsequent sections. These descriptions are complemented with state charts whenever
beneficial. Moreover, the software structure is further detailed in Annex A.3 by means of
class diagrams. Note that in most cases, the elementary functionality of the Basic strate-
gies is already covered by the brief descriptions presented above and is not detailed
any further.
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5.3.4.2 Storage Strategies
In addition to the actual content, the implemented simulation model supports replicas
and transient replicas. All three types include an identifier provided by the Pastry Id
component of the overlay network layer as well as basic randomly assigned metadata
used to generate the latter. Also, each type maintains a map with content classes as-
signed by different nodes and enables determination of the primary content class from
the perspective of a requester (see Section 4.2.1). Both replicas and transient repli-
cas inherit the map of content class assignments from their base object during creation.
Moreover, transient replicas are explicitly assigned content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY
given their purpose of improving content access. However, there is no synchronisation
of content class assignments among related content objects after content creation; each
object maintains its assignment map individually.
Transient Replica. The storage strategy Basic outlined in Section 5.3.4.1 is ex-
tended by the strategy Transient Replica by means of functionality required to handle
the gradually increasing TTL of transient replicas. This includes functionality to in-
crease the TTL interval after each access as well as to transform a transient replica
into a (persistent) replica after a pre-defined number of accesses was exceeded (see
Section 4.1.2.3).
Remove Flag. This functionality is further extended by the strategy Remove Flag,
which enables handling of lazy removal and re-initialisation properties of transient repli-
cas. Hence, Remove Flag covers the entire life cycle of transient replicas as depicted in
Figure 4.11.
5.3.4.3 Index Strategies
Periodic. The index strategy Periodic extends the index strategy Basic following the
concept of temporal locality and enables weighting of GET requests according to the
period in which requests took place. For this purpose, the strategy divides GET request
rates maintained by the strategy Basic according to a configurable period length (see
parameter t IN DEX explained in Section 5.4.1.2).
Neighbour. Even further, in regular intervals, the index strategy Neighbour sends the
periodic index of GET requests extended with a snapshot of the GET request rates of the
current period to a configurable number of nodes of the neighbour set of the local node
(see parameters k and t IN DEX−N EIGHBOUR explained in Section 5.4.1.2).
For all content stored on-board of the local node the GET request rate sent to its neigh-
bours is set to a value of 0 for all periods. This is because the strategy Neighbour is solely
used by and tailored to the cooperative replication strategy CPA, which incorporates the
likelihood of a node receiving GET requests from nodes of which it is one of the best
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IndexNeighbourSet IndexNeighbourSetstate machine [  ]
remove all neighbour indices that are older than a pre-defined neighbour index delete period
maintain received neighbour index
do /
[neighbour] neighbour index maintenance message received
extend periodic index of get requests by get request rates of current period
for all periods
  set get request rate to 0 if content is stored on-board
send neighbour index maintenance message to k best neighbours
do /
Neighbour index maintenance period reached
 : CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy
 [error during sending message]
 [else]
Figure 5.26: Distributed Storage Service: State Chart of the Index Strategy Neighbour
neighbours. For each of these nodes, this likelihood equals a value of 0 if content is
stored on-board.
Moreover, received neighbour indices are regularly cleaned-up to avoid CPA to base
decisions on out-dated information about neighbour interest. An overview of this process
modelled as a state chart as well as a generic communication error handling procedure
are depicted in Figures 5.26 and 5.27, respectively.
5.3.4.4 Get Strategies
Basic. The process of the get strategy Basic is illustrated in the state chart depicted in
Figure 5.28. In addition to the typical characteristics of distributed content lookup and
retrieval strategies it consists of the following features.
First, the strategy aggregates direct GET requests and provides a combined callback
processing of the latter. This way, parallel handling of direct GET requests for the same
content triggered by different local components (e.g., GET event and GET request made
by the workflow engine to serve activity-related content needs) is enhanced.
Second, complementing the routing-related functionality provided by the overlay net-
work implementation, the get strategy Basic provides means for avoiding pointer-based
message delivery loops by maintaining intermediates of GET requests.
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CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategystate machine [  ]
send {msg} error messagedo /
[intermediate] message reached
timeout
send {msg} error messagedo /
[intermediate]  message reached
max #hops
checking for errors w hile
sending/forw arding/routing
message of type {msg}
 [timeout reached]
 [max #hops reached]
 [else]
 [else]
Figure 5.27: Distributed Storage Service: State Chart of the Communication Error
Handling Procedure
Third, an index invalidation mechanism is incorporated to enhance quality of pointers
maintained in the index. Each node that sends / forwards a GET message based on a
pointer awaits an INDEX INVALIDATION message. This message is sent by the actual
provider to the requester and all intermediates that sent / forwarded the request based
on pointers maintained in their respective indices. If an INDEX INVALIDATION message
is not received within a pre-define period, the pointer to the assumed provider is in-
validated, i.e., removed from the index. If, otherwise, an index invalidation is received
with a provider other than the node pointed to within the index, the latter is adapted to
enhance query efficiency of subsequent GET requests.
Finally, the Common API interface is used to further enhance content lookup perfor-
mance. The implementation of the forward method of the application interface imple-
mented by the Common API Handler checks local availability of requested content. If the
content is stored on-board, routing is aborted and the GET request is served by sending
a GET RESPONSE message to the actual requester.
Parallel Lookup. The extended get strategy Parallel Lookup applies a mechanism that
queries a pre-defined number of neighbour nodes of the requester in addition to the
traditional request routing or sending. This approach is similar to the two-tiered lookup
strategy applied by OceanStore [KWZ+00] and provides the basis for the cooperative
characteristic of the proposed replication strategy CPA. If nodes were not sending GET
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DistributedGetStrategy DistributedGetStrategystate machine [  ]
get content from on-board storage
update index (increment #getRequests)
send get response message
for each node directly addressed via link maintained in index
  send index invalidation message
do /
[provider] content s tored on-board
update index (increment #getRequests)
register node directly addressed via link in get message
register index invalidation task
send/fow ard get message to provider
do /
[requester/intermediate] link to content stored in
index
for each callback registered for given content identifier
  invoke callback error method
cancel get request timeout task
do /
[requester] ge t error message received
update index (set provider)
for each callback registered for given content identif ier
  invoke callback  method
cancel get request timeout task
do /
[requester] get response message received
get content from on-board storage
update index (increment #getRequests)
for each callback registered for given content identifier
  invoke callback method
cancel get request timeout task
do /
[requester] content stored on-board
register callback for requested content identif ier
register get request timeout task
do /
[requester] handle get request
update index (set link to new provider)
cancel index invalidation task
do /
[requester/intermediate] index
invalidation message received
 : CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy
 : CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy
update index (increment #getRequests)do /
[requester] passive request
update index (increment #getRequests)
route get message to content id
do /
[requester] content neither stored
nor linked
update index (increment #getRequests)
forw ard get message to neighbour
do /
[inte rmediate] content neither stored
nor linked
[provider/intermediate]
get message received
 [else]
 [error during sending/forw arding/routing message]
 [else]
 [ error during sending message]
 [content linked in index] [content linked in index]
 [active request for content identifier]
 [else]
 [else]
 [else]
 [content stored on-board]
 [else]
get request
 [else]
 [content stored on-board]
Figure 5.28: Distributed Storage Service: State Chart of the Get Strategy
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requests to their neighbours, incorporating neighbour interest into the benefit metric of
CPA would not add value to the accuracy of the latter.
In order to reduce the amount of additional network traffic resulting from this ap-
proach, the parallel lookup procedure is only applied to GET requests classified with
content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. This adaptation of the lookup procedure subject
to the content class set by the requester shows the benefit of enabling nodes to categorise
their requests.
The strategy Parallel Lookup adapts the following states of the chart presented in
Figure 5.28.
• [requester] handle GET request: In parallel to routing or pointer-based sending
of a GET request classified as CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY, the latter is sent to the k
closest neighbours.
• [provider / intermediate] GETmessage received: GETmessages received by neigh-
bours of the requester are not forwarded but served locally by replying with either
a GET RESPONSE or a GET ERROR message.
• [requester / provider] content stored on-board: If a GET request can be served, the
content class is updated with the tuple (identifier of the requester, content class set
by the requester).
• [requester] GET ERROR message received: In case a received GET ERROR message
relates to a parallel lookup, it is checked whether additional replies are expected.
The following states are possible.
– This was the last message expected, invoke get error callback.
– There are additional replies expected, wait for them.
– The request was served already, discard the message.
• [requester] GET RESPONSE message received: All but the first GET RESPONSE
message are discarded, i.e., the parallel lookup procedure is – from the perspective
of the requesting component – aborted as soon as the content is retrieved.
Content Class. The third variant of the get strategy covers the specifics of the pro-
posed replication strategy CC and incorporates the triggers associated with the lat-
ter. The strategy Content Class adapts the following states of the chart presented in
Figure 5.28.
• [requester / intermediate] content neither stored nor linked & [requester / in-
termediate] link to content stored in index: Whenever a GET message is sent /
forwarded by a (surrogate) root node of the requested content, the GET message
is flagged. This flag is processed by the actual provider and enables maintenance
of replica placement in the leaf set of the provider as described in Section 4.2.2.
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• [requester / provider] content stored on-board: If (i) the provider is (surrogate)
root node for the requested content or (ii) the GET message is flagged as described
above, then the mechanism of the replication strategy CC for maintaining replica
placement in the leaf set of the provider is triggered.
• [requester] get response message received: If the number of requests for the given
content exceeds a pre-defined threshold, a local replica is created. Moreover, if
the primary content class related to the requester equals CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY,
then the mechanism of the replication strategy CC for replica placement in the
neighbour set of the requester is triggered.
5.3.4.5 Put Strategies
Basic. The process of the put strategy Basic is illustrated in the state chart depicted
in Figure 5.29.52 As outline in Section 5.3.4.1, the strategy Basic supports content stor-
age in the network according to the content placement approach of the overlay network
implementation and provides means for forcing on-board content storage. The second
functionality is dedicated to internal use and cannot be utilised via the API of the dis-
tributed storage service. As an example, forced on-board content storage is used for
pushing replicas as well as for replacing content triggered by the leave network strat-
egy. Moreover, the put strategy Basic makes use of the replacement strategies presented
in the next section to enable serving content storage requests after “outsourcing” other
content objects. In addition to the typical characteristics of distributed put strategies the
strategy Basic consists of the following features.
First, if content is to be stored on-board of a node that is already provider of this con-
tent, the strategy applies a content quality check. That is, the strategy checks whether the
content object stored on-board is of “less quality” than the content object requested to be
stored on-board. If so, the content stored on-board is overwritten with the new content
object. For example, if a transient replica is stored on-board and a content or replica with
the same identifier as the transient replica is requested to be stored, than the transient
replica is overwritten by the new object. The general transitive quality order is content
overwrites replica overwrites transient replica. Note that forced on-board storage is served
in either case (i.e., PUT RESPONSE message is sent). However, if content is requested
to be stored on a node other than the requester and content was not overwritten (i.e.,
content stored on-board of destination is of “better quality” than content requested to be
stored), then the request is forwarded to the next best node.
Second, the mechanisms that check (i) if content can be stored on-board and (ii) if
content can be stored after replacement both verify whether the given content is handled
52 For reasons of simplicity, the description of the put strategy uses the term “requester” to specify the
node / role triggering the operation, i.e., requesting to store a content object.
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Figure 5.29: Distributed Storage Service: State Chart of the Put Strategy
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by an active replacement process. If so, the PUT request cannot be served locally and is
forwarded to the next best node.
Transient Replica. The strategy Transient Replica extends a single state of the chart
depicted in Figure 5.29 in order to enable handling of transient replicas.
• [requester] content can be stored on-board: If a transient replica is stored on-
board, then the simulation task associated with controlling the gradually increasing
TTL of the latter is initialised.
Content Class. This variant of the put strategy includes all extensions required to
trigger placement and maintenance of the proposed replication strategy CC. It extends
the following states of the chart depicted in Figure 5.29.
• [requester] handle put request: This extension covers direct PUT requests and
enables triggering generation and placement of transient replicas if the primary
content class related to the requester equals CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. This includes
(i) placement of a transient replica on-board of the requester if the latter is not
already provider for this content and if there is no active replacement process for
the latter (see above) as well as (ii) placement of transient replicas in the neighbour
set of the requester.
• [provider] content can be stored on-board: This method is invoked after receiv-
ing an indirect PUT request as well as after successfully replacing other content
objects in order to serve an indirect PUT request. The node on which content is
initially stored (i.e., after being “injected” into the network) is referred to as pri-
mary provider (see Section 2.3.1). Hence, according to the configuration of the
proposed replication strategy CC, a certain number of replicas is placed in the
leaf set of the primary provider depending on the primary content class related to
the latter.
5.3.4.6 Replacement Strategies
Basic. The process of the implemented (abstract) replacement strategy Basic is de-
picted in Figure 5.30. As stated afore, the overall replacement concept aims at making
available storage capacity to serve a given PUT request by replacing, i.e., “outsourcing”,
content stored on-board to the next best node given the identifier of this content.53 The
strategy monitors the replacement process for each replacement candidate and does not
remove the instance stored on-board until an acknowledgement of the successful storage
on-board of the new provider is received in terms of a REPLACE RESPONSE message. If
not enough storage capacity can be made available – indicated by the node triggering the
replacement process receiving at least one REPLACE ERRORmessage –, then the strategy
53 Of course, the question whether the new content can be stored on the target node at all (i.e., content
size ≤ node storage capacity) is checked in a first step.
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supports a pre-defined number of iterations (set to a value of 2 by default), which reruns
the entire replacement process.
The replacement process is non-recursive, i.e., the depth of the replacement process is
limited to a single node. While the receiver of a REPLACEMENT message can forward
the latter to the next best node within its leaf set in case it is not able to store the
replacement candidate on-board, it cannot trigger another replacement process to make
available the required storage capacity. This design improves replacement efficiency
by avoiding complex replacement operations for serving a single PUT request given the
timeout properties of the latter.
Despite the acknowledged approach, the overall process is optimistic and there is no
rollback functionality. For example, if a number of 3 content objects are to be replaced
and a single one fails, then the successfully replaced content objects remain placed on-
board of the new provider. While this might result in a worse placement, it reduces
complexity of the replacement process. Moreover, the acknowledgement enables the
node triggering the replacement process to maintain a pointer to the new provider in its
local index thereby limiting the impact on query efficiency of future GET requests.
The actual strategies for determining replacement candidates can be plugged-in (see
state “[requester] determine content to be replaced” in Figure 5.30) and are imple-
mented according to the strategies presented in Section 4.3. All strategies verify two
aspects prior to classifying content as replacement candidate. First, similar to the pro-
posed put strategy implementation, content can only be replaced if it is not handled by
another replacement or storage initialisation process. Second, to avoid high levels of
dynamics, content cannot be replaced but after a pre-defined initial delay after it was
stored on-board of its current provider (set to a value of 50 simulation steps by default).
MFR. The replacement strategy MFR adopts the concept proposed by [KRT06, KRT07]
and makes use of the index to determine replacement candidates. Content stored on-
board is sorted in ascending order of the ratio between access rate and content size with
content objects with identical quotients being sorted in ascending order of the simulation
step when they were last accessed. To determine replacement candidates, the ordered
queue is processed head to tail until enough storage capacity can be made available for
serving the pending PUT request.
MFRTR. The implementation of MFRTR extends MFR by taking into account transient
replicas flagged to be removed. Hence, as described in Section 4.3.1, MFRTR tries to
make the required storage capacity available by removing transient replicas flagged to
be removed prior to replacing content. Note that the actual removal of transient replicas
flagged to be removed is only performed if (i) storage capacity can be made available by
removing transient replicas flagged to be removed, only, or (ii) if the remaining required
storage capacity can be made available by replacing other content objects.
ECR. Finally, the strategy ECR extends the replacement candidate determination func-
tionality of MFRTR by taking into consideration content classes. Determination of con-
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ReplacementStrategy ReplacementStrategystate machine [  ]
update index (increment #putRequests)
forw ard replacement message to next best node in leaf set
do /
[intermediate] content to be replaced cannot be stored
on-board
for each content to be replaced
  add content id to
  send replacement message to next best node in leaf set
do /
[requester] content needs to be replaced
determine content to be replaceddo /
[requester] determine content to be replaced
remove content from on-board storage
update index (set link to provider)
do /
[requester] replacement response
message received
w ait for pending response/error messagesdo /
[requester] not all replacement
response messages received
increment number of replacement iterationsdo /
[requester] check replacement execution
 : CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy
 : CommunicationErrorHandlingStrategy
invoke callback methoddo /
[requester] all replacement response
messages received
store content on-board
update index (increment #putRequests)
send replacement response message
do /
[provider] content to be replaced can
be stored on-board
invoke callback methoddo /
[requester] replacement error
message received
[provider/intermediate]
replacement message
received
invoke callback error methoddo /
[requester] max number of
replacement iterations
reached
invoke callback error methoddo /
[requester]  not enough
storage capacity can be
made available
invoke callback methoddo /
[requester] no content
needs to be replaced
no recursive
replacement for
reasons of eff iciency
replacement
candidate
determination
policy
 [max number of replacement iterations reached]
 [not enough storage capacity can be made available]
 [error during sending/forw arding message]
 [else]
 [no content needs to be replaced]
 [aw aiting additional replacement response messages]
 [error during sending message]
 [content can be stored on-board]
 [else]
 [else]
 [else]
 [else]
 [else]
 [else]
Figure 5.30: Distributed Storage Service: State Chart of the Replacement Strategy
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tent to be replaced includes case-by-case strategies depending on the primary class of
the content to be stored on-board as well as of the potential replacement candidates
(both from the perspective of the node processing the replacement operation). While
candidates of primary content class with “less quality” (see Section 4.3.2) than the new
content can directly be taken as replacement candidates, the strategy makes use of the
index strategy Periodic to calculate the cost / benefit ratio presented in Section 4.3.2 in
case of class equality.
5.3.4.7 Replication Strategies
The component Replication Strategy of the distributed storage service covers the dif-
ferent variants of the proposed workflow- and content-class-based replication strategies.
The component itself consists of multiple services that can be plugged-in depending on
the strategy to be simulated. An overview of the component as well as its services is
presented in Figure 5.31.
Replication Strategy
Workflow-based Replication Strategy
Content-Class-based Replication Strategy
Workflow
Engine
Pre-Replication
Service
Scheduler
Service
Path Finder
Service
Path Execution
History Service
Path Evaluator
Service
Workflow
Analysis Service
R R
R
Put
Strategy
Get
Strategy
R
Leaf Set
Replication
Service
Neighbour Set
Replication
Service
Leaf Set
Replication
Maintenance
Service
Figure 5.31: Implemented Simulation Model: Compositional Structure of the
Replication Strategy
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Workflow-based Replication Strategy
The Workflow-based Replication Strategy consists of and orchestrates services that
cover the three phases of the proposed workflow-based replication strategies MPP, PA,
and CPA.
Workflow Analysis Service. The workflow analysis phase is implemented by the
Workflow Analysis Service, which encapsulates the following three services.
• The Path Finder Service enables determination of all paths of a given workflow
starting from an activity specified by the caller and implements the restrictions
described in Section 4.1.2.1 (i.e., reduction of path length to a maximum number
of α activities following the first XOR transition, reduction of path length to only
include a single XOR transition).
• In order to enable taking into account temporal locality of workflow processing,
activity execution is tracked by the Path Execution History Service. This service
provides functionality to determine periodically-weighted path execution probabil-
ities as well as to identify the path with the highest weighted execution probability
(i.e., the most probable path).
• The Path Evaluator Service encapsulates the path assessment metrics f M PP(p, T ),
f PA(p, T ), and f C PA(p, T ) of the three proposed workflow-based replication strate-
gies. While MPP solely relies on the path with the highest execution probability, PA
and CPA incorporate the index strategies Periodic and Neighbour, respectively, to
enable their extended path assessment approach. As a result, the Path Evaluator
Service provides a set of paths to be further processed by the strategy sorted in
descending order of their assessment values.
Scheduler Service. The Scheduler Service implements the scheduling strategy pre-
sented in Section 4.1.3.2. This comprises scheduling of content pre-replication requests
as well as schedule adaptation functionality to realise linkage between schedule and
progress in the control flow of the workflow for which content is being pre-replicated.54
Pre-Replication Service. The Pre-Replication Service processes the schedule provided
by the Scheduler Service to enable retrieval and local placement of activity-related
content needs. Thus, the service tries to created a transient replica (content class
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY) for each content listed within the schedule that is not stored
on-board.
Strategy Orchestration. Finally, the Workflow-based Replication Strategy includes an
orchestration component. This component is invoked by the workflow engine prior to
activity processing and facilitates pre-replication scheduling subject to the progress in the
54 A single implementation of this service is reasonable for all strategies. The extended scheduling
functionality of PA and CPA is not applied in MPP which solely takes into account a single path to
schedule pre-replication requests of activity-related content needs for.
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control flow of the workflow. The orchestration functionality consists of the following
steps. First, the path execution history is maintained (on activity level) by the Path
Execution History Service. Second, it is checked whether (an iteration of) the replication
strategy is to be executed (i.e., start activity of a workflow or an activity following an
XOR transition).
If so, any active pre-replication related to the given workflow is stopped and the re-
lated schedule is cleared. Thereafter, available paths are determined (Path Finder Ser-
vice) and assessed (Path Evaluator Service). For all paths identified for further handling,
the pre-replication schedule is generated (Scheduler Service) and processing of the latter
is started (Pre-Replication Service).
Else, if the replication strategy is not to be executed, the schedule is adjusted and it is
checked whether re-scheduling should be done depending on the progress in the control
flow. If so, the schedule is extended, accordingly.
Content-Class-based Replication Strategy
The Content-Class-based Replication Strategy consists of three services that cover the
functionality described in Section 4.2.2. This section focuses on the implementation of
the services, only. The invocation of the latter done by the Content Class variants of the
put and get strategies is described in the related sections and is not further detailed.
Leaf Set Replication Service. The initial content replication in the leaf set of the
primary provider is covered by the Leaf Set Replication Service (see state “[provider]
content can be stored on-board” of the put strategy Content Class presented in Section
5.3.4.5). This service places replicas on its successors based on the assumption that it
is the most suitable node given the content location properties of the overlay network
implementation (push-based by means of a REPLICATE message consisting of a locally
created replica). The successors (i.e., receivers of the REPLICATE message) make use
of the put strategy to force on-board storage of the new replica. The actual number of
successors on which to place replicas depends on the primary content class of the content
from the perspective of the primary provider.
Leaf Set Replication Maintenance Service. The Leaf Set Replication Maintenance
Service, maintains number and placement of replicas in the leaf set of the node pro-
cessing the maintenance operation (see state “[requester / provider] content stored on-
board” of the get strategy Content Class presented in Section 5.3.4.4). For this purpose,
the latter sends REPLICATE PING messages to a pre-defined number of nodes in its leaf
set (i.e., potential providers of replicas) with the number of nodes being addressed de-
pending on the primary content class from the perspective of the sender. Each receiver
replies with a REPLICATE PING RESPONSE message indicating whether it is a provider of
the given content. Using a simulation timer task, the node processing the maintenance
operation handles each REPLICATE PING RESPONSE message received. If the number
of providers exceed a threshold, then the maintenance operation is aborted. Else, if
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(i) all expected REPLICATE PING RESPONSE messages are received and the number of
providers is below the threshold, or (ii) the waiting period is passed, then the node starts
placement of new replicas (push-based using REPLICATE messages). This way, replicas
are distributed until the minimum number of replicas given the primary content class
from the perspective of the node processing the maintenance operation is met again.
Neighbour Set Replication Service. The Neighbour Set Replication Service takes care
of placing transient replicas for content of primary content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY.
Hence, transient replicas are placed on-board and in the neighbour set of initiators of
PUT requests (see state “[requester] handle put request” of the put strategy Content Class
presented in Section 5.3.4.5) as well as initiators of GET requests in case of the request
rate exceeding a pre-defined threshold (see state “[requester] get response message re-
ceived” of the get strategy Content Class 5.3.4.4). Again, (in this case, transient) replicas
are pushed to nodes in the neighbour set by means of REPLICATE messages.
5.3.4.8 Messages and Failure Handling
As described in Section 5.3.3.2, the distributed storage service provides means for
handling FAIL messages that are sent by the underlay network implementation in case a
recipient of a sent or forwarded message left / failed prior to message delivery. FAILmes-
sages represent container messages, which encapsulate the actual message that failed to
being delivered.
Table 5.18 lists the message types used by the distributed storage service as well as
failure states and failure handling applied by the latter. Note that there is no failure
handling in place for the case in which the source of a message failed prior to message
delivery – such messages are simply dropped by the failure handling of the underlay
network implementation (see Section 5.3.2.4).
Each of the listed messages is assigned a maximum number of overlay hops as well as
a timeout value in terms of simulation steps (see Section 5.4.1 for configuration details).
This is required because a single overlay hop may last multiple simulation steps given the
delay in the underlay network implementation. Both values are evaluated in the forward
method of the Common API Handler of the distributed storage service. In case any of the
attributes exceeds the message-assigned threshold values, the message-related operation
is aborted and – in case of PUT, GET, or REPLACE operations – a request-related error
message is returned to the source of the request.
5.3.5 Workflow Engine
The implemented simulation model consists of a workflow engine that enables opera-
tion of the proposed workflow-based replication strategies. The engine is tailored to the
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Message Description Failure Failure Handling
FAIL sent by underlay network
implementation in case a recipient of a
sent or forwarded message left / failed
prior to message delivery
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
GET get strategy, indirect get request send, destination
unavailble
update index and route GET message
forward, destination (in
node's leaf set)
unavailable
forward GET message to next best
neighbour, send GET ERROR message
to source if no neighbour can be
determined
forward, destination
(indicated by pointer in
index) unavailable
update index and route GET message
GET ERROR get strategy, error serving indirect get
requests
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
GET
RESPONSE
get strategy, successfully served indirect
get requests including requested
content
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
INDEX
INVALIDATION
get strategy, index invalidation including
actual provider
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
INIT STORAGE init storage strategy, init storage
requests with available storage capacity
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
INIT STORAGE
RESPONSE
init storage strategy, set of content to be
replaced
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
INIT STORAGE
ACK
init storage strategy, acknowledgement
of set of content that was replaced
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
LEAVE
NETWORK
leave network strategy, set of content to
be replaced
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
NEIGHBOUR
INDEX
neighbour index strategy, periodic index
of source
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
PUT put strategy, indirect put request
including content to be stored
forward, destination
unavailable
forward PUT message to next best
neighbour, send PUT ERROR message
to source if no neighbour can be
determined
PUT ERROR put strategy, error serving indirect put
request
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
PUT
RESPONSE
put strategy, successfully served indirect
put requests
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
REPLACE replacement strategy, content to be
replaced
send, destination
unavailble
forward, destination
unavailable
REPLACE
ERROR
replacement strategy, error serving
indirect get requests
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
REPLACE
RESPONSE
replacement strategy, successfully
served indirect get requests
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
REPLICATE replication strategy, push (transient)
replica to destination
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
REPLICATE
PING
content-class-based replication strategy,
check whether destination is provider of
(transient) replica
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
REPLICATE
PING
RESPONSE
content-class-based replication strategy,
indication whether source is provider of
(transient) replica
send, destination
unavailble
Drop message
forward REPLACE message to next
best neighbour, send REPLACE
ERROR message to source if no
neighbour can be determined
Table 5.18: Failure Handling of the Distributed Storage Service
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purpose of the evaluation study. Hence, workflow execution is fully automated and there
is no user interaction or application logic included in the control flow. Activity execution
covers access to activity-related content needs, which is enabled by the get strategy of
the distributed storage service, only. Moreover, activities are assigned a minimum and a
maximum processing time; the actual processing time within these boundaries depends
on the time required to retrieve activity-related content needs. As described in Section
5.3.4.7, the workflow engine is interlinked with the workflow-based replication strategy
to enable pre-replication of activity-related content needs.
The workflow engine supports a simplified workflow modelling approach. This ap-
proach enables definition of activity-related content needs as well as workflow structures
with XOR transitions. All outgoing transitions of an XOR transition are assigned transi-
tion probabilities that follow a normalised Gaussian distribution. The dynamic selection
of one of the alternative paths to be followed is realised by means of a finite range dis-
crete distribution. According to the discussion presented in Section 4.1.1, AND and OR
transitions are not supported.55
Each node in the simulation model that is capable of processing workflows (see Sec-
tion 5.2.5 for an exemplary scenario) is assigned an instance of the workflow engine
that orchestrates the workflow execution environment. Each of these workflow engines
consists of a workflow factory that enables generation of a pre-defined number of work-
flows (see Section 5.4.1) randomly chosen from the pool of workflows associated with
the evaluation scenario (see Figure 5.17 as an example). Similar to the modelling of
XOR transitions described above, these workflows are assigned execution probabilities
that follow a normalised Gaussian distribution; the selection of a workflow to execute
follows a finite range discrete distribution.
Hence, all nodes able to execute workflows make use of random subsets of the over-
all pool of workflows. Yet, the transition probabilities assigned to XOR transitions are
dynamically configured per node. Similarly, the actual content set needed per activity
is chosen randomly out of the content stored in the simulated network (note that the
number of content objects remains unchanged). Even further, to take into consideration
node churn and related system dynamics, content needs are verified and adjusted prior
to workflow execution to ensure that they can be served theoretically.
The actual retrieval of activity-related content needs during activity execution is man-
aged by a simulation task. This task limits retrieval time of activity-related content needs
according to the maximum activity execution time mentioned above. However, in order
to avoid blocking / cancelling workflow execution, the latter is continued even in case
not all of the activity-related content needs could be served during the defined time pe-
riod. Given the purpose of the evaluation study as well as the quality attributes defined
in Section 5.2.4, this approach is feasible. The evaluation is not performed on the num-
55 An enhanced workflow modelling approach was developed in the course of the EU-funded research
project SmartProducts and is presented in [MSB11].
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ber of completed activities or workflows, but on individual content objects / requests as
well as the distribution of corresponding results over simulation time (e.g., RTT and hit
rate of GET requests).
5.3.6 Implementation of Related Work
To broaden the evaluation of the proposed content placement strategies, three addi-
tional replication strategies were realised as part of the implemented simulation model.
According to the results of the study on state-of-the-art content placement strategies
presented in Section 3.2, MDCDN is used as representative for active replication strate-
gies that apply access pattern recognition for estimating upcoming demand. In addi-
tion, a basic caching-like strategy that assumes temporal locality and purely relies on
past observations is utilised as representative for reactive replication strategies. Finally,
a strategy without replication functionality is configured to provide a baseline for the
evaluation study.56
5.3.6.1 MDCDN
In order to facilitate simulation and evaluation of MDCDN, the latter was transformed
into a P2P overlay service. All adaptations are based on the pseudo code modelling of
MDCDN presented in [AMAM04]; an overview of the parameters used in the following
description is shown in Algorithm 5.4.
Adaptation of MDCDN
Notes on Effort Calculation. The P2P version of MDCDN applies partial replication.
For this reason, the amount of bytes transferred during replication equals the amount of
bytes transferred during indirect service for a certain content object. This leads to the
relation between the effort for serving predicted demand for content not stored on-board
(bic) and the effort for retrieving a replica of the latter (br c) shown in Algorithm 5.5.
Moreover, because of the simulation model assuming immutable content, there is no
effort for maintaining consistency, i.e., bmc = 0 for all content objects. However, this
would lead to nodes creating replicas for which they are not provider if d ic > 1. Sim-
ilarly, replicas would only be removed if there would be no predicted demand in the
upcoming δ periods, i.e., bic ≤ 0.
In order to optimise replication / removal boundaries and avoid high replication de-
grees, bmc has been realised as a configurable value (see Section 5.4.1.3). This results
56 Note that the novel replacement strategies are assessed in comparison with MFR – their base
strategy – only.
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Algorithm 5.4: Parameters used in the Active Replication Strategy MDCDN
1: i,j := node
2: c := content
3: δ := #forecast periods
4: d ic := predicted demand for c at i in the upcoming δ periods
5: d ic
j
:= predicted indirect demand of node j at node i in the upcoming δ periods
6: sr c := #bytes transferred during replication of c
7: sic := #bytes transferred during indirect service of c
8: bic := traffic generated for serving predicted demand if c not stored locally
9: br c := traffic generated for retrieving a replica of c
10: bmc := traffic generated for maintaining a replica of c
11: bmc
i
:= traffic generated for node i maintaining a replica of c
12: mtc := indicates whether c is modified during period t
13: loadi := overall predicted indirect demand at node i in the upcoming δ periods
14: Tl := threshold to control indirect demand replication
Algorithm 5.5: Effort Relations in Active Replication Strategy MDCDN
1: sr c = sic
2: bic = d ic × br c
3: bic > br c, if d ic > 1
in replicas being removed earlier as well as higher predicted demand being required for
the creation of new replicas (see [AMAM04]).
Incorporation of Limited Storage Capacity. In order to account for the limited stor-
age capacity of nodes in the simulation model, predicted demand d ic is sorted in de-
scending order to use the limited storage capacity for replicas with the highest predicted
demand. Even further, the replica removal procedure is processed prior to the replication
procedure to avoid unnecessary content replacement.
The replication of content from the “closest server” is fully covered by the underlying
P2P overlay network, i.e., the replication request (a GET message followed by storing
a replica on-board) is routed to the provider or sent if a pointer is maintained in the
local index.
Sequential Phase Processing. While the two phases (replication based on predicted
direct demand and replication based on predicted indirect demand) are processed iter-
atively per content in the original MDCDN algorithm, they are handled sequentially in
the P2P version. This is because content changes caused by the replication strategy are
not effective at the simulation step to which the strategy is executed. Consequently, the
prediction of indirect demand is identical in all iterations.
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Handling of Predicted Indirect Demand. Since the while loop approaching indirect
demand seems to be incomplete in [AMAM04] (e.g., load is never decremented), it has
been adapted according to the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 5.6. Moreover, it is as-
sumed that there is a typo in the pseudo code in that they mean i f (bic > bmc j) then
instead of i f (d ic
j
> bmc j) then. Otherwise, the calculation of bic would not be mean-
ingful. Moreover, due to the ordering of d ic
j
and the decision of not considering content
updates in the simulation model, the adaptation of the while loop does neither consider
the calculation of bic and bmc j nor the related if statement. Finally, the load of the node
is decremented by d ic
j
when content c is replicated to node j. As soon as the load is below
the threshold Tl , the procedure for handling indirect demand is aborted.
Algorithm 5.6: Adaptation of Active Replication Strategy MDCDN
1: if loadi < Tl then
2: return ⊲ no need for replication
3: end if
4: Sort d ic
j
in descending order ⊲ highest predicted indirect demand first
5: for all d ic
j
do
6: if content c has not been replicated then
7: replicate content c to node j ⊲ node with highest indirect request
8: loadi = loadi − d icj
9: if loadi < Tl then
10: return
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
Implementation of MDCDN
The implementation of MDCDN uses specific strategies of the following components
of the distributed storage service.
Index Strategy MDCDN. In order to enable separate prediction and handling of direct
and indirect demand, MDCDN incorporates the index strategy MDCDN. This index strat-
egy differentiates direct and indirect GET requests, which are both indexed periodically
as described in [AMAM04] with configurable period length (see Section 5.4.1.3).
Get Strategy MDCDN. To properly maintain this index, there is a dedicated get strat-
egy MDCDN, which extends the strategy Parallel Lookup in order to ensure comparability
with the proposed replication strategies in terms of query efficiency. This get strategy ex-
tends the two states “[requester] handle get request” and “[provider / intermediate]
get message received” (see Section 5.3.4.4) to maintain both direct and indirect request
rates, respectively.
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Put Strategy MDCDN. Similarly, the put strategy MDCDN includes minor adaptations
of the states “[requester] put response message received” and “[requester] put error
message received” (see Section 5.3.4.5) to enable proper index maintenance.
Replacement Strategy MDCDN. The replacement strategy MDCDN uses the predicted
direct demand as primary means for determining replacement candidates. Thus, content
is sorted in ascending order of predicted direct demand. If content objects show identical
demand prediction, then the overall request rate and the simulation step of the last
access are used as comparison criteria 2 and 3, respectively. This active replacement
strategy ensures that content with high expected direct demand is kept with the node as
long as possible.
Replication Strategy MDCDN. The core functionality of MDCDN is implemented
as part of its replication strategy. This strategy covers the algorithm presented in
[AMAM04] as well as the above-stated adaptations. Amongst others, this includes pre-
diction of direct and indirect demand using the statistical demand forecasting method
Double Exponential Smoothing with configurable smoothing factor and forecast period
values. This prediction makes use of the adapted index strategy (see above) and is used
as basis for optimising content placement.
5.3.6.2 Caching
The strategy Caching represents a basic reactive replication strategy that assumes tem-
poral locality and purely relies on past observations for making replication decisions. It
uses the index strategy of the distributed storage service to maintain GET request rates. If
this rate exceeds a configurable threshold for a certain content, then a replica of the latter
is created and stored on-board in order to enhance query efficiency of future requests.
From an implementation point of view, the strategy Caching makes use of a dedi-
cated get strategy, which adapts the state “[requester] get response message received”
(see Section 5.3.4.4), only. In this state, the GET request rate of the requested con-
tent is compared with the defined threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, a new local
replica is created (if the content is not stored on-board, according to the aforementioned
state). Again, the get strategy Caching inherits the strategy Parallel Lookup to ensure
comparability with the proposed replication strategies in terms of query efficiency.
5.3.6.3 No Replication
The strategy No Replication does not provide or use any means for content replication.
It fully relies on the basic strategies of the distributed storage service and is used as
baseline for the evaluation of the proposed replication strategies to analyse absolute
enhancements given the quality attributes presented in Section 5.2.4.
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5.4 Simulation Data and Evaluation Results
This section presents the setup of the simulation model given the evaluation scenario
defined in Section 5.2.5. This includes different configurations of the distributed storage
service (i.e., the assembly of the strategies described in Section 5.3.4), the parameter
setting of the proposed content placement strategies and related work, as well as the
configuration of the workflow engine. Moreover, the setup of the messages used by the
distributed storage service as well as the configuration of the overlay network implemen-
tation Pastry are presented. Finally, the simulation results are analysed in detail based on
the quality attributes defined in Section 5.2.4 in order to reveal the actual performance
of the proposed content placement strategies.
5.4.1 Setup and Configuration
5.4.1.1 Strategy Assembly
An overview of the configurations of the distributed storage service is presented in
Table 5.19. This table covers 10 different combinations of the proposed replication and
replacement strategies named DSF4SP_1 to DSF4SP_10 as well as the strategy assembly
of related work described in Section 5.3.6. In addition to the novel strategies, the table
presents the get, put, index, and storage strategies plugged in the distributed storage
service for each strategy assembly.
For example, DSF4SP_10 combines the replication strategies CPA and CC, and applies
the replacement strategy ECR. As described in Sections 5.3.4.4 and 5.3.4.5, the Content
Class strategies of the get strategy and the put strategy are needed to support the content-
class-based strategies CC and ECR. Moreover, ECR implies the storage strategy Remove
Flag to cover the entire replica life cycle (see Figure 4.11). Finally, the index strategy
Neighbour is required to support the cooperative nature of CPA, which takes into account
neighbour interest to improve accuracy of future demand prediction.
Note that out of the overall number of 24 possible combinations (note that (i) the
proposed replication strategies can be evaluated individually and (ii) MFR is used as
base replacement strategy), only a subset of 10 combinations are simulated. This is
for the following reasons. First, configurations without any of the proposed replication
strategies are covered by the strategy No Replication, because (i) there is – obviously
– no replication functionality and (ii) neither MFRTR nor ECR are meaningful if there
a no replicas distributed in the network. Second, there is an implicit interdependency
between CC and ECR because of their focus on content classes. This means, CC and ECR
are only configured jointly in order to clearly bind content-class-based strategies. Finally,
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Strategy
Assembly
Get
Strategy
Put
Strategy
Index
Strategy
Storage
Strategy
Replacement
Strategy
Replication
Strategy
DSF4SP_1 Content Class Content Class Periodic Remove Flag ECR CC
DSF4SP_2 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Periodic Transient Replica MFR MPP
DSF4SP_3 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Periodic Remove Flag MFRTR MPP
DSF4SP_4 Content Class Content Class Periodic Remove Flag ECR MPP, CC
DSF4SP_5 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Periodic Transient Replica MFR PA
DSF4SP_6 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Periodic Remove Flag MFRTR PA
DSF4SP_7 Content Class Content Class Periodic Remove Flag ECR PA, CC
DSF4SP_8 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Neighbour Transient Replica MFR CPA
DSF4SP_9 Parallel Lookup Transient Replica Neighbour Remove Flag MFRTR CPA
DSF4SP_10 Content Class Content Class Neighbour Remove Flag ECR CPA, CC
MDCDN MDCDN MDCDN MDCDN Basic MDCDN MDCDN
Caching Caching Basic Basic Basic MFR --
No Replication Basic Basic Basic Basic MFR --
Table 5.19: Simulation Configuration: Overview of Assembled Strategies
note that the configurations DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8 do not make use the
concept of lazy removal of transient replica defined in Section 4.1.2.3, because they rely
on the basic replacement strategy MFR.
5.4.1.2 Parameter Configuration of the Proposed Content Placement
Strategies
The 10 combinations of the distributed storage service are each simulated with up
to 4 different parameter configurations that are presented in Table 5.20. The parameter
setting of these configurations is the result of a multitude of simulation runs with varying
configurations. They represent the configurations most suitable for analysing the impact
of the proposed strategies on query efficiency and content availability.
In addition to the different parameter settings, the table lists the corresponding iden-
tifiers of the proposed strategies to ease association with the description of the latter
presented in Chapter 4. Moreover, since not all parameters are required / used by all
strategy assemblies, the column Strategy Assembly refers to the configurations of the
distributed storage service affected by each parameter configuration. Finally, note that
while DSF4SP_2 to DSF4SP_10 make use of all four parameter configurations, DSF4SP_1
is simulated with the configurations 3 and 4, only.
Configuration of the Parameters τ, α, and β . Looking at the actual parameter
configuration, one can take τ, the schedule look ahead length of the workflow-based
replication strategies, as the leading parameter. τ directly affects the two properties α,
the maximum number of activities taken into account after XOR transitions both during
workflow analysis and replication scheduling, and β , the overall number of activities to
schedule for all but the most probable path. Hence, the 4 parameter configurations can
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Parameter Description Parameter Strategy Assembly DSF4SP_*_1 DSF4SP_*_2 DSF4SP_*_3 DSF4SP_*_4
Prerequisite - periodic index t INDEX {1, …, 10} 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Prerequisite - period to send periodic index to k neighbours t INDEX-NEIGHBOUR {8, 9, 10} 500 500 500 500
Prerequisite - periodic path exeuction history period length tWORKFLOW {2, …, 10} 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000
Prerequisite - #neighbours to send index to k {8, 9, 10} 2 2 2 2
Workflow analysis - path length after XOR transition g {2, …, 10} 1 1 2 2
Workflow analysis - path assessment threshold け {5, 6, 7} 1.33 1.41 1.67 1.67
{8, 9, 10} 1.55 1.63 2.09 2.14
Workflow analysis - off-board storage factor そ {2, …, 10} 1 1 1 1
Workflow analysis - on-board storage factor j {2, …, 10} 3 3 3 3
Workflow analysis - neighbour interest factor l d
N {8, 9, 10} 2 2 2 2
Replication scheduling - schedule look ahead k {2, …, 10} 3 3 4 4
Replication scheduling - #activities to schedule for
non-most-propable paths
く {2, …, 10} 2 2 3 3
Content replication - max. parallel requests こ {2, …, 10} 7 7 9 9
Content replication - transient replica TTL interval 1 -- {1, …, 10} 120 160 180 240
Content replication - transient replica TTL interval 2 -- {1, …, 10} 180 240 270 360
Content replication - transient replica TTL interval 3 -- {1, …, 10} 240 320 360 480
Content class availability - #replicas leaf set µ {1, 4, 7, 10} 2 4 2 4
Content class query efficiency - #replicas leaf set ょ {1, 4, 7, 10} 1 2 1 2
Content class query efficiency - #replicas neighbour set f {1, 4, 7, 10} 1 2 1 2
#GET requests to trigger reactive replication d {1, 4, 7, 10} 6 3 6 3
Replacement (ECR) - default benefit e {1} -- -- 0.48 0.48
{4} 0.48 0.48 0.5 0.5
{7} 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.46
{10} 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.48
Table 5.20: Simulation Configuration: Configuration of the Proposed Content Placement
Strategies
be distinguished into the rather risk-averse configuration with τ = 3, α = 1, and β = 2
(properties 1 and 2) and the more optimistic configuration with τ= 4, α= 2, and β = 3
(properties 3 and 4).
Configuration of the Parameter ζ. The configuration of ζ, the maximum number of
parallel GET requests used in the content replication phase, is calculated as a function
of τ shown in Eq. 16. With an average number of content objects needed per activity
of 2.37 given the workflows of the evaluation scenario presented in Section 5.2.5, this
leads to the values 7 and 9 shown in Table 5.20.
ζ(τ) = ⌊τ× avg. #content needed per activity⌋ (16)
Configuration of the TTL Intervals of Transient Replicas. Also, the TTL intervals of
transient replicas are configured subject to the setup of τ. According to the re-scheduling
mechanism, the workflow-based replication strategies pre-replicate content for a maxi-
mum number of τ− 1 upcoming activities. Note that this value is decremented by 1 to
take into account the active activity and solely cover future demand. Moreover, as stated
in Section 5.2.5, the average activity processing time is configured to a value of 60 sim-
ulation steps; the maximum processing time is set to a value of 80 simulation steps (see
Section 5.4.1.4).
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As an example, image a simple workflow consisting of the three activities (A1, A2,
A3). Assuming a configuration of τ= 3, all activities are covered in the initial schedule.
Depending on the total number of content needed by the three activities, it might be
possible that all content needs are pre-replicated at the beginning of the processing of
activity A1 at simulation time t = s. Given the above-stated activity processing times,
activity A2 will start at simulation step t = s+60 on average and at t = s+80 the latest.
Activity A3 will start at t = s+ 120 on average and at t = s+ 160 the latest.
Consequently, given a value of τ = 3 and an average activity processing time of 60
simulation steps, transient replicas being pre-replicated for future demand should at
least be available for (τ− 1)× 60 = 120 simulation steps. The more optimistic config-
uration (in terms of replication degree) uses the maximum activity processing time as
basis and leads to a value of (τ− 1)× 80 = 160 simulation steps. The subsequent TTL
intervals are configured by simply adding another activity processing time of either 60
or 80 simulation steps depending on the setup of the first interval.
Configuration of the Parameter γ. The configuration of the path assessment thresh-
old γ used by PA and CPA approximates the arithmetic mean of the P98 percentile,
which was determined based on analyses of test runs with the different configurations
shown in Table 5.20. Note that the configurations in the groups (DSF4SP_5, DSF4SP_6,
DSF4SP_7) and (DSF4SP_8, DSF4SP_9, DSF4SP_10) use identical values of the param-
eter γ. This is because γ only relates to the workflow-based replication strategies PA
and CPA and should not take into account any state changes caused by the strategies
configured in (DSF4SP_6, DSF4SP_7) and (DSF4SP_9, DSF4SP_10), respectively.
Configuration of the Replication Strategy CC. Also, the parameters of the content-
class-based replication strategy, i.e., the number of replicas to be placed in the leaf set
(Ω, Ψ) or the neighbour set (Φ) as well as the threshold for triggering reactive replication
(Γ ), are grouped into a rather risk-averse and a more optimistic configuration (again in
terms of the replication degree). Thus, the risk-averse configuration places a number of
Ω = 2 and Ψ = 1 replicas in the leaf set of the provider for content of content class
CC_AVAILABILITY and CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY, respectively. The number of replicas to
be placed in the neighbour set is configured to a value of Φ = 1. In contrast, the optimistic
configuration (properties 2 and 4) doubles all of these values (Ω = 4, Ψ = Φ = 2).
Similarly, the risk-averse configuration has a higher boundary for triggering reactive
replication Γ = 6 that is twice as high as the boundary configured for the optimistic
configuration Γ = 3.
Configuration of the Replacement Strategy ECR. The approach used for the con-
figuration of the parameter γ is also applied to the calculation of the default benefit of
the replacement strategy ECR (see Section 4.3.2). Note that, even though the benefit
calculation used by ECR solely depends on the GET request rate that is equal for the
different configurations, the setup of the default benefit is tailored to the strategy as-
semblies DSF4SP_1, DSF4SP_4, DSF4SP_7, and DSF4SP_10 as well as for the related
parameter settings (1, 2) and (3, 4). This enables taking into account the impact of the
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Parameter Description MDCDN_1 MDCDN_2
Demand forecast - double exponential smoothing - smoothing factor 0.2 0.2
Demand forecast - double exponential smoothing - forecast periods 7 7
Indirect request rate - upper bound (avg. P98) 3.3 3.5
Periodic index 1,500 2,000
Reconfiguration period 3,000 4,000
Default maintenance effort (reduce number of replicas in network) 3 4
Table 5.21: Simulation Configuration: Configuration of MDCDN
different replication strategies combined with ECR as well as any side effects resulting
from the configuration of the workflow-based replication strategies of the two groups (1,
2) and (3, 4) as described afore.
Finally, the parameter ed of ECR is configured in pre-defined intervals to limit the
impact of the parameter on the overall cost calculation. Thus, ed is set to a value of
ed = 1 if content d was accessed during the last 100 simulation steps. If content d was
last accessed during the last 250 simulation steps but not during the last 100 simulation
steps, ed is set to a value of ed = 2. For d being accessed in the simulation step interval
(250, 500], ed is set to a value of ed = 3. For all other cases, ed is set to a value of
ed = 4.
5.4.1.3 Configuration of Related Work
MDCDN. The configuration of MDCDN, which is used as representative for active
replication strategies (see Section 5.3.6.1), is presented in Table 5.21. The two proper-
ties smoothing factor and forecast periods of the statistical demand forecasting method
Double Exponential Smoothing are both configured as described in [AMAM04]. Next,
the period length used to determine periodic indices as well as the reconfiguration period
are configured in a way to again enable evaluation of a rather risk-averse (MDCDN_2)
and a more optimistic configuration (MDCDN_1).
The default maintenance effort explained in Section 5.3.6.1 is defined according to
the setup of the reconfiguration period. Finally, the threshold used by the algorithm to
address future indirect demand (see load parameter in Algorithm 5.6) is set according to
the arithmetic mean of the P98 percentile, which was determined based on an analysis
of test runs with the varying configurations.
Caching. The reactive strategy Caching explained in Section 5.3.6.2 requires configu-
ration of the threshold Γ used for the creation of local replicas. The strategy is simulated
and evaluated in the three configurations CACHING_1, CACHING_2, and CACHING_3
that set this threshold to a value of Γ = 2, Γ = 4, and Γ = 0, respectively.
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5.4.1.4 Configuration of the Workflow Engine
The configuration of the workflow engine presented in Section 5.3.5 assigns each node
capable of executing workflows a pool of a pre-defined number of workflows. Given the
evaluation scenario described in Section 5.2.5, each nomadic device is assigned 3 out of
the 4 workflows depicted in Figure 5.17. The actual determination of these 3 workflows
follows a normalised Gaussian distribution with mean and variance configured as µ =
15 and σ2 = 5, respectively. The selection of workflows is made during simulation
execution using a finite range distribution in the interval (0, 1]. This distribution and
selection approach is moreover applied for (i) the selection of a workflow out of the
workflow pool in the course of a WORKFLOW event and (ii) the configuration of XOR
transitions (see Section 5.3.5).
Each activity is assigned a minimum activity processing time of 40 simulation steps and
a maximum processing time of 80 simulation steps. Based on a multitude of simulation
runs with varying configurations, this configuration has been shown to approximate
an average activity processing time of 60 simulation steps as defined in Section 5.2.5.
Finally, the verification and adjustment of activity-related content needs presented in
Section 5.3.5 makes use of the Zipf-like distribution used for modelling content access
popularity (see Table 5.13).
5.4.1.5 Message Property Configuration
The configuration of the messages used by the distributed storage service is presented
in Table 5.22. This includes the maximum number of overlay hops (i.e., Hops To Live
(HTL)) as well as the timeout (i.e., the maximum message delivery time). The HTL is
determined based on the expected message routing. For example, while a GET message
is routed from requester to provider with an assumed maximum number of 8 overlay
hops, a GET RESPONSE message is always sent from provider to requester based on a
single overlay hop. In contrast, the message timeout value is configured as a function of
the maximum number of hops as presented in Eq. 17.
The timeout value fm(hm) of a message m is calculate based on the maximum number
of overlay hops configured for this message hm multiplied with two times the average de-
livery time per overlay hop of a GETmessage th. This parameter th is set to a value of 12
simulation steps according to measurements of multiple simulation runs with different
configurations. Moreover, to take into consideration longer delivery times of messages
carrying a single or multiple content objects, the above product is multiplied with the
weighting factor cm. Since the GET message used to determine the average delivery
time per overlay hop does not include content, the weighting factor is set to a value of
cm = 1 for messages that do not carry content. For messages carrying a single or multiple
content objects the weighting factor is configured as cm = 1.5 and cm = 3, respectively.
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fm(hm) = ⌈hm × th × cm + tb⌉ (17)
hm : maximum number of overlay hops of message m
th : 2 × average delivery time per overlay hop (GET message)
cm : weighting factor subject to content carried by message m
tb : delivery buffer
The product hm× th×cm is added a delivery time buffer of 15 simulation steps to cover
variance in message delivery time and to avoid too many messages from being dropped.
This sum is rounded up to eventually come up with the timeout value fm(hm).
5.4.1.6 Configuration of the Overlay Network Implementation Pastry
The implementation of the P2P content location and routing substrate Pastry makes
use of the following configuration of the parameters defined in [RD01a]. Given an initial
number of 2,720 nodes in the evaluation scenario presented in Section 5.2.5 and a mea-
sured average number of nodes approximating a value of 2,540 (see Section 5.4.2.1),
the parameter N (i.e., nodes in the network) of Pastry is set to a value of 3,000. The
parameter b is configured with its typical value of 4. This leads to Pastry Ids being rep-
resented with base 2b = 16 as hexadecimal numbers. Moreover, the routing table per
node is realised as a matrix with ⌈log2b(N)⌉ = 3 rows and 2b − 1 = 15 columns hence
consisting of a maximum number of 45 nodes. The number of nodes in the leaf and
neighbour set is configured to a value of 2b = 16. This results in a theoretical number
of log2b(N) overlay hops required for routing messages from source to destination.
57
In order to prove the validity of the Pastry implementation, the above-stated setup
was analysed in detail based on multiple simulation runs with varying configurations
and was compared with the implementation of the overlay network Chord [SMK+01]
shipped with the simulation framework PlanetSim (remember that Chord could not be
used due to the lack of neighbour node support).58 This comparison illustrated – as
expected – that the overlay network implementation Pastry slightly outperforms Chord
in terms of the average number of overlay hops required for routing messages from
source to destination (remember that Chord requires a theoretical number of log(N)
overlay hops). Moreover, to compare not only the efficiency but also the quality of the
57 Note that the intervals for pinging the successor of a node, each entry of the routing table, and
each entry of the neighbour set are configured with constant values of 120, 240, and 240 simulation
steps, respectively.
58 An octal-based configuration with b = 3 was analysed as well but led to worse results.
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Message Type Hops Timeout
FAIL 1 51
GET 8 111
GET ERROR 1 27
GET RESPONSE 1 33
INDEX INVALIDATION 1 27
INIT STORAGE 1 27
INIT STORAGE RESPONSE 1 51
INIT STORAGE ACK 1 27
LEAVE NETWORK 1 51
NEIGHBOUR INDEX 1 27
PUT 8 159
PUT ERROR 1 27
PUT RESPONSE 1 27
REPLACE 2 51
REPLACE ERROR 1 27
REPLACE RESPONSE 1 27
REPLICATE 8 159
REPLICATE PING 1 27
REPLICATE PING RESPONSE 1 27
Table 5.22: Simulation Configuration: Configuration of Message Hop and Timeout Prop-
erties of Messages used by the Distributed Storage Service
overlay network implementation, Pastry and Chord were compared in terms of hit rate.
Again, both implementations showed very close results.
5.4.2 Analysis of Simulation Data
This section analyses the simulation data given the quality attributes described in Sec-
tion 5.2.4 and presents the actual evaluation results. Note that the subsequent sec-
tions explain the main results of the simulation-based evaluation study and depict a
subset of the corresponding charts, only. The complete simulation data is presented in
Annex A.4.59
The section is structured as follows. Section 5.4.2.1 presents the results that are in-
dependent of any content placement strategy and apply to all simulated configurations.
The subsequent sections capture the impact of the novel content placement strategies,
which are clustered into four groups.
59 In the analysis, all relative deviations are calculated using the equation ∆% = a−b
b
, with a and b
representing the value to compare and the basis to which to compare, respectively.
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• Section 5.4.2.2 encompasses the workflow-based replication strategies MPP, PA,
and CPA in their configurations DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8, respectively.
These configurations do not include any of the proposed replacement strategies or
the content-class-based replication strategy, and enable an exclusive analysis of the
workflow-based replication strategies.
• In Section 5.4.2.3, the three workflow-based replication strategies are each com-
bined with the proposed replacement strategy MFRTR to capture the effect of the
lazy removal properties of transient replicas. This includes the three configuration
DSF4SP_3, DSF4SP_6, and DSF4SP_9.
• Section 5.4.2.4 extends the analysis by taking into account the content-class-based
content placement strategies CC and ECR. This group consists of the configuration
DSF4SP_1 to exclusively evaluate the effect of the two content-class-based content
placement strategies as well as the three configurations DSF4SP_4, DSF4SP_7,
and DSF4SP_10 that capture the complete spectrum of the proposed strategies
taking into account workflows, content classes, and transient replicas with lazy
removal properties.
• Section 5.4.2.5 presents an analysis of the related work MDCDN, Caching, and
No Replication as well as a comparison of the latter with the proposed content
placement strategies.
Each of the above-stated sections consist of a conceptual analysis of the expected re-
sults and a comparison between the latter and the actual simulation data. This addresses
the potential issue of synthetic data used within the simulation framework and allows
for a more detailed evaluation study.
5.4.2.1 Configuration-independent Evaluation Results
The modelling of the evaluation scenario presented in Section 5.2.5 resulted in an
overall number of 31,823 overlay network events being made up of 17,090 JOIN events,
13,244 LEAVE events, and 1,489 FAIL events. Given the initial setup of the simulated
network with 2,720 nodes, this led to the distribution of nodes in the network (QA1)
presented in Figure 5.32(a). While there is a moderate node churn rate in the simu-
lation time interval [0; 18, 000], the increasing variation of nodes in the network after
simulation step 18,000 results from the configuration of LEAVE and FAIL events of no-
madic devices (900 nodes on average). Both events follow a Weibull distribution (see
Section 5.2.3.1) with shape and scale being set to values of 15 and 28,800, respectively
(see Table 5.15). Since nomadic devices are equipped with relatively large storage ca-
pacity, this drop may have an impact on both content availability and query efficiency.
In addition, each simulation configuration processed a total number of 215,664 overlay
service events, which are comprised of 102,728 PUT events, 107,002 GET events, and
5,934 WORKFLOW execution events.
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Figure 5.32: Configuration-independent Evaluation Results: (a) nodes in network, (b)
content popularity
Figure 5.32(b) presents the actual content access popularity (QA3) averaged over all
simulation runs. This curve clearly represents the Zipf distribution specified as part of
the modelled evaluation scenario (see Table 5.16) and leads to a median number of 2
requests per content object.
5.4.2.2 Workflow-based Replication Strategies
This section presents an analysis of the workflow-based replication strategies MPP,
PA, and CPA in their configurations DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8, respec-
tively. These configurations do not include any of the proposed replacement strategies or
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the content-class-based replication strategy, and enable an exclusive assessment of the
workflow-based replication strategies.
Expected Results
Properties of Replicas and Transient Replicas. As explained in Section 4.1, both
PA and CPA extend MPP by pre-replicating activity-related content needs for alternative
paths other than the path with the highest execution probability if the assessment value
of these paths exceeds a configurable threshold. Yet, in either case, PA and CPA capture
the most probable path covered by MPP. For this reason, it is expected that both PA
and CPA increase the transient replica ratio (QA5) as well as the average number of
transient replicas in the network (QA2.3) compared to MPP. PA and CPA can be assumed
to produce similar values for QA5 and QA2.3, because of the adapted configuration of
the path assessment parameter γ (see Section 5.4.1.2).
CPA should result in an increased transient replica utilisation (QA6) compared to PA
driven by its incorporation of cooperative knowledge. This should also be reflected in
the replica ratio (QA4) and the corresponding average number of replicas in the network
(QA2.2), i.e., the higher the utilisation of transient replicas the higher the number of
transient replicas being transformed into “persistent” replicas.
MPP is expected to create the lowest pre-replication failure compared to PA and CPA
due its rather pessimistic approach. Moreover, one can assume MPP to result in a lower
replica ratio compared to PA and CPA, i.e., the lower the number of transient replicas
the lower the probability of generating “persistent” replicas out of transient replicas.
However, due to the increased pre-replication wastage of PA and CPA as well as poten-
tial replacement operations resulting from the latter, a proportional relation between
transient replicas and replicas cannot be assumed in general.
Analysis of Transient Replica Ratios. The impact of PA and CPA on the transient
replica ratio can be analysed similar to the approximation of the pre-replication failure
presented in Section 4.1.2.4. Thus, the analysis assumes XOR branches to be distributed
uniformly and assesses the effect of different configurations of the parameters τ, α, and
β . Also, to facilitate the approximation of average values, the execution of workflows
is supposed to follow a uniform distribution. The simulation data used for calculat-
ing the path assessment threshold γ (see Section 5.4.1.2) revealed that an average
portion of 33% of paths other than the most probable path are handled by the multi-
path pre-replication concept of PA and CPA. This factor is taken into consideration for
approximating the expected increase of the transient replica ratio.
An exemplary calculation is depicted in Figure 5.33 for the workflow WF1. The con-
figuration (τ,α,β) = (3, 1,2) results in an equal transient replica ratio for all three
proposed workflow-based replication strategies. This is because of the parameter τ lim-
iting the initial schedule to include activities of the common sub path and the most
probable path, only (e.g., SS(S, 1, 2A)). Also, there is no extension of the initial sched-
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Workflow WF1 Comment
* tau limits activity to be pre-replicated after XOR to most probable path
Configuration tau 3 * there is no re-scheduling because schedule is cleared after XOR
alpha 1
beta 2
Avg. #content per path 11.25
Assumption
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 0.00
probability 33%
actual 0.00
Delta transient replica ratio 0.00%
Workflow WF1 Comment
* tau limits additional activity to be pre-replicated to a single activity
Configuration tau 4
alpha 2 XOR Prob MPP Add. Paths Add. #Content Avg. Add. #Content
beta 3 1 1 2A 2B 4
Avg. #content per path 11.25 2C 4
Assumption 2D 1 3.00
1 2B 2A 2
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 2.75 2C 4
probability 33% 2D 1 2.33
actual 0.91 1 2C 2A 2
2B 4
Delta transient replica ratio 8.07% 2D 1 2.33
1 2D 2A 2
2B 4
2C 4 3.33
2.75
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
Figure 5.33: Approximation of the Transient Replica Ratio Increase of PA / CPA over MPP
for Workflow WF1
ule, since it is cleared and built from scratch after processing the XOR transition. This
changes in case of the parameters being set to the values (τ,α,β) = (4,2, 3). This
way, the initial schedule consists of (i) activities belonging to the common sub path, (ii)
one activity of the most probable path, as well as (iii) one activity of another but the
most probable path (if any). The approximation calculates the average number of con-
tent pre-replicated for this potential additional activity taking into account all possible
combinations of (ii) and (iii). The resulting additional number of pre-replicated content
(2.75 content objects) is multiplied with the above-stated probability of pre-replicating
content needs of activities of paths other than the most probable path (33%). This value
is put in relation to the average number of content needed per path of the workflow,
which approximates the number of content objects pre-replicated by MPP (11.25 con-
tent objects). Eventually, this yields the approximated increase of the transient replica
ratio of PA and CPA compared to MPP (8.07%).
An analysis of the workflows used in the evaluation scenario (see Figure 5.17), re-
vealed an approximated increase of the transient replica ratio from MPP to PA and
CPA of approximately 6.2%. Note that this approach can also be used for estimating
the increase of the average number of transient replicas in the network. The complete
calculation covering the workflows WF2, WF3, and WF4 is presented in Annex A.4.3.
Query Efficiency and Content Availability. In terms of query efficiency of workflow-
related content requests (QA8), one can expect PA and CPA to improve MPP. This is
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ID Quality Attribute Assumption
A1 QA2.2 The number of replicas in the network increases with the number and the utilisation of transient replicas.
A2 QA2.3 PA and CPA lead to a higher number of transient replicas in the network than MPP.
A3 QA2.3 PA and CPA lead to a similar number of transient replicas in the network.
A4 QA5 PA and CPA lead to a higher transient replica ratio than MPP (approx. 6.2%).
A5 QA5 PA and CPA lead to a similar transient replica ratio.
A6 QA6 CPA leads to an enhanced transient replica utilisation compared to PA.
A7 QA6 MPP leads to a lower pre-replication failure than PA and CPA.
A8 QA7 PA and CPA lead to an improved overall query efficiency compared to MPP (limited effect).
A9 QA7 PA and CPA lead to a similar overall query efficiency.
A10 QA8 PA and CPA lead to an improved workflow-related query efficiency compared to MPP.
A11 QA8 PA and CPA lead to a similar workflow-related query efficiency.
A12 QA13 PA and CPA lead to an enhanced content availability than MPP (limited effect).
Table 5.23: Simulation Analysis: Expected Results
reasoned by the more optimistic approach of PA and CPA as well as the resulting in-
creased probability of pre-replicating content needs of the actually processed activities.
Also, this points out again the trade-off between pre-replication wastage and enhance-
ment of query efficiency. The impact of PA and CPA on QA8 should not differ significantly
because of the adapted path assessment threshold configuration.
Regarding the overall effect on query efficiency (QA7), it has to be taken into consider-
ation that the three proposed replication strategies MPP, PA, and CPA target optimisation
of query efficiency of workflow-related content needs, only, and that the configurations
DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8 do not include any additional replication func-
tionality. Hence, it can be assumed that the impact of the three strategies on QA8 also
applies to QA7. However, given that only 45% of the total number of GET requests result
from workflow-related content needs, the effect should decrease noticeably.
Similar to QA7, there is also only an indirect impact of the three replication strate-
gies on content availability (QA13). The strategies may enhance availability of activity-
related content needs. For this reason – if at all – one may experience a slight increase of
the overall content availability with PA and CPA having a higher effect due to their more
optimistic nature.60 The expected results are summarised in Table 5.23.
Expected Effect of the Configuration Options
As stated in Section 5.4.1.2, each assembly of the proposed content placement strate-
gies (DSF4SP_1..10) is simulated with four different parameter configurations. The two
configurations 3 and 4 both include an increased setup of the schedule look ahead length
τ compared to the configurations 1 and 2. This setting directly affects the configuration
60 Note that the configurations DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8 do not contain any content-class-
related functionality. Hence the quality attributes QA9 and QA14 are not applicable.
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of the parameters α, β , and ζ, and leads to more optimistic pre-replication. Moreover,
the TTL intervals of transient replicas are set based on the average activity processing
time for the configurations 1 and 3, and the maximum activity processing time for the
configurations 2 and 4. Hence, transient replicas being created with configurations 1
and 3 have a higher probability of being removed compared to transient replicas being
created with configurations 2 and 4.
Quality Attributes Directly Affected by the Configuration Options. As a result, for
each strategy assembly except DSF4SP_161, it can be assumed that the transient replica
ratio (QA5) is increased by the configurations 3 and 4 compared to the configurations
1 and 2. The average number of transient replicas in the network (QA2.3) is directly
affected by the length of the TTL intervals. For this reason, it is expected that the config-
urations 2 and 4 lead to an increased average number of transient replicas compared to
the configurations 1 and 3, respectively. Following the same argumentation, on the one
hand, the configurations 1 and 2 are expected to result in lower pre-replication wastage
(QA6) compared to the configurations 3 and 4 (lower value of τ). On the other hand,
the configurations 1 and 3 can be assumed to lead to higher pre-replication wastage
than the configurations 2 and 4, respectively (shorter TTL intervals). This also applies to
query efficiency of workflow-related content needs (QA8) and – indirectly – to the overall
query efficiency (QA7). While the configurations 3 and 4 are expected to enhance query
efficiency compared to the configurations 1 and 2, the shorter TTL intervals of the con-
figurations 1 and 3 are likely to worsen query efficiency compared to the configurations
2 and 4, respectively.
The pre-replication wastage of MPP ca be approximated following the procedure ex-
plained in Section 4.1.2.4. Table 5.24 summarises the expected pre-replication failure in
the average and worst case for different configurations of τ and α. Details about the cal-
culation are presented in Annex A.4.2. Based on the assumption of all workflows being
executed with equal probability, the configurations 1 and 2 have expected pre-replication
failures of 16.38% and 40.72% in the average and worst case, respectively. Similarly, the
configurations 3 and 4 have expected values of 25.89% and 65.74%.
Quality Attributes Indirectly Affected by the Configuration Options. As stated
afore, the replica ratio (QA4) cannot be directly derived from the transient replica ratio.
Also, since content availability (QA13) is not addressed explicitly by the workflow-based
replication strategies, the different parameters settings of the configurations 1 to 4 are
expected to have a minor effect, only. One can assume the higher transient replica ratios
of the more optimistic approaches 3 and 4 to enhance content availability compared to
the configurations 1 and 2, and the shorter TTL intervals of the configurations 1 and 3
to worsen content availability compared to the configurations 2 and 4, respectively. The
expected effect of the configuration options is summarised in Table 5.25.
61 DSF4SP_1 does not apply any workflow-based replication strategy and is not affected by the above-
summarised parameter setting.
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tau alpha average worst case
Workflow 1 3 1 18.33% 35.56%
4 2 28.33% 71.11%
Workflow 2 3 1 24.69% 55.56%
4 2 37.04% 77.78%
Workflow 3 3 1 4.04% 18.18%
4 2 14.65% 54.55%
Workflow 4 3 1 18.44% 53.57%
4 2 23.56% 59.52%
All Workflows (avg.) 3 1 16.38% 40.72%
All Workflows (avg.) 4 2 25.89% 65.74%
Workflow
Configuration Pre-Replication Failure
Table 5.24: Simulation Analysis: Approximation of Pre-Replication Failure
ID Quality Attribute Assumption
A13 QA2.3 CFG 2 and 4 lead to a higher number of transient replicas in the network than CFG 1 and 3, respectively.
A14 QA5 CFG 3 and 4 lead to a higher transient replica ratio than CFG 1 and 2.
A15 QA6 CFG 1 and 2 lead to a lower pre-replication failure than CFG 3 and 4.
A16 QA6 CFG 1 and 3 lead to a higher pre-replication failure than CFG 2 and 4, respectively.
A17 QA7/8 CFG 3 and 4 lead to an improved query efficiency than CFG 1 and 2.
A18 QA7/8 CFG 1 and 3 lead to a lower query efficiency than CFG 2 and 4, respectively.
Table 5.25: Simulation Analysis: Expected Effect of the Configuration Options
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QA2.2 QA2.3 QA4 QA5 QA6 (0) QA7 QA8 QA10 QA11 QA13 QA15
DSF4SP_2_1 84.98 297.07 0.27% 0.96% 13.89% 28.50 20.95 31.48 24.35 71.43% 72.67%
DSF4SP_2_2 128.91 387.52 0.41% 1.25% 12.32% 28.21 20.28 31.48 23.70 71.05% 70.90%
DSF4SP_2_3 146.15 561.89 0.47% 1.80% 19.53% 26.21 14.60 29.39 17.41 70.14% 68.86%
DSF4SP_2_4 177.74 732.73 0.57% 2.37% 17.57% 25.82 14.02 29.06 16.71 69.99% 67.79%
DSF4SP_5_1 83.45 298.11 0.27% 0.96% 15.60% 28.80 21.05 31.87 24.46 70.63% 72.00%
DSF4SP_5_2 132.46 393.27 0.43% 1.26% 13.67% 27.91 19.69 31.03 22.79 71.27% 71.09%
DSF4SP_5_3 133.79 582.72 0.43% 1.88% 21.50% 25.99 13.89 28.95 16.40 70.59% 69.44%
DSF4SP_5_4 185.59 755.92 0.60% 2.44% 20.46% 25.75 13.42 28.97 16.05 70.81% 68.54%
DSF4SP_8_1 108.01 291.63 0.35% 0.94% 15.49% 28.39 20.83 31.31 23.96 69.65% 70.94%
DSF4SP_8_2 122.36 392.56 0.39% 1.26% 13.18% 28.28 20.22 31.66 23.78 71.38% 71.26%
DSF4SP_8_3 153.68 579.75 0.49% 1.85% 21.56% 25.95 13.85 29.16 16.57 70.75% 69.13%
DSF4SP_8_4 181.13 752.33 0.58% 2.42% 20.29% 25.71 13.47 29.07 16.09 70.19% 67.94%
Table 5.26: Evaluation Results of the Workflow-based Replication Strategies
Simulation Results
The simulation results are depicted in Table 5.26. The expectations of the effect of
the configuration options presented in Table 5.25 are reflected by these results in all
cases. Also, as discussed before, there is no evident relation between the configuration
options and the replica ratio. While an increasing transient replica ratio typically results
in a growth of the replica ratio, the configurations 2 and 3 of the strategy assembly
DSF4SP_5 can be used as an example that this relation not always applies. In these
cases, the increase of the transient replica ratio has almost no effect on the replica ratio.
Similarly, there is no clear relation between the configuration options and their impact
on content availability across the three strategy assemblies. The variance in content
availability is below 2.5%.
On this basis, a single configuration can be used as for comparing the proposed
workflow-based replication strategies. The following analysis uses the configuration 3
as representative and moreover provides the average results of all four configurations
for each strategy to enable a more detailed analysis. The data presented in Table 5.26 is
illustrated by the Figures 5.34 and 5.35 that capture the quality attributes addressed by
the three configurations DSF4SP_2_3, DSF4SP_5_3, and DSF4SP_8_3.
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Assumptions A4 and A5. As expected, both PA and CPA increase the transient replica
ratio (QA5) compared to MPP by 4.6% and 3%, respectively. The average results of
all four configurations lead to a reduced increase of 2.7% (PA) and 1.5% (CPA). These
values are reasonable given the approximated increase of 6.2% described afore.62 More-
over, given the adapted setting of the path assessment threshold γ for PA and CPA, their
transient replica ratios only differ by 1.5% for configuration 3 and 1.2% on average.
Hence, the assumptions A4 and A5 are reflected by the simulation results.
Assumptions A2 and A3. This effect furthermore applies to the average number of
transient replicas in the network (QA2.3). Compared to MPP, PA and CPA increase this
property by 3.7% and 3.2%, respectively. Averaged over all configurations, values of
2.6% for PA and 1.9% for CPA were measured. Consequently, the assumptions A2 and
A3 are backed up by the simulation results. The minor difference between the results
is reflected in Figure 5.35(a) depicting the evolution of the number of transient replicas
over time. The strong variation within intervals of approximately 4,000 simulation steps
is caused by the configuration of the WORKFLOW execution event, which follows a nor-
mal distribution with a mean value of 3,600 simulation steps. The drop after simulation
step 26,000 reflects the drop in the number of nodes explained in Section 5.4.2.1.
Assumption A7. PA and CPA both more optimistically trade pre-replication wastage
for enhancement of query efficiency compared to MPP. This leads to the expected in-
crease in absolute and relative pre-replication failure (QA6), which approximate values
of 15% and 10%, respectively, both for configuration 3 and the average of all configu-
rations. Thus, the assumption A7 is confirmed by the simulation results. Interestingly,
the absolute difference of the relative pre-replication failure of MPP and PA / CPA is
measured with a value around 2%, only, for both cases (see Figure 5.34(c–e)).
Assumptions A1 and A6. The utilisation of transient replicas is further reflected in
the replica ratio (QA4) and the average number of replicas in the network (QA2.2).
Remember that for the given strategy assemblies, transient replicas being transformed
into “persistent” replicas represent the only means for creating the latter. CPA increases
QA4 and QA2.2 of PA by 13.7% and 14.9%, respectively, for configuration 3. The average
increase approximates 5% for both properties. Also, CPA results in a growth of the two
properties QA4 and QA2.2 compared to MPP for both configuration 3 and the averaged
configurations (around 5% for all four cases).
While the above-stated relation between CPA and PA meets the expected effect of
incorporating cooperative knowledge, the relation does not apply to all configurations
and shows significant variations. For example, with respect to QA2.2, there is a measured
62 The unexpected decrease in both the transient replica ratio and the average number of transient repli-
cas in the network from DSF4SP_2_1 to DSF4SP_8_1 might result from some minor variations caused
by the setup of the workflow engine (remember that the control flow proceeds after 80 simulation
steps even if not all activity-related content needs were served). Yet, since the absolute difference for
QA5 is only at a value of 0.02% and the average values support the expected behaviour, this effect is
not analysed any further.
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Figure 5.34: Evaluation Results of the Workflow-based Replication Strategies (1/2): (a)
transient replica in network, (b) replica in network, (c) transient replica utili-
sation DSF4SP_2_3, (d) transient replica utilisation DSF4SP_5_3, (e) transient
replica utilisation DSF4SP_8_3
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Figure 5.35: Evaluation Results of the Workflow-based Replication Strategies 2/2: (a)
query efficiency (workflow), (b) query efficiency (overall), (c) content avail-
ability (overall)
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increase of almost 30% for configuration 1; configuration 2 results in a decrease of more
than 7%. Although with less variation, this effect can also be seen for configurations 3
and 4. Similarly, PA worsens MPP for configurations 1 and 3, while it improves the latter
for configurations 2 and 4. While the correlated assumptions A1 and A6 seem to be
confirmed by the average simulation results, a detailed analysis revealed a dependency
between the strategies and the TTL interval configuration. Thus, the shorter TTL interval
setting of configurations 1 and 3 better fits the strategies MPP and CPA, whereas the
longer intervals suite the PA approach.
The evolution of the number of replicas in the network over time is illustrated in Figure
5.34(b). It shows a continuous growth of the number of replicas for all configurations.
The drop after simulation step 24,000 again reflects the node distribution explained in
Section 5.4.2.1. While the number of transient replicas in the network is subject to
significant variations and reaches values above 1,100 objects, the number of replicas
increases moderate and remains below 251 objects. This reflects the expected benefit of
the concept of transient replicas, which in particular applies to scenario with resource-
limited nodes.
Assumption A10. The growth of the properties QA5 as well as QA2.3 effected by PA
and CPA is further reflected in the query efficiency of workflow-related content requests
(QA8). Compared to MPP, PA and CPA both improve QA8 by almost 5% for configuration
3 and more than 2.1% in the average case. Even further, the impact of PA and CPA on
QA8 is slightly stronger than the increase of QA5 and QA2.3 both for configuration 3
and the averaged configuration case. This is a very promising result, which confirms the
assumption A10 and demonstrates the benefit of trading higher transient replica ratios
and – as a result – higher pre-replication failure for enhancement of query efficiency of
workflow-related requests.
Assumption A11. While PA and CPA lead to very close results, they again show the
dependency on the TTL interval configuration. Thus, PA improves CPA in terms of QA8
for configurations 2 and 4; CPA benefits from configurations 1 and 3.
With respect to the relative query efficiency of workflow-related content requests
(QA11), PA achieves the best results. Thus, for configuration 3, PA outperforms MPP
and CPA by 5.8% and 1.1%, respectively. This effect also applies to the average config-
urations. Hence, given the setup of QA11 presented in Section 5.2.4.3, PA best balances
transient replica ratios and the impact on query efficiency (local view).
Overall, as illustrated in Figure 5.35(a), all three workflow-based replication strategies
are able of significantly reduce QA8 in the course of the simulation by almost 40%. This is
a very promising result, in particular with regard to long-running smart product systems.
Again, the partly increase after simulation step 22,000 results from the node distribution
(see Section 5.4.2.1).
Assumptions A8 and A9. As expected, the effect also (indirectly) applies to the overall
query efficiency (QA7), for which MPP is improved by PA and CPA by 0.3% and 0.4%,
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respectively (averaged configurations). This reduced impact results from the distribution
of content requests presented in Section 5.4.2.1. The slight increase between PA and CPA
is caused by the incorporation of content interest of neighbours, i.e., CPA also increases
query efficiency of surrounding smart products (cooperative view).
Again, with respect to the relative overall query efficiency (QA10), PA is able to
marginally outperform MPP and CPA. While this is driven by the enhancement of QA7
with respect to MPP, PA improves CPA because of its lower replica ratios and the reduced
number of replicas in the network.
The evolution of QA10 over time is illustrated in Figure 5.35(b). While the overall
query efficiency is significantly higher than the query efficiency of workflow-related con-
tent requests, it follows the same decreasing trend (cp. Figure 5.35(a)). Moreover, the
strong variation is in line with the variation seen in Figure 5.34(a). This is indeed rea-
sonable, because the overall query efficiency is only addressed by the optimisation of
query efficiency of workflow-related content requests.
Assumption A12. The impact of the three workflow-based replication strategies on
both content availability (QA13) and relative content availability (QA15) is negligible
(below 1% for the averaged configurations). These close results are also reflected in Fig-
ure 5.35(c). Yet, it is important to note that content availability improves over simulation
time by approximately 4.5% even though it is not directly addressed by any of the three
strategies. Again, the zig-zag pattern and the drop after simulation step 24,000 reflect
the variation of the number of transient replicas and the node distribution, respectively.
Conclusion
In conclusion, both PA and CPA enhance MPP by their more optimistic trading of tran-
sient replica ratios as well as pre-replication failure for enhancement of query efficiency
of workflow-related content requests. Furthermore, even though PA slightly outper-
forms CPA in terms of total and relative query efficiency of workflow-related requests,
the actual difference is (i) marginal because of the adapted configuration of the thresh-
old parameter γ as well as (ii) subject to the applied configuration. While this solely
captures the local view on a node, CPA better addresses the needs of nodes in the envi-
ronment by taking into consideration cooperative knowledge. This is not only reflected
by the slight increase of overall query efficiency but – in particular – by the considerable
growth of transient replica utilisation. For the averaged configurations, CPA creates a
lower number of transient replicas and has a lower relative pre-replication failure, but
leads to an increase of the replica ratio. Given that the utilisation of transient replicas
represents the only means for creating “persistent” replicas, this is an important result.
Even further, taking into account the modelling of content popularity described in Sec-
tion 5.2.3, this effect is expected to increase in scenarios with access patterns stronger
following geographic locality properties.
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The communication overhead of CPA resulting from the exchange of content interest is
in fact negligible. For example, given the parameter setting of Pastry presented in Section
5.4.1.6 and an average number of 2,540 nodes in the network, the number of NEIGH-
BOUR INDEXmessages exchanged by CPA represent an average portion of less than 1.5%
of Pastry’s PING messages used for maintaining the structured overlay network. As a re-
sult, given the broader optimisation of CPA, CPA should be preferred over PA as long as
its communication overhead does not represent an issue in the target scenario.
Overall Result
PA most efficiently balances enhancement in query efficiency with (transient)
replica ratios from the perspective of nodes targeting workflow execution (local
view). Yet, by its cooperative approach, CPA enhances content access for all nodes
(cooperative view), while performing only slightly worse than PA for nodes exe-
cuting workflows. For this reason, if the communication overhead of CPA did not
represent a limiting factor, CPA should be preferred over PA. Else, PA should be
applied and complemented by a content placement strategy that targets overall
enhancement of query efficiency and content availability. Finally, also the simple
strategy MPP is capable of significantly improving workflow-related content access.
Hence, driven by its risk-averse pre-replication, MPP is the strategy of choice for
very resource-limited nodes targeting workflow execution.
5.4.2.3 Impact of Lazy Removal Properties of Transient Replicas
This section captures the effect of the proposed replacement strategy MFRTR that
makes use of the lazy removal properties of transient replicas. To enable clear compar-
ison with MPP, PA, CPA assessed in Section 5.4.2.2, the following analysis encompasses
the three strategy assemblies DSF4SP_3, DSF4SP_6, and DSF4SP_9. Again, configura-
tion 3 is used as representative and is complemented by information on the results per
strategy averaged over all configuration options.
Expected Results
In general, MFRTR is expected to enable a much more effective use of the available
storage capacity. Moreover, while MFRTR most likely causes an increase of the number
of replacement operations, there should not be a significant growth of the number of ex-
changed replacement messages (remember that transient replicas flagged to be removed
are deleted in case of replacement operations instead of being replaced).
Properties of Replicas and Transient Replicas. The lazy removal properties of tran-
sient replicas are expected to increase both the transient replica ratio (QA5) as well as
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ID Quality Attribute Assumption
A19 QA2.2 MFRTR leads to a higher number of replicas in the network.
A20 QA2.3 MFRTR leads to a higher number of transient replicas in the network.
A21 QA4 MFRTR leads to a higher replica ratio.
A22 QA5 MFRTR leads to a higher transient replica ratio.
A23 QA6 MFRTR leads to an enhanced transient replica utilisation.
A24 QA6 MFRTR leads to a reduced pre-replication failure.
A25 QA7 MFRTR leads to an improved overall query efficiency.
A26 QA8 MFRTR leads to an improved workflow-related query efficiency (strongest for MPP).
A27 QA13 MFRTR leads to an enhanced content availability.
Table 5.27: Simulation Analysis: Expected Results
the average number of transient replicas in the network (QA2.3). In contrast, the abso-
lute number of created transient replicas is supposed to decrease. This is a side effect
of the growth of QA5 and QA2.3, which might obviate the need for creating new tran-
sient replicas. Also, the lazy removal properties should improve utilisation of transient
replicas (QA6). This is reasoned by a simple relationship: the longer a transient replica
is accessible, the higher is the probability of the transient replica being accessed. Even
further, this is expected to result in a lower overall pre-replication failure as well as an
increase of the replica ratio (QA4) and the average number of replicas (QA2.2).
Query Efficiency. Also, because of the increased probability of content required dur-
ing workflow execution being available on-board, query efficiency of workflow-related
content requests (QA8) is supposed to be improved by MFRTR. This effect is expected
to be strongest for MPP due to its pessimistic pre-replication approach. The impact on
QA11, the relative query efficiency of workflow-related content requests, depends on the
relation between the increase of QA2.3 and QA2.2 on the one hand, and the enhance-
ment of QA8 on the other hand. This effect also applies to the overall (relative) query
efficiency. While one can assume that the increasing number of (transient) replicas in
the network positively affects QA7, the impact on relative query efficiency (QA10) has to
be studied using the simulation data.
Content Availability. Even though the simulation model does not capture network
partitioning, the TTL and HTL properties of messages affect content availability (see
Section 5.4.1.5). For this reason, higher replication degrees are likely to improve content
availability (QA13). Again, the impact of MFRTR on relative content availability (QA15)
depends on the relation between the increase of QA2.3 and QA2.2, and the enhancement
of QA13. The expected results are summarised in Table 5.27.
Simulation Results
The simulation data of the strategy assemblies DSF4SP_3_3, DSF4SP_6_3, and
DSF4SP_9_3 are summarised in Table 5.28 and illustrated by Figures 5.36 and 5.37.
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QA2.2 QA2.3 QA4 QA5 QA6 (0) QA7 QA8 QA10 QA11 QA13 QA15
DSF4SP_3_1 93.48 10,842.94 0.30% 34.83% 12.15% 25.95 15.36 35.23 22.04 63.52% 55.65%
DSF4SP_3_2 118.37 10,791.71 0.38% 34.82% 10.06% 25.58 15.02 34.35 21.28 62.44% 54.62%
DSF4SP_3_3 129.66 14,092.09 0.42% 45.31% 17.95% 23.50 9.09 32.01 12.99 62.00% 52.94%
DSF4SP_3_4 175.84 14,367.19 0.56% 46.15% 16.43% 23.59 9.25 32.24 13.31 63.02% 53.35%
DSF4SP_6_1 92.63 10,861.09 0.30% 35.07% 13.56% 25.96 15.48 34.49 21.92 62.30% 54.92%
DSF4SP_6_2 127.61 10,908.22 0.41% 35.16% 11.49% 25.63 14.82 34.30 20.65 62.27% 54.45%
DSF4SP_6_3 141.75 14,724.21 0.45% 47.02% 20.55% 23.25 8.64 31.53 12.34 63.08% 53.51%
DSF4SP_6_4 184.56 14,450.42 0.60% 46.59% 18.90% 23.53 8.74 32.24 12.54 62.29% 52.85%
DSF4SP_9_1 90.06 11,045.75 0.29% 35.23% 14.06% 25.31 14.75 33.73 20.80 63.06% 55.20%
DSF4SP_9_2 119.08 10,869.61 0.38% 34.87% 11.31% 25.76 15.10 34.61 21.50 62.51% 54.67%
DSF4SP_9_3 136.52 14,293.61 0.44% 45.78% 20.75% 23.40 8.89 32.09 12.87 62.41% 53.02%
DSF4SP_9_4 187.57 14,660.83 0.60% 47.00% 18.59% 23.09 8.47 31.71 12.18 62.63% 52.85%
Table 5.28: Evaluation Results of the Replacement Strategy MFRTR
For reasons of comparability, each of these figures includes the best result of the “plain”
strategies DSF4SP_2_3, DSF4SP_5_3, and DSF4SP_8_3 for each quality attribute.
Assumptions A20 and A22. The incorporation of lazy removal properties of transient
replicas leads to a tremendous decrease of the absolute number of generated transient
replicas. This consistently applies to all three workflow-based replication strategies and
yields an average decrease of approximately 55% for both configuration 3 and the aver-
aged configurations (see Table A.32). Still, configurations 3 and 4 result in significantly
higher numbers of created transient replicas compared to configurations 1 and 2 (see
assumption A14 in Table 5.25).
As expected, QA5 and QA2.3 are increased by almost 2,393% and 2,400%, respec-
tively, for configuration 3 averaged over all three strategies. For the averaged configu-
rations, this increase is even slightly higher with average values of 2,415% for QA5 and
2,421% for QA2.3. This clearly confirms the two assumptions A20 and A22. The integra-
tion of MFRTR has the strongest impact on PA in configuration 3, i.e., DSF4SP_6_3. The
tremendous overall increase is illustrated in Figure 5.36(a), which shows the evolution
of transient replicas over time.
Assumption A24. The use of lazy removal properties of transient replicas moreover
results in a decreased pre-replication failure. Compared to DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and
DSF4SP_8, the integration of MFRTR reduces the relative pre-replication failure aver-
aged over all strategy assemblies by a value of 5.4% for configuration 3 and even 9.4%
for the averaged configurations. MFRTR has the strongest impact on MPP. Thus, the pre-
replication failure of MPP is decreased by values of 8.1% and 10.6% for configuration 3
and the averaged configurations, respectively. In terms of pre-replication failure, PA and
CPA worsen MPP by values of 16.4% (absolute failure) and 14.2% (relative failure) for
the average case. For configuration 3, this increase is even higher (20.4% and 18.4%).
The actual utilisation of transient replicas is illustrated in Figure 5.36(c, d, e).
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Figure 5.36: Evaluation Results of the Replacement Strategy MFRTR (1/2): (a) tran-
sient replica in network, (b) replica in network, (c) transient replica utilisa-
tion DSF4SP_3_3, (d) transient replica utilisation DSF4SP_6_3, (e) transient
replica utilisation DSF4SP_9_3
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Figure 5.37: Evaluation Results of the Replacement Strategy MFRTR 2/2: (a) query ef-
ficiency (workflow), (b) query efficiency (overall), (c) content availability
(overall)
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Assumptions A19, A21, and A23. As stated afore, one would expect a higher number
of transient replicas combined with a lower pre-replication failure to result in an increase
of both the replica ratio (QA4, see A21 in Table 5.27) and the average number of replicas
in the network (QA2.2, see A19 in Table 5.27). However, this is not confirmed by the
simulation data. In fact, for MPP and CPA, the attributes QA4 and QA2.2 are decreased
by almost 11% and 4.9% for configuration 3 and the averaged configurations, respec-
tively, compared to DSF4SP_2 and DSF4SP_8. This appears to be an effect of content
access diversification, i.e., the higher the number of replicas, the lower the probability
that a single replica is accessed often. The contrary increase of DSF4SP_6 compared to
DSF4SP_5 most likely results from the relative low amount of data created by PA (see
Section 5.4.2.2). Moreover, both for configuration 3 and the averaged configurations, PA
outperforms MPP and CPA with respect to QA4 and QA2.2. Hence, with respect to QA4,
QA2.2, and the correlated attribute QA6, it can be noted that the integration of cooper-
ation knowledge and the resulting increased complexity lose relevance with increasing
transient replica ratios. Figure 5.36(b) depicts the evolution of replicas in the network
over time and reveals the reduction of the number of replicas compared to DSF4SP_8_3.
Assumption A26. As expected, query efficiency of workflow-related content requests
(QA8) is enhanced by the incorporation of MFRTR. The improvement is significant and
results in a value averaged over all three strategies of 37.1% for configuration 3 and
30.4% for the average case. Moreover, while the effect appears to be strongest for PA in
configuration 3, an analysis of the averaged configurations reveals that CPA achieves the
best average results for QA8 (best value measured for configuration 4). Hence, while the
main statement of assumption A26 is reflected by the simulation data, the assumption of
MPP benefiting most from the integration of MFRTR is not confirmed.
The result also applies to QA11 with MFRTR leading to an average improvement of
24.2% for configuration 3 and 15.6% for the averaged configurations compared to the
strategy assemblies 2, 5, and 8. Consequently, the enhancement of query efficiency
nicely balances the increasing transient replica ratios. This relation is also reflected in
Figure 5.37(a). While the results for strategy assemblies 3, 6, 9, and 8 are rather close
for the first 6,000 simulation steps, there is a considerable gap from simulation step
10,000 onwards.
Assumption A25. Also, the overall query efficiency (QA7) is improved by MFRTR.
Averaged over all three strategies, the actual improvement rate approximates 10% for
both configuration 3 and the average case compared to the strategy assemblies 2, 5, and
8. Looking at the averaged configurations, CPA benefits most from the activation of lazy
removal properties of transient replicas. The evolution of QA7 over time is depicted in
Figure 5.37(b) and reveals that while MFRTR slightly improves the overall query effi-
ciency, the curve shapes with MFRTR still very much reflect the pattern explained in Sec-
tion 5.4.2.2. Interestingly, the impact of MFRTR on QA7 is below one third of the impact
on QA8. This might be caused by the replication strategies hoarding (transient) replicas
close to nodes executing workflows and not optimising non-workflow-related content ac-
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cess by any direct means. Even further, the relative overall query efficiency (QA10) has
worsened by up to 10.2% compared to DSF4SP_2, DSF4SP_5, and DSF4SP_8. Hence,
unlike QA8 and QA11, the reduced enhancement of QA7 does not balance the increased
number of transient replicas.
Assumption A27. Finally, the integration of MFRTR has a considerable impact on
both absolute and relative content availability. However, as opposed to the expected
behaviour, content availability decreases by approximately 11% on average (see also
Figure 5.37(c)). This effect is even stronger for QA15, which takes into account replica
and transient replica ratios and results in a decrease of almost 23%. This unexpected
behaviour can be explained as follows. First, as stated above, the replication strate-
gies hoard (transient) replicas around nodes capable of executing workflows and do not
aim at an equal distribution of (transient) replicas across all nodes. Moreover, while
the routing concept of the P2P overlay network Pastry relies on similarity of content and
node identifiers (see Section 5.3.3), MFRTR solely takes into consideration request rates.
Hence, identifier similarity is taken into account indirectly, only. While this does improve
query efficiency in particular of direct requests, it might have a negative impact on con-
tent availability. Even further, the replacement mechanism is non-recursive (see Section
5.3.4.6). Hence, an increased number of (transient) replicas might result in less success-
ful content replacements and / or content replacements to less suitable nodes (in terms
of identifier similarity). The effect of replacement operations taking into consideration
identifier similarity as well as of recursive replacement concepts should be addressed by
future research.
Conclusion
Comparing the three strategies, one can again observe a positive balancing of in-
creased transient replica ratio and enhancement of query efficiency. PA and CPA enhance
overall query efficiency as well as query efficiency of workflow-related content request
compared to MPP concerning both absolute and relative quality attributes. For all at-
tributes, PA and CPA still lead to very close results with an average variation below 1%.
Furthermore, the difference between MPP and PA / CPA in terms of the total number
of created transient replicas as well as the transient replica ratio decreased with the
activation of lazy removal properties of transient replicas.
Interestingly, while CPA most benefits from the incorporation of MFRTR in terms of
query efficiency, PA achieves the highest transient replica utilisation. Even though PA and
CPA show quasi equal pre-replication failure rates, PA increases the replica ratio as well
as the average number of replicas in the network by approximately 2.5%. Hence, with
regard to transient replica utilisation, the cooperative approach of CPA loses relevance
with increasing transient replica ratios.
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Overall Result
The incorporation of MFRTR results in a significant increase of the transient replica
ratio and a reduction of the pre-replication failure. This positively affects query ef-
ficiency of workflow-related content requests, which even balances the increasing
transient replica ratio. While overall query efficiency is improved as well, the focus
of the workflow-based replication strategies leads to a decrease in relative overall
query efficiency. In terms of content availability, the incorporation of MFRTR yields
worse results compared to MFR. In conclusion, following the results of the analysis
presented in Section 5.4.2.2, PA may be rated as the strategy of choice. This is
reasoned by the utilisation of transient replicas achieved by PA as well as the simi-
larity of PA and CPA in terms of query efficiency given the communication overhead
of CPA.
5.4.2.4 Content-Class-based Content Placement
The third group of content placement strategies consists of all approaches that take
into consideration content classes. This includes DSF4SP_4, DSF4SP_7, and DSF4SP_10
that extend MPP, PA, and CPA, respectively, with the strategies CC and ECR. Also,
DSF4SP_1 is captured to exclusively assess the effect of the content-class-based place-
ment strategies. For reasons of comparability, configuration 3 is used as primary config-
uration option in the following analysis.
The modelled distribution of initiator- and requester-assigned content classes is
presented in Section 5.2.5 (see Table 5.16). Thus, while workflow-related con-
tent requests resulting from activity processing and pre-replication are classified as
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY, all other content class assignments follow the distribution 20%,
50%, and 30% for content class CC_DEFAULT, CC_AVAILABILITY, and CC_QUERY EFFI-
CIENCY, respectively.
Expected Effect of the Configuration Options
As described in Section 5.4.1.2, the configurations 1 and 3 set the parameters Ω, Ψ,
and Φ of CC to half of the values assigned by the configurations 2 and 4, and double
the value of the threshold parameter Γ used for controlling reactive replication. Hence,
it can be assumed that the configurations 2 and 4 approximately double the ratios of
replicas and transient replicas compared to the configurations 1 and 3.
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Expected Results
Properties of Replicas and Transient Replicas. The distribution of content classes
can be used for comparing the potential number of transient replicas created by
workflow- and non-workflow-driven replication strategies. On the one hand, the pure
workflow-based replication strategies are supposed to create a single transient replica
for each workflow-related content need at the maximum. Given the calculation pre-
sented in Section 5.2.5, this leads to a maximum value of 102,418 transient replicas.
Yet, this calculation abstracts from failures during workflow processing, unnecessary
pre-replication, and the availability of activity-related content needs. For reasons of sim-
plicity, these aspects are taken into consideration by a 25% reduction of the maximum
value resulting in a total number of 76,813 transient replicas. Moreover, according to
the results presented in Section 5.4.2.3, the incorporation of lazy removal properties of
transient replicas leads to a reduction of the total number of created transient replicas
by approximately 50%. This yields a total number of 38,407 transient replicas.
On the other hand, DSF4SP_1 creates 2 (3) transient replicas in configuration 1 and 3
(2 and 4) for each PUT operation classified as CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. Given that 30%
of the total number of 102,728 PUT events63 are classified as CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY,
this results in an approximate number of 61,636 (92,455) transient replicas.
Consequently, DSF4SP_1 is expected to increase the total number of created tran-
sient replicas compared to workflow-based replication strategies combined with MFRTR.
Moreover, the strategy assemblies 4, 7, and 10 are expected to strongly increase the to-
tal number of created transient replicas, because of the combination of workflow- and
content-class-based replication strategies. Both effects are assumed to apply to the tran-
sient replica ratios (QA5) as well as the average number of transient replicas in the
network (QA2.3).
The increasing number of transient replicas is expected to decrease the utilisation of
the latter in terms of the absolute pre-replication failure (QA6). Also, the relative failure
is supposed to increase, because of CC creating transient replicas without a short-term
request prediction and the simulation model not covering access patterns that completely
follow content class assignments. Even further, for reasons of comparability, the TTL
interval configuration is optimised towards workflow execution and not adapted to non-
workflow-related access properties such as inter-access times.
In contrast to the purely workflow-driven replication strategies, CC provides means
for explicit creation of replicas. For this reason, the replica ratio (QA4) as well as the
average number of replicas in the network (QA2.2) is expected to increase significantly.
Furthermore, as opposed to QA5 and QA2.3, the difference between strategy assemblies
1 and 4, 7, 10 is expected to be minor because of the low number of replicas generated
by the workflow-based replication strategies.
63 Note that this is the actual number of PUT events measured for each simulation run, which slightly
varies from the expected number of PUT events stated in Section 5.2.5.
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Query Efficiency. In terms of query efficiency of workflow-related content requests,
the incorporation of content-class-based placement strategies is expected to slightly im-
prove QA8 over strategy assemblies 3, 6, and 9. This is reasoned by the higher number of
(transient) replicas and the increased probability of workflow-related content needs be-
ing stored on-board of nodes triggering workflow execution. Hence, the impact should
be highest for MPP, which limits pre-replication of content needs to a single workflow
branch. DSF4SP_1 is assumed to worsen QA8, because it does not provide any means
for active optimisation of workflow-related content requests.
The overall query efficiency QA7 is expected to improve, because of the higher (tran-
sient) replication degrees. With respect to DSF4SP_1, the effect depends on the relation
between the enhancement of non-workflow-related content requests and the reduction
of query efficiency of workflow-related requests (remember that DSF4SP_1 does not
address the latter).
The quality attribute QA9, which takes into account content requests with assigned
content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY, only, is assumed to improve QA7, because of
the workflow-related content requests playing a more dominant role. Similarly, QA9
is expected to not achieve the results of QA8 that solely captures workflow-related
content requests. In any case, ECR trying to enhance locality of content classified as
CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY is supposed to positively affect query efficiency.
Overall, the aforementioned effects are expected to decrease for the relative qual-
ity attributes QA10, QA11 and QA12, because of the growth of the number of
(transient) replicas.
Content Availability. In general, it can be expected that the combination CC, ECR en-
hances content availability QA13 by placing replicas in the leaf set of primary providers
given node churn and considering content classes when determining replacement can-
didates. Moreover, taking into account the results presented in Section 5.4.2.3, one can
assume strategy assembly 1 to achieve better content availability than assemblies 4, 7,
10, because of the lower number of transient replicas generated by the former.
Concerning content-class-based content availability (QA14), a general assumption can
hardly be made. On the one hand, QA14 may benefit from an increased number of
replicas in case of repetitive requests. On the other hand, QA14 does not take into
account workflow-related content requests.
With respect to the relative properties QA15 and QA16, the impact of the content-class-
based placement strategies is supposed to reduce considerably due to the high replica
ratios effected by CC. The expected results are summarised in Table 5.29.
Simulation Results
The simulation data of the strategy assemblies DSF4SP_1_3, DSF4SP_4_3, DSF4SP_7_3,
and DSF4SP_10_3 are summarised in Table 5.30 and illustrated by Figures 5.38 and
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ID Quality Attribute Assumption
A28 QA2.2
CC leads to a higher number of replicas in the network (similar values for strategy assemblies DSF4SP_{1,
4, 7, 10}).
A29 QA2.3 DSF4SP_1 leads to a higher number of transient replicas in the network than DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A30 QA2.3
DSF4SP_{4, 7, 10} lead to a higher number of transient replicas in the network than DSF4SP_{1, 3,
6, 9}.
A31 QA4 CC leads to a higher replica ratio (similar values for strategy assemblies DSF4SP_{1, 4, 7, 10}).
A32 QA5 DSF4SP_1 leads to a higher transient replica ratio than DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A33 QA5 DSF4SP_{4, 7, 10} lead to a higher transient replica ratio than DSF4SP_{1, 3, 6, 9}.
A34 QA6 CC leads to a reduced transient replica utilisation.
A35 QA7 DSF4SP_{4, 7, 10} leads to an improved overall query efficiency compared to DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A36 QA8
DSF4SP_{4, 7, 10} leads to an improved workflow-related query efficiency (strongest for MPP) compared to
DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A37 QA8 DSF4SP_1 leads to a reduced workflow-related query efficiency compared to DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A38 QA13 CC / ECR leads to an improved content availability compared to DSF4SP_{3, 6, 9}.
A39 QA13 DSF4SP_1 leads to a higher content availability than DSF4SP_{4, 7, 10}.
Table 5.29: Simulation Analysis: Expected Results
QA2.2 QA2.3 QA4 QA5 QA6 (0) QA7 QA8 QA9 QA10 QA11 QA12 QA13 QA14 QA15 QA16
DSF4SP_1_3 20,988.21 8,813.18 66.23% 27.81% 97.94% 28.18 25.23 27.03 34.40 31.26 32.97 70.34% 72.09% 59.25% 57.82%
DSF4SP_1_4 34,771.93 17,793.51 105.56% 54.02% 95.04% 25.93 20.49 23.58 35.15 27.97 31.57 70.44% 72.38% 52.78% 52.55%
DSF4SP_4_1 21,158.12 19,752.85 66.84% 62.40% 62.49% 23.63 13.94 20.45 34.36 21.50 30.12 68.72% 70.68% 50.84% 50.66%
DSF4SP_4_2 35,013.66 27,013.02 105.78% 81.61% 69.47% 22.59 12.78 19.18 33.32 19.48 28.11 69.40% 71.02% 48.67% 48.57%
DSF4SP_4_3 21,322.40 24,684.16 67.43% 78.06% 60.12% 21.65 8.26 17.15 31.85 12.87 25.47 69.17% 70.70% 49.99% 49.98%
DSF4SP_4_4 34,788.33 31,592.41 105.14% 95.48% 65.12% 20.84 7.59 16.26 31.26 11.76 24.30 70.62% 71.76% 48.40% 48.46%
DSF4SP_7_1 21,210.25 20,244.75 66.87% 63.83% 63.86% 23.43 13.90 20.31 33.93 21.29 29.79 68.46% 70.16% 50.58% 50.18%
DSF4SP_7_2 34,908.53 28,001.61 106.03% 85.05% 69.72% 22.67 12.81 19.19 33.37 19.45 28.15 69.50% 71.18% 48.71% 48.72%
DSF4SP_7_3 21,210.26 24,460.24 66.57% 76.77% 60.65% 21.62 8.01 16.98 32.04 12.47 25.28 68.70% 70.16% 49.63% 49.59%
DSF4SP_7_4 34,889.15 31,498.92 104.72% 94.54% 65.90% 20.77 7.35 16.14 31.08 11.43 24.04 70.52% 72.22% 48.36% 48.83%
DSF4SP_10_1 21,401.03 20,327.28 67.27% 63.90% 63.10% 23.70 14.05 20.55 34.50 21.67 30.35 69.47% 71.26% 51.02% 51.02%
DSF4SP_10_2 34,842.94 27,080.87 105.13% 81.71% 69.20% 22.84 12.79 19.31 33.68 19.58 28.29 69.87% 71.39% 49.06% 48.98%
DSF4SP_10_3 21,277.54 24,434.51 67.13% 77.09% 60.29% 21.11 7.77 16.79 31.02 12.00 24.73 69.50% 70.58% 49.96% 49.60%
DSF4SP_10_4 35,026.21 31,670.02 105.91% 95.77% 65.97% 21.09 7.50 16.35 31.79 11.69 24.50 70.37% 71.68% 48.27% 48.36%
Table 5.30: Evaluation Results of the Content Placement Strategies CC and ECR
5.39. For reasons of comparability, these figures also include the best result of the strate-
gies DSF4SP_3_3, DSF4SP_6_3, and DSF4SP_9_3 for each quality attribute.
Assumptions A29, A30, A32, and A33. As expected, the content-class-driven strate-
gies increase the total number of created transient replicas. While the strategy assembly
1 increases assembly 6 by 15.7% for configuration 3, this growth reaches a value of
81.5% for the averaged configurations. This is in fact reasonable, since strategy as-
sembly 6 makes use of lazy removal properties of transient replicas. Compared with
assembly 5, i.e., pure PA, the total number of transient replicas is decreased by 18.9%
for the averaged configurations. Furthermore, as supposed, the assemblies 4, 7, and 10
lead to a considerable average increase of the number of created transient replicas with
values of 130.5% for configuration 3 and even 174.5% for the averaged configurations
compared to assemblies 3, 6, and 9.
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Figure 5.38: Evaluation Results of the Content Placement Strategies ECR and CC (1/2):
(a) transient replica in network, (b) content availability (overall), (c) content
availability (content class)
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Figure 5.39: Evaluation Results of the Content Placement Strategies ECR and CC 2/2: (a)
query efficiency (workflow), (b) query efficiency (overall), (c) query effi-
ciency (content class)
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This effect also applies to the quality attributes QA5 and QA2.3 with an average in-
crease of approximately 69% (configuration 3) and 100% (averaged configurations) for
the assemblies 4, 7, and 10 compared to the assemblies 3, 6, and 9. Also, compared
to assembly 1, the assemblies 4, 7 and 10 (average configuration) increase the two at-
tributes by an average value of 94.7%. Hence, the assumptions A30 and A33 are backed
up by the simulation data. Interestingly, for DSF4SP_1, despite the increase of the total
number of created transient replicas, QA5 and QA2.3 are decreased by almost 40% for
configuration 3 compared to DSF4SP_6_3. For the averaged configurations, the results
are quite similar (variation below 4.5%).
Assumption A34. This is reasoned by a strong decrease of the transient replica util-
isation. Thus, DSF4SP_1 increases the relative pre-replication failure of DSF4SP_6 by
376.7% for configuration 3 and almost 500% for the averaged configurations. While the
strategy assemblies 4, 7, and 10 result in very close pre-replication failures, they also
considerably increase the failure measured for assemblies 3, 6, and 9 by up to 235% for
configuration 3 and up to 354% for the averaged configurations (MPP in both cases).
Hence, the simulation data reflect assumption A34. An overview of the evolution of
the number of transient replicas over time is presented in Figure 5.38(a). It illustrates
the strong increase caused by the strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10, as well as the relation
between DSF4SP_1_3 and DSF4SP_6_3 explained above.
Assumptions A28 and A31. The expected tremendous increase of the attributes QA4
and QA2.2 is also reflected by the simulation data. Thus, the average increase across
all four strategies compared to the strategy assemblies 3, 6, 9 approximates values of
15,117% (QA4) and 15,350% (QA2.2) for configuration 3 as well as 19,924% (QA4)
and 20,837% (QA2.2) for the averaged configurations. While this increase is indeed
considerable, it has to be noted that the replica ratio (QA4) approximates values of
105% and 67% for configurations 2, 4, and 1, 3, respectively. Hence, the number of
replicas created by CC does not significantly exceed the number of content stored in
the network. The evolution of replicas over time is very close to the curve shapes of the
strategies 4, 7, 10 depicted in 5.38(a). Due to the minor impact of replicas resulting from
the workflow-based replication strategies, all four curves are so close that a dedicated
chart would not provide any insights.
Assumption A36 and A37. As supposed, query efficiency of workflow-related content
requests is further enhanced by the content-class-based strategies. Hence, for the strat-
egy assemblies 4, 7, 10 in configuration 3 and the averaged configurations, an average
improvement of 9.7% and 11.7%, respectively, is measured compared to the strategy
assemblies 3, 6, 9. According to the results of the averaged configurations, it is MPP
(as expected) that benefits most from the approach. All three assemblies achieve very
close results with less than 1.2% variance in the averaged configurations case. Also, the
assumed worsening of DSF4SP_1 is reflected by the simulation data (almost 92% for the
averaged configurations compared to DSF4SP_6).
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This also applies to QA11, which reveals a worsening of 153.3% (configuration 3) and
75.6% (averaged configurations) for DSF4SP_1 compared to DSF4SP_6. Looking at the
results of the averaged configurations, the three strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 enhance
QA11 compared to the assemblies 3, 6, 9 by 4.5% on average. Consequently, these
strategies are able to effectively trade off the increasing number of (transient) replicas
with the enhancement of query efficiency of workflow-related requests.
Yet, it needs to be noted that CC leads to a rather uniform distribution of replication
degrees per content. Combined with the natural logarithm used in the calculation of
relative query efficiency attributes, this results in a reduced impact of the increased
number of (transient) replicas and likely affects the positive results measured for QA11.
Assumption A35. The simulation data also reflect the expected impact on QA7 and
QA10. For the strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10, an average enhancement of QA7 by 9.7% is
measured compared to the strategy assemblies 3, 6, 9 (averaged configurations). Inter-
estingly, the effect of the content-class-driven placement strategies appears to be lower
for QA7 than for QA8 even though all requests are addressed. Yet, with regard to the
absolute enhancement, the strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 improve the strategy assem-
blies 3, 6, 9 by 1.4 simulation steps for QA8 and almost 2.4 simulation steps for QA7
(averaged configurations).
The impact on QA10 resembles the above-presented effect on QA11. While the effect
is considerably reduced compared to QA7, the three strategies are capable of enhanc-
ing overall relative query efficiency compared to the strategy assemblies 3, 6, and 9.
Again, this confirms a successful balancing of the number of (transient) replicas and the
enhancement of QA7.
Furthermore, for the overall query efficiency, the divergence of DSF4SP_1 is reduced
considerably. Concerning the averaged configurations, the latter worsens DSF4SP_6 in
terms of QA7 and QA11 by only 10% and 4.9%, respectively.
The effect of the content-class-based strategies on QA8 and QA7 is illustrated in Fig-
ures 5.39(a) and 5.39(b), respectively. The significant gap between strategy assembly 1
and the assemblies 4, 7, 10, 6 measured for QA8 is clearly reduced for QA7. Also, for
the latter, one can again see the pattern recognised and explained for Figures 5.35(b)
and 5.37(b). Moreover, the results measured for QA9 are in between QA8 and QA7.
As depicted in Figure 5.39(c), the curve shapes very much reflect the patterns seen in
Figure 5.39(b) for the overall query efficiency, but are slightly below, i.e., better, in all
cases. Yet, in particular for strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10, the measured values are con-
siderably above, i.e., worse, the results measured for QA8. With respect to the averaged
configurations, the three strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 show an average variation below
0.6% for QA9 and 0.7% for QA12. Hence, while the simulation data reflect the expected
behaviour for QA9 and QA12, the two quality attributes provide no meaningful insights.
Assumptions A38 and A39. In terms of content availability, DSF4SP_1 achieves the
highest results, which are slightly reduced by the strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 by an
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average value of 1.2%. Moreover, the latter improve the strategies presented in Section
5.4.2.3 by 11% on average (both times averaged configurations). Hence, the values
are very close to the results achieved by the pure workflow-based replication strategies
with a variance of 2%, only. This demonstrates that (i) MPP, PA, and CPA positively
(indirectly) affect content availability given the high portion of workflow-related content
requests and (ii) the simulation model does not provide access patterns that fully comply
with content class assignments.
The strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 decrease relative content availability achieved by
DSF4SP_1 by 11.7% on average (averaged configurations, QA15). Even further, the
strategy assemblies 4, 7, 10 decrease QA15 by an average value of 8.4% for the averaged
configurations compared to the assemblies 3, 6, and 9. Hence, the increase of content
availability is not well-balanced with the growth of the number of (transient) replicas.
While the relations between the four strategies for QA13 and QA15 are reflected by
the quality attributes QA14 and QA16, QA14 shows a minor improvement. Hence,
placement of replicas in the repository set of primary providers achieves enhanced
content availability. Moreover, in contrast to QA13, QA14 excludes not only content
of class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY but also content classified as CC_DEFAULT. Given the
configuration of 20% of PUT operations being assigned content class CC_DEFAULT and
the latter not leading to any replication, the difference between QA13 and QA14 be-
comes reasonable. Consequently, one should think of adding a minimum replication
degree for content of class CC_DEFAULT to compensate the above-explained loss of
content availability.
The results are illustrated by Figures 5.38(b) and 5.38(c). The drop of content avail-
ability seen at simulation steps 8,000, 12,000, and 16,000 is assumed to result from (i)
temporary sub-optimal content placement caused by transient replicas created during
workflow execution (see Figure 5.34(a)) and – in particular – (ii) the evolution of nodes
in the network presented in Figure 5.32(a). This becomes even more obvious when
comparing the pattern with the curve shape of QA14 for the strategy NO REPLICATION
presented in the next section.
Conclusion
The difference of the three workflow-based replication strategies in terms of transient
replica ratio and utilisation, as well as overall and workflow-related query efficiency are
strongly reduced by the introduction of the content-class-based strategies. The varia-
tion of the quality attributes QA6, QA2.2, and QA4 is below 1% on average for all three
strategies 4, 7, 10. Moreover, while the latter are capable of improving query efficiency
considerably over strategy assemblies 3, 6, 9, the impact of MPP, PA, and CPA is de-
creased with a maximum difference of 1.5% for the averaged configurations. This also
applies to content availability with an average variation of 0.6% for QA13 and QA15
(averaged configurations).
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The selection of any of the strategy assemblies depends on the primary objective of
the distributed storage system used in the target scenario. Obviously, the exclusion
of the workflow-based replication strategies cannot be recommended because of the
strong impact on workflow-related query efficiency (see results of DSF4SP_1 for QA8
and QA10).
Overall Result
The incorporation of the content-class-based strategies leads to higher (transient)
replica ratios as well as a lower utilisation of transient replicas. The decreased
utilisation of transient replicas is driven by CC creating transient replicas with-
out a short-term request prediction and the simulation model not covering access
patterns that completely follow content class assignments. However, the strategy
assemblies 4, 7, 10 achieve the best results for overall and workflow-related query
efficiency. Also, CC and ECR are able to compensate the negative effect on content
availability resulting from the use of MFRTR. Overall, even though PA slightly in-
creases query efficiency over CPA, the latter achieves marginally better results for
the defined content availability attributes. Given the general low level of content
availability, DSF4SP_10 may be rated as the strategy of choice.
5.4.2.5 Comparison with Related Work
This section analyses the simulation data of related work and provides a comparison
of the latter with the proposed content placement strategies. According to the simula-
tion results of each of the three groups, this includes CPA for group 1 (DSF4SP_8, see
Section 5.4.2.2), PA for group 2 (DSF4SP_6, see Section 5.4.2.3), and CPA for group 3
(DSF4SP_10, see Section 5.4.2.4). Prior to the actual comparison, the different configu-
rations of the strategies MDCDN and CACHING (note that NO REPLICATION is simulated
in a single configuration, only) presented in Section 5.4.1.3 are discussed. Given the de-
fined quality attributes, the most suitable configuration of each strategy is selected and
compared with the above-listed strategy assemblies of the proposed content placement
strategies. The simulation data of the related work MDCDN, CACHING, and NO REPLI-
CATION are summarised in Table 5.31.
Effect of the Configuration Options
MDCDN. As discussed in Section 5.4.1.3, MDCDN is simulated in a rather risk-averse
(MDCDN_2) and a more optimistic configuration (MDCDN_1). Driven by the more fre-
quent determination of periodic indices as well as the shorter reconfiguration interval,
MDCDN_1 almost doubles the replica ratio (QA4) as well as the average number of repli-
cas in the network (QA2.2) compared to MDCDN_2. This increase positively affects both
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QA2.2 QA2.3 QA4 QA5 QA7 QA8 QA10 QA11 QA13 QA15
MDCDN_1 1,773.47 5.68% 30.12 26.76 33.55 30.64 70.81% 69.01%
MDCDN_2 888.46 2.86% 30.97 27.39 33.72 30.34 71.55% 72.56%
CACHING_1 6,282.76 20.11% 27.35 20.38 31.56 24.02 68.99% 61.37%
CACHING_2 1,087.33 3.49% 30.03 25.71 32.61 28.16 70.66% 70.36%
CACHING_3 27,281.61 83.15% 23.41 13.01 29.38 16.85 67.94% 51.16%
NOREP 0.00 0.00% 30.89 28.75 30.89 28.75 75.75% 82.86%
DSF4SP_8_avg 141.29 504.07 0.45% 1.62% 27.08 17.09 30.30 20.10 70.49% 69.82%
DSF4SP_6_avg 136.64 12,735.99 0.44% 40.96% 24.59 11.92 33.14 16.87 62.48% 53.94%
DSF4SP_10_avg 28,136.93 25,878.17 86.36% 79.62% 22.18 10.53 32.75 16.23 69.80% 49.58%
Table 5.31: Evaluation Results of Related Work
QA8 and QA7, which are enhanced by values of 2.3% and 2.8%, respectively. In terms of
relative query efficiency, MDCDN_1 worsens MDCDN_2 by 1% concerning QA11, while it
improves the latter by 0.5% concerning QA10. This results from the lower improvement
of QA8 compared to QA7 achieved by MDCDN_1. Finally, MDCDN_2 increases (relative)
content availability by (5.1%) 1% compared to MDCDN_1.
The relation of replica ratio and content availability measured for MDCDN is in-line
with the evaluation results presented before. Hence, given that the replica ratio of MD-
CDN_1 is still below 6%, the configuration MDCDN_1 is used as representative for com-
paring MDCDN with the proposed content placement strategies.
CACHING. The strategy CACHING is simulated in three configurations with threshold
values of 2 (configuration 1), 4 (configuration 2), and 0 (configuration 3, pure caching
as defined in Section 2.1.2). As expected, the lower the threshold for creating repli-
cas, the higher the number of both QA4 and QA2.2. Thus, compared to CACHING_1,
CACHING_2 reduces QA4 and QA2.2 by almost 82%, while CACHING_3 increases both
attributes by an average value of 324%. Again, replica ratio directly impacts query effi-
ciency. In comparison with CACHING_1, CACHING_2 worsens QA8 and QA11 by 26.1%
and 17.2%, respectively. In contrast, CACHING_3 improves CACHING_1 by values of
36.2% (QA8) and 29.9% (QA11). In terms of overall (relative) query efficiency, this ef-
fect can also be seen but with a reduced variation, which is reasoned by the repetitive
execution of workflows as defined in the simulation model. Finally, concerning content
availability, one can again observe the negative impact of high replica ratios discussed
in Section 5.4.2.3. Hence, on the one hand, CACHING_2 improves CACHING_1 by 2.4%
and even 14.7% with regard to QA13 and QA15, respectively. CACHING_3, on the other
hand, further worsens CACHING_1 by 1.5% (QA13) and 16.6% (QA15).
Taking into account the strong focus on query efficiency of the proposed content place-
ment strategies, the improvement of CACHING_3 in terms of query efficiency outweighs
its loss of content availability. For this reason, CACHING_3 used for comparing CACHING
with the proposed content placement strategies.
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The results of MDCDN_1, CACHING_3, and NO REPLICATION, as well as the selected
content placement strategies DSF4SP_8, DSF4SP_6, and DSF4SP_10 are depicted in Fig-
ures 5.40 and 5.41. While the below analysis makes use of the averaged configurations
of the three selected content placement strategies, configuration 3 is again used in the
illustrations for reasons of comparability.
Simulation Results
Properties of Replicas and Transient Replicas. Given that the persisting of tran-
sient replicas represents the only means of DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8 for creating repli-
cas, it is obvious that their results of both QA4 and QA2.2 are considerably below all
other strategies except NO REPLICATION. Thus, DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8 reduce the
attributes QA4 and QA2.2 by an average value of 92% compared to MDCDN_1 and even
99.5% compared to CACHING_3. In contrast, the content-class-driven strategies applied
by DSF4SP_10 approximate the results measured for CACHING_3 in terms of QA4 and
QA2.2with an average variation of 3.5%. Compared to MDCDN_1, DSF4SP_10 increases
both attributes by approximately 1,454%.
Taking into consideration the average number of transient replicas in the network
(QA2.3), the difference in the average number of (transient) replicas changes consider-
ably. While DSF4SP_8 decreases MDCDN_1 by 64%, the latter is increased by DSF4SP_6
by almost 625% driven by the incorporation of lazy removal properties of transient repli-
cas. Even further, DSF4SP_10 increases MDCDN_1 by 2,945%. Comparing the proposed
strategies with CACHING_3, the difference results in a decrease of 97% for DSF4SP_8
and 53% for DSF4SP_6, as well as an increase of 98% for DSF4SP_10.
Hence, concerning the overall number of (transient) replicas stored by the different
strategies in the network, DSF4SP_8 achieves the by far lowest value followed by MD-
CDN_1. The remaining approaches are sorted in the order DSF4SP_6, CACHING_3,
DSF4SP_10, with the latter achieving the by far highest value. The relation between the
different approaches taking into consideration replicas only as well as both replicas and
transient replicas are presented in Figures 5.40(a) and 5.40(b), respectively.
Workflow-Related Query Efficiency. In terms of workflow-related query efficiency,
the proposed strategies achieve an average improvement of 50.7% and 54.2% over MD-
CDN_1 and NO REPLICATION, respectively. For QA11, the results are quite similar with
values of approximately 42.1% and 38.3%. Of course, the differences between the three
strategy assembly groups represented by DSF4SP_6, DSF4SP_8, and DSF4SP_10 ex-
plained in the above sections are still valid. With regard to CACHING_3, the results
vary considerably. While DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_10 still improve CACHING_3 in terms
of QA8 by 8.3% and 19.1%, respectively, DSF4SP_8 worsens the latter by more that 31%.
Concerning QA11, DSF4SP_8 worsens CACHING_3 by 19.3% (reduction caused by the
lower number of (transient) replicas), whereas DSF4SP_10 achieves a minor improve-
ment of 3.6%. The results of CACHING_3 and DSF4SP_6 are almost identical.
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Figure 5.40: Evaluation Results of Related Work (1/2): (a) replica in network, (b) replica
and transient replica in network, (c) content availability (overall)
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Figure 5.41: Evaluation Results of Related Work (2/2): (a) query efficiency (workflow),
(b) query efficiency (overall)
The integration of lazy removal properties of transient replicas pays back, whereas the
low replication degree of DSF4SP_8 shows significant drawback. Of course, DSF4SP_10
achieves the best results driven by its strong replication approach. However, its effect
is relativised by QA11 even though the latter weights the number of (transient) replicas
by means of the natural logarithm, only. The evolution of query efficiency of workflow-
related content requests is illustrated in Figure 5.41(a). Most interestingly is the curve
shape of CACHING_3. It falls significantly in the first 12,000 simulation steps and even
comes below the curve of DSF4SP_8 after simulation step 14,000. Yet, even though
CACHING_3 consistently approaches the curves of DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_10 it does
not come below the latter. Finally, the comparison between MDCDN_1 and the baseline
approach NO REPLICATION reveals the minor impact of MDCDN_1 on workflow-related
query efficiency.
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Overall Query Efficiency. In terms of overall query efficiency (QA7 and QA10), one
can again observe an enhancement of the proposed strategies compared to MDCDN_1.
While the average improvement approximates a value of 18% for QA7, QA10 is enhanced
by an average value of 4.4%, only. In particular, the increased (transient) replica ratios of
DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_10 result in low improvements of 1.2% and 2.4%, respectively.
Even further, while the proposed strategies all improve NO REPLICATION by an average
value of 20.3% concerning QA7, this effect is not reflected by QA10. Again, driven by the
(transient) replica ratios, only DSF4SP_8 slightly enhances NO REPLICATION (1.9%),
while both DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_10 miss the baseline by 7.3% and 6%, respectively.
With regard to CACHING_3, neither DSF4SP_6 nor DSF4SP_8 enhance overall query
efficiency. Yet, taking into consideration that both DSF4SP_6 nor DSF4SP_8 focus on
workflow-related content requests, while CACHING_3 improves all content requests
equally, this result is reasonable. Thus, DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8 worsen CACHING_3
in terms of QA7 (QA10) by 5.1% (12.8%) and 15.7% (3.1%), respectively. Also, while
DSF4SP_10 improves QA7 compared to CACHING_3 by 5.2%, its high (transient) replica
ratio leads to a worsening of QA10 by 11.5%.
The results are illustrated in Figure 5.41(b). Driven by the repetitive execution of
workflows, the three proposed strategies as well as CACHING_3 show curve shapes that
match the workflow execution pattern (see also Figure 5.34(a)). With a minor effect,
this relation can also be observed for MDCDN_1. Moreover, one can see a close similarity
between CACHING_3 and DSF4SP_6 in the interval [16,000; 26,000], with CACHING_3
being below the latter for most measurements.
Content Availability. With regard to content availability, the impact of the number
of (transient) replicas described in Section 5.4.2.3 is again confirmed. Consequently, its
NO REPLICATION that achieves the highest content availability, which is worsened by the
proposed strategies by an average value of 10.8%. Compared to MDCDN_1, this effect
is reduced. While DSF4SP_6 reduces QA13 by 11.8%, both DSF4SP_8 and DSF4SP_10
achieve a level of content availability that is very close to the results measured for MD-
CDN_1 (see also Section 5.4.2.4). In comparison with CACHING_3, DSF4SP_6 reduces
QA13 by 8%, whereas DSF4SP_8 and DSF4SP_10 approximate an average improvement
of 3.2%. Hence, the pure caching concept applied by CACHING_3 worsens content avail-
ability compared to DSF4SP_10 despite the considerably higher number of (transient)
replicas maintained by the latter.
This effect also applies to relative content availability (QA15). Since QA15 is sub-
ject in particular to replica ratios, the differences are further increased for strategies
that maintain a high number of replicas. MDCDN_1 is worsened by DSF4SP_6 and
DSF4SP_10 by 21.8% and 28.2%, respectively. In contrast, the former is slightly im-
proved by DSF4SP_8, because of the close results of the two in terms of QA7 and the
significantly lower replica ratio of DSF4SP_8. This relation is similar for CACHING_3,
which achieves low relative content availability because of its high replica ratio.
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It can be concluded that replication on the provider side leads to better content
availability than pure replication on the requester side applied by CACHING as well
as DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8. Moreover, content availability decreases with an increas-
ing number of (transient) replicas placed on the requester side. This not only applies to
DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8 (see Section 5.4.2.3), but can also be observed for the three
configurations of CACHING. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.40(c).
Conclusion
Overall, the concept of replication degrees following content popularity applied by
CACHING yields very positive results in terms of overall query efficiency. However, the
effect strongly depends on the setting of the threshold parameter. Looking at the configu-
ration CACHING_1, the outcome is worse the results of the proposed content placement
strategies for almost all quality attributes. In contrast, CACHING_3 leads to a very high
number of replicas that might not suite the domain of smart products in all cases. In-
deed, the proposed strategies create high transient replica ratios. However, as opposed
to replicas, transient replicas only “fill up” available storage capacity of smart products
and do not result in any additional replacement overhead.
MDCDN is very close to the baseline represented by the assembly NO REPLICATION.
This applies to both configurations MDCDN is simulated with. However, because of the
resource limitation of smart products, a further shortening of the reconfiguration period
of the statistical demand forecasting method applied by MDCDN in order to increase
replica ratios does not appear feasible given the complexity of the recursive calcula-
tion. Aggregating and centralising the calculation to either specific smart products (e.g.,
super nodes assuming hierarchic structures) or even to the infrastructure would ad-
dress the resource issue of smart products. This should be simulated and analysed in
future research.
Overall Result
The strategy CACHING_3 achieves very good results in terms of overall and
workflow-related query efficiency and even outperforms DSF4SP_8. However,
CACHING_3 leads to a high number of replicas maintained in the network. The
comparison with DSF4SP_6 points out the value of transient replicas and the re-
placement strategy MFRTR. The results achieved by DSF4SP_6 are very close to
the results of CACHING_3. Yet, DSF4SP_6 leads to a significantly lower average
number of replicas maintained in the network. While DSF4SP_10 and CACHING_3
have similar replica ratios, the former improves the latter in almost all query effi-
ciency and content availability attributes. Hence, while DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8
take into consideration resource limitations of smart products without significantly
worsening content access compared to CACHING_3, DSF4SP_10 outperforms the
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latter in scenarios that enable high replica ratios. Finally, given the complexity
of the content access predictor applied by MDCDN, the latter was simulated in a
configuration suitable for the typical resources of smart products. Since this con-
figuration does not yield improvements in terms of query efficiency and content
availability, optimised deployment approaches should be studied in future research
to further analyse the potential of this active strategy.
5.4.3 Conclusion of the Evaluation Study
This section provides a final overview of the evaluation results and gives recommen-
dations on when to apply which of the proposed strategy assemblies. Again, the analysis
makes use of the grouping introduced in Section 5.4.2 with each group being repre-
sented by the strategy assembly yielding the best results in terms of the defined quality
attributes, i.e., DSF4SP_8, DSF4SP_6, and DSF4SP_10. The comparison with related
work presented in Section 5.4.2.5 reveals that these assemblies outperform the simu-
lated strategies MDCDN and CACHING for almost all quality attributes.
Workflow-Related Query Efficiency. In terms of workflow-related query efficiency, all
of the proposed strategies significantly enhance the baseline given by the assembly NO
REPLICATION. DSF4SP_8 leads to an average improvement of 40.6%, which is further
extended by DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_10 by another 30.3% and 38.4%, respectively. Also,
the expected improvement of PA and CPA compared to MPP driven by their more opti-
mistic balancing of transient replica ratios and pre-replication failure is confirmed by the
simulation data. While PA and CPA lead to very similar workflow-related query efficiency
caused by the adapted setting of the path assessment threshold parameter, CPA shows
the expected improvement of transient replica utilisation. Yet, this effect decreases with
increasing transient replica ratios. Also, with an overall growth of (transient) replicas,
the difference between the three workflow-based strategies shrinks. In any case, the
benefit of pre-replicating workflow-related content needs combined with the concept of
transient replicas to account for a potential pre-replication failure is confirmed by the
conceptual analysis as well as the simulation data.
Overall Query Efficiency. The aforementioned effect, in a reduced way, also ap-
plies to overall query efficiency with an improvement of 12.3% for DSF4SP_8, 20.4%
for DSF4SP_6, and 28.2% for DSF4SP_10 compared to the assembly NO REPLICA-
TION. Even though neither DSF4SP_8 nor DSF4SP_6 directly addresses overall query
efficiency, the positive result is caused by the high portion of workflow-related requests,
which constitute 45% of all GET requests captured by the simulation model (see Section
5.2.5). DSF4SP_10 directly addresses overall query efficiency. This way, it is even able
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to improve the strategy CACHING, which places replicas on the requester side following
content popularity.
Content Availability. In contrast, content availability is decreased by all groups com-
pared to NO REPLICATION. DSF4SP_8 leads to a reduction of almost 7%. This can
be reasoned by the fact that (i) DSF4SP_8 solely addresses workflow-related content re-
quests and (ii) the potential drawback of DSF4SP_8 hoarding (transient) replicas around
nodes that are capable of executing workflows combined with (iii) the applied replace-
ment strategies not taking into account similarity of content and node identifiers used
by the routing concept of the overlay network (see Section 5.4.2.3). This effect is fur-
ther increased by DSF4SP_6 by another 11.4%, due to the tremendous growth of the
average number of transient replicas in the network caused by the latter. DSF4SP_10
again almost achieves the level of content availability observed for DSF4SP_8. Hence,
by means of content-class-driven placement of replicas in the content repository set of
primary providers, DSF4SP_10 is able to compensate the decrease of content availability
caused by the lazy removal properties of transient replicas.
Properties of Replicas and Transient Replicas. The applicability of the strategies in
the domain of smart products very much depends on the transient replica and replica
ratios. Thus, compared to DSF4SP_8, while DSF4SP_6 almost halves the total number
of created transient replicas and reduces the pre-replication failure by approximately
8%, it leads to a significant increase in the average number of transient replicas. The
absolute difference between DSF4SP_6 and DSF4SP_8 approximates a value of 12,230
transient replicas. Furthermore, DSF4SP_10 increases the total number of created tran-
sient replicas by 22.7% compared to DSF4SP_8. Concerning the average number of
transient replicas it even increases DSF4SP_6 by another 13,140 transient replicas. Yet,
it is important to note that transient replicas aim at effectively “filling up” unused stor-
age capacity of smart products and do not imply an increase of the number of content
replacements (of course depending on the configuration of the related TTL intervals).
Given the defined replacement strategies, only “persistent” replicas lead to a continuous
use of storage resources and require content replacement if available storage capacity be-
comes rare. Concerning the average number of replicas in the network, both DSF4SP_6
and DSF4SP_8 yield very close results that only differ by 3.3%. In contrast, DSF4SP_10
increases the latter by almost 28,000 replicas. Especially in resource-constrained smart
product systems, this can represent a considerable burden.
Recommendation. As expected, there is no strategy assembly that fits all potential
smart product scenarios and – consequently – there cannot be a single recommendation.
Also, the four proposed configurations strongly affect the impact of the content place-
ment strategies. A detailed analysis of the impact of the configurations on (i) the average
number of (transient) replicas in the network as well as (ii) the improvement of query
efficiency both overall and workflow-related is presented in Section 5.4.2.2.
If resources are limited and query efficiency as well as content availability are to be
addressed, than DSF4SP_8 represents the strategy of choice. One could even think
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of extending the strategy with a replication concept that maintains a minimal num-
ber of replicas on-board of content repositories of primary providers in order to en-
hance content availability given node churn. Yet, if the communication overhead of
CPA represented a limiting factor, then PA or MPP should be used. In particular, the
risk-averse pre-replication concept of MPP nicely fits resource-limited nodes targeting
workflow execution.
If query efficiency is more important than content availability, then one should opt
for DSF4SP_6. DSF4SP_6 enhances query efficiency considerable over DSF4SP_8 by
maintaining higher transient replica ratios, only. This might in particular be relevant for
scenarios in which content availability can be guaranteed via cloud-based providers and
it is primarily workflow execution performance that is to be optimised.
Finally, for smart product systems for which resource limitation is not so much of
an issue, it is clearly the strategy DSF4SP_10 that should be used. DSF4SP_10 is able
to compensate the impact of the high amount of transient replicas on overall content
availability. Even further, it improves workflow-related query efficiency compared to
DSF4SP_6 and yields the by far best results in terms of overall query efficiency. This
effect is even expected to augment in scenarios and applications that foster the use of
content classes (e.g., applications assigning content class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY also
requesting the content repeatedly in a short time). Also, in case content availability
becomes more critical, one could think of an adaptation of the replacement strategy ECR
that excludes the use of lazy removal properties of transient replicas and focusses on
content classes, only.
5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the setup and the results of the simulation-based evaluation
study used for assessing the suitability of the proposed content placement strategies
in the domain of smart products as well as the actual impact of the strategies on query
efficiency and content availability. Based on the information presented in Chapters 2 and
4, this chapter includes a description of the conceptual simulation model (see Section
5.2), a description of the implemented simulation model (see Section 5.3), as well as an
analysis of the expected results combined with an interpretation of the simulation data
(see Section 5.4).
The evaluation results revealed the anticipated added value of the proposed content
placement strategies. Thus, the workflow-based replication strategies combined with
the concept of transient replicas improve query efficiency of workflow-related content
requests considerably without generating high replica volumes. According to the simula-
tion data, the proposed workflow-based replication strategies could enhance workflow-
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related and overall query efficiency by up to 40% and 12% (averaged configurations
without taking into account content-class-driven strategies) compared to the baseline
given by the assembly NO REPLICATION.
Also, the benefit of more optimistically trading transient replica ratios and pre-
replication failure for enhancement of query efficiency (PA and CPA compared to MPP),
as well as the value of cooperative knowledge incorporated by CPA was confirmed by the
evaluation results. However, the simulation results revealed that (i) the benefit of the
cooperative concept of CPA decreases with increasing transient replica ratios (PA slightly
outperforms CPA with an incorporation of MFRTR) and (ii) the difference between the
proposed strategies gets reduced with an increasing number of (transient) replicas.
The positive effect of the three workflow-based replication strategies is further aug-
mented by the replacement strategy MFRTR, which leverages lazy removal properties of
transient replicas. Thus, compared to the baseline given by NO REPLICATION, improve-
ments of up to 59% and 21% were measured for workflow-related and overall query
efficiency, respectively (averaged configurations without taking into account content-
class-driven strategies). Compared to the best related work (CACHING_3), an improve-
ment of approximately 9% was measured for workflow-related query efficiency. Yet,
MFRTR leads to an increased number of transient replicas placed on the requester side,
which was observed to negatively affect content availability.
This issue of MFRTR is addressed by the content-class-driven strategies CC and ECR,
which achieve the level of content availability measured for workflow-based replication
strategies and MFR. Combined with the workflow-based replication strategies, CC and
ECR yield the best results in terms of workflow-related and overall query efficiency with
an improvement of up to 63% and 28%, respectively, compared to NO REPLICATION.
Overall, given the resource limitation of smart products, the following recommenda-
tion on when to apply which of the proposed replication strategies was derived.
Recommendation
• In scenarios with resource-constrained smart products, the strategy assembly
[CPA, MFR] is recommended.
• If the complexity and the communication overhead of CPA represents an is-
sue, then the strategy assembly [MPP, MFR] is recommended.
• If resources of smart products facilitate storage and maintenance of transient
replicas, then the strategy assembly [PA, MFRTR] is recommended. Since this
assembly has a negative impact on content availability, one should think of
incorporating a complementary strategy that focusses on content availability.
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• If resources of smart products are not an issue, then [CC, CPA, ECR] is the
strategy assembly of choice.
• In scenarios with heterogeneous smart products, a resource-dependent com-
bination of the proposed content placement strategies is recommended.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising its contributions and pointing out
limitations to be addressed by future work. It is structured as follows. First, Section 6.1
recaps the research question and summarises the proposed content placement strate-
gies. Moreover, the main results of the simulation-based evaluation study as well as
shortcomings of the closest related work are presented. Thereafter, Section 6.2 discusses
the limitations of the proposed strategies and presents an outlook on future work.
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6.1 Contribution
Smart products target simplicity of product use by means of multi-modal and person-
alised product-to-user interaction as well as active user guidance. For this purpose, smart
products are equipped with knowledge and knowledge-related functionality. Amongst
others, this includes domain and problem-solving knowledge used by smart products to
actively approach and assist their users.
This thesis studies how procedural problem-solving knowledge associated with smart
products can be utilised by content placement strategies, i.e., content replication and
replacement strategies, to enhance content access. According to the results of the
EU-funded research project SmartProducts, the thesis assumes procedural problem-
solving knowledge to be modelled in the form of workflows that reflect sequences of
activities and feature annotation of activity-related content needs. Also, it assumes
complex-structured workflows that consist of multiple alternative branches with the
actual branch(es) to be followed being determined dynamically. On this basis, three
workflow-based replication strategies as well as a content-class-driven replication strat-
egy are proposed. Also, for each of these approaches, an integrated replacement strategy
is defined to capture the complete replication life cycle.
Workflow-based Content Placement. The three workflow-based replication strate-
gies Most Probable Path (MPP), Path Assessment (PA), and Cooperative Path Assessment
(CPA) make use of workflow structures to predict upcoming workflow-related content re-
quests. They decouple the control flow and the data flow of workflows, and pre-replicate
content according to expected demand in order to enhance query efficiency during work-
flow processing. MPP relies on past workflow executions in order to determine the
workflow branch with the highest probability of being processed. In contrast, PA and
CPA more optimistically balance enhancement of query efficiency with pre-replication
wastage. They calculate pre-replication benefit and cost for all activity-related content
needs and assess workflow branches with a dedicated metric. This way, PA and CPA may
pre-replicate content needs for multiple paths. Even further, while MPP and PA make
replication decisions based on local knowledge, CPA is a cooperative strategy that takes
into account content interest of surrounding smart products.
All three strategies make use of a configurable pre-replication reach, which is adjusted
to control flow progress in order to limit pre-replication wastage. Moreover, they ap-
ply the proposed concept of transient replicas. Thus, pre-replicated content results in
transient replicas with pre-defined gradually increasing TTL intervals. While transient
replicas may be persisted in case the number of requests exceeds a pre-defined thresh-
old, they are removed in case they are not accessed within their active TTL. This avoids
pre-replication wastage in the long term and limits the number of replicas maintained in
the distributed storage system.
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The three workflow-based replication strategies are complemented by the replace-
ment policy MFR for Transient Replicas (MFRTR), which extends the replacement pol-
icy MFR [KRT06, KRT07] by taking into consideration transient replicas with lazy re-
moval properties. Instead of removing transient replicas that were not accessed during
their active TTL, these replicas are flagged as candidates for being removed. While
such candidates can be re-initiated in case they are accessed (i.e., the removal flag
is revoked), they are removed eventually by MFRTR if storage capacity needs to be
made available for serving pending storage requests. If this does not free the re-
quired capacity, then MFRTR adopts MFR for identifying content to be replaced given
the remaining storage capacity that needs to be made available. Hence, MFRTR
enables filling up of unused storage capacity of smart products without increasing
replacement overhead.
Content-Class-based Content Placement. The content-class-based replication strat-
egy Content Class (CC) enables smart products to specify the primary property of
content they are operating with. For this purpose, the four distinct content classes
CC_PERSISTENCE, CC_AVAILABILITY, CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY, and CC_DEFAULT are
proposed. CC analyses content class assignments and provides class-specific policies
to adapt replica organisation. For example, while content class CC_PERSISTENCE leads
to erasure-code replication, the class CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY results in replica place-
ment on the requester side to improve potentially upcoming requests. Hence, instead
of relying on observed access patterns or optimising replica organisation with regard to
workflow operations, this approach provides smart products with an explicit means for
specifying their intended content use and enables adaptation of number and placement
of replicas, accordingly.
The strategy CC is complemented by the replacement policy Enhanced Content Re-
placement (ECR), which extends MFRTR by means of a content-class-driven approach for
determining replacement candidates. For this purpose, ECR defines a location quality or-
dering of content classes, namely CC_DEFAULT < CC_PERSISTENCE < CC_AVAILABILITY
< CC_QUERY_EFFICIENCY. On this basis, ECR tries to replace content with lower loca-
tion dependency than the content to be stored instead of purely relying on access recency
and frequency. If this does not free the required storage capacity, then ECR determines
content of the same class as the new content to be stored and applies a cost / benefit
metric to determine the added value of storing the new content on-board. Content of
higher location quality than the new content is not taken into account. This way, ECR
aims at preserving the location properties according to the content-assigned classes given
the limited storage capacity of smart products.
Simulation-based Evaluation. The results of the simulation-based evaluation study
confirm the anticipated added value of the proposed content placement strategies. MPP,
PA, and CPA combined with the concept of transient replicas improve query efficiency
of workflow-related content requests considerably without generating high replica vol-
umes. Also, the benefit of more optimistically trading pre-replication wastage for en-
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hancement of query efficiency (PA and CPA compared to MPP), as well as the value of
the cooperative approach applied by CPA is confirmed by the evaluation results. This ef-
fect is further augmented by the replacement strategy MFRTR. Yet, the increased number
of transient replicas maintained by MFRTR negatively affects content availability. The
content-class-driven strategies CC and ECR address this issue and yield the best results in
terms of query efficiency and content availability. However, as opposed to the workflow-
based replication strategies, CC and ECR cause a considerable increase in the number
of replicas. Also, the results of the active replication strategy MDCDN, which is used as
representative for active replication strategies that apply access pattern recognition for
estimating upcoming demand, as well as of a caching-like approach could be improved
by the proposed content placement strategies for almost all quality attributes considered
in the evaluation study.
Conclusion. An analysis of state-of-the-art replication strategies revealed that most
replication strategies do not utilise workflow models for pre-replicating content ac-
cording to predicted upcoming demand. The few existing strategies that follow this
approach assume purely sequential workflow structures. Hence, they do not cope
with control flow uncertainty and are not applicable in the domain of smart prod-
ucts. The approaches related to the proposed replication strategy CC support a
single objective, only. While there are concepts that enable applications to spec-
ify query efficiency or content availability targets, there is no generic strategy that
supports differentiated content classification and content-class-driven adjustment of
replica organisation. In conclusion, as to the knowledge of the author, the proposed
content placement strategies are the first that address the investigated requirements
while taking into account the challenges of smart products.
6.2 Future Work
Workflow-based Content Placement. The proposed strategies apply a static configu-
ration of the parameters used for controlling pre-replication reach as well as the number
of workflow branches for which content is pre-replicated. Given the inherent hetero-
geneity of smart products, one could think of a dynamic adaptation of these parameters
subject to the relation between upcoming content needs and available storage capacity.
Also, energy limitations could be taken into account. While resource-constrained smart
products could try to limit pre-replication wastage by low values assigned to the param-
eters, powerful products could assign higher values in order to more optimistically trade
pre-replication wastage for improvement of query efficiency. This would also enable PA
and CPA to fall back to MPP (by setting the path assessment threshold to a sufficiently
high value) as well as all strategies to fall back to traditional on-demand retrieval of
activity-related content needs to avoid pre-replication wastage (by setting the schedule
look ahead parameter to a value of 0), if needed.
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Content-Class-based Content Placement. The strategy CC supports qualitative con-
tent categorisation and best effort policies, only. In future work, this could be extended
to allow for the definition of quantitative properties such as maximum access latency or
specific availability levels known from SLAs. This requires an adaptation of the class-
specific policies similar to the concepts proposed by [On04] and [HA04] that target
guaranteeing application-assigned levels of content availability and query efficiency, re-
spectively. Yet, it has to be studied whether strategies with quality guarantees fit the
limited resources of smart products.
Evaluation Study. Indeed, simulation-based evaluation studies present an initial idea
of the expected behaviour of the proposed strategies. Yet, the degree of abstraction
of simulation models limits the generic validity of simulation results. This thesis tries
to approach this issue by complementing the simulation results with analyses of the
expected outcome. Still, future work should extend the evaluation study. First, the
simulation model should be enriched by additional (i) underlay network topologies,
(ii) overlay network implementations, (iii) implementations of related work, as well as
(iv) evaluation scenarios. The growth of the amount of simulation data would provide
additional insights by enabling the application of statistical hypotheses tests and would
facilitate the formulation of well-founded recommendations on when to apply which
strategy. In a second step, the simulation-based evaluation should be complemented by
experiments. The results gained from test-bed or pilot experiments provide important
insights that could moreover be used to verify the simulation model and enable enhanced
simulation of future research.
Consistency Maintenance. This thesis focuses on content placement strategies but
abstracts from update operations. In fact, consistency maintenance is a research area
on its own. However, in order to define a complete distributed storage system for smart
products, the proposed strategies are to be complemented with consistency maintenance
concepts. Given the concept of transient replicas, one could think of consistency main-
tenance mechanisms covering (persistent) replicas, only. This concept is applied by
the distributed storage system OceanStore (see Section 3.1.3.1), which distinguishes
between primary and secondary (soft state) replicas. Also, one could think of adapt-
ing the proposed replication strategies to (i) reduce replication degrees for content
with high observed update rates and (ii) limiting pre-replication of workflow branches
other than the one with the highest execution probability to content with low updates
rates or read-only properties. This could reduce complexity and cost of maintaining
content consistency.
Architecture. Finally, while the proposed strategies are not tailored to any specific
architecture, one could think of optimising the latter towards hierarchical network struc-
tures such as hybrid P2P overlay networks. For example, the proposed workflow-based
strategies could be operated by cluster heads, only, in order to enable aggregated as-
sessment of workflow branches. This could foster utilisation of temporal and geographic
locality properties and could lead to further optimisation of content access.
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Chapter A
Implementation and Evaluation
A.1 Process Flow of Simulation Events
This section presents an overview of the process flow of the overlay network events
LEAVE (Figure A.42) and FAIL (Figure A.43) as well as the overlay service events PUT
(Figure A.44), GET (Figure A.45), and WORKFLOW (Figure A.46). A description of the
JOIN event is presented in Section 5.3.1.2. While most events are self-explanatory, the
assignment of content class made by PUT and GET events deserve an additional note.
Thus, the process phase of the GET event randomly selects a content object of all
objects stored in the network following a Zipf-like distribution. The actual assignment of
a content class to the GET request, i.e., which properties has the content for the requester,
is made based on the content class distribution defined for the simulation scenario. This
approach is also applied to PUT events. Moreover, the latter create new content objects
of dynamic size according to the content type linked with the node class of the node for
which the PUT event has been scheduled.
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Figure A.42: Process Flow of LEAVE Event
Fail Event Fail Eventactivity [  ]
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Figure A.43: Process Flow of FAIL Event
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Figure A.44: Process Flow of PUT Event
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Figure A.45: Process Flow of GET Event
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Figure A.46: Process Flow ofWORKFLOW Event
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A.2 Underlay Network
A.2.1 Configuration of BRITE Topology Generator
The following Figures A.47, A.48, and A.49 present the configuration made in
the BRITE topology generator to meet the network topology properties described in
Section 5.2.3.
Figure A.47: BRITE Topology Generator Configuration (1/3)
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Figure A.48: BRITE Topology Generator Configuration (2/3)
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Figure A.49: BRITE Topology Generator Configuration (3/3)
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A.2.2 Generated BRITE Topology
Figure A.50 presents a snapshot of the network topology generated according to the
configuration presented in Section A.2.1.
Figure A.50: Implemented Simulation Model: Underlay Network Topology
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A.3 Distributed Storage Service
This section presents the software structure of the main components of the distributed
storage service by means of class diagrams.
A.3.1 Storage Strategy
StorageStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#maxStorageCapacity : int
#availableStorageCapacity : int
«constructor»+StorageImpl( maxStorageCapacity : int )
«constructor»+StorageImpl()
«JavaElement»+put( content : Content ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+canBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+get( contentId : Id ) : Content{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getSimple( contentId : Id ) : Content{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+removeAllContent() : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+remove( contentId : Id, updateIndex : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «setter»+setMaxStorageCapacity( maxStorageCapacity : int ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«setter»#setAvailableStorageCapacity( availableStorageCapacity : int ) : void
#updateAvailableStorageCapacity( freeCapacity : boolean, delta : int ) : void
«JavaElement» «getter»+getAllContent() : List<Content>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getAllContentIds() : Set<Id>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getMaxStorageCapacity() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getAvailableStorageCapacity() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getNodeId() : Id{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+removeReplicaTTL( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
StorageImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«constructor»+ContentSimulation( identif ier : String, size : int )
«constructor»+ContentSimulation( identif ier : String, size : int, nodeId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass )
«constructor»+ContentSimulation( metadata : ContentMetadata, size : int )
«constructor»+ContentSimulation( metadata : ContentMetadata, size : int, nodeId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass )
«JavaElement»+toString() : String{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+equals( content : Object ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+hashCode() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
ContentSimulation
«constructor»+ReplicaTTL( content : Content, destinationNodeId : Id )
«constructor»#ReplicaTTL( base : ReplicaTTL )
+copy( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ) : ReplicaTTL
+initTimeToLive( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ) : void
#initParameter( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ) : void
+reInitTimeToLive() : void
+increaseTimeToLive() : boolean
«getter»+getTimeToLive() : int
+cancelTimerTask() : void
+cancelTimerTaskWithCheck( nodeId : Id ) : void
#scheduleTimeToLive( timeToLive : int ) : void
#createTimerTask( timeToLive : int ) : void
«JavaElement»+toString() : String{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+equals( content : Object ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+hashCode() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
+removeReplicaTTL() : void
«getter»+getUuid() : UUID
«getter»+getDss() : DistributedStorageServiceImpl
«getter»+isToBeRemoved() : boolean
«getter»+isTTLInitialized() : boolean
«setter»+setToBeRemoved( toBeRemoved : boolean ) : void
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
+REPLICA_TTL_INTERVAL_1 : int{readOnly}
+REPLICA_TTL_INTERVAL_2 : int{readOnly}
+REPLICA_TTL_INTERVAL_3 : int{readOnly}
#timeToLive : int
#timeToLiveAbsolute : int
#isTTLInitialized : boolean
#toBeRemoved : boolean
ReplicaTTL
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «getter»+get( contentId : Id ) : Content{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+removeReplicaTTL( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#createPersistentReplica( replicaTTL : ReplicaTTL ) : Replica
StorageImplTTLRemoveFlag
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «getter»+get( contentId : Id ) : Content{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+removeReplicaTTL( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#createPersistentReplica( replicaTTL : ReplicaTTL ) : Replica
StorageImplTTL
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#size : int
«constructor»+Content( contentMetadata : ContentMetadata )
-generateContentId() : Id
«getter»+getContentId() : Id
«setter»+setContentId( contentId : Id ) : void
«getter»+getContentMetadata() : ContentMetadata
«setter»+setContentMetadata( contentMetadata : ContentMetadata ) : void
«getter»+getContentClass( nodeId : Id ) : ContentClass
«getter»+getContentClassMap() : Map<Id, ContentClass>
«getter»+getPrimaryContentClass( nodeId : Id ) : ContentClass
«getter»#getAverageContentClass() : ContentClass
«setter»+setContentClass( nodeId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass ) : void
«getter»+getSize() : int
«setter»#setSize( size : int ) : void
«JavaElement»+equals( content : Object ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+hashCode() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
Content
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«constructor»+Replica( content : Content )
«JavaElement»+toString() : String{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+equals( content : Object ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+hashCode() : int{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
Replica
+put( content : Content ) : boolean
«getter»+get( contentId : Id ) : Content
«getter»+getSimple( contentId : Id ) : Content
+remove( contentId : Id, updateIndex : boolean ) : void
«getter»+getAllContent() : List<Content>
«setter»+setMaxStorageCapacity( maxStorageCapacity : int ) : void
«getter»+getMaxStorageCapacity() : int
«getter»+getAvailableStorageCapacity() : int
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
«getter»+getNodeId() : Id
«getter»+getAllContentIds() : Set<Id>
+canBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content ) : boolean
+removeAllContent() : void
+removeReplicaTTL( contentId : Id ) : void
Storage
«constructor»+ContentMetadataSimulation( identif ier : String )
«getter»+getIdentif ier() : String
«getter»+getFormat() : DCMESFormatVocabulary
«setter»+setFormat( format : DCMESFormatVocabulary ) : void
«JavaElement»
ContentMetadataSimulation
{JavaAnnotations = "@SuppressWarnings("serial")"}
«JavaElement»
ContentMetadata
{JavaAnnotations = "@SuppressWarnings("serial")"}
Figure A.51: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Storage Strategy
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A.3.2 Index Strategy
IndexStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#storedOnBoard( contentId : Id ) : boolean
#updateIndexLogContentRequest( requestType : RequestType, contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
#updateIndexLogContentRequest( requestType : RequestType, contentId : Id ) : void
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean, numberRequests : int ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexSetContentRemove( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexRemoveLinkToProvider( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateIndexSetLinkToProvider( contentId : Id, nodeHandle : NodeHandle ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getIndexMap() : Map<Id, IndexItem>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
IndexImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#NBR_OF_NEIGHBOR_INDEXES : int{readOnly}
#NEIGHBOR_INDEX_MAINTENANCE_DELAY : int{readOnly}
#NEIGHBOR_INDEX_MAINTENANCE_PERIOD : int{readOnly}
#NEIGHBOR_INDEX_DELETE_PERIOD : int{readOnly}
«constructor»+IndexDSF4SPNeighborSetImpl()
#maintainNeighborIndex() : void
#sendNeighborIndexMaintenanceMessage( destination : NodeHandle, periodicIndexGetRequestsToSent : PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>> ) : void
#cleanUpPeriodicIndexGetRequestsToSent( periodicIndexGetRequestsToSent : PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>> ) : void
+handleNeighborIndexMaintenanceMessage( message : NeighborIndexMaintenanceMessage ) : void
«getter»+getNeighborIndexMap() : Map<Id, PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>>>
IndexDSF4SPNeighborSetImpl
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean, numberRequests : int ) : void
+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexSetContentRemove( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexRemoveLinkToProvider( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexSetLinkToProvider( contentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle ) : void
«getter»+getIndexMap() : Map<Id, IndexItem>
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
Index
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#PERIODIC_INDEX_DELAY : int{readOnly}
#PERIODIC_INDEX_PERIOD : int{readOnly}
«constructor»+IndexDSF4SPImpl()
#maintainPeriodicIndex() : void
«getter»+getPeriodicIndexGetRequests() : PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>>
«getter»#getGetRequestMap() : Map<Id, Integer>
IndexDSF4SPImpl
Figure A.52: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Index Strategy
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A.3.3 Get Strategy
DistributedGetStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
«JavaElement» «getter»+get( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback, logRequest : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#useParallelLookup( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, callback : DistributedStorageServ iceCallback ) : boolean
+sendGetMessageToNeighborset( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#registerParallelGetRequest( requestUUID : UUID, parallelRequestUUID : UUID ) : void
«getter»#isFirstParallelGetResponse( parallelRequestUUID : UUID ) : UUID
#areFurtherResponsesExpected( parallelRequestUUID : UUID ) : int
#sendGetMessageToNeighbor( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, nodeHandle : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
«JavaElement»#sendGetMessage( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, nodeHandle : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»#forw ardGetMessage( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»#forw ardGetMessage( destination : NodeHandle, message : GetMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGet( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, message : GetMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGetError( getErrorMessage : GetErrorMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«setter»#setReplicaPlacementToBeMaintained( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : GetMessage
«JavaElement»+handleGetResponse( content : Content, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»#contentIsStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID, message : GetMessage, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
-ERROR_DISCARD : int{readOnly}
-ERROR_CALLBACK : int{readOnly}
-ERROR_WAIT : int{readOnly}
GetStrategyParallelLockupImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement»+handleGetResponse( content : Content, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»#contentIsStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID, message : GetMessage, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#isReplicaPlacementToBeMaintained( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : boolean
GetStrategyContentClassImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#GET_REQUEST_TIMEOUT_TASK_DELAY : int{readOnly}
#INDEX_INVALIDATION_TASK_DELAY : int{readOnly}
#registerGetRequest( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#registerGetRequest( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID, contentClass : ContentClass, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : boolean
#doCallbackResponse( content : Content ) : Set<UUID>
#doCallbackError( contentId : Id, error : String ) : void
«JavaElement» «getter»+get( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback, logRequest : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGet( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, message : GetMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGetForceLocal( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGetResponse( content : Content, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleGetError( getErrorMessage : GetErrorMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendGetResponseMessage( message : GetMessage, content : Content ) : void
«JavaElement»+sendGetErrorMessage( message : GetMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendGetMessage( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, nodeHandle : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#contentIsStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean
#contentIsStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : boolean
#contentIsStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID, message : GetMessage, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean
#contentIsReferredToInIndex( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, requestUUID : UUID, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean
#contentIsReferredToInIndex( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : boolean
#contentIsReferredToInIndex( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, message : GetMessage, requestUUID : UUID, logRequest : boolean ) : boolean
«JavaElement» «setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#forw ardGetMessage( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : void
#forw ardGetMessage( destination : NodeHandle, message : GetMessage ) : void
#registerCallback( callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : UUID
«JavaElement»+handleIndexInvalidation( contentId : Id, getMessageUUID : UUID, provider : NodeHandle ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendIndexInvalidationMessage( destination : NodeHandle, getMessageUUID : UUID, provider : NodeHandle, contentId : Id ) : void
#updateIndexDirectSendMap( message : GetMessage, sender : NodeHandle, destination : NodeHandle ) : void
«getter»-isIndexDirectSendLoop( message : GetMessage, destination : NodeHandle ) : boolean
#registerIndexInvalidationTask( requestUUID : UUID, contentId : Id ) : void
#cancelIndexInvalidationTask( requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#registerGetRequestTimeoutTask( contentId : Id ) : void
#cancelGetRequestTimeoutTask( contentId : Id ) : void
GetStrategyImpl
«getter»+get( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback, logRequest : boolean ) : void
+handleGet( contentId : Id, contentClass : ContentClass, message : GetMessage ) : void
+handleGetForceLocal( contentId : Id, message : GetMessage ) : boolean
+handleGetResponse( content : Content, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
+handleGetError( getErrorMessage : GetErrorMessage ) : void
+sendGetErrorMessage( message : GetMessage ) : void
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
+handleIndexInvalidation( contentId : Id, getMessageUUID : UUID, provider : NodeHandle ) : void
GetStrategy
Figure A.53: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Get Strategy
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A.3.4 Put Strategy
DistributedPutStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#REQUEST_MAP_CLEANUP_TASK_DELAY : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement»+putForceLocal( content : Content, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+put( content : Content, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handlePut( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handlePutResponse( contentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handlePutError( putErrorMessage : PutErrorMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleReplaceResponse( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleReplaceError( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendPutResponseMessage( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : void
«JavaElement»+sendPutErrorMessage( message : PutMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendPutMessage( content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#contentCanBeStoredAf terReplacement( content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredAf terReplacement( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredAf terReplacement( content : Content, message : PutMessage, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
«getter»#isReplacementActiveForContent( contentId : Id ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content, message : PutMessage, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#w asContentAlreadyStoredOnBoard( contentId : Id ) : boolean
#w asContentAlreadyStoredOnBoard( content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#w asContentAlreadyStoredOnBoard( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : boolean
#overw riteContent( content : Content, contentOnBoard : Content ) : boolean
#forw ardPutMessage( content : Content, message : PutMessage, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
«JavaElement» «setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#registerCallback( callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : UUID
PutStrategyImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement»+put( content : Content, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#createReplicaQueryEff iciency( content : Content ) : void
«getter»#isLocalReplicaQueryEf ficiencyToBeCreated( contentId : Id ) : boolean
«JavaElement»#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
PutStrategyContentClassImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement»#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
PutStrategyDSF4SPImpl
+replace( newContent : Content, requestUUID : UUID, callback : ReplacementStrategyCallback ) : void
+handleReplace( content : Content, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
+handleReplaceResponse( newContentId : Id, replacedContentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
+handleReplaceError( errorMessage : ReplaceErrorMessage ) : void
+sendReplaceErrorMessage( newContentId : Id, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
«getter»+getContentToReplace( newContent : Content, availab leStorageCapacity : int ) : List<Id>
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
«getter»+isAl readyReplacementCandidate( candidateForReplacementContentId : Id ) : boolean
ReplacementStrategy
+putForceLocal( content : Content, cal lback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : void
+put( content : Content, callback : DistributedStorageServiceCallback ) : void
+handlePut( content : Content, message : PutMessage ) : void
+handlePutResponse( contentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
+handlePutError( putErrorMessage : PutErrorMessage ) : void
+sendPutErrorMessage( message : PutMessage ) : void
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
PutStrategy
+handleReplaceResponse( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
+handleReplaceError( contentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
ReplacementStrategyCallback
Figure A.54: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Put Strategy
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A.3.5 Replacement Strategy
ReplacementStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «getter»#getContentToReplace( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#getContentToReplaceQueryEff iciency( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
«getter»#getContentToReplaceAvailability( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
«getter»#getContentToReplaceDefault( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
«getter»#getContentToReplace( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id>, limitingContentClass : ContentClass ) : List<Id>
#checkBenef itCostRatio( new Content : Content, resultList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
«getter»#getBenef it( new Content : Content ) : double
«getter»#getCost( id : Id ) : double
«getter»#getWeightedRequestRate( contentId : Id, periodicIndex : PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>> ) : double
ReplacementStrategyMFRRemoveFlagContentClassImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement»+replace( new Content : Content, requestUUID : UUID, callback : ReplacementStrategyCallback ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#isContentToBeReplaced( new Content : Content, requestUUID : UUID, contentToReplace : List<Id> ) : boolean
«getter»#getAdditionalAvailableStorageCapacity( contentIdList : List<Id> ) : int
«JavaElement»+handleReplace( contentToReplace : Content, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleReplaceResponse( new ContentId : Id, replacedContentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+handleReplaceError( errorMessage : ReplaceErrorMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#sendReplaceMessage( new ContentId : Id, contentIdToReplace : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#sendReplaceResponseMessage( replacedContentId : Id, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
«JavaElement»+sendReplaceErrorMessage( new ContentId : Id, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#maxNumberOfReplacementIterationsReached( new Content : Content, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#contentCanBeStoredOnBoard( contentToReplace : Content, message : ReplaceMessage ) : boolean
#incrementNumberOfReplacementIterations( requestUUID : UUID ) : void
#allContentHasBeenReplaced( new ContentId : Id, requestUUID : UUID ) : boolean
#forw ardReplaceMessage( contentToReplace : Content, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
«JavaElement» «setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#isCandidateForReplacement( new ContentId : Id, candidateForReplacementContentId : Id ) : boolean
«JavaElement» «getter»+isAlreadyReplacementCandidate( candidateForReplacementContentId : Id ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#get( contentId : Id ) : Content
ReplacementStrategyImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getContentToReplace( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int ) : List<Id>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»#isContentToBeReplaced( new Content : Content, requestUUID : UUID, contentToReplace : List<Id> ) : boolean{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#removeReplicaTTLRemoveFlag( contentToBeRemoved : List<Id> ) : void
#determineReplicaTTLRemoveFlag( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
ReplacementStrategyMFRRemoveFlagImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getContentToReplace( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int ) : List<Id>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#getContentToReplace( new Content : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int, orderedAccessHistoryList : List<Id> ) : List<Id>
#sortGetRequestRateMFR( index : Map<Id, IndexItem> ) : List<Id>
ReplacementStrategyMFRImpl
+replace( newContent : Content, requestUUID : UUID, callback : ReplacementStrategyCallback ) : void
+handleReplace( content : Content, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
+handleReplaceResponse( newContentId : Id, replacedContentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle, requestUUID : UUID ) : void
+handleReplaceError( errorMessage : ReplaceErrorMessage ) : void
+sendReplaceErrorMessage( newContentId : Id, message : ReplaceMessage ) : void
«getter»+getContentToReplace( newContent : Content, availableStorageCapacity : int ) : List<Id>
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
«getter»+isAlreadyReplacementCandidate( candidateForReplacementContentId : Id ) : boolean
ReplacementStrategy
Figure A.55: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Replacement Strategy
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A.3.6 Replication Strategy
ReplicationStrategyclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+ReplicationStrategyContentClassOnlyImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+predictContentNeeds( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
ReplicationStrategyContentClassOnlyImpl
«JavaElement» «constructor»+ReplicationStrategyContentClassImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+replicateInLeafSet( content : Content, directReplication : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#determineExpectedNumberOfReplicas( content : Content, numberOfReplicasInLeafSet : int ) : void
#sendReplicatePingMessage( contentId : Id, numberOfReplicas : int ) : void
#registerReplicaPlacementMaintenanceTask( contentId : Id ) : void
#cancelReplicaPlacementMaintenanceTask( contentId : Id ) : void
+handleReplicatePingMessage( contentId : Id, message : ReplicatePingMessage ) : void
#sendReplicatePingResponseMessage( hasReplica : boolean, message : ReplicatePingMessage ) : void
+handleReplicatePingResponseMessage( contentId : Id, hasReplica : boolean, message : ReplicatePingResponseMessage ) : void
#checkWhetherReplicaPlacementIsToBeMaintained( contentId : Id ) : void
#clearReplicaPlacementMaintenanceMaps( contentId : Id ) : void
«JavaElement»+replicateInNeighborSet( content : Content, isInitialPut : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#replicateInLeafSet( content : Content, numberOfReplicas : int ) : void
#determineNodesInLeafSet( referenceId : Id, numberOfReplicas : int ) : Vector<NodeHandle>
#replicateInNeighborSet( content : Content, numberOfReplicas : int ) : void
#replicateTTL( content : Content, nodes : Vector<NodeHandle> ) : void
#replicate( content : Content, nodes : Vector<NodeHandle> ) : void
#sendReplicateMessage( replica : Replica, nodeHandle : NodeHandle ) : void
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
ReplicationStrategyContentClassImpl
«JavaElement» «constructor»+ReplicationStrategyWorkflow Impl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+predictContentNeeds( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#predictionShouldHappen( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : boolean
#reSchedulingShouldHappen( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : boolean
#updateCurrentActivityNumber( w orkf low Id : UUID ) : void
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#reScheduleLength : int
ReplicationStrategyWorkflow Impl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+ReplicationStrategyImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+replicateInLeafSet( content : Content, directReplication : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+replicateInNeighborSet( content : Content, isInitialPut : boolean ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+replicate( replica : Replica ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+replicate() : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+predictContentNeeds( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
ReplicationStrategyImpl
+predictContentNeeds( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : void
+replicateInLeafSet( content : Content, directReplication : boolean ) : void
+replicateInNeighborSet( content : Content, isInitialPut : boolean ) : void
+replicate() : void
+replicate( replica : Replica ) : void
ReplicationStrategy
+schedule( result : PathEvaluatorResult, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void
+startPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+continuePreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+stopPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+reSchedule( workflowId : UUID, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void
SchedulerService
...
+evaluatePaths( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : PathEvaluatorResult
«getter»+getPathExecutionHistory() : PathExecutionHistoryService
PathEvaluatorService
+findPaths( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : LinkedHashSet
PathFinderService
Figure A.56: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Replication Strategy (1/2)
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ReplicationStrategyWFclassdiagrampackage [  ]
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#PERIODIC_WORKFLOW_HISTORY_DELAY : int{readOnly}
#PERIODIC_WORKFLOW_HISTORY_PERIOD : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+WorkflowHistoryServiceImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+findMostProbablePath( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : LinkedList<BaseActivity>{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+updateHistory( executedActivity : BaseActivity ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getWeightedPathProbability( path : LinkedList<BaseActivity>, allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : double{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«getter»#getPathProbability( periodicActivityExecutionsMap : Map<UUID, Integer>, path : LinkedList<BaseActivity>, allPaths : LinkedHashSet, mpp : boolean ) : double
«JavaElement» «getter»+getRemoteNodeProbability( remoteActivity : RemoteActivity ) : double{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#maintainPeriodicWorkflowHistory() : void
PathExecutionHistoryServiceImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#CONCURRENT_REQUESTS : int{readOnly}
#REQUEST_TIMEOUT : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+PreReplicationServiceImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl, simTimerHandler : SimTimerHandler ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+start() : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+continuePreReplication() : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «setter»+setSchedule( schedule : LinkedList<LocalActivity> ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+stop() : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#fetchNextContents() : void
«getter»#isStoredOnBoard( content : Content ) : boolean
#cleanUpPendingRequests() : void
#createRequestTimeoutTimerTask() : void
«JavaElement»+onGetResponse( content : Content ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+onError( error : DistributedStorageError ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+onPutResponse( contentId : Id ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
...
PreReplicationServiceImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
-alpha : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement»+findPaths( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : LinkedHashSet{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
-f indPaths( activity : BaseActivity, existingPath : LinkedList<BaseActivity>, f irstXORPassed : boolean, processedActivitiesAfterXOR : int ) : LinkedHashSet
PathFinderServiceImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#LOCATION_FACTOR_NEIGHBORSET : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+PathEvaluatorServiceCooperativeImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement» «getter»#getBenefit( content : Content, allPaths : LinkedHashSet, currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : double{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
PathEvaluatorServiceCPAImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#LOCATION_FACTOR_OFF_BOARD : int{readOnly}
#LOCATION_FACTOR_ON_BOARD : int{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+PathEvaluatorServiceImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+evaluatePaths( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : PathEvaluatorResult{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#evaluateAndSortAllPaths( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : LinkedList<LinkedList<BaseActivity>>
#evaluatePath( path : LinkedList<BaseActivity>, allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : double
«getter»#getBenefit( content : Content, allPaths : LinkedHashSet, currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : double
«getter»#getWeightedRequestRate( contentId : Id, periodicIndex : PeriodicIndex<Integer, Map<Id, Integer>>, useLocalIndex : boolean ) : double
«getter»#getCost( content : Content, position : int ) : double
«getter»#getStorageLocation( contentId : Id ) : int
«JavaElement» «getter»+getPathExecutionHistory() : PathExecutionHistoryService{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
...
PathEvaluatorServicePAImpl
«JavaElement» «constructor»+SchedulerServiceImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+startPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+continuePreReplication( id : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+stopPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+schedule( result : PathEvaluatorResult, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement»+reSchedule( workflowId : UUID, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#schedulePathsAfterXOR( result : PathEvaluatorResult, schedule : LinkedList<LocalActivity> ) : void
#removeCommonSubPath( result : PathEvaluatorResult, commonSubPath : LinkedList<BaseActivity> ) : void
#scheduleCommonSubPath( result : PathEvaluatorResult, schedule : LinkedList<LocalActivity> ) : LinkedList<BaseActivity>
#addToSchedule( schedule : LinkedList<LocalActivity>, activity : BaseActivity ) : void
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
-ALPHA : int{readOnly}
-BETA : int{readOnly}
SchedulerServiceImpl
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
«JavaElement» «constructor»+PathEvaluatorServiceMPPOnlyImpl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+evaluatePaths( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : PathEvaluatorResult{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
«JavaElement» «getter»+getPathExecutionHistory() : PathExecutionHistoryService{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
...
PathEvaluatorServiceMPPImpl
«JavaElement» «constructor»+ReplicationStrategyWorkflow Impl( dss : DistributedStorageServiceImpl ){JavaAnnotations = "@Inject"}
«JavaElement»+predictContentNeeds( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : void{JavaAnnotations = "@Override"}
#predictionShouldHappen( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : boolean
#reSchedulingShouldHappen( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : boolean
#updateCurrentActivityNumber( w orkflow Id : UUID ) : void
-serialVersionUID : long{readOnly}
#reScheduleLength : int
ReplicationStrategyWorkflowImpl
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexLogGetRequest( contentId : Id, contentSize : int, storedOnBoard : boolean, numberRequests : int ) : void
+updateIndexLogPutRequest( contentId : Id, storedOnBoard : boolean ) : void
+updateIndexSetContentRemove( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexRemoveLinkToProvider( contentId : Id ) : void
+updateIndexSetLinkToProvider( contentId : Id, provider : NodeHandle ) : void
«getter»+getIndexMap() : Map<Id, IndexItem>
«setter»+setDistributedStorageService( dss : DistributedStorageService ) : void
Index
«getter»+getRemoteNodeProbability( remoteActivity : RemoteActivity ) : double
+findMostProbablePath( paths : LinkedHashSet ) : LinkedList<BaseActivity>
+updateHistory( executedActivity : BaseActivity ) : void
«getter»+getWeightedPathProbability( path : LinkedList<BaseActivity>, allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : double
PathExecutionHistoryService
+schedule( result : PathEvaluatorResult, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void
+startPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+continuePreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+stopPreReplication( id : UUID ) : void
+reSchedule( workflowId : UUID, scheduleLimit : Integer ) : void
SchedulerService
+start() : void
+stop() : void
«setter»+setSchedule( schedule : LinkedList<LocalActivity> ) : void
+continuePreReplication() : void
PreReplicationService
...
+evaluatePaths( allPaths : LinkedHashSet ) : PathEvaluatorResult
«getter»+getPathExecutionHistory() : PathExecutionHistoryService
PathEvaluatorService
+findPaths( currentActivity : BaseActivity ) : LinkedHashSet
PathFinderService
Figure A.57: Distributed Storage Service: Class Diagram of Replication Strategy (2/2)
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A.4 Analysis of Simulation Data
A.4.1 Simulation Data
Tables A.32 and A.33 present the results of the evaluation study. The column headers
refer to quality attributes summarised in Table 5.14. Note that all quality attributes but
{QA4,QA5,QA6} depict average values calculated as arithmetic mean values. QA2.2 and
QA2.3 represent the average number of replicas and transient replicas in the network,
respectively. QA6.1 and QA6.2 show the transient replica utilisation in absolute and
relative form. The two attributes QA1 and QA3 are not covered by the table, because
they are configuration-independent. QA1 is shown in the main evaluation study (see
Section 5.4.2). Also, the average number of content in the network is not represented,
because is can be derived from QA2.2,QA2.3 (remember that the strategies do not cover
any means for content removal).
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QA2.2 QA2.3 QA4 QA5 QA6.1 (0) QA6.1 (1) QA6.1 (2) QA6.1 (3) QA6.2 (0) QA6.2 (1) QA6.2 (2)
DSF4SP_1_3 20988.21 8813.18 66.23% 27.81% 30693 414 87 143 97.94% 1.32% 0.28%
DSF4SP_1_4 34771.93 17793.51 105.56% 54.02% 51443 1813 354 519 95.04% 3.35% 0.65%
DSF4SP_2_1 84.98 297.07 0.27% 0.96% 6278 38102 661 172 13.89% 84.27% 1.46%
DSF4SP_2_2 128.91 387.52 0.41% 1.25% 5477 37988 740 242 12.32% 85.47% 1.66%
DSF4SP_2_3 146.15 561.89 0.47% 1.80% 11249 45312 776 276 19.53% 78.65% 1.35%
DSF4SP_2_4 177.74 732.73 0.57% 2.37% 9984 45547 951 334 17.57% 80.17% 1.67%
DSF4SP_3_1 93.48 10842.94 0.30% 34.83% 2457 17279 304 178 12.15% 85.46% 1.50%
DSF4SP_3_2 118.37 10791.71 0.38% 34.82% 2001 17301 370 213 10.06% 87.01% 1.86%
DSF4SP_3_3 129.66 14092.09 0.42% 45.31% 4624 20576 321 246 17.95% 79.85% 1.25%
DSF4SP_3_4 175.84 14367.19 0.56% 46.15% 4367 21490 396 327 16.43% 80.85% 1.49%
DSF4SP_4_1 21158.12 19752.85 66.84% 62.40% 32485 19008 297 194 62.49% 36.57% 0.57%
DSF4SP_4_2 35013.66 27013.02 105.78% 81.61% 47410 20055 457 327 69.47% 29.39% 0.67%
DSF4SP_4_3 21322.40 24684.16 67.43% 78.06% 36720 23707 381 273 60.12% 38.81% 0.62%
DSF4SP_4_4 34788.33 31592.41 105.14% 95.48% 48231 24930 505 396 65.12% 33.66% 0.68%
DSF4SP_5_1 83.45 298.11 0.27% 0.96% 7134 37789 660 161 15.60% 82.61% 1.44%
DSF4SP_5_2 132.46 393.27 0.43% 1.26% 6190 38068 779 248 13.67% 84.06% 1.72%
DSF4SP_5_3 133.79 582.72 0.43% 1.88% 12943 46148 831 269 21.50% 76.67% 1.38%
DSF4SP_5_4 185.59 755.92 0.60% 2.44% 12185 46089 916 358 20.46% 77.40% 1.54%
DSF4SP_6_1 92.63 10861.09 0.30% 35.07% 2765 17158 285 182 13.56% 84.15% 1.40%
DSF4SP_6_2 127.61 10908.22 0.41% 35.16% 2316 17264 347 227 11.49% 85.66% 1.72%
DSF4SP_6_3 141.75 14724.21 0.45% 47.02% 5566 20949 324 251 20.55% 77.33% 1.20%
DSF4SP_6_4 184.56 14450.42 0.60% 46.59% 5014 20773 416 332 18.90% 78.29% 1.57%
DSF4SP_7_1 21210.25 20244.75 66.87% 63.83% 34548 19062 302 186 63.86% 35.24% 0.56%
DSF4SP_7_2 34908.53 28001.61 106.03% 85.05% 48296 20201 413 364 69.72% 29.16% 0.60%
DSF4SP_7_3 21210.26 24460.24 66.57% 76.77% 36986 23345 385 266 60.65% 38.28% 0.63%
DSF4SP_7_4 34889.15 31498.92 104.72% 94.54% 49122 24484 513 426 65.90% 32.84% 0.69%
DSF4SP_8_1 108.01 291.63 0.35% 0.94% 6922 36970 610 195 15.49% 82.71% 1.36%
DSF4SP_8_2 122.36 392.56 0.39% 1.26% 5960 38163 841 242 13.18% 84.42% 1.86%
DSF4SP_8_3 153.68 579.75 0.49% 1.85% 12903 45817 852 284 21.56% 76.55% 1.42%
DSF4SP_8_4 181.13 752.33 0.58% 2.42% 11998 45858 929 339 20.29% 77.56% 1.57%
DSF4SP_9_1 90.06 11045.75 0.29% 35.23% 2863 17039 299 168 14.06% 83.65% 1.47%
DSF4SP_9_2 119.08 10869.61 0.38% 34.87% 2304 17492 343 231 11.31% 85.87% 1.68%
DSF4SP_9_3 136.52 14293.61 0.44% 45.78% 5475 20304 361 245 20.75% 76.95% 1.37%
DSF4SP_9_4 187.57 14660.83 0.60% 47.00% 5016 21208 422 336 18.59% 78.60% 1.56%
DSF4SP_10_1 21401.03 20327.28 67.27% 63.90% 34042 19386 347 178 63.10% 35.93% 0.64%
DSF4SP_10_2 34842.94 27080.87 105.13% 81.71% 46855 20045 473 334 69.20% 29.61% 0.70%
DSF4SP_10_3 21277.54 24434.51 67.13% 77.09% 36477 23351 407 267 60.29% 38.60% 0.67%
DSF4SP_10_4 35026.21 31670.02 105.91% 95.77% 48866 24317 487 405 65.97% 32.83% 0.66%
MDCDN_1 1773.47 0.00 5.68% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
MDCDN_2 888.46 0.00 2.86% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
CACHING_1 6282.76 0.00 20.11% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
CACHING_2 1087.33 0.00 3.49% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
CACHING_3 27281.61 0.00 83.15% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
NOREP 0.00 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Table A.32: Simulation Data (1/2)
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QA6.2 (3) QA7 QA9 QA8 QA10 QA12 QA11 QA13 QA14 QA15 QA16
DSF4SP_1_3 0.46% 28.18 27.03 25.23 34.40 32.97 31.26 70.34% 72.09% 59.25% 57.82%
DSF4SP_1_4 0.96% 25.93 23.58 20.49 35.15 31.57 27.97 70.44% 72.38% 52.78% 52.55%
DSF4SP_2_1 0.38% 28.50 25.97 20.95 31.48 28.97 24.35 71.43% 73.65% 72.67% 69.04%
DSF4SP_2_2 0.54% 28.21 25.65 20.28 31.48 28.82 23.70 71.05% 73.26% 70.90% 67.97%
DSF4SP_2_3 0.48% 26.21 22.49 14.60 29.39 25.41 17.41 70.14% 72.67% 68.86% 67.02%
DSF4SP_2_4 0.59% 25.82 22.10 14.02 29.06 25.01 16.71 69.99% 72.76% 67.79% 66.68%
DSF4SP_3_1 0.88% 25.95 22.37 15.36 35.23 30.76 22.04 63.52% 66.72% 55.65% 54.72%
DSF4SP_3_2 1.07% 25.58 21.88 15.02 34.35 29.58 21.28 62.44% 65.50% 54.62% 53.56%
DSF4SP_3_3 0.95% 23.50 18.67 9.09 32.01 25.46 12.99 62.00% 64.87% 52.94% 52.11%
DSF4SP_3_4 1.23% 23.59 18.71 9.25 32.24 25.72 13.31 63.02% 65.44% 53.35% 52.41%
DSF4SP_4_1 0.37% 23.63 20.45 13.94 34.36 30.12 21.50 68.72% 70.68% 50.84% 50.66%
DSF4SP_4_2 0.48% 22.59 19.18 12.78 33.32 28.11 19.48 69.40% 71.02% 48.67% 48.57%
DSF4SP_4_3 0.45% 21.65 17.15 8.26 31.85 25.47 12.87 69.17% 70.70% 49.99% 49.98%
DSF4SP_4_4 0.53% 20.84 16.26 7.59 31.26 24.30 11.76 70.62% 71.76% 48.40% 48.46%
DSF4SP_5_1 0.35% 28.80 26.24 21.05 31.87 29.26 24.46 70.63% 72.98% 72.00% 68.20%
DSF4SP_5_2 0.55% 27.91 25.14 19.69 31.03 28.08 22.79 71.27% 73.79% 71.09% 68.50%
DSF4SP_5_3 0.45% 25.99 22.15 13.89 28.95 24.83 16.40 70.59% 72.76% 69.44% 67.26%
DSF4SP_5_4 0.60% 25.75 21.69 13.42 28.97 24.53 16.05 70.81% 73.45% 68.54% 67.32%
DSF4SP_6_1 0.89% 25.96 22.39 15.48 34.49 30.14 21.92 62.30% 65.37% 54.92% 53.70%
DSF4SP_6_2 1.13% 25.63 21.77 14.82 34.30 29.19 20.65 62.27% 65.20% 54.45% 53.25%
DSF4SP_6_3 0.93% 23.25 18.32 8.64 31.53 24.92 12.34 63.08% 65.73% 53.51% 52.74%
DSF4SP_6_4 1.25% 23.53 18.32 8.74 32.24 25.23 12.54 62.29% 64.97% 52.85% 52.25%
DSF4SP_7_1 0.34% 23.43 20.31 13.90 33.93 29.79 21.29 68.46% 70.16% 50.58% 50.18%
DSF4SP_7_2 0.53% 22.67 19.19 12.81 33.37 28.15 19.45 69.50% 71.18% 48.71% 48.72%
DSF4SP_7_3 0.44% 21.62 16.98 8.01 32.04 25.28 12.47 68.70% 70.16% 49.63% 49.59%
DSF4SP_7_4 0.57% 20.77 16.14 7.35 31.08 24.04 11.43 70.52% 72.22% 48.36% 48.83%
DSF4SP_8_1 0.44% 28.39 25.85 20.83 31.31 28.71 23.96 69.65% 72.15% 70.94% 67.43%
DSF4SP_8_2 0.54% 28.28 25.55 20.22 31.66 28.77 23.78 71.38% 73.69% 71.26% 68.41%
DSF4SP_8_3 0.47% 25.95 22.03 13.85 29.16 25.02 16.57 70.75% 73.31% 69.13% 67.34%
DSF4SP_8_4 0.57% 25.71 21.61 13.47 29.07 24.53 16.09 70.19% 72.76% 67.94% 66.47%
DSF4SP_9_1 0.82% 25.31 21.74 14.75 33.73 29.28 20.80 63.06% 66.71% 55.20% 54.65%
DSF4SP_9_2 1.13% 25.76 22.06 15.10 34.61 29.84 21.50 62.51% 65.69% 54.67% 53.92%
DSF4SP_9_3 0.93% 23.40 18.43 8.89 32.09 25.49 12.87 62.41% 65.20% 53.02% 52.28%
DSF4SP_9_4 1.25% 23.09 18.01 8.47 31.71 24.73 12.18 62.63% 64.66% 52.85% 51.60%
DSF4SP_10_1 0.33% 23.70 20.55 14.05 34.50 30.35 21.67 69.47% 71.26% 51.02% 51.02%
DSF4SP_10_2 0.49% 22.84 19.31 12.79 33.68 28.29 19.58 69.87% 71.39% 49.06% 48.98%
DSF4SP_10_3 0.44% 21.11 16.79 7.77 31.02 24.73 12.00 69.50% 70.58% 49.96% 49.60%
DSF4SP_10_4 0.55% 21.09 16.35 7.50 31.79 24.50 11.69 70.37% 71.68% 48.27% 48.36%
MDCDN_1 0.00% 30.12 28.94 26.76 33.55 32.41 30.64 70.81% 73.73% 69.01% 66.27%
MDCDN_2 0.00% 30.97 29.79 27.39 33.72 32.59 30.34 71.55% 73.97% 72.56% 68.39%
CACHING_1 0.00% 27.35 24.96 20.38 31.56 28.86 24.02 68.99% 71.47% 61.37% 59.83%
CACHING_2 0.00% 30.03 28.44 25.71 32.61 30.81 28.16 70.66% 73.21% 70.36% 66.96%
CACHING_3 0.00% 23.41 19.79 13.01 29.38 24.88 16.85 67.94% 69.73% 51.16% 50.79%
NOREP 0.00% 30.89 30.23 28.75 30.89 30.23 28.75 75.75% 77.26% 82.86% 77.26%
Table A.33: Simulation Data (2/2)
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A.4.2 Approximation of Pre-Replication Error
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Table A.37: Approximation of Pre-Replication Error for Workflow WF4
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A.4.3 Approximation of the Increase of the Transient
Replica Ratio
Note that the following calculations of the approximated increase of the transient
replica ratio for the workflows WF2, WF3, and WF4 used in the evaluation scenario
abstracts from the order in which content needs of activities of paths other than the most
probable path are scheduled. Thus, a simplified “top-down” approach is used based on
numbering of the activities.
Workflow WF2 Comment
* tau limits additional activity to be pre-replicated to a single activity
Configuration tau 3
alpha 1 XOR Prob MPP Add. Paths Add. #Content Avg. Add. #Content
beta 2 1 1 1A 1B 5
Avg. #content per path 9 1C 3 4.00
Assumption 1 1B 1A 2
1C 3 2.50
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 3.33 1 1C 1A 2
probability 33% 1B 5 3.50
actual 1.10 3.33
Delta transient replica ratio 12.22%
Workflow WF2 Comment
* tau limits additional activity to be pre-replicated to two activities
Configuration tau 4
alpha 2 XOR Prob MPP Add. Paths Add. #Content Avg. Add. #Content
beta 3 1 1 1A 1B 5
Avg. #content per path 9 1C 3
Assumption 1B, 1C 8 5.33
1 1B 1A 2
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 4.44 1C 3
probability 33% 1A, 1C 5 3.33
actual 1.47 1 1C 1A 2
1B 5
Delta transient replica ratio 16.30% 1A, 1B 7 4.67
4.44
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
Figure A.58: Approximation of the Transient Replica Ratio Increase of PA / CPA over MPP
for Workflow WF2
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Workflow WF3 Comment
1. XOR
Configuration tau 3 * no add. pre-replication because activity 2 followed by XOR (=> no re-scheduling)
alpha 1 2. XOR
beta 2 * tau limits activity to be pre-replicated to most probable path
Avg. #content per path 16.5 * there is no re-scheduling because schedule is cleared after XOR
Assumption
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 0.00
probability 33%
actual 0.00
Delta transient replica ratio 0.00%
Workflow WF3 Comment
1. XOR
Configuration tau 4 * tau limits activity to be pre-replicated after XOR to most probable path
alpha 2 2. XOR
beta 3 * tau limits additional activity to be pre-replicated to a single activity
Avg. #content per path 16.5
Assumption XOR Prob MPP Add. Paths Add. #Content Avg. Add. #Content
2 0.5 3A1A 3A1B 1
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 1.00 3A1C 2 0.75
probability 33% 0.5 3A1B 3A1A 3
actual 0.33 3A1C 2 1.25
0.5 3A1C 3A1A 3
Delta transient replica ratio 2.00% 3A1B 1 1.00
1.00
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
Figure A.59: Approximation of the Transient Replica Ratio Increase of PA / CPA over MPP
for Workflow WF3
Workflow WF4 Comment
For all XOR transitions
Configuration tau 3 * tau limits activity to be pre-replicated to most probable path
alpha 1 * there is no re-scheduling because schedule is cleared after XOR
beta 2
Avg. #content per path 16.8
Assumption
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 0.00
probability 33%
actual 0.00
Delta transient replica ratio 0.00%
Workflow WF4 Comment
For all XOR transitions
Configuration tau 4 * tau limits additional activity to be pre-replicated to a single activity
alpha 2
beta 3 XOR Prob MPP Add. Paths Add. #Content Avg. Add. #Content
Avg. #content per path 16.8 1 1 2A 2B 2 2.00
Assumption 1 2B 2A 3 3.00
2.1 0.5 2A1A 2A1B 4
Avg. add. pre-replication theoretical 5.58 2A1B 2A1A 1 1.25
probability 33% 2.2 0.5 2B1A 2B1B 4
actual 1.84 2B1C 6 2.50
0.5 2B1B 2B1A 1
Delta transient replica ratio 10.97% 2B1C 6 1.75
0.5 2B1C 2B1A 1
2B1B 4 1.25
5.58
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
XOR branches are distributed uniformly
Figure A.60: Approximation of the Transient Replica Ratio Increase of PA / CPA over MPP
for Workflow WF4
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Chapter B
Glossary
Content
Content is an umbrella term covering knowledge as well as other product- and
user-related information.
Context
“The context of a smart product comprises all aspects of the ambiance, which can
be detected and reacted upon by the smart product (relevant information), such as
characteristics of the user (her location, task at hand, etc.) and interfering physical
or virtual properties (noise level, nearby resources, etc.). We only refer to those
aspects of an ambiance as context that are not mandatory for the operation of a
smart product (auxiliary information), user input, e.g., is not part of the context of
a smart product.” [SMVU11, p.15]
Destination
A node targeted by a message is referred to as destination. This node can be
specified either explicitly (e.g., by means of the node’s IP address) or implicitly. For
example, structured P2P overlay network typically use node identifiers for implicit
specification of message destinations. Note that if the destination cannot serve
the request encapsulated in the message, it may forward the message and – in
retrospect – take over the role of an intermediate.
Direct Request
All local requests are referred to as direct requests. Local requests originate from
applications and / or services that are deployed on a node that operates an in-
stance of the distributed storage service for request handling. Amongst others, this
includes PUT / GET requests resulting from PUT / GET events in the simulation
framework and requests made by the node’s workflow engine to serve activity-
related content needs.
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Environment
[SMVU11] denotes environments as ambiances yet states that both terms can be
used interchangeably. For reasons of simplicity, this document uses the common
term environment according to the following definition. “An ambiance is an identi-
fiable container with a clear boundary that may contain smart products and other,
non-smart product entities and which can be attributed with certain well-known
properties. Entities inside the container can influence each other but they are not
influenced by anything outside the container.” [SMVU11, p.14]
Erasure Code Replication
Erasure code replication strategies divide a content object c into a number of b
equally-sized blocks. Moreover, erasure coding is applied to these blocks in order
to generate a number of k > b blocks of the same size. Hence, there is a so-called
stretch factorΩ so that k = Ω×b. These k blocks are placed on k distinct nodes and
any b out of the k distributed blocks are sufficient for reassembling and accessing
the content c. Erasure code replication conforms to partial replication by setting b
to a value of 1. Hence, there is no loss in generality [LCL04, LYC07]. Erasure code
replication is often used to enhance content persistence and availability properties
[KWZ+00, DBEN07].
Forward
Message forwarding is a special case of message sending. It is used if an inter-
mediate, which has been assumed playing the role of destination, has to forward
(i.e., send) a message to the next assumed destination, because it cannot serve the
request. In short, message forwarding denotes sending of a message from a node
other than the source of the message.
Indirect Request
Requests that are delivered to nodes other than the requester / initiator are referred
to as indirect requests regardless of whether they can be served by the receiving
node. Amongst others, this includes PUT / GET requests being encapsulated in re-
lated PUT / GET messages. Indirect requests are always based on direct requests.
For example, a GET request resulting from a GET event in the simulation frame-
work is initially handled by the local node (i.e., direct request). Only if this node
cannot serve the request locally, it sends / routes the request to a potential provider.
From the perspective of the latter, the request is seen as an indirect request (i.e., a
requests originating from another node).
Initiator
A node that dispatches a PUT request in order to initially inject content into the
distributed storage system is referred to as initiator.
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Intermediate
A node on the delivery path from source to destination is referred to as intermedi-
ate. An intermediate receives messages either from source or other intermediates
and routes / forwards messages to the destination or other intermediates.
Last Hop
A node on the delivery path of a message that routed / sent / forwarded the mes-
sage to a certain node is referred to as last hop without specifying whether it plays
the role of source or intermediate. Simply put, the last hop is the sender of a
message.
Leaf Set
The leaf set comprises nodes that are neighbours to the local node in the logical
space of the overlay network. Hence, the leaf set consists of nodes with identifiers
being numerically close to the local node’s identifier. For example, the leaf set of
Pastry comprises |L| nodes with | L
2
| nodes having smaller identifiers (i.e., counter
clockwise positioned in the hash space) and the remaining | L
2
| nodes having greater
identifiers (i.e., clockwise positioned in the hash space) [RD01a].
Life Cycle
[SMVU11] defines the life cycle of smart products consisting of the three successive
phases design, manufacturing, and use. Moreover, the latter is interrelated with a
fourth phase maintenance that can passed through alternately / if needed during
product use.
Neighbour Set
The neighbour set denotes a state table of the content location and routing sub-
strate Pastry that comprises nodes that are close according to a certain proximity
metric (e.g., geographic distance). The term is a synonym for the term neighbour-
hood set used in [RD01a]. The term must not be confused with neighbour set used
as part of the Common API, which provides a set of nodes that are neighbours to
the local node in the logical space of the overlay network [DZD+03]. This set of
nodes is referred to as leaf set. A generic description of the term is presented in
Section 2.3.1
Node
The term node is used for all entities that play a role in the P2P overlay network
and utilise the distributed storage service.
Pre-Replication
In contrast to traditional replication which is based on events occurred in past
periods, pre-replication bases its decision on predictions of upcoming demand
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/ access patterns (i.e., active replication). Hence, the approach is comparable
with pre-fetching / pre-staging. However, while the latter results in pre-fetched /
pre-staged content being cached by requesters, pre-replication distributes transient
replicas.
Primary Provider
The role primary provider is a special case of the provider role. While the latter
captures all nodes that store and provide content of any type, the primary provider
is only played by nodes that initially store a content object after it was injected into
the distributed storage system by an initiator. Hence, the role primary providers
covers content objects only; replicas always result from subsequent operations.
Provider
A node storing content of any type on-board (i.e., in its shared storage) is called
a provider of this content. Such nodes provide and contribute a set of content
objects to the distributed storage system and are capable of serving corresponding
GET requests.
Replica
A replica is a copy of an object.
Requester
A requester is a node that queries content by means of a GET request. It can also
play the role of a provider in case it stores the requested content on-board, i.e., in
case itsGET request is served locally.
Route
Message delivery from source to destination by means of the actual routing mech-
anism of the overlay network implementation such as Plaxton’s prefix matching
approach [PRR99] is referred to as message routing. Note that in contrast to mes-
sage sending, message routing is handled based on the destination’s identifier.
Send
Message delivery from source to destination by means of direct addressing of the
destination is referred to as message sending (e.g., based on a node’s IP address).
Smart Product
“A smart product is a hybrid entity, consisting of a physical object and a software
object. It is capable of self-organised embedding into different environments over
the course of its life-cycle. It uses resources, such as storage, input or output
capabilities and knowledge, which are built-in or provided by the environment,
with the goal of natural and purposeful product-to-human interaction. At the same
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time, it provides built-in resources and knowledge in the environment for other
smart products to use (product-to-product interaction).” [SMVU11, p.11]
Source
A node that initially creates and dispatches a message is referred to as source of
the message. It routes / sends messages to the destination or other intermediates.
Transient Replica
Transient replicas are not permanently stored in the network and are assigned a
configurable gradually increasing TTL. The TTL value is increased each time the
replica is accessed. If the access rate exceeds a certain configurable threshold,
the replica is transformed into a persistent replica (i.e., transient replica becomes
replica). If, otherwise, a transient replica is not accessed during the defined TTL
period, it is either removed or flagged to be removed depending on the applied
storage strategy.
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